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 In this dissertation I investigate how Indian listeners have listened to Pakistani songs and 
singing voices in the period between the 1970s and the present. Since Indian film music 
dominates the South Asian cultural landscape, I argue that the movement of Pakistani songs into 
India is both a form of resistance and a mode of cultural diplomacy. Although the two nations 
share a common history and an official language, cultural flows between India and Pakistan have 
been impeded by decades of political enmity and restrictions on trade and travel, such that 
Pakistani music has generally not been able to find a foothold in the Indian songscape. I chart the 
few historical moments of exception when Pakistani songs and voices have found particular 
vectors of transmission by which they have reached Indian listeners. These moments include: the 
vinyl invasion of the 1970s, when the Indian market for recorded ghazal was dominated by 
Pakistani artists; two separate periods in the 1980s and 2000s when Pakistani female and male 
vocalists respectively sang playback in Indian films; the first decade of the new millennium 
when international Sufi music festivals brought Pakistani singers to India; and the 2010s, when 
Pakistani artists participated extensively in television music competition shows. In all of my case 
studies, Pakistani singers strove to resist political discourse by bring messages of peace and 
friendship to their Indian listeners, and Indian listeners strove to hear those messages. In 
analyzing how Pakistani songs were heard in India, I argue that Pakistani singers deployed 
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embodied vocality, and specifically the “grain of the voice,” not only to distinguish themselves 
from Indian competitors, but also to channel sonic meaning at the intersections of gender, 
religion, and nationality. Ultimately, I argue that Pakistani songs have sustained a persistent—if 
circumscribed—presence in India despite efforts to silence them, and more broadly, that the 








For once just look into my eyes, for once come closer, pray  
For once just try to understand what I could never say 
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CHAPTER 1: EXPLORING THE SONGSCAPE 
 
In the Fall of 2016, a Mumbai-based, right-wing political party, the Mahārāshṭra 
Navnirmān Senā1 (MNS) (Maharashtra Reform Army) called for a ban prohibiting Pakistani 
musicians and actors from performing in India or working in Indian films.2 Although not 
supported by legislation, the ban has been enforced through a system that includes resolutions by 
professional associations, boycotts by consumer groups, threats of bodily harm, shaming by 
media outlets, and withholding of funding by government agencies.3 WhatsApp videos were 
circulated widely by anonymous “concerned citizens” speaking in support of the ban (Fig. 1.1). 
MNS’s rationale for the ban depended on two claims: first, that some of the money earned by 
Pakistani actors and musicians in India ends up in Pakistan’s governmental coffers, and second, 
that the Pakistani government sponsors terrorist attacks on India.4 Although both of these claims 
                                                 
1 Throughout this dissertation I use an Urdu transliteration system adapted by Brill Publications from a system 
devised by Frances Pritchett, although I have further simplified this system by omitting diacritics distinguishing 
letters that have the same phonetic value in Urdu (for example sīn, swād, and se have all been transliterated with 
“s”). Further, I apply this transliteration system to all Indic words, that is, for all Hindi, Urdu, and Hindustani terms, 
with the following exception: I have retained the Romanized spellings (without diacritics) for film and album titles 
that appear in Roman script on the original material, for example on the album cover or in the film credits. I follow 
this practice even when parallel titles are present in the Hindi or Urdu scripts. 
2 “MNS at it again; gives 48-hour ultimatum to Pakistani artists to leave India,” India Today, September 23, 2016. 
3 “Indian Film Body Passes a Resolution Banning Pakistani Artists” Outlook, September 30, 2016 
(https://www.outlookindia.com/newswire/story/indian-film-body-passes-a-resolution-banning-pakistani-
artists/952226); “Boycotting Pakistani artists not a solution to terrorism: Karan Johar” Economic Times, September 
25, 2016 (https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/boycotting-pakistani-artists-not-a-solution-to-
terrorism-karan-johar). 




are questionable, the fact that many Indians supported this ban demonstrates that Pakistani actors 
and singers had been making significant inroads in the Mumbai film industry and other areas of 
Indian popular culture. Indeed, Pakistani singers had become remarkably prominent in the Indian 
film music industry in the first decades of the twenty-first century.  
In this dissertation I investigate how Indian listeners have listened to Pakistani songs and 
singing voices in the period between the 1970s and the present. Although the history of cross-
border cultural exchange between India and Pakistan extends back to the 1947 Partition when the 
two countries were born out of colonial British India, musical flows from Pakistan to India have 
largely been dwarfed into insignifigance by the flows going the other way. While Pakistanis of 
the post-Partition generation grew up watching Indian films and listening to Indian film songs in 
Pakistani theaters, I have yet to turn up evidence in my interviews and research that Indians saw 
Pakistani films or heard Pakistani film music, even during the brief period (1947 to 1965) when 
there were no bans in place.5 The story of Pakistani voices in India, then, begins with the first 
releases of Pakistani non-film recordings in India in the early 1970s. 
                                                 
5 In theory, Pakistani films could be released in India and vice versa until the 1965 war, after which Pakistan banned 
Indian films, and India returned the favor. Indian films remained banned in Pakistan (but accessible through various 
forms of piracy) until 2006. “Bring back Bollywood, we can’t watch Pakistani films…” The Print, January 16, 2020. 
(https://theprint.in/opinion/letter-from-pakistan/pakistanis-need-bollywood-films-not-ones-showing-kulbhushan-in-
balochistan-sabotaging-cpec/350161/). Indian films have subsequently been re-banned in Pakistan at various points, 





   
Figure 1.1: Three screenshots from a WhatsApp post by an anonymous Indian “concerned     
citizen” inveighing against Pakistani actors and singers working in India (2016).  
 
I chose this project for several reasons. First, in terms of the size and vigor of their music 
industries, Pakistan is the cultural underdog with respect to India and thus Pakistani music has 
generally been overshadowed by Indian music in the academic literature. Second, the Pakistani 
songs that found an audience in India evince a fascinating liminality, inhabiting a cultural space 
at the intersections of style, genre, gender, religion, and nationality. Third, the story of how 
Pakistani song has maintained its small but persistent niche in the Indian market and songscape 
illustrates music’s potential to re-humanize the objects of rhetorical othering. Fourth and most 
urgently, an analysis of these songs and the various modes of listening they entailed provides 
crucial insights into the role of music in situations of international conflict.  
Although India and Pakistan share a land border, physical crossings of this border have 




crossing point at Wagah in a separate essay,6 but I argue, based on several kinds of evidence, that 
the means by which Pakistani songs came to India did not include physical transport of 
recordings, and only rarely included visits by Pakistani performers. This being said, I recognize 
that the border links even while it divides, and the people in the borderlands share not only 
physical continguity, but also languages, cultures, social structures and customs, and even ethnic 
identities. What they do not share, at least in theory, is nationality and religion, although this 
sharp divide is coming under increasing scholarly scrutiny (Bond 2020).  
Despite the barriers, certain Pakistani songs, under certain circumstances, did reach Indian 
listeners. I have identified a set of vectors by which Pakistani songs entered the Indian 
songscape. In the pages below, I theorize the terms I have chosen, vector and songscape, to 
reference respectively the several paths by which songs traveled across the border and the 
hypothetical set of songs known to a defined set of Indian listeners. I investigate these various 
vectors of musical transmission in roughly chronological order, beginning in the early 1970s and 
ending with the present. Each vector forms the basis for a different case study, and each case 
study informs a separate chapter. In Chapters 2, I explore intimate listening in tea houses and 
small concerts while in Chapter 3, I look at personal record collections. Chapter 4 concerns 
Pakistani artists performing at Indian music festivals, and Chapters 5 and 6 analyze two different 
moments when Pakistani singers were invited to sing for Indian commercial films. Finally, in 
Chapter 7, I examine Pakistani participation in Indian television music competition shows.  
On the one hand, it stands to reason that India and Pakistan should share a common musical 
culture. The imagined and politically constructed borders between the two nations have little to 
do with cultural or linguistic boundaries. Academic studies of music and conflict largely concern 
                                                 




interactions between distinct musical cultures but to a large extent, Indian and Pakistani musical 
values are the essentially the same. Moreover, the well-established South Asian lingua franca, 
called variously Hindi, Urdu, and Hindustani, is the primary shared language of song between 
India and Pakistan, and several regional languages like Punjabi, Bengali, and Sindhi are also 
spoken by large populations on both sides of the border.7  
On the other hand, India and Pakistan have been at war, openly or covertly, throughout 
much of their shared history. Since 1947, sporadic border skirmishes have been punctuated by 
territorial incursions, terrorist attacks, surgical air strikes, and nuclear brinksmanship. Political 
agents on both sides spout propaganda demonizing the neighbor-other, and the rhetoric of 
hostility is brought to fever pitch during election seasons on both sides of the border. Person-to-
person diplomacy and other peace initiatives have been attempted but have proved impossible to 
sustain, and formal trade in cultural products like musical recordings, books, and films has been 
severely restricted. Although barriers to physical trade and travel between India and Pakistan 
have been occasionally undermined by cross-border radio broadcasts, audio and video cassette 
piracy, and cyber-porosity, the decades of mutually enforced separation have led to an 
ideological, if not phenomenological, difference between Indian and Pakistani musics.  
The Partition of India and Pakistan was intended to reify a perceived divide between the 
Hindu and Muslim residents of colonial India, but as it came to pass, the division was more 
geographical than religious. Rather than neatly dividing the two religious communities, the new 
border vivisected the states of Punjab and Bengal, divided families, villages, and cultures while 
provoking the largest migration in human history. Beyond the geographical division, the effects 
                                                 
7 Although the main focus of this study is on what is now known as Pakistan (formerly West Pakistan), I will touch 




of Partition penetrated deep into the interiors of both fledgling nations. The culture industries 
producing film and popular music were radically affected by not only the migration of artists but 
also by the ensuing processes of nation-building and self-definition in both India and Pakistan. In 
addition, the Partition left a lot of “unfinished business” concerning contested boundaries and 
intercommunity relations on both sides of the new border.  
The parallel nation-building projects drew impetus from the religious underpinnings of 
Partition, and so while India attempted to establish a Hindu cultural matrix based on indigenous 
classical and folk traditions, Pakistan endeavored to inculcate a form of enlightened Islamic 
modernity based on the progressive values of the Westernized Muslim intelligentsia. The 
trajectory of music, particularly popular music, was thus very different in each country. Although 
not officially sanctioned by the arbiters of culture on either side, India’s film song industry 
throve, while the analogous industry in Pakistan went into slow decline. On the other hand, two 
musical genres associated with South Asian Muslim traditions, the ghazal (Urdu art song) and 
qawwali (Sufi hymn) received government support in Pakistan, while the same forms in India 
suffered from a relative lack of state patronage.  
Although the Partition of India and Pakistan was ostensibly—and popularly understood to 
be —based on religion, today the number of Muslims in India is substantially greater than the 
aggregate population of Pakistan. South Asian Muslims are just as diverse as South Asians at 
large, but there is a general sense of unspoken solidarity between India’s Muslims and the people 
of Pakistan, reinforced by real family ties that link people across the border. The presence of this 




cultural terrain of South Asia.8 In many ways, family connections and shared religious identities 
contribute to the vectors for musical exchange. Moreover, it is difficult to talk about borders and 
borderlands in the India-Pakistan context because the borders blur and propagate within each 
nation like fractal boundaries in geometric space.  
Musical exchange was not driven only by cross-border sharing between extended Muslim 
families divided by Partition. Non-Muslims—the majority of whom are Hindus—have also been 
avid consumers of Pakistani music as part of a larger, long-term fascination with Muslim culture 
based on three intersectional impetuses. The first is a nostalgia for the golden age of the Mughal 
Empire and its culturally prolific successor states. The second is the celebration of “Ganga-
Jamni” culture, that is, the notion promoted by Jawaharlal Nehru of India as a nation that 
embraces Hindu, Muslim and other religious and regional traditions to form a single 
multicultural nation. Third, many Hindus express a desire to heal the wounds of Partition. The 
latter mode of musical rapprochement is fraught by shared trauma and is often complicated by 
the proverbial love-hate relationship. While many Indians long to hear the voices of their 
Pakistani step-siblings, other Indians have perceived these voices as threatening to national unity 
and attempted to co-opt or suppress them.  
Based on my 2017 fieldwork and my experiences in a long-running participant 
ethnography of the Indian music scene, I argue that there is still enormous goodwill toward 
reconciliation and friendship between the peoples of India and Pakistan. Evidence for this 
emerges from nearly every case study considered in this dissertation, although India’s musical 
relationship with Pakistan is rife with perilous nuances and dangerous ambiguities. The contrary 
                                                 





presence of humanizing and demonizing propaganda creates a startling cognitive dissonance in 
many discursive spheres and indeed I analyze these multiple conflicting messages as expressed 
in song.  
My central argument is that despite three major wars and ongoing tension between India 
and Pakistan, musical producers and consumers alike strove to forge and maintain musical 
connections across the border. Particularly in India, the locus of cultural hegemony in South 
Asia, consumers remained perpetually intrigued by the music of the Other. While the music of 
Pakistan represented forbidden fruit in some ways, its very existence eloquently refuted the 
claims of politicians and nationalists that Pakistan was an alien and hostile nation dominated by 
fundamentalist ideologies. Pakistani music was was comprehensible and desirable to Indian 
audiences and participated in continuous dialogue with Indian popular music, but its 
transportability was conditioned on certain limiting factors that I will explore below.  
I further argue that informal musical exchange between India and Pakistan, although never 
a state-sponsored project, helped diffuse tensions between nations that were just as likely to 
exchange gunfire across the Line of Control. My analysis of a set of representative musical 
works and genres informs a broader understanding of the role of music in the context of conflict, 
nationalism, and internationalism and yields insights into comparable situations in other global 
contexts.  
 
Methodology and Theory 
In this dissertation I deploy several theoretical concepts. “Songscape” and “vector” 
emerged from my research, and I use them in idiosyncratic ways as defined below. By songscape 
I mean a set of songs that are known widely across a given community, a shared playlist, as it 




they are heard and remembered as “liked songs” by individuals, collected in material or digital 
forms, and performed in concerts both by the original artist and as covers. 
At one level, the songscape is an epistemological construct describing what individual 
knowledge is shared among members of a community. The quantum of knowledge in this case is 
the song, and thus in many parts of my project songs form the basic units of analysis. Although 
one might say that songscape merely represents a community’s popular music, that is, the music 
that is widely known within that community, equating songscape with popular music is 
potentially misleading. First, “popular” also has the connotation—in South Asia as well as North 
America—of music that is of lower quality and panders to transient public tastes. The songscape 
under examination in this dissertation includes some music that might be classified as “popular” 
by this criterion, but also much music that is classified in South Asia as semi-classical, light-
classical, or even folk-traditional. Likewise, the songscape as I conceptualize it, defines its own 
community and this community cuts across various religious and linguistic boundaries as they 
have been ossified in the common understanding in South Asia. “Popular music” is not grainy 
enough to capture the various phenomena I will investigate.  
At another level, songscape is an ethnographic concept: through my participation in the 
Indian music scene as well as my fieldwork, I have assembled evidence of a shared playlist 
which is the aggregate of the individual playlists of my interviewees. I have also noted the 
frequency with which certain Pakistani songs crop up in discussions among Indian fans and as 
requests on my radio show and at live concerts. I have attended many ghazal and qawwali 
performances in India, and have observed that the inclusion of certain Pakistani songs in 
performance repertories in India is a consistently observable phenomenon just as it is in the 




individual playlists over the field of a given community. My ethnographic evidence, especially 
for Chapters 2 and 3, supports my argument that the community I study, defined by parameters 
like age and language, shares a core songscape, and that this shared songscape in turn helps to 
define and articulate its community.  
I am concerned with what I will call the Indian Urdu-Hindi songscape. I am explicitly 
confining this songscape within national and linguistic boundaries, because I focus on the 
songscape that I encountered empirically among college-educated urban and semi-urban Indians 
who consider themselves music-lovers. I fully recognize that this songscape overlaps extensively 
with non-Urdu-Hindi songscapes in India, as well as the analogous Pakistani songscape, and 
with Indian diasporic songscapes as well. I should point out here that the particular songscape I 
have chosen to study spans other kinds of social boundaries including religion, gender, class, and 
mother tongue, although each of these distinctions will play an important role at certain junctures 
in my analysis. 
Songscapes, in my conception are dynamic. They change over time, but many of their 
elements—if the songscape is conceived as a “fuzzy” set of songs—have significant staying 
power. Indeed, particular songs heard for the first time during adolescence and early adulthood 
tend to remain steadfast in the shared songscape of a particular generation even after decades 
have elapsed. Notably, while one genre may predominate within a songscape, most songscapes 
are fairly eclectic: my personal songscape (the songs I share with a large number of my 
contemporaries) includes country songs, jazz compositions, some (well actually a lot of) 
“oldies”, but also some very recent hits. Of course there will be patterns of individual preference, 
but the songscape taken as a whole consists of songs that “everyone knows.” Just as a songscape 




defined by its shared musical knowledge, that is, its songscape. With this last point in mind, I 
argue that a community that is defined by its shared musical knowledge may span different 
communities definied by other criteria.    
The question then arises how a songscape is different from a canon. Here I engage with 
some recent debates about canon formation, as well as some much older—but still relevant—
discussions of canon typology. In its most basic sense, a canon is created and defined by a 
central authority: the literal meaning derives from “canonization” requiring a papal decree. 
Although there is no centralized, monolithic authority determining the content of the songscape I 
observed in my fieldwork, I fully recognize—and refer to—forces like popular taste, marketing 
strategies by media company executives and festival directors, performers’ choices, film music 
awards, and singing competition judges, all of whom have a hand in what songs get included in 
the songscape and whether they stay or drop out over time.  
Phillip Bohlman in his 1988 book The Study of Folk Music in the Modern World, uses 
“canon” much the way I use songscape. He describes three types of canon with respect to folk 
music: small-group canons, mediated canons, and imagined canons (Bohlman 1988), referring to 
the process of canon formation and propagation with respect to the increasing size of the 
communities involved. My notion of songscape has much in common with Bohlman’s “mediated 
canon,” in his sense that “for the members of a community whose canon I have called 
‘mediated,’ there is often a historical basis for size—for example, residence in a particular 
geographic region or a shared experience like immigration….The members of such a community 
share many aspects of culture, but it is physically and geographically impossible to exchange 
them without mediation.” (Bohlman 1988, 111). My preference for “songscape” over “canon” in 




list” of songs and cultural products shared by a fairly homogeneous community, while songscape 
connotes an observable terrain that resists formal delimitation. 
Charles Altieri discusses canons as value constructs with ethical consequences (Altieri 
1990), while other scholars have critiqued canon formation as an inherent byproduct of 
historiography (Kärjä 2006), pedagogy (Kassabian 2010), or musicology itself (Hamer 2019). 
Each of these scholars makes important points about the power structures that underly canon 
formation, and with their insights in mind, I will continue to use “songscape” but recognize—and 
interrogate—the power relations as they come into play. Not the least of these is perhaps my own 
“power” as I write this dissertation and single out particular songs to study in detail. I also 
recognize that the “invisible hand” of the market plays a role in canon formation, and that when I 
speak in Chapters 3, 5, and 6 of the prevalence of certain songs and singers in the songscape, 
these are mostly the songs and singers that have been commercially successful. In this sense, 
then, my term songscape is nearly coterminous with “popular music canon.” Here too, however, 
“canon” implies a certain degree of authoritarian hegemony that fails to capture the dynamic 
nature and contested history of Pakistani voices in the Indian songscape. Further, I argue that in 
thinking in terms of songscape, I am reading the canon against the grain by giving audition to 
Pakistani voices in India precisely because they have been—or are in danger of being—silenced. 
My emphasis then, is not on why certain songs are in the songscape, and why other songs 
are not, but rather in how particular songs got there—songs I have encountered at every turn in 
my journey. In order to follow this line of inquiry, I chose to use the notion of “vectors.” Vectors, 




their mathematical counterparts, vectors have directionality as well as other attributes.9 For 
example velocity: some of my vectors work slowly and the songs they carry take years or 
decades to percolate throughout the target community. Other vectors may work more quickly. A 
key attribute of each vector is its medium of propagation: these media include vinyl LPs, 
television, film, the internet, and networks of individual singers.  
Each of my vectors required a different approach. I adopted an ethnographic approach to 
research the Aligarh Tea House, private record collections, and Sufi music festivals (Chapters 2, 
3, and 4). My fieldwork, conducted in India between January and August of 2017, was funded by 
a Fulbright-Nehru Student Research Grant. In compiling ethnographies of these specific listening 
communities, I explored how they are associated with particular listening spaces and social 
contexts, in particular, tea houses, private homes, and music festivals, but also including 
mediated spaces like feature films and televised music shows. My fieldwork included interviews 
with ghazal and qawwali fans, performers, and record collectors, as well as visits to Sufi music 
and Urdu literary festivals. These conversations in India were supplemented by conversations 
with people now living in the United States who had become fans of Pakistani music while living 
in India in past decades. 
 In many sections of this dissertation, the songs themselves are the primary unit of analysis. 
Inspired by the genealogical methods applied in recent monographs by Michael Figueroa (2020) 
and Andrea Bohlman (2020), and others, I consider a song to be not only a relatively fixed 
combination of melody and lyrics, but a fluid convergence of instantiations over time; these 
instantiations can include recordings, broadcasts, and performances. I have access to recordings 
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of many of the songs, including many different versions by different performers from different 
eras. These songs are in my and others’ personal collections, in archives, and many are also on 
YouTube in multiple versions. Another type of primary source is archived newspaper articles 
including reviews of concerts, or the journalistic reporting of pertinent events like the visit of a 
Pakistani musician to India. During my fieldwork I consulted resources in Delhi for both 
recordings and written sources including the libraries of Jamia Millia Islamia and Delhi 
University, the National School of Drama, the Sangeet Natak Academy, and the American 
Institute of Indian Studies Musicological Collection. I also visited the National Film Archives in 
Pune. 
For the main component of my fieldwork in 2017, I gathered stories of people in India who 
listened to Pakistani music in tea shops, friends’ groups, and the live concerts, creating networks 
of listening that constituted trans-local audiences. I contacted interviewees through a snowball 
process, tapping into networks of music collectors, concert and festival organizers, as well as 
attendees at events where Pakistani music was heard and performed. During my fieldwork period 
I also attended a dozen conferences on music, performance, and literature and interacted with 
other scholars and panelists at those venues. Before and after my fieldwork in India, I leveraged 
my ongoing participation in the Indian music scene as a radio show curator-host and harmonium 
player to interview performers and fans in India, Pakistan, and in several diaspora communities 
in the United States.  
Interviews were conducted in person where possible, and when my contacts were attendees 
at a concert or festival, I attempted to interview them during or immediately after the 
performances. For more extensive interviews with performers and the proprietor of the Aligarh 




the interviews, but many of them were informal and I either took notes during the interview, or 
wrote out notes as soon afterward as possible on the same day. When speaking to music fans, I 
generally asked about their musical tastes, attempting to gauge the depth and breadth of their 
knowledge of Pakistani songs and singers. Often they would mention several names and songs 
spontaneously without being prompted or reminded. I would ask follow-up questions like: 
Where were you when you first heard a recording of a particular artist? Who were you with? Did 
you obtain a copy of the recording? Have you ever heard this artist perform live? What do you 
especially like about the music? The voice? The lyrics? Which particular songs were your 
favorites? What differences do you perceive between the “Pakistani sound” and the “Indian 
sound?” Toward the end of each interview I would ask about Pakistani artists that in my 
experience were less known in India to see whether the interlocutor would respond with 
recognition. 
A large amount of supplementary data for this study was gathered from sitting in 
performances and recording my experiences of audience reactions as well as performers’ 
repertory choices. I realized long ago that Indian (and Pakistani) audiences are highly interactive 
during musical performances, shouting out approval using several formalized phrases and 
gestures, and discussing significant moments among themselves. I learned not to expect to be 
able to concentrate fully on the performer’s voice, but rather to be continually distracted by 
comments and conversations around me, some about the music but others about irrelevant and 
distracting topics. People in the audience constantly come and go, children may be running up 
and down the aisles, and it is not unusual for someone to answer a cell phone call in the middle 
of a piece. Concert-going companions often expect me to listen to their running commentaries 




other—a skill I have not yet perfected. Aside from being disturbing at one level, these kinds of 
commentaries and in-concert conversations were enormously valuable at another level as they 
educated me about what Indian listeners hear and engage with during a performance. 
This whole project grew out of my nearly thirty years of intensive participation with 
Indian—and Pakistani—listening communities both in the United States and in South Asia. My 
first exposure to the popular music of South Asia happened when I was recruited to join a 
“Bollywood” band at the University of Michigan in the mid-1980s. I was working on a Master’s 
degree in bassoon performance at the time, moonlighting at the university library, where a co-
worker from India asked if I could fill in on harmonium for an upcoming function. I had never 
played—or seen—a harmonium, but began by learning a small repertory of songs for the 
function and not embarrassing myself too much at the performance. Subsequently, I have 
continued to learn the practice and repertory of ghazal, qawwali, and film songs. 
I have also been involved in organizing live concerts of Pakistani and Indian music since 
the mid-90s. This has given me many opportunities to interact not only with fans of ghazal and 
qawwali music, but also with Pakistani performers like the Sabri Brothers, Munni Begum, Asif 
Ali, Ghulam Abbas, Tarannum Naz, Mehnaz, and Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, as well as with Indian 
vocalists like Sudhir Narain and Ghulam Abbas Khan. With the exception of a very few major 
names, however, Pakistani artists are always a hard sell with Indian audiences. I found myself 
struggling to publicize and promote even major Pakistani artists like Mehnaz or Asaf Ali because 
so few Indians had heard of them, and this includes Indians who were long-time fans of Pakistani 
singers like Munni Begum or Mehdi Hassan. My experiences served to reinforce my conviction 




even though ghazal and qawwali concerts in the United States present opportunities for Indians 
and Pakistanis to share musical experiences.  
Thus in my work on this project I have been a participant ethnographer, drawing 
substantially on my own long-term involvement as a performer of South Asian music, as a 
weekly radio show host, and as an organizer of concerts, as well as a frequent traveler to India 
and Pakistan. I am fortunate in that my involvement with South Asian music long pre-dates my 
adoption of this project, and thus I began with a rich foundation of knowledge through the grace 
and generosity of my many friends and collaborators. This knowledge and experience in turn 
shaped this project at every step. 
 
Language 
One of the chief defining factors of a songscape is its language; the songscape I study in 
this dissertation, however, presents several problems in this regard. 10 My approach is to treat 
Hindi and Urdu as two flavors of the same language. In general, the Hindi flavor tends to borrow 
words from Sanskrit while the Urdu flavor prefers a lexicon derived from Arabic and Persian, 
but there is significant amount of overlap. In the 1950s and 60s the Indian government attempted 
to impose formal Hindi from the top down, but its attempts were met by resistance that 
occasionally became violent. The only sphere where the government was partially successful 
was the official government sphere itself: official government communications and media used 
an extremely Sanskritized form of Hindi throughout this period, and several generations of 
students had to suffer through learning its esoteric vocabulary. The other side of this specious 
coin was the attempted elimination—or erasure—of Arabic and Persian words from official 
                                                 




discourse, and this erasure has been paralleled by largely unsuccessful attempts to eradicate 
Muslim presence from Indian cultural history. One result of these combined processes has been 
the slow decline of Urdu as a written-read language even in its traditional cultural centers. As a 
spoken, sung, and media language, however, Urdu prersists in nearly its former strength. 
The word “register” is often invoked to describe different forms of the same language, 
but there are multiple registers within both Hindi and Urdu. The literary register of Hindi differs 
substantially from the literary register of Urdu, but the informal registers differ hardly at all. 
Since “register” connotes a particular usage context, it might be possible to speak of a “song 
register” to identify the particular form of Hindi-Urdu used in most of the songs I study. Indeed, 
the failure of the government’s Hindi-ization program was due primarily to the fact that it 
ignored popular culture, especially film and music, with the result that the “song register” of 
Hindi-Urdu continued to thrive.  
This song register itself is not linguistically monolithic. Ghazals tend to be toward the 
Persianized end of the spectrum, but some more than others. Singers rarely choose ghazals or 
couplets with difficult Persian or Arabic vocabulary that their middle- to low-brow audiences 
would not be expected to know, and if such words arise, the singer will interrupt the song to 
gloss the difficult word. Qawwalis also tend toward the Urdu side, and use more Islamic 
terminology, but they also can incorporate folk dialects on one hand, pure Persian on the other, 
and other South Asian languages like Punjabi or Sindhi as well. Meanwhile, ghazals can be 
written in folk dialects that reference regional languages like Braj Bhasha or Awadhi, and geet 
(songs) exhibit even more lexical flexibility. 
One is tempted, ceteris paribus, simply to call the song register Urdu in the context of my 




But all of the aforementioned nuances and complications apply: many Pakistani poets and film 
lyricists incorporated informal lexicon and even wrote in various folk idioms. At the same time, 
India persists in calling its main film industry the “Hindi” film industry, and its songs “Hindi” 
songs, even though they share the same linguistic register with Pakistani Urdu songs and films.  
Another complication relates to script: in the pre-nationalist project leading toward 
Independence, the older Sanskrit alphabet, Devanagari, was taken out of mothballs and 
reintroduced in India to write the new version of the soon-to-be national language. The adoption 
of the Devanagari script for Hindi emphasized its affinities with Sanskrit and pre-Islamic India 
while the continued use of the Nastaliq script for Urdu linked it to Persian and Arabic and the 
Islamicate cultural achievements of the more recent past. In its spoken and especially in its sung 
form, the Urdu writing system is invisible, even while songs retained their Persian-influenced 
lexicon. As Indian education policy abandoned Urdu, the former lingua franca of the entire 
Subcontinent, in favor of Hindi, Urdu acquired an esoteric cachet. The case in Pakistan is quite 
different, where Urdu was adopted/retained as the primary official language. Paradoxically, even 
today an appreciation for and understanding of literary Urdu is considered a signifier of cultural 
attainment among the majority Hindu middle classes even while the long-term project of 
marginalizing and arcanizing Urdu continues. Although Indian Muslims increasingly call their 
mother tongue “Hindi” and do not learn the Urdu writing system, they augment the majority 
community’s respect for Urdu with a perception that by virtue of belonging to the Muslim 
community they have inherited Urdu’s cultural capital. In my conversations with fans of 
Pakistani ghazals, I noticed that Muslim listeners judge ghazal singers on the basis of correct 
pronunciation and their taste in choosing lyrics by the Master Poets. For some of my Muslim, 




of musical excellence. Hindus, on the other hand, judge ghazal singers on the basis of the 
singers’ preference for lyrics with simpler vocabulary and their readiness to gloss difficult 
“Urdu” words in the midst of performing a ghazal. As we will see in Chapter 3, albums 
containing Pakistan singers’ renditions of ghazals by eighteenth- or nineteenth-century master 
poets were not as well accepted as albums by the same singers featuring ghazals derived from 
film songs, the latter generally having lyrics less interlarded with more arcane Arabic and 
Persian vocabulary. 
In the cities and provinces where Urdu literature flourished in recent centuries, the Hindu 
middle classes continue to value exposure to and appreciation for the ghazal as a musical genre; 
their appreciation for Urdu literature itself has necessarily waned with the phasing out of the 
Urdu script.11 These regions include much of North India, from Punjab in the Northwest to Bihar 
in the East, from Kashmir in the North to old Deccan Urdu centers like Hyderabad and Mysore 
in the South, and of course including Bombay/Mumbai where the film industry persists in 
promoting Urdu as its main language, even while calling it Hindi. It must be remembered that for 
all its territorial extent, Urdu is nowhere anyone’s first language. It is a linguistic overlay that 
floats above the local languages and dialects. I use the preposition “above” here not (necessarily) 
to imply any kind of innate superiority, but to capture the concept that in the not so distant past, 
Urdu functioned as the link language that emerged out of and sustained the larger administrative 
and cultural structures. Its emergence as the preferred literary language of North India was 
ancillary to its importance as a medium of communication between linguistically dissimilar 
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regions. All in all, the valence of Urdu poetry in North Indian society has remained surprisingly 
constant from the 1960s until today.  
 
Genres 
As I pursued my research, I found that two genres accounted for the vast majority of 
Pakistani songs that entered the Indian songscape: ghazal and qawwali. Here, and in subsequent 
chapters, I will explore the fuzziness of genre boundaries in some detail, but at a fundamental 
level, I use the genre labels to refer to sonic spaces and tonal palettes. Thus a genre like ghazal is 
defined less by formal structure and text content than by the vocal quality and style of the singer, 
the instrumentation of the accompaniment, the production technology employed, and even more 
subtle parameters like hall reverberation and sounds generated by the audience. Part of my 
argument in Chapter 3 pivots on my observation that the genre definition of ghazal underwent a 
radical change in the 1970s due to the influx of Pakistani artists into the Indian songscape. I will 
invoke other genre labels at various points, for example, folk and rock, but I will treat these more 
as distinct sonic spaces rather than as bounded generic categories. Here I take account of David 
Brackett’s formulation of genre as being “associations of texts whose criteria of similarity may 
vary according to the uses to which the genre labels are put.” (Brackett 2016: 3–4).12 
In its narrowest definition, ghazal is a genre of South Asian art song that sets an Urdu poem 
in ghazal form. This poetic form, constructed from a set of couplets linked by a common meter 
and monorhyme (aa ba ca da etc.), has its roots in Arabic and Persian prosody. Within a 
particular ghazal, each couplet expresses a complete thought, and there is generally no narrative 
or thematic connection between couplets. Although musical settings of Urdu poetry that do not 
                                                 




fulfill the formal requirements of a ghazal are not technically ghazals, they are often performed 
in ghazal style, issued on recordings along with true ghazals, and heard as ghazals by many 
listeners. Such “not quite” ghazals I will refer to as para-ghazals, meaning that they are similar 
enough to ghazals that they are considered together with ghazals for my purposes. Musical 
settings of ghazal range from the semi-classical style, employing Hindustani rāg and tāl 
structures, to the popular/filmy style, which may be accompanied by Western-style chordal 
harmony.13 We will see in Chapters 2 and 3 how ghazals are often paired with geet—a broader 
term for any non-ghazal song—as well as other semi-classical forms like dādrā and ṭhumrī. 
In my conversations with “ghazal” fans, I have been surprised how few of them actually 
know the poetic definition of a ghazal. They freely apply the term “ghazal” to para-ghazals and 
even geet. For the average Indian listener, ghazal and para-ghazal all belong to the same sonic 
and generic universe. I will discuss in Chapter 3 how the transformation of film songs into para-
ghazals, as they crossed the border to be released on Indian LPs, had a significant impact on the 
sonic universe of Indian ghazals.  
The ghazal is thus an intimate, “indoor” form, best heard by a small group of listeners. 
Since the emphasis in ghazal is on the lyrics, ghazal consumers tend to possess a modicum of 
esoteric knowledge that includes an understanding of the Urdu poetic lexicon and repertory of 
symbols and tropes. Ghazal gāyakī, or vocal style, is derived from the Hindustani classical 
tradition and incorporates melodic nuance, improvisation in live performance, frequent 
repetition, and a mellow, unforced vocal tone. Typically a live ghazal performance is 
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accompanied only by a harmonium, often played by the vocal soloist herself, a tabla, and 
occasionally a stringed instrument like the traditional bowed sārangī (box-fiddle).  
In ghazals and para-ghazals the text is of paramount importance. While this is also true of 
film songs, ghazal lyrics tend to demand more attentive and engaged listening practices. 
Listeners strive to understand the meaning(s) of each couplet, and when they do, they express 
their delight with exclamations of “Wah! (Bravo).” Couplets may include unfamiliar vocabulary, 
or abstruse metaphoric language. In live concerts, performers can use repetition and vocal 
nuance to elicit the ghazal’s polysemy, but this is not often done on studio recordings. Ghazal 
audition thus requires an intimate listening space. Group listening to the recorded ghazal worked 
best in small venues like the rooms or terraces of private homes, student dormitories, or small 
cafes like the Aligarh Tea House.  
Until the early 1980s and the rise of Jagjit Singh, ghazals as consumed in India were 
primarily the domain of Pakistani singers, and indeed, as the Pakistani film industry declined, an 
increasing number of Pakistani vocalists released recordings in the ghazal genre. As a musical 
genre, however, the ghazal was itself changing during this period. Peter Manuel has described 
the changes in both Indian and Pakistani ghazal styles as the medium of transmission changed—
from vinyl to cassette—and he traces an overall shift from a semi-classical to a more popular 
idiom (Manuel 1993, 94-104) that resulted from the introduction of cassette technology. I argue 
in Chapter 3 that the influx of Pakistani ghazals into India at this time also played a significant 
role in this shift. This process meanwhile further blurred the already fuzzy line between film 
song and the ghazal genre.  
In the Indian festivals featuring Pakistani artists I study in Chapter 4, the prevalent genre 




associated with the Sufi practice of sama’ or spiritual listening. Delhi Sultanate court poet Amir 
Khusrau (1253-1325) is said to have developed qawwali to honor his Sufi master Nizamuddin 
Auliya (1238–1325) by complementing the Islamic practice of dhikr (chanting) with 
instrumental accompaniment borrowed from Hindu devotional hymns, and eventually writing his 
own lyrics and melodies for performance in this new hybrid qawwali style (Sarmadee 1975). In 
later centuries, the qawwali genre developed secular and popular variants, but its Islamicate roots 
reasserted themselves with the Sufi branch of the World Music movement (Schnabel 1998; Wald 
2007; Baud 2008). 
If ghazal is an “indoor” form, then qawwali is an “outdoor” form, and qawwals (qawwali 
practitioners) cultivate voices with an extroverted, strenuous vocal quality. In modern South Asia 
there are at least three sub-genres of qawwali: traditional shrine-based qawwali, filmi qawwali, 
and independent qawwali performed by singers who are attached neither to a shrine nor to the 
film industry.14 The first is exclusively religious in content, while the other two sub-genres may 
be religious or secular or somewhere in between. Indeed, the incorporation of qawwali in film 
imbues it with a special polysemy by drawing on traditional conflations of human love and 
divine love. Although typically a given performer or group specializes in only one sub-genre, 
there is some crossover; for example, both shrine-based and independent qawwals have been 
enlisted to perform film songs.  
Shrine-based qawwali is ubiquitous in the Indian soundscape. In this traditional form, 
qawwali is performed by a group of two or more musicians with at least one vocalist 
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accompanied by acoustic instruments, primarily the harmonium and ḍholak/tabla. The qawwals’ 
vocal apparatus and quality are affected by years of singing in public spaces without 
microphones. The typical “qawwali sound” is thus often strained, rough-edged, and harsh, but 
generally retains its expressiveness and virtuosity in terms of agility and range. The musical 
texture is normally thick, with two or more vocalists trading lines, more joining in on refrains, 
rhythmic clapping, and multiple percussionists performing sparkling variations on the tāl. The 
energy trajectory of qawwali is defined by a characteristic lengthy alāp (non-metered 
introduction) followed by a slowly accelerating rhythm, and alternations between improvisatory 
solo passages by the lead singer and choruses.  
At each shrine, vocalists who are predominantly men sing qawwalis sitting in the courtyard 
before the Saint’s tomb. Qawwali ensembles tend to be fairly large, including multiple 
drummers, multiple vocalists, and multiple harmonium players, as well as a vocal chorus that 
also provides the distinctive qawwali clapping. Qawwali singing requires a certain level of vocal 
stamina and power; this cannot be achieved without sacrificing nuance and intimacy of sound. 
Although qawwals were exclusively male, women also sing Sufi songs in the form of “kafis” or 
hymns, particularly Punjab and Sindh. In any context, vocal roughness, a powerful sound, and an 
emphasis on force rather than nuance indexes Sufi affiliations. Like ghazal, qawwali uses a 
subset of classical Hindustani rāgs and tāls while blending rāgs and non-rāg notes into the 
improvisatory framework.  
The original listening space for qawwali was the Sufi dargah (tomb shrine), but many 
qawwals (hereditary qawwali performers) took the genre to the concert stage, and Indian films 
often picturized qawwalis in non-dargah settings. In India, recorded qawwalis could be Islamic 




“ishq” (passion) that transcended the bounds of organized religion (Qureshi 1999). A number of 
singers who made their names in the popular qawwali genre were not connected to any 
hereditary lineage of qawwals nor associated with any particular dargah. These included 
recording artists of the 1960s like Habib Painter, Jani Babu, Aziz Nazan, Shakila Bano Bhopali, 
Kallu Qawwal, and others. Although occasionally invited to sing for films, the reputation of 
these artists largely rests on their non-film recordings.  
The text of qawwali may be in Urdu, Persian, Punjabi, or indeed in any language. Despite 
their Islamic context, qawwali in South Asia rarely use Arabic, and if the lyrics quote from the 
Qur’an in the original Arabic, the instrumentalists will drop out for the duration of the quotation, 
which will then be sung without accompaniment. The lyrics may employ romantic or even erotic 
imagery, refer to stories from the Qur’an or tales from literature and folk traditions, or express 
devotion to one or more religious figures, such as the Prophet Muhammad, Hazrat Ali, Bibi 
Fatima, or Sufi saints.  
While the qawwali tradition continues to thrive in India—both in Bollywood and at 
thousands of Sufi shrines around the country—Pakistani qawwals have often been perceived as 
having more authenticity, perhaps by virtue of being from a nation in which Islam is the 
majoritarian religion. The regions now encompassed by Pakistan, especially the Indus watershed 
provinces of Punjab and Sindh, are understood by many to be the Sufi “homelands”; several 
major Sufi saint-poets, such as Baba Farid (1179–1266)15 and Bulleh Shah (1680–1757), are 
associated with this region, and the most famous shrine in Sindh is that of Hazrat Lāl Shāhbāz 
Qalandar “Jhūle Lal” (1177–1274). Punjab has long been a region of religious mixing and 
pluralism, and its Sufi saint-poets are revered not only by Muslims but also by Hindus and Sikhs 
                                                 




on both sides of the border.16 This “blurring” of religious lines is, in fact, one of the central 
concerns of the Sufis. To the extent that the India-Pakistan border is imagined as a religious 
boundary, Sufism and Sufi music is perceived as having the power to dissolve the border and all 
that it represents (Bigelow 2010). Moreover, in the post-9/11 world, and the “Clash of 
Civilizations” rhetoric that abounds in geopolitics, governments both in the Muslim world and in 
the West have sought to cultivate Sufism as “the good Islam” (Aidi 2014; Fait 2015). Perhaps the 
underlying assumption is that music and religious radicalism are mutually exclusive, and that 
singing Muslims cannot also be terrorists (Sufi Soul 2016). 
Religious qawwali—and its hereditary proponents—allowed no space for women 
performers, but women certainly sing Sufi devotional music, often employing the qawwali 
gāyakī; such pieces were given generic labels like “kāfī” or “na’at” rather than qawwali. In the 
realm of secular qawwali, however, women held their own.17 Several women in India became 
renowned as practitioners of qawwali style, the most famous of whom was Shakeela Bano 
Bhopali. A common type of recording featured the “muqābalah” (competition), often between 
male and female qawwals. And qawwali was absorbed into film music so thoroughly that until 
recently, most films had a qawwali-type song at some important juncture. Filmi qawwalis could 
include professional playback singers like Mohammad Rafi, Asha Bhosle, or Manna Dey, but 
they also often incorporated the voices of “professional” qawwals like Shakeela Bano Bhopali, 
Rashida Khatoon, Jani Babu, and Aziz Nazan (Sundar 2017; Zubedi & Sarrazin 2017). 
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While traditional shrine-based qawwali is not sung by women,18 filmi and non-filmi 
commercial qawwalis often feature women singers. This is not to say that women in Pakistan—
or India for that matter—do not sing Sufi music; on the contrary, despite Islamic proscriptions on 
women singing for mixed audiences, Pakistani artists like Abida Khanum, Abida Parveen, and 
Sanam Marvi have based their careers on singing Sufi music. So while they are not referred to as 
“qawwals,” women Sufi performers are spoken in common parlance of as “singing qawwali.” 
Perhaps counterintuitively, I have encountered no prohibitions on women listening to male 
performers. There seem to be fundamental gender inequalities in the erotic power of the voice 
and the directionality of the aural gaze in South Asia. Even in strict pardah (seclusion) 
situations, which now are largely a thing of the past in that part of the world, women could listen 
to performers from behind gauzy curtains or screens.19 These barriers were designed so that the 
women could hear and see but not be seen by the male audience members and the performers 
who would themselves be either men or courtesans. I have heard this inequality justified by 
assertions that women aren’t attracted to men in the same way men are attracted to women, or 
even that women have more self-control than men, and thus they are resistant to temptations 
surrounding the audition of a male voice.  
Other terms used for qawwali, especially when women are singing, are kāfī and dhamāl.20 
Women in Pakistan have also extensively recorded for television and YouTube other genres of 
unaccompanied religious vocal music, like na’at (songs praising the Prophet Muhammad) and 
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hamd (hymns to God), which would normally be performed live only for an all-female audience. 
There is no problem, however, in distributing recordings of religious music like this for 
consumption by all genders. Presumably, the mediation process removes the prohibitions 
imposed by religion, at least for some listeners. These prohibitions, supported by various hadith 
(transmitted sayings of the Prophet), seem to be designed to prevent exposing men to the 
temptations resulting from seeing women’s bodies and faces or hearing women’s voices (except 
of course for their wives’); but when the temptation has no potential to be transformed into sinful 
action, for example, when the woman is not physically present, then the danger is largely 
obviated (Yeo 2018). Also in an audio recording, the voice is not accompanied by the image; 
indeed, it is essentially veiled and disembodied, and moreover, it is singing about religious topics 
that should, in theory, counteract any erotic stimulus evoked by the female voice itself. Lastly, 
the more orthodox listeners would hardly purchase this or any other music on principle, no 
matter what the gender of the singer, and the fairly large market for religious music recordings 
thus depends mostly on consumers who are Muslim but do not object to listening to music as a 
form of devotional practice.  
Ultimately, the qawwali became a popular music genre almost entirely divorced from its 
Sufi origins. On the Bollywood screen, and thus in the public imagination, qawwali-ness was 
characterized by a special sonic profile that included the use of ḍholak, clapping, choral singing, 
forceful voices, and slowly accelerating tempo. Visually, qawwals were marked by kitschy 
outfits, rakish caps, and singing while seated in a group, as well as certain physical gestures like 
cupping one hand behind one’s ear while extending the other hand toward heaven. These 
symbols recur constantly in various combinations throughout most of Bollywood’s history (see 




Figure 1.2: Still from filmi qawwali “Aye meri zohra jabeen” (Oh my morning-star-browed one), 
sung by Manna Dey (Waqt 1965).. 
 
Figure 1.3: Still from film qawwali “Tumse milke dil ka jo haal” (Upon meeting you my heart’s 
condition), sung by Sonu Nigam, Altaf Sabri, Hashim Sabri (Main Hoon Na 2004); 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXkbWKr5ovU (2:32). 
 
More recently, the resurgence of Sufism in popular culture has led to a push to re-




large-scale festivals of Sufi music (for example, Jahan-e Khusrau) or festivals of Urdu Literature 
(for example, Jashn-e Rekhta). The Sufi festivals have been held in large outdoor venues in 
Delhi, at historical sites associated with Islamicate rule like the Qutub Minar or Humayun’s 
Tomb. Literary festivals are usually held at monuments to Indian secular modernism like the 
India International Center, the India Habitat Center, or the Indira Gandhi National Center for the 
Arts. Even before the 2016 ban, such festivals were often Indian listeners’ only opportunities to 
hear live Pakistani performers.  
On the Pakistan side only a few qawwali groups rose to prominence: the Sabri Brothers and 
somewhat later, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. Both groups claimed hereditary qawwal status, but both 
groups became recording artists in their own right. Although not called “qawwals”, some women 
also emerged in the Pakistani Sufi music scene: the most important of these being Reshma, Runa 
Laila, and Abida Parveen. Each of these singers will be dealt with in the chapters below. 
The film industry’s embracing of qawwali is tied to the post-independence doctrine of 
“nation building” and its antecedents in the progressive tradition of anti-colonial historical 
narratives which deploy Sufism’s reputed tolerance as a touchstone for a broad-based 
ecumenicalism. The popularization and commercialization of qawwali has led inevitably to the 
blurring of its generic features. When sung by playback singers, filmi qawwalis rarely retain the 
characteristic vocal sound, although I will argue in Chapter 6 that one element in Rahat Fateh Ali 
Khan’s popularity is his ability to deploy qawwali vocality in his film songs.  
The third type of song I will treat is the film song, with the caveat that film song is not a 
genre per se but rather tends to absorb most other genres in South Asia and refers more to song 
provenance than any inherent sonic characteristics. There are numerous histories of Indian film 




music directors (that is, composers). It is only in the past decade that South Asian and Western 
scholars have begun to reexamine Indian film song using a number of lenses borrowed from 
modern critical theory. Surprisingly, there has been almost no analogous work done on Pakistani 
film song, again, with the exception of a handful of biographies of important singers. Alison 
Arnold’s unpublished dissertation laid the foundation for the historiography of Indian film song 
(Arnold 1991). Other scholars have investigated various aspects of film song hermeneutics,21 and 
I have found Patrick Hogan’s insights about the cognitive labor performed by Hindi film songs 
useful for Chapters 5 and 6 (Hogan 2008). More recent scholarship by Jayson Beaster-Jones 
(2015) and in a collection of essays edited by Beaster-Jones and Natalie Sarrazin called Music in 
Contemporary Indian Film: Memory, Voice, Identity (2017) has pointed the way toward a closer 
engagement with “the music itself.” I have drawn upon Beaster-Jones’s formulations of 
“cosmopolitan mediation” for my analyses of Indian film song, and Zuberi and Sarrazin’s essay 
on the adaptation of qawwali to film guides my approach in the discussion of the qawwali genre. 
Two more essays in the 2017 volume provided useful lenses: Monika Mehta’s essay on the 
Mirchi Music Awards for Chapter 6, and Anaar Desai-Stephens’s essay on Indian Idol for 
Chapter 7 (Beaster-Jones and Sarrazin 2017). 
As in India, the Pakistani music industry was dominated by film song from Independence 
until the early 1980s. Classical and semi-classical singers were often enlisted to sing film songs: 
Mehdi Hassan and Iqbal Bano were perhaps the two most prominent singers who had parallel 
careers in film as well as “private” (that is, non-film) ghazal, and they often presented their own 
film songs in adapted ghazal incarnations. The Sabri Brothers sang a number of qawwalis for 
Pakistani films, but it was Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, and his nephew Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, that 
                                                 




were recruited aggressively not only by the Pakistani film industry, but by the Indian film 
industry as well. Decades before Nusrat collaborated with Bollywood, other Pakistani singers 
had made successful forays into the Indian film song market, but as I will discuss below, 
Pakistani film songs themselves almost never crossed the border without undergoing either genre 
reassignment or illegal appropriation. 
I will define film songs as songs of any genre that retained their metadata: this included 
the name of the film they were from, the actor on which they were picturized, etc. It is important 
to establish such a definition, because while Pakistani ghazals, however defined, did cross the 
border to Indian consumers, Pakistani film songs generally did not as film songs. In many cases, 
they were re-recorded for the Indian market at slower tempos, with simplified orchestration. This 
often entailed recording a live performance, or making a recording sound live rather than studio-
produced. But in other cases, the song itself did not change all that much, but it was stripped of 
its metadata. In other words, Pakistani film songs could not cross the border without undergoing 
some kind of re-packaging process. What were the factors that allowed songs other than ghazals 
to migrate, to be produced in Pakistan and both covered and consumed in India? Was the 
mobility of a song based on genre characteristics, or the popularity of the artist, or the nature of 
the particular song? The answer seems to be that it was a combination of factors.  
Pakistani film music was evidently less likely to be exported to India because of the 
massive size and powerful hold of the Indian film music industry. With the exception of 
Pakistani-Bangladeshi singer Runa Laila, whose story I tell in Chapter 5, no Pakistani artist was 
able to sing for Bollywood until the early 1980s. The competition was simply too fierce. While 
Indian listeners may have been in search of novelty, this was provided by innovations on the part 




the 1980s. It was nearly impossible for a young singer, much less a singer from Pakistan, to 
break into the Indian film industry without major patronage from an Indian music director. And 
the music directors could not afford to offend their top-tier star singers by replacing them with 
new artists. So throughout the 70s, it was in the musical hinterland beyond the domain of the 
Indian film music industry that Pakistani artists found an opening into the Indian market. This is 
not to say that Pakistani artists did not have strong motivation to try to break into the Indian 
market: the sheer size of the market meant that album sales in India were far more lucrative than 
in Pakistan.  
The listening spaces for film song are of course cinema halls, but also—in the early days—
on gramophones and radios, and more recently in Internet-mediated playlists and YouTube. I am 
particularly interested in those spaces where Indian and Pakistani singers are brought into 
competition through various televised musical competition shows. This phenomenon began with 
Pakistani artists competing on ZeeTV’s show SaReGaMaPa in the early 2000s, and culminated 
with Sur Kshetra in 2012. The Indian and Pakistani contestants on these shows sang not only 
covers of current and classic film songs, but also qawwalis and occasionally ghazals. Like 
analogous cricket matches between the two arch-rival nations, these musical reality shows 
became loci of extreme nationalism, not to mention interstate rivalry within India itself. At the 
same time, these shows provided extraordinary opportunities for Indian audiences to hear new 
Pakistani voices, and for the expert judges to critique each other’s singers on what was portrayed 
as a level-playing field.  
 
Tone, Timbre and Vocality 
The field of sound studies impinges on my project, particularly with respect to aurality and 




vocal quality considered as a gestalt of tone, timbre, style, embodiment, and vibration. As an 
approach that takes into account the whole sonic context, and in particular the way social 
interactions are mediated by multiple layers of sound, sound studies may yield insights into the 
role of the music in forging community and overcoming conflict. Vocality studies provide a lens 
through which to study differences in sound quality between Pakistani singers and their Indian 
counterparts, and to analyze the semiology of gendered embodied voices (Dunn and Jones, 
1994).  
At this juncture I invoke Nina Sun Eidsheim’s recent work on vocal timbre and race 
(Eidsheim 2019). I agree with Eidsheim that there is no such thing as a priori vocal identity, no 
definitive answer to her “acousmatic question”: “Who is this?”. Pakistani voices “sound” 
Pakistani to Indian listeners for several reasons, but these reasons emerge from the interaction 
between the listening ear and the singing voice, rather than from the singing voice alone. 
Eidsheim’s central argument is tripartite: “Voice is not singular, it is collective; Voice is not 
innate, it is cultural; and Voice’s source is not [only] the singer, it is [also] the listener” 
(Eidsheim 2019, 9). I have inserted brackets to clarify Eidsheim’s argument in this quotation 
because she nuances these statements herself shortly after making this set of statements.  
In the case of Pakistani voices, my argument in Chapters 2, 5, and 6, seeks not only to 
valorize the statements of my interlocutors that they actually can hear differences between Indian 
and Pakistani voices, but to identify the timbral and cultural signifiers that the singers themselves 
deploy in order to foreground these differences. In giving the singers—especially the women—
agency with respect to their own vocality, I follow Shikha Jhingan (Jhingan 2016). I argue—
based both on my own listening experiences and the assertions of my interlocutors—that the 




Pakistani voices outside the normal range for Indian filmi voices. This difference is more 
pronounced, perhaps, because of the high degree of timbral entrainment and conformity in the 
Indian film song industry. I will also show how—at least in one instance—Indian singers 
attempted to imitate the Pakistani sound, with some degree of success.  
Elsewhere in her study, Eidsheim argues that Billie Holiday’s embodied voice, with its 
graininess and “brokenness” was heard as “essence” and read as referencing sexuality, pain, and 
moral ambiguity. Furthermore, Eidsheim points out that Holiday “knew how to play into 
branding for her own benefit, and took direct and immediate advantage of audiences’ tendencies 
to listen acousmatically for essence” (Eidsheim 2019, 158). Eidsheim also introduces the concept 
of “channeling” by which a particular embodied voice can be heard as channeling a collective 
experience, and imitators/impersonators can channel this voice in turn (Eidsheim 2019, 158-
160). I will draw upon these formulations at several junctures below. 
I am also indebted to Jennifer Lynn Stoever for developing the concept of the listening ear 
as an analogue to the visual gaze (Stoever 2016). Stoever analyzes the white listening ear and the 
power it has historically exerted—and continues to exert—to marginalize suppress black voices. 
There is certainly a power dynamic between Indian Hindu listening ears and Pakistani singing 
voices, and I return to this theme in several chapters below. More broadly, I develop the concept 
of acousticophilia, defined as obtaining erotic pleasure from listening to sounds and voices. This 
concept parallels Laura Mulvey’s conceptualization of the male gaze and its quest for 
scopophilia, or erotic pleasure derived from watching.  
Another recent collection of essays also explores the connection between timbre and 
embodiment: this is The Relentless Pursuit of Tone (Fink, Latour, Wallmark 2018). Two essays 




Music” by Jocelyn Neal, provides a meticulous analysis of “twang” not only as an acoustic 
phenomenon, but also as a genre signifier. I argue that Pakistani voices also use a species of 
“twang” and that it is one of the important elements that distinguishes them from Indian singing 
voices. Immediately after Neal’s essay is “The Sound of Evil: Timbre, Body, and Sacred 
Violence in Death Metal” by Zachary Wallmark. This essay explores the phenomenology of 
deliberate distortion of the voice, for example with growls, grunts, and gutterals, and how this 
insertion of the body into the singing voice carries important semantic meaning. I do not claim 
that Pakistani vocalists channel the Death Metal sound, but I do argue that many Pakistani 
singers employ a parallel strategy of using deliberate vocal modulations to emphasize the 
presence of sound-producing bodies, again, to differentiate themselves from Indian singers.  
Do Pakistani and Indian singing voices sound different? In my ethnography of Indian 
listening communities, interlocutors overwhelmingly answered this question in the affirmative, 
even while recognizing that this answer collapses nuanced variation among individual voices. 
Indian consumers of ghazal, qawwali, and film song express a dominant perception of “Pakistani 
vocality” that applies to both female and male singing voices, and this perception of difference 
operates at the intersection of danger, devotion, and desire. The theme of danger emanates from 
the overt hostility between the Indian and Pakistani governments, an hostility that perpetually 
“others” Pakistani voices, and insinuates that Pakistani musicians are complicit in cross-border 
violence.  
I have asked several of my interlocutors what defines the Pakistani vocal “sound,” a 
notion for which the closest Urdu-Hindi translation is gāyakī. Most refer to timbre-embodiment 
parameters like huskiness, nasality, or open-throatedness (“khulī āvāz”), and these apply to both 




film song, for example Pakistani singers are more likely to pronounce correctly Urdu phonemes 
like khe (خ) and qāf (ق) which most contemporary Indian singers tend to conflate with aspirated 
kāf (کھ) and unaspirated kāf (ک) respectively. A slightly different, but revealing explanation was 
given by Ustad Ghulam Abbas Khan, a versatile Hindustani classical singer from the Rampur-
Sahaswan gharānā: 
“You see, in India we talk about how the water and the accent changes every twenty 
kilometers. Naturally there are deep interactions between regional languages and musical 
gāyakīs. Some of these regional styles have developed into major gharānās. Each region 
also has its special folk music, and folk genres also have a strong effect on classical 
styles. Musically, Pakistan consists primarily of two provinces: Punjab and Sindh. All 
Hindustani music has a spiritual (Sufi/Bhakti) foundation, and Punjab and Sindh are 
known as the homeland of Sufism. So the Pakistani vocal sound (gāyakī) is derived from 
Punjabi and Sindhi folk culture, as well as the strong strain of Sufism.” (personal 
interview, Sept. 2019) 
 
This explanation, based on local geography rather than a notion of national conformity, 
expresses how South Asian musicians think about style as an organic thing, inherited from one’s 
teachers or directly from the soil. It is interesting the Ustad Ghulam Abbas did not specifically 
use timbral descriptors in his explanation, but when I asked about “khulī āvāz” he heartily agreed 
that this was one of the significant qualities of the Pakistani-Panjabi-Sufi sound.  
Other Indian performers of the ghazal form I interviewed responded in some detail with 
comments about their first audition of a Pakistani voice. Nishat “Meraj” of Aligarh related a 
relevant anecdote: 
A group of us were sitting on someone’s rooftop terrace one night, flipping the dial 
on the transistor radio. All of a sudden, without intending to, we picked up Radio 
Pakistan. In those days we weren’t supposed to listen to Pakistan Radio, but we were 
captivated by the glorious voice that was coming over the airwaves. It was Mehdi 




[Faiz Ahmad] Faiz. It was like nothing we’d ever heard, a revelation.  
    – Nishat “Meraj,”22 Aligarh, India 
 
The excitement expressed in “Meraj’s” account of his first encounter with the voice of 
Mehdi Hassan (1927–2012) was echoed in many of my interviews. “Meraj” as a ghazal 
performer, and a self-proclaimed disciple of the Indian singer Begum Akhtar (1914–1974), 
represents what we might call the Old School of ghazal performance style (gāyakī) in South 
Asia. 23 Even though “Meraj” espouses the Old School ghazal gāyakī, for him, as for many other 
fans and practitioners of the ghazal genre, Mehdi Hassan was a breath of fresh air, made all the 
more intriguing by his being from “the Other Side”: Pakistan. According to almost everyone I 
interviewed, it was the distinctive quality of Mehdi Hassan’s voice that captured their attention. 
It is difficult to attempt to translate vocal qualities into verbal descriptors, but Mehdi Hassan’s 
voice was described by many interlocutors as being remarkable for its smoothness, its effortless 
agility, and its seductive power. The delicacy and subtle modulation of Mehdi Hassan’s voice 
contrasts markedly with the more projecting tone of Indian film singers like Mohammed Rafi 
and Lata Mangeshkar. 
Since the early twentieth century, vocal recording technologies have facilitated the 
development of the so-called “crooner” style: the production of the voice is made to appear 
effortless, as though the singer were singing directly into our ears without intervening and 
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logistical reasons – and because only a small portion of my readers will know Urdu – I will not include 
transcriptions of the original Urdu of my interview quotations in footnotes.  
23 The Hindi-Urdu term gāyakī is used to refer to singing style, comprising both individual vocal quality as well as 
elements derived from a particular region or gharānā (pedagogical lineage). The evolution of ghazal gāyakī in 




distancing space or time.24 In India some of the early singing stars and playback singers had 
already made this mode of vocal production the norm: K.L. Saigal (1904–47) is the archetypical 
example in early Indian film. In Pakistan Mehdi Hassan’s voice lends itself well to this mode of 
vocality, and the song “Guloṅ meṅ rang bhare” is a beautiful example of this style: the sung 
words insinuate almost imperceptibly at first, gaining strength only later as the voice moves to 
the upper region of its range in the verses. There is great power in the voice but it is soft power, 
it wins by grace rather than force.  
Nishat “Meraj” describes Mehdi Hassan’s voice by praising his gāyakī, but when pressed 
he could not explain in sonic terms what it was precisely about Mehdi Hassan’s voice or vocal 
style that made it unique. He stressed its difference from his own style, which he attributes to his 
training with Begum Akhtar, but remarks that hearing Mehdi Hassan’s voice opened his mind to 
a new world of possibility in terms of ghazal gāyakī. Sudhir Narain, likewise told me that 
“Mehdi Hassan showed us how traditional ghazal gāyakī could be used in popular song. He is 
unique in that he bridges the past and the present.” This was an interesting comment, considering 
that many of Mehdi Hassan’s ghazals began as Pakistani film songs. But when I made a point of 
asking both Sudhir and “Meraj” what they had learned from listening to Mehdi Hassan, they both 
insisted adamantly that they did not consciously try to emulate Mehdi Hassan, even though they 
both perform Mehdi Hassan’s ghazals in their concerts.  
What is it in particular about Mehdi Hassan’s voice that makes it unique and distinguishes 
it from other male voices in the Indian songscape? Vocality studies like Embodied Voices: 
Representing Female Vocality in Western Culture (Dunn, 1994) have concentrated on female 
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and technology, see Mark Katz, Capturing sound: how technology has changed music (Katz 2010: 43). Katz in turn 




vocality and the ontology of gendered vocal subjectivity. Few, if any, studies speak about 
vocality with respect to the male singing voice. If the female voice is associated with pre-natal 
maternal physicality, “embodying” subconscious Freudian-Lacanian Oedipal conflicts,25 the 
male voice may likewise be associated with primal courtship rituals and expressions of desire. 
Disembodied by mediation, nevertheless, Mehdi Hassan’s voice contains an element of friction: 
one can almost feel the vocal chords vibrating. It is significant here that Lata Mangeshkar, whose 
voice has dominated the Indian film industry since 1949, said of Mehdi Hassan that “It seems 
that God speaks in his throat” after hearing him perform in India in 1977.26 This highly unusual 
praise for a Pakistani singer coming from an Indian singer is evidence of the strength of Mehdi 
Hassan’s aural personality; note that that Lata calls explicit attention to the physical means of 
production of the human voice.  
There is much to be said about Lata’s vocality as well. Pavitra Sundar has writen how Lata 
Mangeshkar’s voice became identified not only with every Bollywood heroine, but with the—
female gendered—voice of the nation itself. I also draw upon Pavitra Sundar’s article of the 
voice of Lata Mangshkar as the “voice of the Indian nation” (Sundar 2008; Sundar 2017). Sundar 
articulates one of the key distinctions I make in this dissertation: “In cultivating her distinctive 
style and timbre, Mangeshkar consciously moved away from the vocal heaviness and nasality of 
her predecessors, singers like Noorjehan and Shamshad Begum. In effect, her voice was 
“cleansed” of all those qualities that would in time be read as markers of decadence, immodesty, 
and by extension, in the warped logic of Indian nationalism, Muslimness” (Sundar 2008). As I 
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will argue in Chapters 2 and 5, Pakistani singers like Farida Khanum and Salma Agha embraced 
the timbral markers of Muslimness as a way of both branding their individual voices, and of 
channeling the sexual power that Lata eschewed. 
Lata’s radical intervention in Indian film and popular music was the apparent removal of 
all traces of the body from her voice. If we speak about the voice originating in different parts of 
the body, Lata’s voice is pure head voice. It is high in range, clear, completely controlled, 
disembodied and devoid of desire. Lata also carefully chose her “roles” so as to sing playback 
only for virtuous, innocent heroines. She strategically left all of the vamp/cabaret roles to her 
younger sister, Asha Bhosle. It is also significant that Lata never married, citing the need to 
support her family after her father’s relatively early death, but also positioning herself in the role 
of a jogan or celibate saint-singer. Further, by sheer virtue of being a playback singer, Lata, like 
her playback colleagues, is indeed physically removed from her listeners: with the exception of a 
very few live performances, Lata’s singing body never appears in public and one is far more 
likely to imagine her as a black and white photograph on an album cover than as a living, 
breathing person.  
Most of the people I interviewed attested that Pakistani voices sound different from Indian 
voices in several ways, both individually and in terms of national style. Indian voices are indeed 
individually very distinctive; the Indian recording industry, throughout most of the twentieth 
century, was dominated—one could almost say monopolized—by a handful of singers: Lata 
Mangshkar, Asha Bhosle, Mohammed Rafi, Mukesh, and Kishore Kumar. While these singers 
specialized primarily in film songs, they did occasionally record non-film ghazal albums. Such 




recognizable, their ghazal recordings were received as an extension of their film-song corpus, 
rather than as an act of genre crossing.  
Indian consumers have developed two divergent cognitive strategies to defuse the 
dangerous aura attendant on all sounds Pakistani, and these strategies are both strongly gendered 
and linked to tonal embodiment. Women’s voices are sexualized and converted into objects of 
desire. In the chapters below, I postulate a male acousticophilia analogous to the scopophilia of 
the male gaze described by Laura Mulvey. I also explore how vocality theory from Embodied 
Voices (Dunn1994) can be extended to the male singing voice, particularly in the context of 
Pakistani and South Asian song traditions.  
 Indian (Hindu and Muslim) men consume Pakistani women’s singing voices as a way of 
pursuing aurally mediated sexual enjoyment. This enjoyment is enhanced by the knowledge that 
the listener is transgressing boundaries of religion and nationality: embodied female voices 
constitute the gendered Pakistani Other, an object of male desire who is aurally “available” and 
yet politically forbidden. This danger-desire formation is enhanced by the stigma attached to 
performing women in South Asia. At the tropic level, the lineage of the female ghazal performer 
is traceable back to the courtesan (tawāif) traditions of pre-independence Islamicate courts. 
There are many other dimensions to the Indian listener’s experience, including communal 
memories of weaponized sexual violence during Partition and more recent Hindu-Muslim 
conflicts. In this context, fantasies of the sexual subjugation of the Pakistani female singing 
object contribute to the acousticophilia experienced by the male Indian listener. Although my 
interlocutors did not openly discuss this aspect of their experience, many made comments about 
the importance of youth and sexual attractiveness in Pakistani female singers. Further, I have 




organized by local Indian impresarios. These consist of sexualized dancing performed by young 
Pakistani women lip-synching to bawdy Punjabi film songs. The comments made by the men in 
the audience reinforced my perception of the simmering potential for sexual violence that 
constitutes this particular brand of acousticophilia.27  
 Meanwhile, Indian listeners seem to circumvent the danger involved in male singing 
voices by casting them as metonymic expressions of Sufi devotion—even when the actual song 
text does not corroborate this interpretation. Pakistani Muslim voices are only safe when they are 
speaking in the acceptable platitudes of Sufism: all humanity is one, love is the only true 
religion, etc. This becomes especially true for the male-sung film songs of the post-2000 
decades. Just as the female singer’s lineage is traced back to the courtesan, the male singer’s 
lineage is traced to the qawwali. To be clear, I am speaking of archetypes within the imaginary 
rather than the actual family trees of specific performers, although in some cases musical 
ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny.  
What is interesting is how these two sonic tropes—the courtesan and the qawwal—are 
manifest in the Pakistani singing style. In simplest terms, Pakistani voices tend to be more 
aurally embodied than Indian voices. The distinction, especially for female voices, is brought 
into vivid relief when Pakistani voices are compared to the voice of India’s playback diva, Lata 
Mangeshkar, as will be discussed below. For now it is important to acknowledge my debt to 
studies of women’s voices like the collection edited by Dunn and Jones, Embodied Voices: 
Representing Female Vocality in Western Culture. In the introduction to this groundbreaking 
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volume, Dunn and Jones argue that womens voices pose a special set of problems in cultural 
studies because the subjectivity they claim has been often resisted by patriarchal forces. The 
patriarchy has co-opted, replaced, objectified, and silenced women’s voices because it perceives 
them as dangerous (Dunn1994). Although the essays in this study are confined to the 
Western/North Atlantic tradition, many of its arguments apply to South Asian musical traditions. 
I will demonstrate how South Asian women’s voices have been sexualized in forms like the 
ghazal and mujrā, but I also recognize that women performers often have agency in leveraging a 
sexualized vocal persona through the deployment of the courtesan trope. In qawwali and other 
Sufi contexts, womens voices adopt a different set of vocal subject positions, ranging from 
passionate androgyny, in the case of Abida Parveen, to supplication, as in the song “Damadam 
mast qalandar (Carry on mad mystic).”  
For the moment, I will describe what precisely I mean by “embodiment.” How do we hear 
the body in a voice? There are a number of parameters to be considered: resonance, friction, 
texture, and strain. The most audible locus of resonance is the sinus cavity, and Pakistani voices 
are often described as “nasal.” Friction produced in the throat yields an audible breathy quality. 
The presence of saliva in the mouth or phlegm in the throat can yield transients that affect the 
texture of the voice. And finally, a voice can exhibit audible strain if it has been abused by 
overuse or has been stretched to the limits of its range and volume. Several of these adjectives 
are used by my interlocutors to describe various Pakistani voices. It is easy to see why many of 
these aural characteristics would apply to voices in the courtesan or qawwali mode: these voices 
come from traditions that predate electronic amplification, and thus a certain degree of 
resonance, strain, and texture are required to help the voice project. Thus female Pakistani artists 




while male artists espoused either a more classically nuanced ghazal gāyakī in opposition to the 
Indian playback style, or a qawwali-derived rough and ready “outdoor” style. In the chapters 
ahead, I investigate how these particular (stereo-)typical vocalities appeal to Indian audiences.  
In addition to the tone and timbre of voices, I also listen to what the Pakistani “voices” are 
saying. After all, a “voice” is not only a physical sound, but also an expressive force. With or 
without words, the human voices with which I am concerned are saying something. The semantic 
content carried by each voice, each musical utterance, is created and conveyed not only by 
words, but by many other things, including—to some degree—tone, but also by context, genre, 
tradition, convention, performance, and style. This list is of course not exhaustive, but 
representative. Determining and articulating what is being said by these voices is complicated by 
the challenges of eliciting what is being heard by the listeners. Ultimately I can listen only with 
my own ears, but I have asked my interlocutors to talk about what they hear in these Pakistani 
voices, and my own listening is colored in turn by what they have told me. 
 
Chapter Outline  
In Chapter 2, I explore the intimate, small-scale listening spaces in which ghazals were 
heard, drawing upon my fieldwork, in which I gathered stories of people in India and the Indian 
diaspora who listened to Pakistani music in tea shops, friends’ groups, and occasional live 
concerts. I make the case that the nature of the ghazal genre demands a listening space that 
mimics a live ghazal performance, in which all listeners can understand the words and react in 
some fashion to the poetry and music in real time. I look at these micro-communities both as 
translocal listening networks and as components of the North Indian songscape, asking what role 
Pakistani music played in listeners’ lives and tracing the genres and songs that defined these 




ghazals that gained the most popularity in these listening spaces, and to analyze them in terms of 
context and musical and poetic features that contributed to their popularity.  
 This chapter focuses on two main case studies. In the first, I explore The Tea House at 
Aligarh Muslim University, which in the 1970s formed the locus of a small listening community 
that met informally to share Pakistani music played on radios, gramophones and later, cassette 
players. The second case study is a diaspora house concert: having organized (and served as 
audio-tech) for many of these, I have chosen a concert by Indian vocalist Sudhir Narayan. Sudhir 
ends almost every ghazal concert with the Pakistani song “Āj jāne kī zid na karo” (Today don’t 
insist on leaving). This song, which is a para-ghazal, began as a Pakistani film song, but its 
origins are unknown—or erased—from fans’ collective memory. 
Chapter 3 contains a survey of recorded Pakistani ghazals in LP vinyl format that were 
distributed and marketed in India. To conduct this survey I consulted catalogs of EMI and the 
Gramophone Company of India (GCI) as well as several personal and public library music 
collections. I compile a discography of Pakistani ghazal recordings from these collections and 
place them in the broader context of Indian ghazal recordings from the same period. I discuss the 
provenance of these collections and summarize comments of collectors I interviewed about how 
and where they listened to their recordings. Here too I identify the most popular albums and 
musically analyze some of the representative songs. In this chapter also I theorize the notion of 
“genre reassignment” as applicable to the process by which Pakistani film songs were 
transformed into ghazals and para-ghazals for Indian consumption. This process, I argue, brought 
about a broad stylistic shift in how ghazals were packaged in India. 
In Chapter 4, I shift to public listening spaces, namely Sufi Music Festivals and Urdu 




festivals have been the prime venue for live concert appearances by Pakistani artists in India. 
During my fieldwork I attended a number of such festivals and interviewed attendees, although 
since the 2016 ban, the 2017 the festivals included no artists from Pakistan. I argue that a 
significant theme in these types of festivals is the idea that Pakistan is perceived as the ur-source 
of Sufi Music. This idea has its roots in the centuries-old Sufi religious movement which placed 
music at the center of devotional practice and resisted the hegemony of orthodox Islamic 
authority. Although major Sufi centers thrive throughout India, somehow Pakistan, as a 
relatively new Islamic state, is perceived in India to have invented and propagated popular 
Sufism through music. Indeed, “Sufi” is often used as a euphemism for “Pakistani” in Indian 
musical discourse. 
Chapters 5 and 6 concern the phenomenon of Pakistani singers who record songs for Indian 
film (“Bollywood”) soundtracks. Despite visa restrictions and tax laws many Pakistani musicians 
traveled to India to work in Bollywood, and vice versa. I describe how in the 1980s and then 
post-2000, Indian music directors sought the novelty of voices from Pakistan, and how these two 
different eras are distinguished by a remarkable gender divide. With increasing protectionism 
after 2013, Indian film production moved partly offshore. A number of recording and production 
studios have emerged in Dubai and other Gulf city-states where well-established South Asian 
émigré populations enjoyed economic prosperity and a cosmopolitan, liberal society. Here Indian 
and Pakistani artists have been able to mingle and work together freely.  
In Chapter 5, I focus on women singers like Runa Laila, Salma Agha, Reshma, and Nazia 
Hussein who worked in Bollywood in the 1980s, at a juncture when Indian film songs were in 
stylistic flux. In Chapter 6, my case study focuses on the post-2000 film songs featuring the 




Rahat, a nephew and heir to the musical legacy of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. After Rahat’s debut in 
the 2004 film Paap, the inclusion of a song by Rahat in a Bollywood film was almost a 
guarantee of commercial success; but after several tax-related detainments at Indian airports, 
Rahat curtailed his travel to India. Nevertheless, his fans and Bollywood producers still clamored 
for his voice, and offshore studios came to the rescue. I argue that it is Rahat’s qawwal-style with 
its Sufi overtones that appeals to Indian audiences.  
Why do many Indian films foreground Pakistani singing voices, even as Bollywood 
grooms a host of new young Indian vocalists? I argue—based both on my own listening 
experiences and the assertions of my interlocutors—that the Pakistani “sound” was characterized 
by particular timbral features that placed prominent Pakistani voices outside the normal range for 
Indian filmi voices. This difference is more pronounced, perhaps, because of the high degree of 
timbral entrainment in the Indian film song industry. I will also show how—at least in one 
instance—Indian singers attempted to imitate the Pakistani sound, with some degree of success.  
In Chapter 7, my case studies are the televised music competition shows SaReGaMaPa and 
Sur-Kshetra. SaReGaMaPa began to include Pakistani contestants in 2007, and in 2012, Dubai 
became the production site for “SurKshetra (Note-Battlefield)” which directly pitted Indian and 
Pakistani singing teams against each other. The media hype for the show was criticized for 
portraying the contest as a military encounter, undermining music’s supposed essential pacifism. 
Each nation’s team had a celebrity captain, and the jury was comprised of the three grandes 
dames of South Asian song: Abida Parveen of Pakistan, Asha Bhosle from India, and Runa Laila 
from Bangladesh. I will analyze the visual and aural discourses of these shows in order to 




the two nations. These shows also became a prime vector for Indian audiences to hear and 
interact with Pakistani voices.  
In the Conclusion, I summarize the lessons derived from my various case studies and 
theorize how the common denominator in all of them is that for Indian listeners, in a wide variety 
of contexts, Pakistani music represents a human voice sounding through layers of propaganda, 
mistrust, and historical of conflict. Indians who love ghazal and qawwali can make the 
distinction between government posturing and the deep cultural connections that they share with 
Pakistan. More importantly, the Pakistani voices heard in India contain messages of friendship, 
reconciliation, and a shared humanity based on common musical values and mutual hope for 
peace. 







CHAPTER 2: TEA HOUSES AND MAD MYSTICS 
In this chapter I begin to trace the consumption of Pakistani songs and voices in India, 
exploring the linked concepts of listening spaces and listening communities. In the first section 
of this chapter, I produce a thick description of one specific listening space in which Pakistani 
songs were consumed by Indian audiences, the Aligarh Tea House. In doing so, I will describe 
how listening communities formed in and around such intimate listening spaces, based on 
interviews with the Tea House manager and former customers. In the second part of this chapter 
I examine in detail the rhizomatic genealogies of two Pakistani songs that became detached from 
a particular singing voice or recording to crop up again and again in the Indian songscape, often 
as covers of the Pakistani originals.  
Chronologically, this chapter focuses on the 1970s as the first period since Partition when 
Pakistani songs and singers became known in India. I argue that the consumption of Pakistani 
songs by Indian listeners in the 1970s was characterized by three trends. First, listeners focused 
almost exclusively on the ghazal genre, even while the genre boundaries between ghazal, geet, 
and qawwali were becoming increasingly blurred.  Second, much listening was practiced by 
small homosocial communities in intimate spaces like private homes or tea houses.  Third, 
Pakistani songs were largely experienced on recorded media—particularly LP records—rather 
than in live concert halls or on radio or television. In the following chapter, I will further 
investigate the material evidence of recorded Pakistani songs that were sold and collected in the 
Indian market. 




This chapter grew out of my ongoing conversations with Indian listeners about the 
Pakistani songs that they know and love. I asked my interlocutors how and where they first heard 
these songs, and received diverse answers, but certain patterns emerged. Although many of my 
interlocutors now live in the United States, their listening preferences were shaped when they 
lived in India, and that was where their first exposure to Pakistani singers occurred. They 
generally became exposed to Pakistani songs and voices through networks of friends that 
comprised fairly well-defined listening communities. Further, my interlocutors told me that they 
mainly listened to Pakistani songs in private on personally owned recordings, or in particular 
listening spaces with small groups. Such groups were essential to the sharing of Pakistani music 
because before the advent of cassette culture in the 1980s, music recordings could not be 
reproduced and shared by listeners, while digital music exchange did not arrive in India until 
after the turn of the millennium.1 Meanwhile, Pakistani songs were not played on Indian radio or 
television, both of which were government controlled until the early 1990s, and although it was 
possible to catch Pakistan Radio in some parts of northern and western India, only a few listeners 
cited radio as the source of their exposure to Pakistani music.  
The Indians who became fans of Pakistani songs in the 1970s are a fairly well-defined 
group. They tend to be in the age cohort that was in college in India in the 1970s, and thus most 
were born in the 1950s in the first post-Independence generation. The fact that they went to 
college indicates that they belong to the middle or upper economic classes. My interlocutors 
generally went to college in large cities in Northern India or Hyderabad where Hindi-Urdu is the 
prevalent “background” language, although some are not originally from Hindi-Urdu-speaking 
                                                 
1 Some interlocutors noted that even after tape recording technology was introduced, the notion of a shared mix tape 
did not emerge immediately.  




regions.2 Large cities like Delhi and Bombay were highly multi-lingual as the result of influxes 
of students, entrepreneurs, and white-collar workers from all over the subcontinent, and Pakistani 
songs thus acquired many fans whose mother tongue was Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Bengali, 
Gujarati, etc.  
It was a subset of this cohort that came to the United States in the 1980s, often for graduate 
school or to pursue careers in medicine or engineering. In my conversations with these 
immigrants from India, it was clear that their musical tastes, including their love of Pakistani 
songs, had been formed while they were still in India in the 1970s. Later generations of Indians 
were also exposed to Pakistani singers, but the primary vector of transmission in the 1980s and 
beyond was the film industry, which I deal with in later chapters.  
Although Pakistani artists like Ghulam Ali and Mehdi Hassan started performing in India 
in the 1970s, such concerts only happened in large cities like Delhi and Bombay. Tea houses and 
private homes were essentially the only places in which fans around India could listen to 
Pakistani music.  Financial restrictions on who could afford to listen to recordings of Pakistani 
artists encouraged the creation of small, informal listening communities comprised of the regular 
patrons of a musical tea house or groups of friends with shared tastes. Often these listening 
networks formed at universities where students were able to share their musical discoveries with 
friends and hostel-mates. University-based listening groups tended to be fairly diverse and open 
to Pakistani music, but insufficient command of poetic Urdu or national and religious prejudices 
could interfere with musical sharing.  
                                                 
2 By “background” language, I mean the language spoken in most informal settings between people of differing 
linguistic backgrounds. While English is the language of instruction in the vast majority of Indian universities, 
Hindi-Urdu still functions as the lingua franca in most of India, with the exception of the four southern states 
(Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala) where English is preferred. There are also pockets where 
Hindi-Urdu is prevalent in the South, the largest of which is Hyderabad.  




The risks associated with Indians listening to Pakistani music reflected the fluctuating 
levels of tension between India and Pakistan that continued after 1947. The post-Partition period 
saw Indian Muslims in particular under constant suspicion of divided loyalties; indeed, many 
Indian Muslims had relatives who had migrated to Pakistan and this population was thus resistant 
to the rhetorical demonization of Pakistan by Indian political leaders. Because of the violent 
circumstances under which Pakistan was carved out of colonial India, peaceful relations between 
the two young nations were practically untenable. The attitude espoused vociferously by some 
among the Indian leadership was that those who had demanded the creation of Pakistan were not 
only traitors but also the descendants of West and Central Asian invaders who had succeeded in 
forcefully robbing India of a large chunk of its rightful and natural territory. Any Muslim who 
had remained in India was thus a dormant threat to the nation, the potential seed of a new 
Partition.3 For Indian Muslims, then, the act of listening to Pakistani music involved a strange 
paradox: the Urdu ghazal attracted Urdu speakers in India, many of whom were Muslim, but 
Urdu itself, in the complicated language politics of independent India, was becoming a signifier 
of dangerous Otherness. None of the people I interviewed cited specific instances of negative 
consequences ensuing from listening to Pakistani music, but even if the risks were merely 
hypothetical, listening to Pakistani music often constituted a mode of “resistance listening” for 
Indian Muslims and their musical allies.  
The risks of listening to Pakistani music were less for the Hindu middle classes, a group 
that increased steadily in size throughout the 1960s and 1970s and whose loyalty to the Indian 
state no one questioned. The middle class included consumers who could afford to buy 
                                                 
3 There were, of course, counter-attempts to promulgate a rhetoric of national unity and religious integration, in 
which the film industry, with its large proportion of Muslim personnel, was an active player.  




gramophone players and vinyl recordings, and hold house concerts which might include Indian 
singers who specialized in covering Pakistani ghazals. This group also was attracted to the 
ghazal genre, in part because it offered a middle alternative—a third stream—between film song 
and the classical genres. It also provided a nostalgic link with the Muslim courts and courtesans 
of the India’s pre-colonial past (Naqvi 2008, Waheed 2014, Zaman 2017). The persistence of this 
Islamicate thread within postcolonial aesthetic discourse demanded a response from Indian 
arbiters of taste: it could be either rejected as alien or assimilated into majoritarian notions of 
Indian culture. At the highbrow level, the former approach was implemented and, with a few 
notable exceptions, classical music became the domain of Hindu practitioners, tracing their roots 
to the pre-Muslim past. At the middle- and lowbrow levels, the latter attitude predominated: 
Hindu music fans embraced the Islamicate legacy of ghazal and qawwali as inherently Indian 
forms, albeit with an enticing hint of Otherness to increase their appeal.  
The genre in which Pakistani artists were most widely consumed was the ghazal,4 the genre 
of South Asian art song that takes as its texts poems in ghazal form. This poetic form, 
constructed from a set of verse couplets linked by a common meter and monorhyme (aa ba ca da 
etc.), has its roots in Arabic and Persian prosody. Within a particular ghazal, each couplet 
expresses a complete thought, and normally there is no narrative or thematic connection between 
couplets. Although ghazals are broadly understood in India to be a genre specific to the Urdu 
language, technically ghazals may be written and sung in any language. Musical settings of 
ghazal range from the semi-classical, employing Hindustani rāg and tāl structures, to the 
                                                 
4 For a good introduction to the ghazal as a poetic form, read Chapter 2 of Ralph Russell’s The pursuit of Urdu 
literature: a select history (London: Zed Books, 1992) or Frances Pritchett’s excellent introduction to her online 
Ghalib compendium, “A Desertful of Roses”: 
http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00ghalib/about/x_genre_overview.html 




popular/filmi style. I will use the term “para-ghazal” to refer to a song that is not a ghazal by the 
strict prosodic definition but is nevertheless heard—and referred to—as a ghazal by listeners as 
well as music marketers. I will argue below, using specific songs as evidence, how in the 1970s 
and ‘80s, Pakistani origin was usually sufficient to confer “ghazalness” on any song.  
Although each ghazal contains couplets that encapsulate divergent conceits, there are 
certain recurring themes in ghazals, and these themes have engendered a particular “aura” 
surrounding the genre as a whole. The foremost theme is that of what might be called 
problematic love: love that is unrequited, imbalanced, or dysfunctional in some way. The beauty 
of ghazals is that a given couplet can be—and should be—interpreted through multiple lenses, 
and thus the cruel and capricious beloved may be a real person, an imaginary person, a ruler, or 
God. According to my interlocutors, many fans hear ghazals primarily as elaborate laments about 
romantic difficulties and do not probe the political or mystical meanings, preferring the 
interpretive lens that evokes the all-too-human experience of difficult love. Two ancillary themes 
emerge from the primary theme: the sufferings of separation, and the pleasures of intoxication. 
Ghazals with couplets about separation from the loved one(s) and drowning one’s sorrows in 
drink were especially popular in the Indian diaspora, as young—mostly—men left India to study 
or work abroad. 
In light of this triangular constellation of themes—broken love, separation, and drinking—
it makes sense that the ghazal is ideally suited to intimate listening. Recordings allowed 
individuals or small groups to enjoy ghazals in living rooms, bedrooms, or hostel rooms as they 
sought to live through the vicarious and cathartic experiences expressed and described by the 




singer.5 In house concerts, audiences were somewhat larger and had less control over which 
ghazals were listened to, but they could still indulge in shared catharsis, lubricated with a good 
bit of drinking.6 The university experiences of my interlocutors in India, however, were far more 
likely to be stimulated by chai than by alcohol. 
 
The Aligarh Tea House 
The majority of my interlocutors reported that they first developed a taste for ghazals at 
university between the mid-1970s and the 1980s. In this section I will be looking closely at the 
listening community that formed around the Aligarh Tea House, which operated in a student-
based market adjacent to Aligarh Muslim University (AMU). The university is located in the 
medium-sized city of Aligarh (population over one million) in western Uttar Pradesh, about 135 
kilometers south of Delhi. The city is divided almost evenly by the main Uttar Pradesh railroad 
line into two portions: “town” and “gown.” The Tea House was situated on the “gown” side, in 
Shamshad Market, a commercial zone specializing in bookstores, stationery, tailors, electronics, 
and other student needs. The market is located just to the west of the main university campus and 
easily accessible to many of the major student residential colleges and academic buildings. Even 
today, Shamshad Market is thronged with students at all hours. Roadside restaurants and tea 
shops have proliferated, but the Tea House culture is absent, impossible with the proximity of so 
much noisy vehicular traffic. AMU, one of India’s largest universities, is not exclusively 
                                                 
5 It must be noted that the “living room” as it is normally experienced in homes in the United States is very different 
from the typical shared family living space inhabited by most Indians. Likewise, the notion of the bedroom as a 
place of privacy and individual retreat does not obtain in the Indian context. 
6 At many concerts I helped organize in the United States and India, I noticed that many audience members who 
stepped out of the auditorium between ghazals were spending an inordinate amount of time in the parking lot 
drinking out of the trunks of their vehicles. 




Muslim, although for historical reasons the student body and faculty contains a higher percentage 
of Muslims than in the population at large (Rahman 2020, Warsi 2020).  
The Aligarh Tea House was a semi-public, roadside listening space in which, throughout its 
existence, groups of exclusively male students listened to and requested Indian film songs and 
Pakistani ghazals on the proprietor’s gramophone player while consuming chai, coffee, and 
snacks. The Tea House was somewhat different from other types of ghazal listening spaces like 
hostel rooms, private homes, and live concert halls, but I argue that all such spaces fostered an 
intimate mode of listening particularly suited to the subject matter and the sonic construction of 
the ghazal.  
In April 2017 I interviewed Kabir Ahmed Ansari, whose family founded the Aligarh Tea 
House in the early 1960s and operated it until the early 1990s when it went out of business. 
Kabir lives in a residential neighborhood of Aligarh within a few hundred meters of the site of 
the Tea House. The interview took place in Kabir’s living room, and during the interview many 
of Kabir’s family members were present for much of the time. Kabir’s wife also made a brief 
appearance on her way out the door to participate in a study group. The interview began around 
3:00 p.m., continued until around 5:00, and included an ongoing stream of refreshments: chicken 
korma, chicken biryani, roti, kheer, mango juice, and several rounds of chai. This kind of 
hospitality is standard in South Asia, and while delightful and appreciated, it tends to interrupt 
the flow of the interview process. 
Despite the delectable distractions, I learned from Kabir that the Tea House was opened 
around 1960 by Kabir’s father Ghulam Muhammed, whose three sons, Bashir, Shabbir, and 
Kabir, were in charge of daily operations. The Tea House had five male employees, each with 
his particular specialty: one to make chai, one to make lassi (a cold yoghurt drink), one to wash 




dishes, and two servers. During the Tea House’s peak years, it was open around the clock. Chai 
was served in mini-kettles, with sugar and milk on the side. The menu also included light food 
options: dāl moth fried with onion, omelets with butter toast, or mattri, an Aligarh speciality that 
is basically a round, flat, over-toasted bun. Hot and cold coffees were also available. In the 
beginning Kabir and his brothers had only a radio which they would tune to Radio Ceylon for 
“Binaca Geet Mala,” a program featuring Hindi film songs broadcast every Wednesday evening 
from 8:00 to 9:00 p.m. Because film music was considered westernized and a product of 
colonialism, All India Radio in the 1950s did not permit the broadcast of film songs and Indian 
and Pakistani listeners had to tune in to Radio Ceylon for their Hindi film hits (Lelyveld 1994, 
Huacuja Alonso 2020). In 1957, All India Radio created a separate channel, Vividh Bharati, to 
compete with Radio Ceylon, but many listeners remained loyal to Binaca Geet Mala well into the 
1970s. In any case, the dependence on Radio Ceylon and Vividh Bharati was obviated around 
1965, when the Aligarh Tea House acquired a turntable and started playing LP and EP records of 
film songs and ghazals. 
The clientele was overwhelmingly young and male, comprised mostly of undergraduates 
and graduate students as well as students in Aligarh’s university high school. Aligarh’s student 
body is quite diverse, and along with Indian Muslims, the patrons of the Tea House included 
many Hindus, a small percentage of Christians and Sikhs, as well as foreign students from the 
Middle East, Africa, Mauritius, and many other countries. While A.M.U. has several women’s 
residential colleges, women students were not encouraged to frequent road-side establishments 




like the Tea House.7 The Tea House environment was thus largely homosocial, with groups of 
male friends sharing songs and musical discoveries.  
When I asked Kabir which songs were played the most often, he mentioned specifically the 
ghazals of Mehdi Hassan and “Damādam Mast Qalandar” as performed by Runa Laila. The 
Mehdi Hassan songs he mentioned by name were: “Pyār bhare do sharmīle nain (Two shy eyes 
full of love),” “Kaise kasie log (What sort of people),” “Navāzish karam shukriyā meherbānī 
(Thank you for your gracious favor),” “Dekh to dil ke jān se (See how from the heart).” Like “Āj 
jāne kī zid na karo” as described below, all but the last of these began as Pakistani film songs but 
were re-packaged as ghazals for the Indian market. The last, “Dekh to dil ke jaan se,” was based 
on a ghazal by the eighteenth-century Urdu poet Mir Taqi Mir and is in the more traditional 
ghazal idiom. With regard to Indian songs, the private (non-film) ghazals of playback singer 
Mukesh and the film songs of Kishore Kumar were popular in the 1960s and 1970s, respectively. 
One might expect the Tea House clientele to follow fashion in their musical tastes; what is 
remarkable here is the ongoing popularity of Pakistani singers, particularly Mehdi Hassan, Runa 
Laila, and the Sabri Brothers, Pakistan’s most famous qawwals (Sufi singers). Kabir described to 
me how in the early morning the Tea House manager on duty used to play traditional qawwalis 
(Sufi hymns) by the Sabri Brothers; one of the qawwalis he mentioned by title was “Tājdār-e 
Haram (Master of Mecca).”  
When I asked Kabir about his own personal favorite songs, he declined to answer, perhaps 
out of shyness or perhaps not wanting to date himself. One of the other people present at the 
interview remarked that Kabir particularly liked two Indian film songs from the 1960s. One was 
                                                 
7 Women of the middle and upper classes in north-central India generally avoid public spaces. Even today separate 
women-only cars are provided on most major urban metro systems while many restaurants provide secluded 
“family” seating areas for women. 




“Ājā āyī bahār (Come, spring is here),” from the 1964 Indian film Rajkumar (Prince), and 
another especially important song for Kabir was “Kāravān guzar gayā (The caravan has passed)” 
from the 1966 Indian film Nai Umr Ki Nai Fasal (The Young Generation). The latter was a film 
made in Aligarh, shot partially at the university, in which Kabir Bhai had a cameo role. This 
exchange reminded me that although I was asking specifically about Pakistani songs, the Tea 
House’s bread and butter, so to speak, was Indian film songs.  
Kabir and his colleagues would often purchase and play records based on customers’ 
requests. In those days, one LP record was fairly expensive, costing between 100 and 150 rupees; 
in the late 1970s, this was equivalent to approximately twenty US dollars. Kabir mentioned that 
the Tea House purchased its LP records from Maheshwary’s music store in Railway Road, the 
main bazaar in the “town” (that is, non-university) side of Aligarh.8 They attempted to stay 
current with new releases, and would travel to Delhi to buy records that were not yet available in 
Aligarh. Kabir mentioned the Nikaah (Marriage) soundtrack LP as an example of a record they 
had to purchase in Delhi. Nikaah (1982) was an Indian film featuring Salma Agha, a Pakistani 
actress-singer who will be discussed in Chapter 5.  
Kabir mentioned that he also occasionally asked friends traveling from Pakistan to bring 
him records, and this is how he acquired several recordings that were not otherwise available in 
India. There were risks involved, however: once he gave about 700 rupees for this purpose to an 
acquaintance going to Pakistan and neither the LPs nor the acquaintance returned to Aligarh. The 
Tea House, then, was largely dependent on Indian releases of Pakistani music for its ghazal 
                                                 
8 I visited Maheshwary’s music store in the 1990s before it closed; the proliferation of pirated cassettes probably 
contributed to its demise. As in America, most Indian music stores vanished with the expansion of digital music 
sharing. 




programming. In Chapter 3 I will investigate in detail this relatively small number of Indian EMI 
releases of Pakistani recordings, many of which were found in the Tea House collection. 
The Tea House had one turntable that the employees maintained regularly, changing 
needles and motors as necessary. They eventually switched to cassette in the 1980s. On the one 
hand, the emergence of cassettes as the main medium of music distribution made Pakistani music 
more available to Indian audiences, as it allowed them to work around the trade policies that 
made buying Pakistani records difficult; but on the other hand, since many of Kabir’s customers 
could now more cheaply compile their own music collections and purchase cassette players they 
no longer relied on the Tea House for their listening experiences. According to Kabir, the 
proliferation of pirated cassettes was an important factor in the decline and eventual closing of 
the Tea House. 
In any case, throughout most of its existence, Tea House customers came to listen to old 
favorites and to hear newly released songs. What was the process by which songs entered the 
Indian market and came to the Tea House? With regard to Indian film songs, singles, EPs, and 
LP albums would be released as part of the marketing hype surrounding the release of the film in 
theaters. Once people had heard the songs in the films, they would come to hear them again at 
the Tea House. In the 1970s, Aligarh had five movie theatres, including Tasveer Mahal near the 
university campus and four others on the city side of the railway line: Ruby, Novelty, Royal, and 
Nishat. All of these are now defunct, although Aligarh has several new multiplexes in malls on 
its outskirts.9 But how did Indian audiences discover new ghazals? According to Kabir and my 
interlocutors who had been his customers, often the Tea House was the place where people went 
                                                 
9 Kabir’s son Suhail, Kabir, and Afroz Taj got excited about trying to remember the names and locations of these old 
theatres. The only one in which I’ve personally seen a film is the now-closed Tasveer Mahal, 




to hear new ghazal recordings. This was especially true for the aforementioned recordings that 
had been obtained directly from Pakistan, but also to some extent for the re-releases of Pakistani 
recordings on Indian labels. Because Aligarh Muslim University is one of the largest institutions 
of higher education in India that caters specially to the Muslim community, it stands to reason 
that Indian ghazal connoisseurs could also hear about Pakistani singers from relatives in Pakistan 
or in the U.K. or U.S. where Pakistani music was being released for diasporic communities.  
Kabir mentioned several times during our interview that the Tea House was world famous, 
and he provided evidence that it was certainly famous throughout north India. In addition to 
future Bollywood actors that frequented the café as students (for example, Naseeruddin Shah and 
Farouque Shaikh), many celebrities visited the Tea House during its heyday. Kabir specifically 
mentioned a visit by Maneka Gandhi, Indira Gandhi’s younger daughter-in-law, who visited 
during the Nasbandi (vasectomy) program instituted by her husband Sanjay Gandhi in the late 
1970s.  
The Tea House also witnessed tragedy. Kabir described how throughout the 1980s there 
was an increasing incidence of theft and violent civil disturbances. Gunfire occurred daily in the 
late 1980s; Kabir mentioned a day when at least 250 gunshots were fired in Shamshad Market 
and the Tea House managers had to escape via through the alleys behind the Tea House to a road 
leading out of town. Kabir and others attributed the breakdown in law and order to the influx of 
students from Bihar and eastern Uttar Pradesh, parts of India infamous—somewhat unjustly—for 
their lawlessness. The Tea House closed down soon after Kabir’s son Irfan died at the age of 14 
or 15. He apparently died of heart failure during the nation-wide riots that convulsed India after 
the demolition of the Babri Masjid in 1992. Kabir’s family still owns the Tea House property, 




but the restaurant was demolished after 1992 and a new three-story building was constructed to 
house their cable television business.  
Of the people I interviewed about the Aligarh Tea House, all remembered it fondly as a 
place where they could listen to music and share new discoveries with friends and acquaintances. 
Indeed, friendships were forged there, mediated by both the chai and the music. They observed 
that although qawwalis were primarily played in the early morning, there was no distinction 
between film songs and ghazals, that is neither the Tea House playlist nor the clientele was 
divided into segments based on genre. There was also not a specific time when Pakistani ghazals 
were played or a specialized group of customers who came specifically to hear them. Although 
there were certainly individual preferences, none of my interlocutors talked about Pakistani 
ghazals per se being superior to Indian ghazals, or vice versa. Nor did my interlocutors mention 
any political or religious distinctions between Pakistani singers and Indian singers, although they 
did often speak about the differences in vocal style between the two. The main lesson of the Tea 
House is that Pakistani ghazals were well integrated into the Indian songscape, a songscape that 
also included Indian film songs, ghazal, and qawwali.  In the remainder of this chapter I argue 
that even while Pakistani voices shared the same listening spaces and listening communities with 
Indian voices, there was a significant difference in how the Pakistani voices were heard. 
 
The Two Most-Covered Pakistani Songs 
Over the years it became evident to me that a small selection of songs with Pakistani 
origins were ubiquitous in the Indian songscape. Cover versions of these songs were an essential 
part of every live concert catering to Indian audiences, regardless of whether the performer is 
Indian or Pakistani, male or female, Muslim, Hindu or Sikh. Indeed, two of these songs are often 




given pride of place as finale numbers: “Āj jāne kī zid na karo (Today don’t insist on going)” and 
“Damadam mast qalandar (Carry on mad mystic).” Both songs are originally from Pakistan; 
although both play with genre boundaries, I can say that the former is a para-ghazal and the latter 
is—or began life as—a qawwali. “Damādam” was often used as a finale by ghazal singers, 
despite its qawwali-ness, if the performer wanted to finish with a fast number, but “Āj jāne kī zid 
na karo” was never, in my experience, performed by a qawwali singer, presumably because of its 
essential mellowness. I will discuss both songs in detail below.  
 
The Indians who formed the majority of the audiences for such concerts knew the repertory 
and would request the Pakistani “finale” songs if the concert was drawing to its end and the 
singer had not yet performed them. In fact, it occasionally happened that someone in the 
audience requested one of the “finale” songs midway through the show: when this happened, the 
artist would laugh and say, “What, you want me to wind up the show already?” I now turn to 
these two “finale” songs, their genealogies, and a discussion of the reasons for their prominence 
in the songscape. I argue that the “Pakistani-ness” of the songs is an important component in 
their prevalence, even while their popularity is nuanced by issues of gender and religion.  
The prevalence of Pakistani songs in this context was driven home to me in a surprising 
incident at the main Hindu temple here in Cary, North Carolina. Like most Indian religious 
organizations in the United States, the Hindu Society of North Carolina (HSNC) sponsors 
numerous cultural events, focusing primarily on Hindu devotional songs and religious holiday 
observances. A few years ago, touring Indian vocalist Sudhir Narain was performing bhajans 
(Hindu hymns) before an audience of several hundred in the HSNC Cultural Hall auditorium. 
The nonagenarian founders of the HSNC, Dr. Gangadhar Sharma and his wife Saroj “Auntie” 




Sharma were the guests of honor, seated in the front row. As Sudhir Narain launched into his 
third or fourth bhajan, Auntie suddenly stood up and called out to him, “Sudhir, enough bhajans! 
Sing some ghazals now!” What would have been unspeakably rude coming from anybody other 
than Auntie was received by Sudhir with equanimity. He quickly shifted gears, and, with a wink 
at the tabla player, began to sing a ghazal made famous by Pakistani artist Mehdi Hassan. Auntie 
herself led the applause as soon as she, and everyone else in the hall, recognized the mukhḍa 
(opening phrase/refrain). Sudhir went on to sing covers of ghazals by a mix of Pakistani and 
Indian artists, and ended his show with “Āj jāne kī zid na karo,” one of the two Pakistani songs 
that are egregiously prominent in the Indian songscape.  
Either “Āj jāne kī zid na karo” or “Damādam Mast Qalandar” were performed by both 
Indian and Pakistani artists at almost every Indian concert I have attended. Both have been 
recorded by professional and amateur Indian singers alike, and are extremely well represented in 
YouTube videos. These were invariably requested by Indian audience members at concerts 
regardless of whether they were part of the singer’s regular repertory. I will discuss these songs 
in terms of their Pakistani provenance, their genealogy, their reception in India, and their extra-
musical associations, attempting to elicit the parameters of their popularity. In doing so I draw 
upon comments by my interlocutors to explore the differences between Indian and Pakistani 
vocality as well as the intersectionality with religion, gender, and nationalism. I argue that 
embodied female voices in particular constitute the gendered Pakistani Other, an object of male 
desire who is aurally available and yet politically and religiously forbidden.  
 
“Today Don’t Insist on Going”  




In my long-term exposure to ghazal concerts by singers from India, I have observed that 
the runaway favorite choice of finale number is “Āj jāne kī zid nā karo.” What accounts for the 
prevalence of this song in the Indian ghazal repertoire, and its pride of place as the finale number 
in Indian performances, particularly in light of its Pakistani origins? The genealogy of this song 
reveals some insights about how Pakistani songs and singers were received in India.  
“Āj jāne kī zid nā karo”—which is not in ghazal form and is thus a para-ghazal—became 
well known in India through the rendition by female vocalist Farida Khanum (b.1929), and most 
of my Indian interlocutors believed erroneously that she was the original singer and first person 
to record it. In reality, the song had been written for the 1973 Pakistani film Badal aur Bijli 
(Cloud(s) and Lightning) and recorded for the film by male vocalist Habib Wali Mohammed 
(1921–2014). His version was released on the soundtrack album in 1973 and then anthologized 
in 1975 on a Pakistani Odeon-EMI release Film Hits (LKDA-5051). Farida Khanum’s version 
was issued in Pakistan on an EMI LP in 1978 (EMCP 5111), Farida Khanum in Concert, but 
was not released in India on an Indian recording label until the 1990s. Habib Wali Mohammed’s 
version was likewise not released on an Indian label until the mid-1980s.10 
“Āj jāne kī zid nā karo” describes the following scenario. A lover is remonstrating with 
his/her beloved who is about to depart. The song is in rāg Yaman (or Aiman) Kalyān, one of the 
common ghazal rāgs with erotic connotations. The meter is a slow deepchandi tāl (3:4:3:4 beat 
pattern). The music is by Sohail Rana and the lyrics were written by Fayyaz Hashmi (1920—
2011), a lyricist employed by the Calcutta branch of the Gramophone Company of India who 
                                                 
10 Throughout this and the following chapters, the online vinyl collectors’ community website Discogs has been an 
invaluable resource. https://discogs.com 




migrated to Pakistan after Partition to work in the Lahore film and music industry. Here are the 
lyrics with translation: 
Āj jāne kī zid nā karo 
Yūṅhī pehlū meṅ baiṭhe raho  
Hā’e mar jā’eṅge ham to lūt jā’eṅge 
Aisī bāten kiyā nā karo 
Āj jāne kī zid nā karo 
 
Today don’t insist on going 
Stay sitting just like this by my side  
Alas, I’ll die, I’ll lose everything 
Don’t keep saying such things 
Today don’t insist on going 
Tum hī socho zarā kyūn nā rokeṅ tumheṅ 
Jān jātī hai jab uṭh ke jāte ho tum 
Tum ko apnī qasam jāne jāṅ 
Bāt itnī merī mān lo 
Āj jāne kī zid nā karo 
 
Just think, why I shouldn’t stop you 
My life goes when you get up to go 
I swear to you my beloved 
Concede my one request 
Today don’t insist on going 
Waqt kī qaid meṅ zindagī hai magar 
Chand ghadiyān yahī haiṅ jo āzād haiṅ 
Inko kho kar merī jāne jānā 
‘Umr bhar nā taraste raho 
Āj jāne kī zid nā karo 
 
Life is in the prison of time but 
These alone are the few moments that are free 
Having lost these, my dear, 
Don’t regret it for the rest of your life 
Today don’t insist on going 
Kitnā māsūm-o-rangīn hai yeh samā 
Husn aur ishq kī āj merāj hai 
Kal kī kis ko ḳhabr jāne jān 
Rok lo āj kī rāt ko 
Āj jāne kī zid nā karo 
Yūṅhī pehlū meṅ baiṭhe raho  
Āj jāne kī zid nā karo 
How innocent and colorful is this setting 
Today is the peak of beauty and passion 
Who knows about tomorrow, my life 
Stop tonight 
Today don’t insist on going 
Stay sitting like this by my side  
Today don’t insist on going 
 
Although the Farida Khanum and Habib Wali Mohammad versions share a common 
melodic structure and lyrics, the scenario portrayed differs dramatically based on the gender of 
the singer. In the film version by Habib Wali Mohammed, the hero and heroine are frolicking in 
a large garden in full daylight: the hero (played by Nadeem) uses the song to convince the 
heroine (played by Shabnam) to stay despite the impending scandal of her lingering in the park 
without a chaperone. 11 Although before the song starts, the heroine has expressed her intention 
                                                 
11 HWM from Badal aur Bijli (film): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LpRxHiCJjY (accessed Dec 22, 2020) 




to leave, she doesn’t speak or sing during the song proper, and rather than portraying anxiety, her 
acting expresses a flirtatious coyness. Instead of trying to get away from him, at times she seems 
to be luring him deeper into the luxuriant undergrowth. It is not uncommon in Pakistani and 
Indian films for the lyrics and the visual picturization of a song to be in cognitive dissonance 
with each other, and this is the case here. In the film version of “Āj jāne kī zid nā karo,” the 
lyrics reinscribe social restrictions by nominally resisting them. In other words, the hero pleads 
with the heroine against her unstated and un-visualized protestations; these protestations emanate 
from social custom and the patriarchal moral code rather than from the song sequence itself. In 
the picturization, however, the heroine does anything but insist on leaving. She waltzes down the 
garden paths, fondling the flowers and allowing the hero to embrace her repeatedly.  
Indian and Pakistani films leverage this cognitive dissonance between portrayed purity 
and implied sexuality. In many traditional films the heroine represents both a sexualized object 
for the male gaze even while portraying an innocent and morally upstanding young woman. For 
film viewers, the mere act of an actress displaying her body (albeit fully clothed) on screen 
compromises her imputed morality such that her unimpeachable persona in the cinematic 
narrative functions merely as a tantalizing veil.12 This contradiction has important implications 
for female vocality as I will discuss below. 
In the context of Badal aur Bijli, “Āj jāne kī zid nā karo” is a bit tongue-in-cheek. In the 
voice of the typical film hero, the romantic hyperbole of the lyrics, the talk of dying and losing 
everything is redolent of self-satire. Further, Habib Wali Mohammed was primarily a ghazal 
singer in the traditional semi-classical style, not a film singer, and his rich baritone voice lends 
                                                 
12 This dichotomy was complicated by films in the courtesan genre, and began to break down entirely in both Indian 
and Pakistani films in the 1990s.  




an incongruous gravity to the performance. Indian audiences had not seen the Pakistani film and 
most do not know that this version is the original version of the song. For them, the film scenario 
is not part of the aura of the song at all. Instead, they know the Farida Khanum version, in which 
the gender roles are reversed with significant consequences.  
Young Pakistani vocalist Ali Sethi (b.1984), who has spent a good deal of time recently 
with Farida Khanum in connection with making a documentary about her, writes about this song: 
I came to Farida Khanum, like most people, after hearing her rendition of Fayyaz 
Hashmi’s ‘Āj jāne kī zid na karo.’ But it feels lame putting it like that—saying 
“rendition” and ceremoniously attaching the song’s title to the writer’s name, as if he 
were some major poet and this a lofty kalam [poem]. The truth is that ‘Āj jāne kī zid na 
karo’ started out as an ordinary film song, a geet—so many people in their enchanted 
ignorance have called it a ghazal—that was commissioned for the 1974 Pakistani film 
Badal Aur Bijli. A Memon [Gujarati Muslim immigrant from India] from Karachi by the 
name of Habib Wali Mohammed had sung the original; it was sullen, randy and liltingly 
hummable—a young man’s plea for gratification. 
What it has become in Khanum’s rendition—a widely circulated recording from a 
mehfil in the 1980s [sic: actually it was 1978]—is a bewitchingly layered song, one with 
a cajoling, comforting, almost foetal ebb and flow to it, but also with the plunges, scrapes 
and gasps of a ravenous consummation. It has bliss, strife, love, sex. Of course, Khanum 
will never say any of this. She only ever speaks about her music in sweet nullities: the 
song was “fast” and she made it “slow”; the song was “light” and she gave it “soz” 
(pain); the original was sung in the “filmi style,” and to make it her own she decided to 
sing it in a “somewhat altered style. (Ali Sethi 2014) 




Despite using the same tune and lyrics, Farida Khanum’s version strikes us immediately 
as portraying a completely different scenario. The South Asian singing female voice, well into 
the twentieth century, retained its associations with courtesan culture, and Farida Khanum’s 
rendition channels the courtesan subtexts of seduction and female desire that haunt the lyrics. 
With the reversal of gender roles, the power relation implied by the lyrics is fundamentally 
altered. The characters in the song are not bound by bourgeois morality or social respectability. 
There are no fears of disgrace urging the lover to leave, but the line “Who knows about 
tomorrow” implies that this is probably not an ongoing relationship. The song as performed by 
Farida Khanum, therefore, sounds like a courtesan pleading with a favorite customer. After a 
night of illicit passion, the woman stays and the man leaves. Just as in the film version, the 
departing one’s insisting voice is implied but not heard: we now only hear the woman’s side of 
the conversation, a frank statement of the claims of desire and the fears of loneliness. 
Ali Sethi deftly points how Farida Khanum so effectively combines simmering sexuality 
with pathos in this song. Her voice is eminently embodied, with the “scrapes and gasps” that 
prove it is emanating from a living body. This body is torn between pain and desire, and she 
deploys both pitiful appeals and seductive innuendos in the attempt to retain the departing lover. 
For a woman to express sexual desire at all, she must relinquish the artificial respectability 
granted so parsimoniously by society. This, I argue, forms the core discourse of this song: Indian 
listeners heard it as a frank expression of illicit female sexuality and desire. As such it realigns its 
lineage with the courtesan mujrā tradition, and becomes stripped entirely of its film provenance 
and associations with Habib Wali Mohammed’s voice.  
In the Indian songscape, Farida Khanum’s voice reintroduces a vocal sound and style that 
had been largely purged through the process of decolonization and cultural reform. Pavitra 




Sundar has charted the “cleansing” process that radically changed the vocal sound of the film 
song beginning in the 1950s. After Independence, Indian cultural arbiters had repudiated the 
courtesan sound and gāyakī, as well as the cosmopolitanism that had characterized film songs in 
the 1940s, in favor of singers like Lata Mangeshkar with her virginal, disembodied voice (Sundar 
2017). Shikha Jhingan describes the “sonic rupture” that occurred in the 1980s with the “return 
of the courtesan” to India in the form of Pakistani women vocalists (Jhingan 2016). Jhingan 
argues that this process was facilitated both by cassette technology and by the weakening of the 
central government in India. In any case, Farida Khanum’s voice could not be more different 
from Lata’s, and I argue that the main point of contrast emerges from Farida Khanum’s 
intentional deployment of an embodied, sensual, “grainy” sound with the extra-musical 
associations described by Ali Sethi above. To add a further dimension of contrast, Farida 
Khanum’s voice was accessible primarily in the types of intimate listening spaces I have 
described earlier in this chapter, while Lata’s voice was primarily “in the air” on radio and in 
crowded cinema halls.  
In performance, this song works as a finale because of its double message. The performer 
uses this song both to give voice to the audience’s wish for her/him to remain on stage and 
continue to sing, and to signal that the concert is at an end. Conversely, and often more 
realistically, the performer notices the audience’s restlessness, and determines it is time to end 
the performance with an ironic request for the audience to stay a little longer. In either case, the 
song pays tribute to the sense of intimacy between audience and performer that has developed 
over the course of the evening.  
“Āj jāne kī zid nā karo” is an excellent example of one of the vectors by which songs 
were transported from Pakistan to India. Although it began as a film song, it is always classified, 




performed, and consumed as a “ghazal” despite not technically being one. Based on Farida 
Khanum’s gāyakī, the song occupies a stylistic position in the light classical range of the 
popular-classical spectrum, but it also has the aura of a courtesan mujrā. Following Farida 
Khanum’s lead, the performer will often repeat and elaborate lines of text, exploring the musical 
possibilities of rāg Yaman Kalyān as well as the range of variation strategies in the ghazal 
gāyakī. Although it may seem odd, male singers have shown that they are likewise able to 
channel the courtesan persona: after all, the act of performing before an audience for payment 
places male singers in a courtesan-type relationship to the audience. Although many male singers 
do not foreground the sexually suggestive potentialities of the voice, they all channel Farida 
Khanum to some extent. Ali Sethi again: 
When [Farida Khanum] sings ‘Āj jāne kī zid na karo,’ she is passing on the 
cumulus of centuries—the laws of [rāg] Aiman [also called Yaman], according to one 
legend, were fixed by Amir Khusro in the thirteenth century—in an accessible, 
contemporary form. And the process is made poignant and ironic by our ignorance: how 
many of the amateurs who upload videos of themselves singing ‘Āj jāne kī zid na karo’ 
on YouTube and Facebook know what they are really channeling? 
In my fieldwork, I found that Indian ghazal fans attribute to Pakistani singers a deeper 
understanding of ghazal gāyakī than their Indian counterparts. Farida Khanum was able to carve 
out her niche in India for an even more important reason: after the death of Begum Akhtar, 
women ghazal singers became extremely scarce in India. Although Farida Khanum had far fewer 
albums released in India than male singers like Ghulam Ali and Mehdi Hassan, she still had one 
major advantage over the women ghazal singers who emerged in India in the early 1980s: she 
wasn’t operating in the shadow of a singing husband. In India, the ghazal genre came to be 




dominated by highly successful husband-wife pairs like Jagjit Singh and Chitra Singh and 
Bhupinder and Mitalee. These performers almost never appeared on stage without their husband-
partners, and although the women in these pairs recorded solo ghazal renditions, on albums these 
tracks were generally interspersed with tracks by their husbands or duets. In other words, male 
hegemony was ever-present on stage, on album covers, and sonically on the recordings 
themselves. I argue that Farida Khanum’s ostensible sexual independence contrasted markedly 
with that of her Indian counterparts, and thus was an especially important factor in the rise to 
prominence of “Āj jāne kī zid nā karo.” The aura of the song, as constructed by Farida Khanum, 
offered Indian male listeners a sexual fantasy, a portrayal of an available, desiring woman. 
This observation does not apply to Pakistani women singers. Farida Khanum, Iqbal Bano, 
Malika Pukhraj, and Munni Begum may have gotten married, but their husbands remained 
perpetually in the background and were not singers or musicians in their own right. The implied 
sexual freedom of this configuration was leveraged by the performers themselves into a brand 
advantage, even while the fact of marriage lent them a veneer of social respectability. 
Meanwhile, female Pakistani singers exploited the lower tessitura of their vocal ranges, and 
deployed the husky, sensuous quality that was required for ghazal performance precisely because 
it carried the courtesan connotations that consumers associated with ghazal ontology.  
“Āj jāne kī zid nā karo” was Farida Khanum’s greatest hit, and she was asked to perform 
it at every concert. In addition to hundreds of covers, YouTube contains multiple versions of this 
song in her voice, including a performance at the Jahan-e Khusrau Sufi Music Festival in Delhi 
(see Chapter 4), and on Pakistan’s hit music show Coke Studio in 2015. 13 Meanwhile, Indian 
                                                 
13 Farida Khanum in Coke Studio 2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDJL2FyRDeA 
Farida Khanum at Jahan-e Khusrau: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKWjE5noVLI 




singer Arijit Singh sang a cover of “Āj jāne kī zid nā karo” for the Indian television serial 
Naamkarann (2016). This serial is based loosely on the life of filmmaker Mahesh Bhatt, one of 
the Indian film-makers to include songs by Pakistani singers in his films (see Chapter 6). The 
cross-border musical exchange thus comes full circle with Arijit’s tribute to Farida Khanum.14  
The case of “Āj jāne kī zid nā karo” illustrates several points in my argument. First, 
Pakistani film songs were exported to India but not before stripping them of their filmi aura and 
rebranding them as ghazals. Second, the vector of transmission was not always clear: none of my 
interlocutors could remember where they first heard this song, but the Farida Khanum version 
was already well established in the Indian songscape by the 1980s even though no Indian 
pressing of the record had been released. Farida Khanum’s Pakistani album may have been one 
of the Pakistani recordings that were brought into India by individual collectors, some of whom 
shared the recordings widely in listening spaces like the Aligarh Tea House. Third, the 
deployment of the courtesan style by Farida Khanum, with its evocations of female desire, is a 
significant factor in the positive reception and preeminence of her voice in India. Fourth, the 
situational semantics of the song have made it the finale number of choice for live ghazal 
concerts throughout the South Asian cultural sphere. 
While ghazal concerts usually end with “Āj jāne kī zid nā karo,” concerts that feature 
other genres of popular music and qawwali often end with “Damādam mast qalandar (Carry on 
mad mystic).” The former song is used for a mellow concert ending, while the latter provides a 
more energetic climax. Like “Āj jāne kī zid nā karo,” “Damādam” traveled across borders and 
into the Indian songscape and listening spaces by multiple routes during which it underwent 
generic transformations and acquired a new aura. The genealogy of “Damādam mast qalandar” is 
                                                 
14 “Āj jāne kī zid nā karo” by Arijit Singh: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jrqbhYsDg8 




even more complex than that of “Āj jāne kī zid nā karo,” and is intertwined with questions of 
gender, religion, genre, politics, history, and nationalism. 
 
“Carry On Mad Mystic”  
“Damādam Mast Qalandar” (henceforth Damādam) is at the most basic level a qawwali 
in praise of the thirteenth century Sufi saint Syed Usman Marwandi (1177—1274), popularly 
known as Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar, the Red/Beloved Falcon Mystic. The dargah (tomb shrine) of 
Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar is located in Sehwān, in the province of Sindh in what is now southern 
Pakistan. I will begin this section by tracing the genealogy of “Damādam” from its contested 
origin story to its recording history and reception in India, attempting to explain the process by 
which it attained its privileged space in the Indian songscape. There are numerous complications 
to be overcome in unraveling the tale. One complication is that there are so many different 
versions of the song, recorded by a large number of people across South Asia, each of whom has 
altered the song somewhat to make their version unique. Another obstacle to tracing the history 
of this song is that it is known by many different “names” and is sung in several different 
languages. In South Asian musical traditions, songs are not given titles per se, but rather they are 
referred to by their lyric incipits. “Damādam mast qalandar,” is not the incipit, but one version of 
the refrain, while another version of the refrain is “Shāhbāz Qalandar.” The actual incipit has 
several variants, depending on the singer and the language: “Lāl merī pat rakhiyo (My beloved, 
preserve my honor)” being the most common. Meanwhile, there has been some confusion about 
the original creator of the song. A number of online sources (including Wikipedia) attribute it to 
Amir Khusrau in the fourteenth century, but without evidence, and without specifying whether 
they are talking about the tune or the lyrics. This provenance is unlikely: although Amir Khusrau 




spent several years in the Punjabi Sufi center of Multan, his home base was the Delhi court—
hundreds of miles away from the shrine of Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar in Sindh—and his personal 
Sufi master was the Delhi-based Saint Hazrat Nizamuddin. The last major complication is that 
there are any number of songs with different tunes but similar lyrics in praise of Lāl Shāhbāz 
Qalandar. In this chapter (and throughout my dissertation) I am concerned only with the song 
with the tune popularized by Reshma and Runa Laila (Fig. 2.1).15 
 
Figure 2.1a: Unmetered ālāp of “Damādam”: Runa Laila version. 
 
 
Figure 2.1b: mukhḍā of “Damādam”: Runa Laila version. 
 
                                                 
15 I have provided transcriptions in Western notation of some of the songs studied in this dissertation. Although the 
Hindustani transcriptive system based on sargam (solfège) would be more culturally authentic, it has certain 
shortcomings, not the least of which is that it is rarely used in its written form by performers in South Asia. 
Meanwhile, for nearly a century the Western system has been used in India for orchestral parts in film scores, so it is 
not entirely inauthentic in the context of my dissertation. 





Figure 2.1c: Refrain of “Damādam”: Runa Laila version. 
 
So what are the lyrics of “Damādam” about? Depending on the version, the lyrics are in 
Saraiki, Sindhi, Punjabi, Urdu-Hindi or a combination of the above. It is not uncommon to mix 
languages in qawwali lyrics (Qureshi 84 ff.), but the textual fluidity and hybridity of “Damādam” 
reflects its translocal appeal. In any case, many Indian listeners do not actually understand much 
of the lyrics, although there are a number of cognate words shared between Sindhi, Punjabi and 
Urdu-Hindi, and the general structure of these languages is similar. At any rate, the language 
barriers do not seem to have impaired the song’s popularity or mobility.  
The Saint Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar, (1177–1274 CE)16 also known as Jhūle Lāl (the 
Swinging/Swaying Beloved), is himself a complicated, multivalent figure, whose historical 
identity has been conflated with Indus river deities, and even the Vedic Hindu water deity Varun 
(Ray 2012) (see Fig. 2.2 below). Jhūle Lāl is also identified with Khwāja Khizr, a mysterious 
                                                 
16 Although the Islamic dating system is often used for historical figures from the Muslim World, I have chosen not 
to do so, perhaps sacrificing authenticity for clarity.  




supernatural guide for wanderers who is referred to obliquely in the Qur’an. Whatever his 
identity, the tomb of Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar is the focus of pilgrimage and mannat, the practice of 
making wishes by tying threads at the site. Like all Sufi saints, his spiritual power has long 
outlasted his physical existence, and he is believed to have the ability to intervene with God to 
get wishes granted. He is also the nominal patron saint and protector of Sindh, and by extension, 
all of Pakistan. While Sufi saints in Punjab and Sindh are often revered by both Hindus and 
Muslims, the shrine of Lāl Shāhbāz is unique in that Hindus and Muslims pray there side by 
side.17 The confusion of religions, like the confusion of languages, makes “Damādam” a song 
about inclusivity despite its specifically local references.  
 
Figure 2.2: Jhūle Lāl portrayed as a Hindu deity, 
Because of the proliferation of versions, it is difficult to provide an authoritative set of 
lyrics for “Damādam.” Below are the lyrics of the opening section (mukhḍā) as taken from a 
recording by Runa Laila: 
Ho - - - - [intro ālāp] 
lāl merī pat rakhiyo  
bhalā jhūle lālan 
ho lāl merī 
lāl merī pat rakhiyo  
bhalā jhūle lālan 
Oh…. 
Beloved protect my honor,  
benevolent swaying darling 
O my beloved  
Beloved protect my honor,  
benevolent swaying darling 
                                                 
17 Jatt, Zahida Rehman, “Jhulay Lal's cradle of tolerance,” Dawn, Jun 03, 2015. 




sindrī dā sehvān dā  
sakhī shāhbāz qalandar 
damā dam mast qalandar,  
‘Alī dam dam de andar  
damā dam mast qalandar,  
‘Alī dā pehlā nambar  
O lāl meri, o lāl meri 
Of Sindh, of Sehvan 
[Companion] Shāhbāz Qalandar 
Carry on mad mystic,  
in every breath of ‘Ali 
Carry on mad mystic,  
the first number is ‘Ali 
My beloved, O my beloved  
 
Right from the opening words, the lyrics contain ambiguities. “lāl” means both red, 
assumed to refer to the saint’s red robes, and “beloved” as used for a beloved child. Its 
connotations are more intimate than romantic. In some versions “lāl” is replaced with “lāj” 
(respect, purity),” which is essentially synonymous with the word “pat” occurring a few words 
later, and thus redundant. The first line ends with the epithet “Jhūle Lāl” which refers to the 
legend that as an infant, Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar’s cradle (“jhūlā”) used to rock itself, literally 
making him the “rocking” or “swinging” saint. This hagiographic reference ties Jhūle Lāl to 
other South Asian devotional practices centered on a holy child: Hindu bhajans and fables exist 
describing the beauty and exploits of both Rama and Krishna as infants, and there are qawwalis 
describing the birth of the Prophet Muhammad as well as Muharram laments focusing on the 
martyrdom of the baby Ali Asghar at Karbala.  
The refrain phrase “Damādam mast qalandar” likewise presents translation challenges 
because each word is rich with allusions. The refrain word, “Damādam” is derived from the 
word “dam,” meaning breath or life force but sounding onomatopoetically like the beating of a 
drum. Translating “Damādam” as “Carry on” is a poor compromise, when the driving rhythm of 
the word in performance evokes the whirling or dancing of a dervish in “ḥāl (trance),” as well as 
the hyperventilation and intensified affect that such embodied ecstasy might entail. “Dam” can 
also connote a “moment,” and “Damādam” thus a chain of moments connoting the kind of 
timelessness that comes with trance listening. “Dam” is also a synonym for “life-force.” “Mast” 




can mean intoxicated, crazy, irrational, wild; someone who is not in rational control but rather in 
the throes of spiritual—or liquor-induced—ecstasy. “Qalandar” is also difficult to translate: it 
refers to a species of holy person or renunciant who wanders the world in search of the divine. In 
a Sufi context, Qalandars are analogous to what Sadhus are to Hinduism, but there is often—
especially in the Indo-Pak border regions like Sindh, Punjab, and Bengal—a large degree of 
heterodox ambiguity surrounding such mystical figures.  
At the end of the refrain, the Runa Laila version of “Damādam Mast Qalandar” uses the 
phrase “ ‘Ali dā pehlā nambar (Ali is the first in number),” while I cannot locate any Reshma 
version that does so. Indeed, the presence of ‘Ali, the cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet 
Muhammad, is pervasive in the song. ‘Ali is viewed by many Muslims as a divinely sanctioned 
protector; he stands at the head of most Sufi lineages, while for the Shia he is the first Imam and 
foremost heir to the Prophet’s legacy. The former claim is problematic since Sufism as a set of 
philosophies and practices arose somewhat later than the lifetime of ‘Ali; however, the Prophet 
himself is believed to have said in a hadith those who consider him a guide must also consider 
‘Ali a guide.18  
This particular line of text became the source of controversy in the late 1970s when 
political forces began to foment Shi’a-Sunni tensions in Karachi (Shah). In the context of 
Pakistani politics, the centuries-old wrangle about leadership succession after the death of 
Muhammad seemed to be referenced in the song’s refrain. “Damādam” suddenly became 
embroiled in the controversy when Sunnis objected to the aforementioned line (“Ali was the 
first”) as Shi’a propaganda. For this reason, some versions replace this line with the line “Ali 
                                                 
18 Safvi, Rana. 2017. “How interpretation of the word maula caused the Shia-Sunni schism,”  Daily O. 
https://www.dailyo.in/lifestyle/prophet-mohammad-muslim-world-shia-sunni/story/1/19373.html 




dam dam de andar (Ali is in every breath)” to obviate the question. It is also possible that this 
line was inserted into the lyrics as an act of solidarity with Pakistani Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali 
Bhutto, whose mother and both wives were Shia. In any case, the presence of this line in Runa 
Laila’s version seems not to have impaired the song’s mobility, most likely because Indian 
listeners were not privy to the line’s political ramifications. Indeed, Runa Laila’s recorded 
version, which was intended for pan-South Asian consumption, uses the controversial refrain 
with impunity. As a result, many Indian versions of “Damādam” use the controversial line as 
well, for example a recent music video version by YoYo Honey Singh and Mika Singh. Is it 
possible that performers intentionally and explicitly deploy this line as a criticism of Wahabi 
Islam, and an assertion of Sufi-Hindu-Sikh-secularist solidarity.  
I argue that beyond the lyrics, the song’s origin myth, music, and associations with 
Sufism combined to help it to transcend boundaries of nation and religion more readily than 
almost any other song in the South Asian repertory. The origin myth, as narrated by several of 
my interlocutors, goes as follows: at some point in the 1960s, a Karachi-based music producer 
visited the shrine of Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar, where he heard a young woman by the name of 
Reshma, who belonged to a nomadic desert tribe, singing a song in praise of the saint. Enchanted 
by both her untrained but passionate voice and the catchy melody of the song, he recruited her to 
go with him to Karachi to record the song. The young woman agreed, and soon thereafter she 
became a recording sensation.  
This origin story of “Damādam” is widely accepted and given credence in Shemeem 
Burney Abbas’s monograph (Abbas 25) where, in response to Abbas’s direct question, Reshma 
seems to accept credit for the song’s composition. Indeed, Reshma’s connection to the song is 
deep and dates from the earliest days of her career: Arshad Mahmud credits Reshma for 




establishing the practice of using “Damādam” as a finale number, which she did in every live 
show she performed.19 
The Reshma origin story was refuted in early 2017, however, when it emerged that the 
tune and basic lyrics had appeared under the opening credits of the 1956 Punjabi film Jabroo. A 
little digging by Pakistani journalists revealed that the original composer of the song, Master 
Ashiq Hussain, was still alive in Lahore, albeit living in abject poverty. In an interview that is 
available on YouTube, Master Ashiq Hussain gives details about the song’s composition for the 
film (Zara Hat Ke 2017) (Fig. 2.3). He also expresses frustration that so many later singers had 
performed covers of the song without giving him credit. Sadly, after his brief return to the 
spotlight, Master Ashiq Hussain passed away in December of 2017. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Still from Master Ashiq Hussain’s last interview (Zara Hat Kay 2017): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EoOTDBFlaOs&t=220s. 
                                                 
19 Arshad Mahmud, personal communication, March 22, 2021. 





The evidence refuting the prevailing origin story had been in plain sight all along. After 
appearing on the original soundtrack album for Jabroo in 1956, the song was anthologized on a 
Pakistani album in 1971 with the correct music and lyric credits on the album cover. Between 
1956 and 1971, the song with Master Ashiq Hussain’s melody and variations on Saghar Siddiqi’s 
lyrics had appeared in at least three films, sung by major Pakistani film playback singers like 
Noor Jahan, Munir Hussain, and Masood Rana.20 In all three cases, however, the music and 
lyrics were credited to someone else. Although the lyrics are tweaked in each version, the tune is 
more or less identical. This discrepancy is explained, but not excused, by the fact that a “music” 
credit on a film or album does not necessarily mean “composer”: it can actually refer to the 
arranger, recording supervisor, orchestra conductor, etc. all of whom indeed were often the same 
person.  
In addition to films, the now famous and oft-borrowed “Damādam” tune appeared in 
several non-film vocal recordings and instrumental renditions in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
Among the covers are two instrumental versions for a basic rock ensemble with electric guitars, 
drum set, and synthesizers. The mastermind behind the transformation of what was still be called 
a “folk qawwali” into a hip rock jam was the film composer Sohail Rana. He is credited with the 
music on the recordings by two different Pakistani bands, The Fore Thoughts and The Five Caps. 
The packaging of the two instrumental versions is fascinatingly multivalent and prescient. The 
Fore Thoughts’s version appeared on an EP called Four Folk Tunes of Pakistan (EKCE 20003, 
Gramophone Company of Pakistan, 1970) that explicitly attempted to represent the folk music of 
four different regions of Pakistan, albeit with “modern” instruments. This EP is a testament to 
                                                 
20 A Discography of the early recording history of “Damādam” appears as Appendix A. 




Pakistan’s vision of modernity, in the promotion of music that is both cosmopolitan and 
technology-intensive while remaining true to Pakistan’s diverse cultural roots. This notion of 
musical modernity goes on to inform popular music in Pakistan through the hard-rock era of the 
1980s and continues to set the paradigm for Coke Studio and its various spin-offs. Meanwhile, 
the version of “Damādam” by The Five Caps appears on an anthology album of patriotic songs, 
Sohni Dharti (Beautiful Land)—Songs of Pakistan (LKDA-20044, Odeon, 1975), likewise 
curated by Sohail Rana. The other songs on the album are all explicitly nationalistic in their 
lyrics, so the inclusion of “Damādam” is somewhat surprising, but I interpret its presence to 
mean that “Damādam” had achieved sufficient recognition and popularity in Pakistan such that it 
could function as a musical synecdoche of the whole nation. It is important to note here, 
however, that no version of “Damādam” mentions the word “Pakistan,” and thus its deployment 
as a nationalist song on this particular album does not prevent it in any way from gaining 
popularity beyond Pakistan’s borders. In any case, we already see how the song is being heard 
both as a localized folk song and a surrogate national anthem. I will return to the political 
associations of the song when I discuss the historical context below. 
Reshma’s earliest recording appears in 1971 as a “private” (that is, non-film) song, on a 
7” EP. The important thing about this EP is that it was released more or less simultaneously in 
Pakistan (on Angel) and India (on His Masters Voice). Reshma’s “Damādam” is on the A-side, 
while a version by Sain Akhtar Hussain is on the B-side. The latter is presumably the same 
version that had been originally recorded by Sain Akhtar for the Punjabi film Veryam (The Bold) 
in 1969.21 Reshma’s version does not appear on the 1971 Pakistani anthology album, but it does 
                                                 
21 Veryam “The Bold” was a Robin Hood-like folk hero in Punjab during the early nineteenth century. According to 
the lore, he was Muslim, and with his faithful Sikh sidekick Chann he resisted the British authorities while robbing 




appear on the 1979 Indian anthology album, to be described in detail below. During the 1970s, 
the song appears again and again on Pakistani recordings, but after Reshma’s 1971 EP, it doesn’t 
appear again on an Indian release until the 1979 anthology. One of the strangest versions appears 
in the 1976 Pakistani film Dekha Jaye Ga (It Remains to Be Seen), sung by Ahmed Rushdie. In 
this version, the tune is intact, but the lyrics have been partially translated into English: along 
with “Damādam Mast Qalandar” we have “This is the sound of wonder.”22  
As hinted earlier, placing “Damādam” in its historical context yields some interesting 
insights. As written for the 1956 film Jabroo, it is heard only under the opening credits. 
However, it foreshadows an important moment in the plot when, about two thirds of the way 
through the film, the heroine seeks shelter from the pursuing villain at the shrine of Lāl Shāhbāz 
Qalandar. Although the film version is sung by male voices, the appeal of the singers to the saint 
to “protect my honor” at the beginning of the film foreshadows this moment, and sets the 
precedent for “Damādam” to be sung by a woman’s voice. Nevertheless, after its composition in 
1956, “Damādam” seems to vanish from the musical map for more than ten years. When it 
reappears in the late 1960s, “Damādam” does so in a veritable explosion: it appears in the 
soundtracks of three feature films between 1968 and 1971 as well as on the Reshma single in 
1971 and on the anthology album Shāhbāz Qalandar likewise in 1971. What accounts for the 
timing of this sudden rediscovery of a fairly obscure song from 1956? I argue that the answer 
may be found, at least in part, in the political situation in Pakistan.  
                                                 
from the rich and giving to the poor. Many thanks to my friend Neelam Ahmed Bashir in Lahore for providing me 
with this tidbit of information.  
22 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06TwlQfKAb0 




In the mid-1960s, Pakistan was heading into a constitutional crisis. General Ayub Khan, 
who had seized power in Pakistan’s first military coup, was facing increasing opposition on 
many social and political fronts. In 1965, after the second Indo-Pak war, he called for a 
presidential election to consolidate his power, but his opponent turned out to be Fatima Jinnah, 
the sister of Pakistan’s founder Mohammad Ali Jinnah, and in a bizarrely familiar twist, she won 
the popular vote by a landslide only to see the Pakistani Electoral College award the election to 
Ayub Khan. It was at this juncture that a new political leader emerged: Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. 
Bhutto was from Sindh, the province where the Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar shrine is located, and his 
family considered Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar to be their patron saint (Schmidle). Bhutto founded a 
new party, the socialist Pakistan People’s Party, in 1967, and went on to force Ayub Khan to 
resign in 1969. Bhutto become president in 1971 and prime minister in 1973. I argue that the 
popular music and film industry responded to Bhutto’s rise to power and opposition to Ayub 
Khan’s military regime by foregrounding the saint Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar and re-deploying 
“Damādam” as a call for the saint to protect the honor of the nation.23 
The unrest that brought Bhutto to power was followed by the Pakistani civil war in 1971–
1972 and the secession of East Pakistan as Bangladesh. India’s military intervention in this war 
served further to ramp up hostility levels between India and Pakistan in the 1970s. The secession 
of Bangladesh divided the Pakistani music industry such that versatile singers, whose careers 
spanned both East and West Pakistan, now found themselves competing in a market that was half 
its previous size. Singers whose careers were based on being able to sing in multiple languages 
(Urdu, Bengali, Punjabi, etc.) now had to struggle against the interlanguage hostility that had 
                                                 
23 As a future project I would like to trace the use of Pakistani film songs as protest songs, “Damādam” being a 
fascinating example.  




been one of the driving forces of the secessionist movement. One such artist was East Pakistani 
female vocalist Runa Laila (b. 1952) who was equally successful in the Bengali and Urdu-
Punjabi film industries. With the division of the Pakistani market, she was one of the first to turn 
her attention to the Indian film music industry in the mid-1970s. Ironically, Indian fans of her 
biggest non-film hit knew nothing of “Damādam’s” associations with the pro-Bhutto political 
movements of the preceding decade. 
Although many male singers recorded the song in both filmi and qawwali styles, 
“Damādam” resonates more powerfully in the female voice just as “Āj jāne kī zid na karo” does. 
By this I mean that the lyrics assume a feminine persona, like much Sufi music. Indeed, it is the 
versions by Reshma, Noor Jahan, and Runa Laila that are most prominent in the Pakistani 
songscape, and—without Noor Jahan—in the Indian songscape. The significance of women’s 
voices in Sufi ritual has been detailed extensively in a monograph by Shemeem Burney Abbas 
(Abbas 25 ff.). Abbas’s ethnography of the shrine of Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar explores the 
multivalent involvement of women at the shrine, from nomadic folk singers like Reshma, to 
professional performers like Abida Parveen, to the middle-class women who come to the shrine 
to pray for children, to the mentally ill women who are brought to the shrine for healing.  
One of the notable practices found at this shrine, as studied by Abbas, is the dhamāl, the 
ecstatic dance performed, on a mostly impromptu basis, by devotees at the shrine every night. In 
response to the singing of qawwali and the drumming of the naubat (kettle drums), devotees 
stand up and dance, going into ḥāl, and appearing to lose control of their bodies. This is a genre 
of Sufi trancing, but the intensity and wildness of the dhamāl contrasts markedly with that of, for 
example, the placid spinning of the Mevlevi dervishes. There are few spaces in South Asia where 
women dance freely in the same public spaces as men and the image of a woman dancing and 




twirling her head around rapidly with her hair in cyclonic rotation is a rupture in the visual 
imaginary of South Asian culture where women are more typically portrayed as demure and 
controlled.24 As such this image is iconically associated with the Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar shrine, 
and appears in several of the film versions of “Damādam.”25 Indeed, “Damādam” is referred to 
in Pakistan not as a qawwali, but as a dhamāl. I have not heard this term used by Indians to talk 
about the song, probably because the concept of dhamāl in this sense is not prevalent in India. In 
any case, the song aurally evokes the image of a female devotee at the shrine working herself 
into a frenzy of devotion, and this image becomes part of the aura of the song for Indian listeners 
as well. Thus the two songs, “Āj jāne kī zid na karo” and “Damādam,” both channel female 
energy and power for Indian listeners, the former sexual and the latter spiritual, but with some 
degree of overlap and conflation.  
I turn now to look more closely at the two anthology albums that popularized 
“Damādam” in Pakistan and then in India. The Pakistani album, entitled Shāhbāz Qalandar (33 
1/3  rpm, EMI Pakistan-Columbia 1971), was an LP containing eleven songs. The Indian album, 
entitled Damadam Mast Qalandar (45 rpm, EMI India 1979) was an EP containing six songs. 26 
There is a good deal of overlap between the two albums: the covers are nearly—but not 
exactly—identical, and three songs appear on both albums. Taken together, the two albums 
provide a cross-sectional snapshot of the rhizomatic genealogy of “Damādam.”  
                                                 
24 It was appartently the unorthodoxy of the devotional practices at the Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar shrine that made it a 
target for terrorist bombing in  
25 See for example the song “Ho Lāl mori” sung by Noor Jahan in the 1969 Punjabi film Dillan dey Saudey. 
26 I have not included vowel diacritics in the album titles because they appear in English (Roman script) on the 
albums. 




The 1979 Indian anthology album contain some repackaged Pakistani film songs, but it I 
suspect they album curators were also attempting to leverage the 1970s success of Pakistan’s 
premiere exponents of qawwali, the Sabri Brothers. Pakistani qawwals had lagged behind ghazal 
singers in carving out niches in the Indian market but the Sabri Brothers had achieved 
recognition in India by singing qawwalis with traditional religious texts; this distinguished them 
from the majority of Indian popular qawwali singers whose texts were primarily secular. The 
Sabri Brothers are not represented on the album, but their version of “Damādam” was circulating 
at around the same time. In any case, the 1979 album anticipates by six years the global Sufi 
wave initiated by Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan.  
Damadam Mast Qalandar is a “Sufi” anthology album, featuring six songs, four of which 
are taken from Pakistani films released ten years earlier, in 1968–69. The verso of the album 
sleeve provides full credits, listing the film title, vocalist, music director, and lyricist for each 
film song. The featured vocalists are Noor Jehan (two songs), Runa Laila, Reshma, Ghulam 
Nabi, and Saeen Akhtar.  
  
The cover of the Indian album features a painting nearly identical to the 1971 Pakistani 
LP; the cover images and the track listings of both albums are given below in Fig. 2.4. Five of 
the eleven tracks on the Pakistani album employ the “Damādam” melody as composed by Master 
Ashiq Hussain, while all but one on the Indian album do so; these are indicated in the Figure 2.4 
by shading. On the back covers, both albums give detailed credit information but surprisingly, 
although most of the lyrics are derived from Saghar Siddiqui’s original, all of the tracks credit 
the lyrics to other people or to “traditional.” Likewise, all of the tracks using the Master Ashiq 
Hussain melody credit the music to other people with the single exception of the Jabroo version 




on the Pakistani release. Even this track, however, credits the lyrics to “traditional” rather than to 
Saghar Siddiqui. It is perhaps understandable that the album curators chose to credit the music 
arrangers rather than the composer of the original tune, and likewise the people who adapted the 
lyrics rather than the poet who wrote the original words, The attribution to “traditional” is more 
perplexing, but seems to be rooted in an attempt to establish a deeper pedigree for “Damādam” 
than it actually had and to lend authenticity to the non-film versions. 
Figure 2.4: Side-by-side comparison of albums Shahabaz Qalander (Pakistan 1971) and 
Damadam Mast Qalandar (India 1979). Track listing below. 
  
Shāhbāz Qalander (1971) 
EMI Pakistan-Columbia  
(LKCD 5000) (33 RPM) 
 Damadam Mast Qalandar (1979) 
EMI India 
(45 ALP 4001) (45 RPM)  
A1. Sadqe sadqe Lāl qalandar—Runa Laila 
(Shahro Firoz 1968) 
 
A2. Ho Lāl meri pat rakhio—Noor Jahan 
(Dillan dey Saudey 1969) 
A1. Ho Lāl meri pat rakhio—Noor Jahan 
(Dillan dey Saudey 1969)  
A3. Shāhbāz Qalandar—Zeenat Rehana 
(Bangla singer) (“Basic” 1970) (tune 
unknown—no YouTube recording) 
 
A4. Shāhbāz Qalandar—Mehdi Hassan & 
others (Parai Beti 1970) 
 
A5. Lāl meri pat rakhio—Saeen Akhtar & 
others (Veryam 1969) 
B3. Lāl meri pat rakhio—Saeen Akhtar & 
others (Veryam [1969]) 




B1. Shāhbāz Qalandar—Fazal Hussain & 
Others (Jabroo 1956)  
Lyrics “traditional”, Music Aashiq Hussain. 
 
B2. Rakh laaj meri laj pal—Noor Jahan 
(Tuhadi izzat da sawal aa 1970) 
A3. Rakh laaj meri laj pal—Noor Jahan 
(Tuhadi izzat da sawal ae 1970) 
B3. Hussaini Lall Qalandar—Noor Jahan 
(Aasoo Billa 1971) 
 
B4. Shāhbāz Qalandar—Mohd. Shafi & 
Others (“Basic” 1969) (tune unknown—no 
YouTube recording) 
 
B5. Damādam mast qalandar—Ghulam Nabi 
& Others (Samandar 1968) 
A2. Damādam mast qalandar—Ghulam Nabi 
& Others (Samandar 1968) 
B6. Shāhbāz Qalandar—The Fore Thoughts 
(Instrumental 1967) 
 
 B1. Ho Lāl meri pat rakhio—Runa Laila 
(“Traditional”) 
 B2. Shahabaz Qalandar—Reshma 
(“Traditional”) Music: Nathoo Khan (from 
1971 single) 
 
Both front covers show similar paintings of the eastern gate of the Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar 
dargah shrine complex in Sehwan Sharif, Pakistan (Fig. 2.5). It shows indistinct thronging 
crowds flowing in and out of the shrine entrance. The façade is portrayed more or less 
accurately, and the existing domed structure on the left and the quadrangular tomb on the right 
are visible. On both albums, the title is in the Roman alphabet, but on the Indian album, the 
lettering includes pseudo-diacritics and extended letter strokes evoking Urdu and Arabic 
calligraphy. Both back covers include an identical blurb telling the history of the saint as well as 
the track listing and credits. 





Figure 2.5: The East Gate of the Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar shrine in Sehwan, Sindh Province, 
Pakistan. This is the facade depicted in the album cover paintings above. 
 
The evidence suggests that the Master Ashiq Hussain tune did not gain popularity in 
India until the release of the 1979 album. It had appeared in Reshma’s version on her 1971 single 
which had been released jointly in India and Pakistan, but while a few of my interlocutors 
believed that Reshma had been the first to sing it, almost all of them referred to the Runa Laila 
version as the one that first captured their attention. Additional evidence supporting my 
arguement may be found in the fact that between 1971 and 1979, several recordings were 
published in India of songs with “Damādam” or “Shāhbāz Qalandar” in the lyrics, but none of 
these used the Master Ashiq Hussain tune. Examples include Jani Babu Qawwal in 1973 and 
Harcharan Grewal in 1976. 
The songs on Damadam Mast Qalandar are in a range of styles, but the filmi influence 
predominates. With the exception of “Rakh Laaj Meri Lajpal” by Noor Jahan, the other five 
songs on the album are all essentially the same song presented in slightly different 
interpretations. The tune more or less identical while the lyrics, originally in Punajbi, are 
rendered in a mixture of Punjabi, Sindhi, or Urdu as the context requires. Of the others that are 




film songs, Ghulam Nabi’s version is taken from the 1968 Urdu film Samandar (Ocean), Noor 
Jahan’s version is from the 1969 Punjabi film Dillan De Souday (Hearts’ Bargains), and Sain 
Akhtar’s version is from the 1969 Punjabi film Veryam. In the latter track Sain Akhtar, a folk 
singer, is joined by Pakistani playback singers Munir Hussain and Masud Rana, but their names 
are not mentioned in the album credits.27 The Indian anthology does not include Master Aashiq 
Hussain’s original version of the song from Jabroo.  
It was the two non-filmi versions of the song by Reshma and Runa Laila that became the 
most famous in India. Interestingly, these were the only two songs that were not on the 1971 
Shāhbāz Qalandar album.28 Beyond these two tracks, the album Damādam Mast Qalandar was 
one of HMV’s unsuccessful attempts to alter Indian tastes by introducing new voices, new 
content, and new styles to the Indian market. What was it about the Runa Laila version that made 
it more transportable than other versions? Runa Laila herself possessed remarkable mobility, 
being a performer who had recorded songs for both the East Pakistani Bengali-language film 
industry and the West Pakistani Urdu and Punjabi film industries. By the mid-1970s, she had 
also made a name singing playback for Indian films (See Chapter 5).  
There is a striking difference in vocality between the Runa Laila and Reshma versions of 
“Damādam.” Reshma has the “Sufi-folk” sound: the huskiness and heaviness of the khulī āvāz 
(open, outdoor voice) that I will describe in more detail below. Runa Laila’s vocal quality falls 
much closer to the Bollywood studio sound, but retains some of the aural evidence of 
embodiment that distinguishes her voice as Pakistani. I argue, following Jhingan, that this aural 
                                                 
27 https://pakmag.net/film/details.php?pid=834 
28 Incidentally, Runa Laila had sung two songs for the Pakistani film Samandar, in which the Ghulam Nabi version 
of “Damādam” appeared, although her own version did not appear before the 1979 Indian anthology release. 




and textual hybridity contributes to the song’s mobility, allowing it be accepted and consumed 
by audiences in East and West Pakistan as well as India.  
Runa Laila’s version of “Damādam” from the 1979 album took India by storm. She 
performed it on Doordarshan in the early 1980s, and included it on her 1983 album entitled Non 
Stop Dhamal (Angel), both sides of which comprised a continuous medley of songs in praise of 
Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar. It also appeared on her double album The Loves of Runa Laila in 1984. 
Even before 1979, Runa Laila was already a known name in the Indian music industry and had 
done playback singing for several Indian films at this point (see Chapter 5). She had released an 
album of semi-classical songs in India 1976, and went on to release a series of non-film albums 
in India. Meanwhile, Runa Laila was no longer Pakistani by citizenship, and this certainly 
enhanced her ability to perform and record in India. Runa Laila’s version of “Damādam” uses 
the trademark sonic palette of the Pakistani studio “geet” style. It begins with a vibraphone 
arpeggio introducing Runa Laila’s brief wordless ālāp in which she lingers on the tivra madhyam 
(sharp fourth) to set the tone of the raga, Yaman Kalyan. Then a strummed chordophone begins a 
fast tempo and the ḍholak and tambourine jump in to propel the song forward. Runa sustains the 
vocal energy throughout and the ḍholak breaks before each refrain add further momentum. The 
lively instrumental interludes are played by clarinet and sitar, as well as what sounds like either 
glockenspiel or an early keyboard synthesizer. At around 3:30 Runa performs an internal ālāp 
and then sings the last verse. After this, at 5:10 the tempo begins to accelerate until the end of the 
song, in traditional qawwali fashion. 
Runa Laila’s version combines the flirtatious style of Asha’s filmi songs with the pop 
Sufi style that was becoming a trademark of Pakistani artists world-wide. While the Sufi 
devotional text, rhythms, and acceleration of tempo are features of traditional qawwali, the vocal 




style and instrumentation are not. The inclusion of the song on Runa Laila’s 1984 pop double 
album The Loves of Runa Laila (Concord) further blurs the song’s generic positioning as a 
qawwali. In the staging of one of her performances of “Damādam” on Doordarshan, India’s 
national television network, Runa Laila further undermines the song’s qawwali-ness by standing 
on stage, accompanied by electric guitar and bass, acoustic guitar, banjo, a drum set, and bongos 
in addition to a platoon of tablas and other traditional Indian instruments.29 
If Runa Laila’s pop-Sufi version of “Damādam” became so popular, then why did none 
of the film-song versions of “Damādam” from the 1979 anthology become known in India? I 
argue that the Indian market was resistant to Pakistani film songs to the point of ignorance, 
although EMI kept trying to repackage them and “smuggle” them into India. Indian listeners 
were likewise resistant to Noor Jahan, perhaps because they knew her pre-Partition songs, and 
her “Pakistani” voice by this time was deeper and more nasal than that in her early work. Noor 
Jahan’s rendition is also very manic: in the film the female protagonist is shown dancing herself 
into a trance with convulsive, “out-of-control” motions, surrounded by a group of seated 
watching men. Although no Indian listener had seen the film, the vocal style of the recording 
channel much of this erotic energy. The lyrics of the song set up a nice tension between the 
singer’s erotic allure and the Saint’s role as protector of women. In any case, Noor Jahan’s 
version conforms neither to the Pakistani ghazal style Indian audiences were accustomed to, nor 
to the traditional or filmi qawwali styles they might have expected. With regard to the other 
versions on the anthology, Ghulam Nabi and Sain Akhtar were unknown in India, and Reshma 
only became known widely a few years later when she was enlisted to sing in the Indian cinema 
as a folk singer (see Chapter 5).  
                                                 
29 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6s79neJR0I 




I will discuss how EMI India strategically re-released EMI Pakistan recordings in India in 
detail in the next chapter, but the release of Damadam Mast Qalandar in the Indian market was 
an unprecedented marketing gamble that raises several questions. For example, what was the 
rationale for releasing an album containing five versions of the same song? Out of all the Sufi 
saints to choose from, why dedicate the album to Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar? And with lyrics mostly 
in Sindhi and Punjabi, why did the HMV executives believe that these songs would sell in India? 
In answer to these questions I argue that the EMI executives were hoping that this album of 
Pakistani Sufi music would appeal broadly to Indian audiences who were already consuming 
Sabri Brothers recordings and who were already avidly consuming ghazal albums by Pakistani 
artists. 30 Further, they had most of the tracks conveniently in hand from the 1971 Pakistani 
album. Beyond these marketing considerations, it is also likely that they were hoping to leverage 
Saint Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar’s imputed power to break down borders between religions, 
ethnicities, and nations. Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar is the patron saint of the province of Sindh, which 
was ceded wholly to Pakistan in 1947, and Sindh still contains a significant minority Hindu 
population even though many Hindu Sindhis migrated to India after Partition. It is likely that the 
Indian EMI marketing team was well aware that Sindhi immigrant-refugees had been resettled in 
every region of India, bringing their musical culture and religious practices with them.  
As mentioned above, “Damādam” is far and away the most common song encountered as 
a finale at the end of a vocal performance, and it will return to provide a kind of finale to this 
dissertation in Chapter 7. Concerts that conclude with “Damādam” normally have an ascending 
energy trajectory; in other words, rhythmic intensity increases through the last set of songs 
                                                 
30 Ironically, the Sabri Brothers had recorded for the Indian market qawwalis dedicated to Hazrat Moinuddin 
Chishti, the patron saint of the neighboring Indian province of Rajasthan, and they only recorded “Damādam” later. 




before reaching a climax with “Damādam.” Ghazal concerts are also quite likely to end with 
“Damādam,” although ghazal concerts, like ghazals themselves, follow a more static energy 
trajectory with no sense of building toward a climax. As the supreme finale number in South 
Asian concerts, “Damādam” provides not only an energetic climax to a musical evening, but also 
an assertion of translocal and transnational solidarity, and a tribute to the uniting power of Sufi-
brand mysticism. It also contains a prayer for divine protection that is expressed in secularist and 
heterodox terms. From the first riff in rāg Yaman, with its distinctive raised fourth (tīvrā mā), 




In this chapter I explored the Aligarh Tea House as an intermediate category of listening 
space for Pakistani ghazals and as an example of one of the important vectors for Pakistani music 
reaching Indian listeners. The Tea House was not only an important listening space in its own 
right, but also a productive node in the formation of an extensive listening and music-sharing 
network. For the purposes of listening to ghazal recordingss, however, the Tea House was not as 
intimate as a room in a private home or hostel. The latter type of listening space was even more 
condusive to the audience’s comprehension of the poetry of the ghazal, engagement with the 
ghazal’s emotional gestalt, and appreciation of the nuances of the performer’s recorded voice. 
Studio ghazal recordings on LP were produced to create the sound of an intimate listening venue, 
while live recordings were likewise designed to capture the experience of a concert hall with 
audible audience responses. In this sense recorded space evokes “actual” space. 




Arshad Mahmud pointed out to me in our interview that one of the reasons ghazal 
recordings were generally more commercially successful than qawwali recordings in both the 
Pakistani and Indian markets was that the listenings spaces—both recorded and live—for each 
genre are so radically different. The difference lies in the degree of intimacy between performer 
and listeners. In other words, ghazal recordings succeed because they tap into personal emotional 
experience and promote a mode of listening that favors a very small number of listeners who can 
focus on both the geno-ghazal and the pheno-ghazal, that is the performed lyrics and the grain of 
the voice, the significations as well as the significance (Barthes 1977). The recording further 
allows repeated listening to favorite or challenging tracks. Ghazal recordings by women can also 
evoke a special kind of virtual listening space that fosters another kind of intimacy. Sonically 
derived from the courtesan mujrā, such performances and recordings establish a potential sexual 
intimacy deployed by the performer herself through the artful exploitation of vocal embodiment. 
Qawwali, on the other hand, demands a much larger venue and a much larger audience. 
Interactions between performer and listeners are more intense, more public. Various forms of 
ecstasy like dhamāl dancing and ḥāl trancing are possible only in a live performance, although 
they can be evoked by a recording. Arshad Mahmud described the ghazal-qawwali distinction as 
being analogous to the contrast between a poet who is most effective when read in a book and a 
poet who is most effective in a live performance.31 Ghazal calls for a deep, prolonged response 
from the listener, while qawwali takes the listener to ephemeral heights. Ghazal is private while 
qawwali is public. The Tea House, then, could play both kinds of music, as well as Indian film 
music, only because it was a space that was both public and intimate. 
                                                 
31 Arshad Mahmud, personal communication, March 22, 2021. 




I have also argued that the persistent presence of Pakistani voices and songs in settings 
such as the Tea House demonstrates how Pakistani music not only crossed the border—it 
actually transcended national and religious boundaries to become an integral part of the Indian 
songscape. I have further made a distinction between Pakistani songs and Pakistani singing 
voices. I have shown how Pakistani songs can take on a life of their own in a rhizomatically 
proliferating genealogy, being covered by countless singers in India, Pakistan, and beyond. 
Although I have pointed to certain versions or recordings which carried two songs across the 
border, these particular songs have become disengaged from their specific origins and become 
the common property of the songscape. It is important that the two such songs I traced in detail 
both serve an important functional purpose in specific listening contexts. Both are deployed as 
concert finales or encores, and both signal the end of a performance session. In the case of “Āj 
jāne kī zid na karo,” the performer expresses an unwillingness to break up the gathering, an 
unwillingness generated by the passage of shared listening time and the creation of an intimate 
but ephemeral listening community. “Damādam,” on the other hand, incorporates both an 
invocation of divine blessing and a climax channeling erato-religious ecstasy and cathartic 
release.  
At the same time, Pakistani voices have an appeal distinct from the songs they sing. This 
appeal, for Indian listeners, seems to be constructed out of a confluence of vocal elements that is 
different from those of prevailing film playback singers in India. The aural Otherness of 
Pakistani voices is enhanced by their association with the Urdu language and poetic traditions, 
and this in turn links them to India and Pakistan’s shared Islamicate cultural heritage. The voice 
of Mehdi Hassan in particular struck Indian listeners with its unique mellowness and agility, with 
its effortless combination of classical weight and popular versatility. While Indian listeners were 




blissfully ignorant of Mehdi Hassan’s status as a Pakistani film singer, they consumed his film 
songs as ghazals, and, as we will see in Chapter 3, he responded by touring India as a ghazal 
singer, and releasing many albums in which his film songs were sonically repackaged as ghazals. 
The communities that consumed Pakistani music came out of the universities to form 
India’s emerging middle class, many of members of which left India in the 1980s and after to 
settle in communities abroad. These communities brought their love of Pakistani songs and 
singers with them, and in the diaspora, became the primary audience for ghazal concerts by 
touring artists from India and Pakistan, as well as local artists who performed the same repertory. 
These listening networks could not have formed originally, however, without the material culture 
of vinyl, and thus in Chapter 3, I will explore the release of Pakistani songs in India by amassing 
evidence from personal record collections. 







CHAPTER 3: VINYL INVASION: INTIMATE LISTENING AND ALBUM COLLECTING 
As a collector of LP records (and later CDs) myself, I still relish the sheer materiality of 
my music library: the massive weight of the vinyl, the crystalline shimmer of the CD jewel boxes 
in their neat rows on my shelves. But while my music collection was the first thing I unpacked 
after a recent move, my CD deck and turntable have yet to be hooked up: as the now unnecessary 
intermediaries between my music and my ears, they sit in their packing boxes in a corner of my 
“music room.” 
In this chapter, I will look at the material evidence for the presence and audition of 
Pakistani voices in India, specifically, LP records in the 1970s and early 1980s. With the 
subsequent explosion of cassette culture and the ability of every individual to record and share 
music, the situation becomes much more complex.1 Compact discs came late to India, and were 
not very successful domestically, although CDs were extensively released for the diaspora 
market, mostly consisting of digital remasterings of previously released LPs. Few people in India 
invested in CD players, and it wasn’t until personal computers with CD drives became fairly 
common that music CD-ROMs took off, following in the footsteps of cassettes. These were 
quickly superseded by USB “thumb-drives.” Whereas I never saw a car in India with a CD 
player, I saw cars with USB ports in India long before I saw them in the United States.  
                                                 
1 I will not discuss cassettes, partly because the ephemeral nature of cassettes makes them more difficult to research, 
and more importantly, because cassette culture has already been explored extensively by Peter Manuel (Manuel).  




This chapter, therefore, will focus on the pivotal 1970s and 1980s, when EMI Pakistan 
began collaborating with EMI India to cross-market the recordings of many Pakistani artists on 
Indian releases. The evidence for my study was gathered from a small number of personal LP 
record collections I examined in India, as well as collections held in a few Indian public libraries. 
Unfortunately, most private LP collections have been discarded or sold to junk collectors or are 
moldering in the Indian equivalents of basements and attics, but from the few I was able to 
explore, I gleaned information about which records were well represented, and which were less 
so. Fortunately, I was able to supplement my field work with two important online resources: US 
library catalogs containing entries for LPs that came through the PL-480 program, and the 
“Discogs” website which contains extensive information for Indian and Pakistani LPs including 
track listings, cover images, and credits. My collated discography thus functions as a proxy for 
the ghazal-geet region of the Indian songscape. 
In examining these record collections, I observed several trends based on the prevalence 
of certain recordings. Although the Pakistani LPs in Indian collections included a variety of 
genre categories, only the ghazal-geet category met with widespread success.2 Within the ghazal 
genre, Pakistani artists generally employed a “light” style on studio recordings although their 
“live” recordings did employ the more classically-rooted style as exemplified by the Indian artist 
Begum Akhtar in the 1950s and 1960s. Two male Pakistani ghazal singers came to dominate the 
LP market: Mehdi Hassan and Ghulam Ali. Between them, these two artists were featured on a 
                                                 
2 I have covered the definition and description of ghazal in an earlier chapter: it is a genre of art song that musically 
sets a poem (normally in Urdu): the term “ghazal” refers to the distinct and precise formal structure of the 
eponymous genre of Urdu poetry. Musically, ghazals range from the “semi-classical,” that is, based—not quite 
strictly—on the ragas of Hindustani classical music, to popular and film-style settings. “Geet” and its synonym 
“naghma” merely mean “song”, and in this context means anything that is not technically a ghazal and does not fall 
into the classical category.  




total of twenty-five EMI India albums between 1971 and 1985.3 I will briefly talk about these 
ghazal recordings, tracing how these two artists developed a fresh ghazal style that apparently 
appealed to Indian listeners, and how, in the case of Mehdi Hassan, his Pakistani film songs were 
completely divorced from their film roots and re-created and re-released in the popular ghazal 
style.  
Pakistani women singers are also represented on Indian LPs in the ghazal genre. While 
none of the women achieved the sheer number of LP releases seen with Mehdi Hassan and 
Ghulam Ali, the numbers may be misleading. Singers like Malika Pukhraj, Munni Begum, Runa 
Laila, and Farida Khanum each had at least one major hit in India, and each established a 
particular niche from which their music continues to resonant decades later. I will therefore look 
at some of these super-hit songs and argue the reasons for their prominence in the Indian 
songscape. I also note here that in the same period, several Pakistani female artists, including 
Runa Laila, Salma Agha, and Reshma, sang for Indian films: I will tell that story in Chapter 5.  
In addition to solo albums, I also look at two somewhat anomalous albums. The first is a 
collaborative album from the 1980s, Meraj-e-Ghazal (Ascent of Ghazal) (1983), featuring the 
combined talents of Ghulam Ali and India’s versatile film singer, Asha Bhosle. The second is an 
anthology album, Us Par Ke Naghme (Songs from the Other Side) (1984), which was a sampler 
of lesser known Pakistani artists released especially for the Indian market.  
As mentioned elsewhere in this study, the boundaries of the ghazal and qawwali genre 
categories are somewhat fuzzy. Many songs are heard and referred to as ghazals even if they do 
not meet the strict formal requirements of ghazal structure, and likewise almost any song may be 
                                                 
3 In addition to EMI India, other recording labels released LPs of Pakistani singers, but these were predominantly 
recordings of live concerts from India. These recordings are important records (pun intended) of Pakistani 
concertizing in India. 




considered a qawwali if it has either Sufi content or a qawwali-inspired sonic profile. I will argue 
that Indian listeners—and marketing managers—were fully convinced that Pakistan only 
produced two kinds of singers: ghazal singers, and qawwali singers. Despite the existence of a 
diverse Pakistani music industry that also included film music, folk music, Islamic music, and 
Hindustani classical music, all Pakistani music crossing the border was immediately shoehorned 
into one of these two categories: ghazal or qawwali. Indeed, when offline music stores still 
existed in India, both ghazal and qawwali were often lumped together in the same rack under one 
label, “Sufi,” which in this context became a tautological catch-all term for all Pakistani music. 
Record collecting in South Asia has essentially the same ontology as that in the United 
States. The gramophone player began as a novelty for the elites, while almost simultaneously, 
ethnomusicologist-entrepreneurs used the new technology began to record the “native” musics of 
India. The voices of courtesans, theater performers, Hindustani and Carnatic vocalists have been 
preserved for posterity thanks to the Gramophone Company of India. With the advent of sound 
films in 1931, film song recordings on lacquer discs likewise became collectors’ items, although 
film music was considered of lower status than classical music by early collectors. While South 
Asian record collectors often had quite eclectic tastes, most specialized in one of four large 
categories: film songs, ghazal and geet, Western pop, or classical (either Hindustani or Carnatic). 
While these categories can overlap, I found that it was rare for collectors to collect extensively in 
more than one of these categories.  
In this chapter I investigate the listening objects and habits of Indian collectors of ghazal, 
because it was primarily in the ghazal genre where Pakistani artists competed on an equal footing 
with Indian artists in both recording and collecting. I seek to discover which Pakistani artists 




appeared prominently on Indian record labels, and which albums featuring Pakistani voices 
became “hits” as judged by their prevalence in Indian record collections.4  
Who collected ghazal recordings in India? Where and how did they listen to these 
recordings? From my interviews it seems that most ghazal listening happened either individually, 
in private, or in close-knit groups consisting of family and friends. Although LP records were 
used extensively in tea shops and cafes like the one described in the previous chapter, the 
intimate nature of the ghazal and its intensely personal emotional content were best suited to 
private audition. In this chapter I continue to explore the notion of intimate listening, a notion 
that emerges historically at the same time as recording technology; home playback equipment 
allowed us to listen to music alone in our bedrooms for the first time without human mediation 
by musicians or the shared experience of a concert hall or home salon. The linked concepts of 
private listening and bedroom culture become even more widespread, of course, with the advent 
of portable Walkmans, iPods, digital music files, and the Cloud.5  
The ghazal, as redefined in the 1970s, came to be the dominant genre for this kind of 
intimate listening, in tandem with the diffusion of record-player technologies. Intimate listening 
is also a function of privilege, and its emergence in mid-twentieth century India correlates to the 
emergence of a middle class with disposable income. In the decades following independence (the 
1950s and 60s) both India and Pakistan had embarked on divergent national projects to define 
and develop their respective cultural strengths. India, with Nehru at the helm, sought to promote 
the classical and folk arts at the expense of popular music. This was more or less in line with his 
                                                 
4 I do not have access to sales statistics from EMI (India), but my examinations of a number of personal LP 
collections gives a sense of which albums were purchased most often. 
5 There is excellent work on the youth bedroom cultures of the twentieth century by Sarah Louise Baker and Frances 
Rogan, among others. 




socialist development policies and more broadly, with the national decolonization project. This 
approach created a hierarchical value system for the various musical genres with classical 
(traditional rāg-tāl based khayāl and dhrūpad) at the top, folk, as the music of the people a close 
second, religious, theatrical, and hybrid forms somewhere in the middle, and film (that is,, 
popular) music at the bottom. Ghazal falls into the middle ground, where it is often called “light-
classical” or “semi-classical,” not quite as rule-bound as “pure” classical, but still dealing in 
(somewhat) expansive time frames, rāg-based improvisation, and the emphasis on performer 
virtuosity. Peter Manuel traces the “descent” of the ghazal from its semi-classical status to its 
less prestigious but far more lucrative hybrid popular form. This trajectory was to a large extent 
guided by the technological parameters of LP and cassette media (Manuel 1993). 
In the 1970s the ghazal songscape changed dramatically due to several factors and events. 
First, the passing of Begum Akhtar in 1974 created a cultural vacuum in India: no heir 
apparent—male or female—emerged immediately on the Indian scene to replace her and carry 
her tradition forward. Second, the Indian film singers who had been releasing ghazal albums 
were aging, and many were struggling to remain commercially viable in the film industry at all. 
Talat Mahmood stopped recording new material in the 1960s, by 1976 Mukesh was dead, and 
Mohammad Rafi followed in 1980. It was into this vacuum that EMI and its local partner, the 
Gramophone Company of India, began floating Pakistani ghazal singers on the Indian market: 
Malika Pukhraj, Ghulam Ali, Mehdi Hassan, and Munni Begum.  
Meanwhile, both India and Pakistan were experiencing political turmoil. After Pakistan’s 
“loss” of East Pakistan in 1972, President Zulfikar Ali Bhutto declared emergency rule, became 
Prime Minister, drafted a new constitution, was deposed in 1977 by a military coup, and was 
executed in 1979. In India, Indira Gandhi was having her own troubles: she was convicted of 




election malpractice in 1975 but rather than resign she declared emergency, suspended many 
freedoms, had opponents arrested, and ruled “by decree” until finally deposed in 1977. Indira 
Gandhi’s Emergency is considered by many Indians, even staunch Congress supporters, as the 
nadir of Indian democracy.6 The impact of this turmoil in Pakistan was that singers from both 
Pakistan and newly independent Bangladesh began to seek new markets abroad, particular in 
India, but also in the United Kingdom and the United States. The impact in India is harder to 
gauge, but it seems that dissatisfaction and frustration on the political scene had an adverse effect 
on Bollywood, driving it toward crass commercialism, and motivating India’s rising middle 
classes to look for middle-brow musical alternatives. 
The 1970s in India witnessed the expansion of the urban middle class as well as the 
emergence of a media-connected diaspora community. The tastes of both of these somewhat 
overlapping communities were expanding into a more semi-classical diet of ghazals and lighter 
classical music as an alternative to standard Bollywood musical fare. By the late 1970s, 
mainstream film music was dominated by disco, even while the emergent parallel film 
movement espoused a style of filmmaking featuring songs of the intimate, ghazal type and 
almost no songs picturized as wide-screen production numbers. As we will see in Chapter 5, 
films began incorporating Pakistani voices and ghazals more broadly to adapt to the new tastes 
of its middlebrow audiences. It was largely the same set of middle-class consumers, both in India 
and in the diaspora, who could afford to purchase record players and home sound systems to 
support the practice of intimate, at-home listening; this in turn supported the expansion of the LP 
market and record collecting. According to my interlocutors, people who couldn’t afford to buy 
                                                 
6 Amidst literally hundreds of political parties, the Congress Party held a seemingly unassailable majority until the 
mid-80s. Congress was the party of Mahatma Gandhi, Nehru, and the latter’s daughter Indira (who, despite her last 
name is not related to the former). 




home audio equipment, including most students, depended on live concerts, radio, venues like 
tea houses, or wealthier friends for their musical listening. Indians in the diaspora were also 
purchasing the requisite audio equipment, and record stores opened in cities with large South 
Asian populations like Chicago, New York, Edison (New Jersey), Toronto, and Vancouver.  
The primary question in this chapter is how and to what extent songs by Pakistani singers 
were adopted into the Indian songscape through what I call the “vinyl vector.” To answer this 
question, I have conducted formal and informal interviews with Indian music fans, attended 
hundreds of live concerts, and rifled through personal LP collections both in India and America. 
In order to gauge the degree of permeation of Pakistani songs into the Indian songscape, I began 
by compiling a list of LP records released in India devoted to the ghazal genre (see Appendix B), 
based on what I found in personal record collections in India, supplemented by online collectors’ 
markets like eBay and Discogs. As we have seen in the previous chapter, it was possible for 
Indian collectors—and Tea House proprietors - to obtain Pakistan-produced vinyl, but from my 
examination of personal collections I conclude that this happened quite infrequently.  
I interviewd Arshad Mahmud, a Pakistani composer who had been employed by EMI 
Pakistan between 1973 and 1993 and who served in a senior administrative position there. He 
explained that the reason that the LPs themselves were not traded across the border was because 
of the complex royalty system set up after Partition. Direct cross-border royalty payments were 
disallowed, so Pakistani artists accrued royalties in their EMI India accounts based on their 
Indian sales, and vice versa.7  
From the beginning of the twentieth century, a mere handful of music corporations 
dominated the world recorded music industry. These corporations were remarkably cosmopolitan 
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even while they acquired local labels and production facilities around the globe. The music 
industry was fundamentally multinational in organization, but local in content. Interestingly, at 
the consumer end, the music market itself is very localized and fragmented, and it is remarkable 
how these huge conglomerates were releasing LPs in hundreds of languages and genres 
simultaneously, trying to follow musical tastes in Madras, Multan, Naples and Nairobi in pursuit 
of profit and market share.  
Fortunately for Indian consumers and collectors, the U.K.-based record company EMI 
retained market dominance long after India and Pakistan became independent from Britain in 
1947. Because it had branches in both India and Pakistan, copyrighted recordings from EMI 
Pakistan could be repackaged and released on the Indian market, and vice versa. In India, EMI 
owned the Gramophone Company of India, and its label HMV (His Master’s Voice), complete 
with the iconic image of the dog looking curiously into the gramophone horn. Other competing 
labels included the international companies Odeon and Polydor, as well as independent Indian 
labels like Music India and INRECO.  
Appendix B reveals some important trends. Throughout most of the 1960s, ghazal albums 
featured Indian film singers like Mohammed Rafi, Talat Mahmood, and Lata Mangeshkar. These 
recordings are disparaged today by most ghazal connoisseurs: film singers are acknowledged to 
be very good at what they do—sing playback for films in the popular mode—but for various 
reasons not quite up to par in the specialized genre of the ghazal.8 Film singers “dabbled” in 
ghazal, often by singing poems by Urdu master poets to expand their musical horizons and 
                                                 
8 The film ghazal is a major subgenre of film song, but it is considered too much in the popular style to be compared 
with “real” ghazals. Film ghazals tend to be through-composed, produced with full orchestral accompaniment, 
western harmonizations, and simplified lyrics, while traditional ghazals value improvisation, poetic nuance, and 
vocal technique. Playback singers did occasionally released albums of “Ghazals from Films” to appeal both to 
consumers of film music and consumers of ghazal. 




demonstrate their virtuosity. In 1968–69, to observe the centenary of Mirza Ghalib’s death, 
commemorative albums were released both by Lata Mangeshkar, the reigning queen of film 
song, and by Begum Akhtar, the long-time proponent of the classical ghazal.  
In the two decades before her death, Begum Akhtar (1914–1974) was essentially India’s 
lone maestro recording the ghazal genre. Other than the film singers, every single recording of 
ghazal released before 1970 features Begum Akhtar’s grainy voice. She was equally at home 
with poets of the past and her younger contemporaries: her recordings of Ghalib are still 
considered definitive interpretations, while she championed newer poets throughout her career. 
In my interviews with Indian ghazal singers who were beginning their careers during Begum 
Akhtar’s lifetime, many talked about making pilgrimages to seek a master class with her, or at 
least her blessings.  
The only Pakistani artists to appear in Indian vinyl before 1970 are classical artists: 
Nazakat Ali Khan and Salamat Ali Khan and Roshanara Begum. I came across these recordings 
only in collections concentrating on classical music, and then rarely; my sense is that they were 
curiosities for Indian collectors for whom the presence of classical music in Pakistan presented 
something of a paradox. As I have mentioned in earlier chapters, Pakistani classical music, folk 
music, and film song did not cross the border in significant quantities, and the market share of 
these three types of music experienced a slow decline—with respect to the ghazal—over the 
second half of the twentieth century in both India and Pakistan. Tellingly, the musical heirs—
especially the blood descendants—of Nazakat Ali Khan and Salamat Ali Khan are now mostly 
pop singers, albeit with classical training.  
 




“I’m Still Young” 
In 1971, Pakistan’s answer to Begum Akhtar, Malika Pukhraj (1912–2004), appeared on 
an Indian release: Ghazals and Dadras: Perennial Favorites of a Great Artist (Pukhraj 1971). 
Even before Independence, Malika Pukhraj was well known as a musical prodigy attached to the 
Jammu court, and she had migrated to Pakistan in 1947. Presumably EMI/HMV thought that her 
prior fame in India would help sell her records there despite her emigration, and that her choice 
of repertory put her in the same market niche as Begum Akhtar. In 1970, Begum Akhtar had 
been featured on an album also called Ghazals and Dadras (Akhtar 1970). The juxtaposition of 
ghazal with dādrā, a sub-genre of ṭhumrī in triple time often based on folk-style tunes and lyrics, 
establishes the classical depth of both artists’ repertoires, distinguishing them from the film 
singers who continue to release their own ghazal compilations in the 1970s. Malika Pukhraj’s 
album features nine ghazals and para-ghazals9 and only two dādrās, supporting my argument that 
the dādrās are included chiefly as evidence of the artist’s versatility. 
The album’s first track, “Abhī to maiṅ javān hūṅ (I’m still young)” is one of Malika 
Pukhraj’s greatest hits and has a permanent place in the Indian songscape. The lyrics are by 
Hafeez Jalandhari (1900–1982), who is also, coincidentally, the author of Pakistan’s national 
anthem. Interestingly, the song seems to have been first performed on All India Radio in 1947, 
the year of Independence: it is not clear from the AIR program listing who performed the song, 
but Malika Pukhraj performed a ghazal in the same broadcast.10  
                                                 
9 In earlier chapters I’ve discussed how a para-ghazal is a song that is not a ghazal by the strict poetic definition, but 
employs and Urdu poetic text and has all of the musical features of a ghazal.  
10 The Indian Listener (All India Radio program listing) for Monday, February 3, 1947, Bombay I broadcast shows 
that Hafiz’s “Abhī to maiṅ jawan hoon” was performed between 12:00 noon and 12:30 pm in a program called 
“Behnon ke liye (For Sisters)” but the performer’s name is not given. In the subsequent program, after a short news-
break in three languages, Malika Pukhraj performed a different song, between 12:55 and 1:25 pm.  




In terms of structure, “Abhī to maiṅ” is not a ghazal, but rather a sequence of rhyming 
couplets (AA BB CC) with the refrain “Abhī to maiṅ javān hūṅ.” The text, which describes the 
pleasures of wine and the fleeting nature of youth, is delivered somewhat tongue-in-cheek by the 
nearly 60-year-old singer. The tāl is fast rupak (7 beats with stress pattern 3 + 2 + 2), and the 
melody includes the patterns komal-Ni—Sa—komal-Re, komal-Ga—shuddh-Re—Sa, and Ma—
shuddh-Ga—komal-Re—Sa. Although the latter augmented second is common in rāgs in the 
Bhairav family, it is heard in this context as sounding “Arabic.” I asked the Mumbai-based 
classical musician Ustad Ghulam Abbas Khan to identify the rāg of this song, and he opined that 
it is in a mixture of rāgs but with an “Arabic” flavor.11 Indeed, the musical setting matches the 
lyrics in evoking an exoticized romantic garden reminiscent of Omar Khaiyyam and addressing 
the longed-for Saqi (cup-bearer/wine server/lover).  
Malika Pukhraj’s vocal texture (tessitura) is lighter than that of Begum Akhtar, but still 
falls within the parameters of the classical female ghazal voice. It has its husky, breathy 
moments which, as discussed in the preceding chapter, evoke the courtesan style, and indeed, 
Malika Pukhraj came from a family of “professional singers”12 a term that generally serves as a 
euphemism for women performers with courtesan connections. I argue that it is Malika Pukhraj’s 
embodied tone, with its slightly nasal, husky timbre and lower “chest voice” range, that gave her 
an entry into the Indian songscape. The Middle Eastern exoticism of the musical setting also 
helped to give “Abhī to maiṅ” a novelty and an elusive foreignness that marked it as being from 
the other side of the border.  
                                                 
11 Personal communication (voicemail) from Ustad Ghulam Abbas Khan, July 17, 2020.  
12 As per Wikipedia. 




The song’s melody oscillates between the “sa” and “pa” tonal centers. The 
accompaniment music, on the other hand, is fully orchestrated with strings, sitar, guitar, 
accordion, and synthesizers, the latter instrument being a prominent feature of Pakistani ghazal 
recordings going forward. When Malika Pukhraj sings, only the tabla and a gently strummed 
guitar continue under her voice. The sitar, strings, and synthesizer return intermittently to play 
short punctuating interludes reminiscent of those heard in orchestrated Arabic art song by, for 
example, Umm Kulthum. Umm Kulthum was at her peak popularity in the 1950s and her style 
was probably influential in the setting of “Abhī to maiṅ.”  
What accounts for the popularity of “Abhī to maiṅ javān hūṅ” in India, and how did the 
reception of this song differ from that of Begum Akhtar’s ghazals? I argue, based on multiple 
interviews, that this para-ghazal contains a brand of hybridity that appealed to Indian listeners: it 
combines the novelty of a through-composed geet that also channels the ghazal tone established 
by Begum Akhtar. It is sung and lushly orchestrated in a popular idiom, differentiated from 
Begum Akhtar’s sparsely accompanied recordings that foregrounded her voice over a reticent 
harmonium and tabla accompaniment. Further, it exhibits musical exoticism by incorporating 
middle-eastern intervals and textures. Apparently Indian listeners liked to be reminded that they 
were listening to something “Muslim”—or at least something colored by an Islamicate cultural 
context. Lastly, the song text is about intoxication and implicit sexuality, topics that Indian 
listeners associated with the ghazal and increasingly expected from it. Notably, this song 
contains no improvisation nor attention to the musical elaboration of the poetry: Malika Pukhraj 
seems almost to rush through the lyrics. 
 




“Why the big fuss, I only drank a little” 
Also in 1971, EMI released Ghulam Ali’s first Indian LP, simply titled Ghazals, on the 
HMV label (Ali, Ghazals 1971). Like Malika Pukhraj, Ghulam Ali was already a veteran 
performer and recording artist for Pakistan radio. Ghulam Ali did not have a strong presence, 
however, singing playback for the Pakistani film industry like Mehdi Hassan; he was known 
mostly as a ghazal singer. His 1971 album contains ten ghazals, five tracks to an LP side. The 
opening ghazal was penned by Riaz Khairabadi (1853–1934) but the remaining poets come 
exclusively from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries: it includes three ghazals by Mirza 
Ghalib (1797-1869), two by Bahadur Shah Zafar “The Last Mughal” (1775-1862), two by Dagh 
(1831-1905), one ghazal each by Mir (1725-1810), Aatish (1777-1846), and Momin (1800-
1852). The selection of these “master” (ustād) poets from previous centuries, and the classical 
gāyakī of Ghulam Ali’s interpretations combine to serve a similar function to Malika Pukhraj’s 
inclusion of dādrās on her Indian debut album: they signal the pedigree of the singer and his/her 
possession of the cultural capital requisite for audience credibility in the ghazal genre.  
In various places on Ghulam Ali’s album cover verso and the disc labels, we see the EMI 
logo, the HMV logo, the words “Gramophone Company of India” and the words “Made in 
India” but we also see the copyright designation “[circle] P 1971 EMI (Pakistan) Limited” (Fig. 
3.1). This is evidence that EMI was releasing recordings by Pakistani artists in India as an 
attempt to penetrate the much larger Indian market. Also on the record label appear the words 
“Urdu Modern.” This was the standard genre designation for recordings of ghazals, qawwalis, 
and other kinds of music with Islamicate roots, but it contains a peculiar semantic tension. On 
one hand “Urdu” links the music and poetry to the eighteenth and nineteench century golden age 
of the ghazal with its associations with the Muslim courtly culture of the past. On the other hand, 




the designation “Modern” points toward EMI’s attempt to position ghazals as a modern art form, 
or at least a traditional art form that was being newly adapted to the tastes of modern India and 
Pakistan. Significantly, the “Urdu Modern” label came into use at a time when film songs were 
beginning to dilute their literary Urdu register in favor of a more colloquial lexicon, and the 
Bombay film industry had tacitly agreed to call the language of its films “Hindi” rather than 
“Urdu.”  
 
Figure 3.1: Side one label of Ghulam Ali’s first Indian release (1971). 
 
A second point to be noted about the Ghulam Ali album back cover is the use of Urdu 
script (Nastaliq) and English in the track listing, and the absence of Hindi. As we will see 
looking forward through the LP albums released in the 1970s and 1980s, the Urdu script was 
slowly phased out, but the album title, at least, often appeared in Urdu script even when the track 
listings were only in English. Later album titles often appear in both the Hindi and Roman scripts 
whether or not Urdu was also present. Since many of the ghazal fans I know in India do not read 




Urdu, the continued appearance of Urdu script on album covers signals the authenticity and 
credibility of the artist, even when it cannot actually be read by the purchaser.  
According to my interlocutors, none of the tracks on Ghulam Ali’s 1971 LP became 
widely popular, that is, they were not among Ghulam Ali’s greatest hits. Indeed, this 1971 album 
was not in any of my informants’ collections. A few of the tracks are available on YouTube, 
however, and in them we can already hear the classical gāyakī and distinctive vocal style that 
brought Ghulam Ali into the Indian spotlight. His somewhat nasal tone and fluid middle range 
lends his voice both agility and weight, suitable for Ghalib, Mir, and Momin. Apparently, 
however, this is not what Indian audiences particularly wanted: it wasn’t until Ghulam Ali began 
recording lighter ghazals and geet that his fame began to soar. Indeed, after the underwhelming 
reception of his 1971 album, no LP by Ghulam Ali appears in an India pressing until 1979. In the 
interim, however, Ghulam Ali was concertizing in India, and slowly building a following.  
In the Indian market, ghazals mentioning drinking in their refrains did particularly well 
commercially. Ghulam Ali’s biggest hit, judging by its prominence in the Indian songscape, was 
“Hangāmah hai kyūṅ barpā, thodī sī jo pī lī hai (Why the big fuss, I only drank a little).” Two 
recordings of this song appeared on Ghulam Ali’s Indian LP releases in the 1980s: one is the 
final track on the double album Live in India (Ali, Live in India 1980), and the other is the 
opening track on a joint album with Mehdi Hassan entitled Lal-o-Gauhar (Ali and Hassan, Lal-
o-Gauhar 1983).  
I will discuss this recording in detail because it epitomizes both Ghulam Ali’s style, and 
more broadly the sonic parameters of the male ghazal voice. In the live recording, the track 
opens with crowd noises, and someone saying “Ek sekand” (One second) (Ali, Hangama hai 
kyon barpa (Live) 1980). Then Ghulam Ali plays a brief harmonium riff by way of introduction, 




and then starts to sing. He doesn’t launch into “Hangāmah” directly, however, but rather sings an 
opening couplet of Urdu poetry, taken from a different ghazal but corresponding in theme to the 
main song. The insertion of prefatory couplets was a common practice among many ghazal 
singers when song duration was not an issue, particularly in live performances and on studio 
recordings designed for the LP (long-play) format. The introductory couplet becomes a kind of 
texted ālāp, allowing the singer to both warm up the voice and introduce the main ideas of the 
song. When Ghulam Ali launches into the main tune, he uses the first word, “Hangāmah” to set 
the tempo by enunciating each syllable in the meter: this brings in the tabla accompaniment on 
the very next sam. Throughout Ghulam Ali is accompanying himself on harmonium. He repeats 
the first phrase “Hangāmah hai kyūṅ barpa” multiple times in fairly strict meter, but with the 
second phrase, constituting the second half of the first line of poetry, he starts using all of his 
trademark techniques: back-phrasing, dodging the metrical pulse, staccato syllables, short tāns,13 
sargam,14 and komal.15 There is also a moment during the exposition of the mukhdā16 where 
Ghulam Ali says something inaudible to the tabla player (or perhaps the sound engineer). Like 
the opening “Ek sekand”, this touch proves—and inscribes - the live-ness and authenticity of the 
recording. 
Ghulam Ali unfolds the ghazal slowly, packing it with all of the techniques mentioned 
above, such that it takes him almost two minutes to move on to the first antarā (the second 
                                                 
13 “Tān” are fast “melismas” of connect notes, often spanning large intervals.  
14 Sargam is singing note names (“Sa” “Re” “Ga” etc.) 
15 “Komal” is singing non-rāg notes, usually the flat neighbor of a natural note, or a short sequence in a rāg different 
than the prevailing rāg of the piece.  
16 The mukhdā is the opening refrain of a film song, geet, or ghazal. In the ghazal, it is set to the first couplet 
(“matla’ “) of the ghazal poem. It contains the “A” music, to which the “B” (and “C” and “D” etc.) music of the 
verses (“antarā”) contrasts.  




couplet of the ghazal). A live ghazal performance would often extend beyond ten minutes per 
ghazal, necessitating the introduction of double albums in long-play format to contain between 
eight to ten separate pieces of music. Ghulam Ali Live in India contains only nine ghazals on four 
LP sides. The total track time of “Hangāmah” is over eleven minutes. It is the second of only two 
tracks on the fourth side, giving it pride of place as the concluding song on the album. I have no 
way of knowing if it was actually the last song performed in the concert, but ghazal singers often 
saved their biggest hits for the end of the program.  
“Hangāmah” is one of the early “drinking” ghazals in the Indian songscape. Indian 
singers who emerged in Ghulam Ali’s wake, like Pankaj Udhas and Chandan Dass, picked up 
this theme and made it their own. In the Indian songscape, there is something persistent in the 
correlation between ghazals, drinking, and sex, that is, the proverbial wine, women and song. My 
experiences in ghazal concerts in both India and the United States reflect this Anacreontic 
gestalt: a ghazal singer—preferably a woman—singing drinking songs while the audience gets 
drunk. Male ghazal singers can perform conviviality, but a woman singer can supply the dual 
pleasures of scopophilia and acousticophilia. This scenario is rendered even more titillating if the 
singer is Pakistani, Pakistan being an Islamic nation where drinking and illicit sex are not only 
taboo, but religiously proscribed.  
 
The Ascent of Ghazal 
Skipping ahead and dropping the needle in 1983,17 we encounter one of the milestone 
albums in the trajectory of recorded ghazals in India: a double album featuring the pairing of 
Ghulam Ali and Asha Bhosle: Meraj-e-Ghazal (Ascent of Ghazal). At first glance this album 
                                                 
17 I had originally written “fast-forwarding” but decided that was anachronistic in a chapter about vinyl. 




seems like an unlikely collaboration. Asha, the inimitable Bollywood playback diva, was past her 
prime in some ways. Her fortes had been “shokh” (mischievous) duets in the 50s and 60s and 
sultry, campy cabaret songs of the 70s, but the early 80s was turning out to be a playback desert. 
In 1981, however, the ever-versatile Asha had been tapped to sing the ghazals for Muzaffar Ali’s 
pseudo-historical courtesan film Umrao Jaan, and this film catapulted her into the ghazal 
market. She subsequently recorded cover versions of ghazals by leading Pakistani artists, 
including, incidentally, Noor Jahan who had never made headway on the Indian ghazal scene 
herself.  
As a vivid testament to Ghulam Ali’s pre-eminence in the Indian ghazal songscape, the 
Meraj-e-Ghazal album cover says: “Asha Bhosle presented by Ghulam Ali,” and credits him 
with composing the music for the album. The back cover contains a text blurb about the album, 
which I quote in full with the original punctuation:  
Meraj-e-Ghazal. The ‘ultimate in Ghazals’. And so it is, this historic musical 
creation. A unique fusion of the creative genius of two of the greatest talents of 
our times. Bound by the common cultural heritage of the Indo-Pak sub-continent. 
Asha Bhosle and Ghulam Ali. Two giants whose pervading individual brilliance 
is integrally woven into the rich contemporary musical fabric. Brought together 
for the first time for your listening pleasure (Ali and Bhosle, Meraj-e-Ghazal 
1983). 
 
This blurb alludes to several important themes, including the musical heritage shared between 
India and Pakistan, and the prominence of ghazal in the contemporary (that is,, modern) musical 
fabric.  
Although this blurb treats the two artists as equal, the rest of the album clearly places 
them in a teacher-student relationship. The use of the word “presents” on the cover evokes the 
concept of the debut recital of a music student under the tutelage of her master. The rest of the 
album packaging reinforces this implied relationship. The inside bifold of the double album 




features photographs of the two artists but no text. The left fold is a large photo of Asha, the right 
fold contains a photo of Ghulam Ali as well as four vertically ranged photos of the two sitting 
together. The uppermost photo seems to be merely a publicity still of the two of them smiling but 
not looking at the camera (or each other). The lower three photos show them “at work”: Ghulam 
Ali sits at the harmonium, playing and gesturing, while Asha sits on a chair holding a sheaf of 
papers, presumably her lyrics or notes. In the middle two photos they are looking at each other 
with concentration: their mouths are closed, so they do not seem to be singing, but their body 
language implies that Ghulam Ali is the teacher, and Asha is the student. In the lowest photo, 
however, both of them appear to be singing. Asha is looking down at her notes, reading the 
lyrics, perhaps, and Ghulam Ali is looking at her making a typical ghazal singing gesture. Since 
the album gives full music credits to Ghulam Ali, the photos reinforce the notion that he is 
teaching her how to sing ghazals, or at least how to adopt his trademark gāyakī. This implication 
is misleading: Asha had long been singing filmi ghazals, and her semi-classical ghazals for 
Umrao Jaan were composed by music director Khayyam who had composed many of Begum 
Akhtar’s ghazals in the 1970s.  
Although the album was recorded in India, the majority of its ghazals are by 
contemporary Pakistani poets.18 This is evidence that Ghulam Ali had control over song 
selection. On the other hand, the album contains no solo track sung by Ghulam Ali. Of the 
twelve songs on the album (3 per side), eight songs are sung by Asha alone, and four are duets, 
again, reinforcing the teacher-student debut recital theme. Although Meraj-e-Ghazal did not 
                                                 
18 Including, ironically, Saleem Gilani, the father of David Headley, the international terrorist-spy. 




produce any major hits, it is a finely crafted studio album.19 It launched Asha into a new phase of 
her career, but also showed that she, alone of all Bollywood playback singers, was willing to 
collaborate with an artist from Pakistan. She was to do so again in 1997 with Adnan Sami, 
beginning with his film Sargam (Adnan Sami 1995). I will return in the Epilogue to the notion of 
India-Pakistan collaborations as generators of discourses of rapprochement.  
 
“Fill the Flowers with Color” 
Ghulam Ali’s trajectory in India is paralleled by that of Mehdi Hassan, whose debut in 
the Indian market was a 1971 EP (Extended Play record) containing three ghazals. Side “A” 
contains his his rendition of the ghazal “Guloṅ meṅ rang bhare” (Fill the Flowers with Color), a 
major hit that appeared subsequently on several live albums and anthologies. “Guloṅ meṅ rang 
bhare” is a true ghazal in terms of its poetic form, but the musical setting evinces its origins as a 
film song. In contrast to Ghulam Ali’s first foray, “Guloṅ meṅ rang bhare” is at the light end of 
the stylistic spectrum. Rather than utilizing Ghulam Ali’s relaxed exposition, extensive 
improvisation, nuanced repetition, and classical vocal techniques, Mehdi Hassan sings “Guloṅ 
meṅ rang bhare” as a through-composed song. With respect to duration and development, 
“Guloṅ meṅ” is limited by the EP format and even more by its genesis as a film song. As film 
songs go, it is slow (36 BPM), and the mellowness of Mehdi Hassan’s voice lends it a soothing, 
introverted feel.  
“Guloṅ meṅ rang bhare” first appeared in the Pakistani film Firangi (Qaiser 1964) with 
music by Rashid Attre. As a film song—that is, a song embedded within a cinematic narrative—
                                                 
19 I recommend two tracks especially: “Dayār-e-dil kī rāt meṅ” (In the night of the heart’s region) and “Dil dhaḍakne 
kā sabab yād āyā” (I remember the reason for my heart beating). 




the ghazal is problematic for a number of reasons. First, the insertion of any ghazal into a film 
narrative poses a challenge because technically, a ghazal’s individual couplets should not be 
thematically linked to each other. Although both Bollywood and Lollywood have incorporated 
numerous ghazals into film song lyrics, the tendency is to have film lyricists write a ghazal-i 
musalsal (a connected ghazal) with couplets displaying internal consistency by revolving around 
a particular generic ghazal theme like romantic love or tragic separation. “Guloṅ meṅ rang 
bhare” is not such a ghazal: each couplet expresses a distinct, self-contained thought, making this 
a true ghazal, and not a ghazal-e musalsal. Second, this particular ghazal had already acquired an 
aura before it was incorporated into the film. The ghazal poem had been written ten years before 
the film in 1954 by radical poet author Faiz Ahmad Faiz (1911–1984) while he was imprisoned 
in Montgomery Jail in Lahore on charges of conspiracy and sedition against the Pakistani 
government, and it had been published in Faiz’s Zindan-Nama (Jail-ography) of 1956. Like 
much of Faiz’s poetry, it expresses revolutionary utopianism using traditional ghazal tropes. 
Consider the poem text (my translation below). In a ghazal, the greatest impact is often 
expected of the first and last couplets. The opening couplet (matla’) invites someone, 
presumably the listener, to come to the garden, fill the flowers with color and set the new spring 
breezes blowing. As per the ghazal tradition, each couplet may be interpreted in multiple ways.20 
In the Urdu poetic imaginary, seemingly innocuous tropes have portentous connotations and 
certain symbols recur according to a well-accepted hermeneutic code. In this symbolic lexicon, 
the garden often signifies the nation, while the flowers represent its citizens. Faiz was an 
outspoken leftist and celebrity activist who repeatedly criticized the Pakistani leaders along with 
                                                 
20 The deployment in Pakistani commercial films of radical poetry by Faiz and others is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation, but a topic worthy of future attention. 




their western allies and friends, and this fact would not have escaped most listeners. The spring 
breeze may then be understood as revolution or social reform. So Faiz, sitting in his jail cell, 
rather than fantasizing about a blooming garden, is reiterating his call for revolution. He 
explicitly calls upon all listeners to join the cause, to start the “business of the garden.” The 
exhortatory feeling of the poem is further reinforced by the ghazal’s monorhyme-tag ending 
(radīf-qāfiyā): each couplet in the ghazal ends with a subjunctive structure, and thus contains 
repeated calls to action: “let [X] happen.”  
Faiz Ahmad Faiz, written in Montgomery Jail, 29 January, 1954 
Guloṅ meṅ rang bhare bād-e nau-bahār chale 
Chale bhī ā’o kih gulshan kā kārobār chale 
Let the flowers fill with color, let the new 
spring breezes blow  
You come too so that the business of the 
garden may begin 
Qafas udās hai yāro sabā se kuchh to kaho 
Kahīṅ to behr-e Khudā āj zikr-e yār chale 
My cell is sad, o friends, at least say 
something to the breeze 
Somewhere at least, for God’s sake, let my 
love be mentioned today 
*Kabhī to subah tire kunj-e lab se ho āghāz 
Kabhī to shab sar-e kākul se mushkbār chale 
For once let the morning begin from the 
bower of your lips 
For once let the evening be perfumed by the 
musk of your tresses 
Jo ham peh guzrī so guzrī magar shab-e hijrāṅ 
Hamāre ashk tirī ‘āqibat sanvār chale 
What has befallen me has befallen me, but, o 
night of separation 
Let my tears adorn your afterlife 
*Maqām “Faiz” koī rāh meṅ jachā hī nahīṅ 
Jo ku-e yār se nikle to su-e dār chale 
No place seemed good along the way, ‘Faiz’ 
He who leaves the beloved’s street sets out for 
the gallows 
 
The couplets marked with an asterisk are not included in the film version, but Mehdi Hassan 
performed them in in at least one live recording. The concluding couplet (maqta), containing the 
poet’s pen name as a signature, would be out of place in a film song, but Mehdi Hassan would 
normally perform the maqta in a live performance as a way of giving credit to Faiz.  




Faiz’s melancholy surroundings and his feelings as a prisoner are referenced explicitly in 
the second couplet. Again he calls to his free comrades to at least talk about the “beloved”: in 
Faiz’s poetry the beloved is often an ideal rather than a human being. The third couplet of the 
film version (the fourth in the translation above) is even more heart-wrenching, containing an 
allusion to the theme of revolutionary sacrifice.  
In order to incorporate this ghazal into the film Firangi, the director inserted it at a 
crucial juncture in the story. This is a war film set in the mountains of disputed Kashmir, 
presumably during one of the armed conflicts between India and Pakistan. The song is picturized 
on a village father who has just learned that his martyred son-in-law has become, through death, 
an inspiration to the nation. The father roams around his benighted hovel singing, holding what 
seems to be a sehtar that he never actually plays while his widowed daughter looks forlorn in the 
background. Just before singing, the father says, “What pain there was! What joy there is (now)! 
… I’ll stay outside the threshold. I shall return at night, erasing my footsteps, reeling with joy, 
singing in ecstasy.” But rather than ecstasy, the song is infused with an odd melancholy in which 
love, death, nationalism, and redemption all intersect. One senses the filmmakers struggling to 
create a narrative scenario in which Faiz’s song can be inserted. In the song scene, the heroine’s 
father is dressed as a holy man or faqīr; his dress and mannerisms lend the ghazal a prayer-like 
quality. Alauddin, the actor lip-synching to Mehdi Hassan’s voice, expresses a kind of musical 
ecstasy, repeatedly lifts his arms toward the heavens in supplication. The text’s concern with 
flowers and spring is undermined to some extent by the nighttime setting and by the black and 
white medium, but these stark visual images redirect the meaning toward the poem’s 
revolutionary message. Throughout the scene, the lighting in the picturization is low-key, with 




faint highlights on the heroine’s face as she sits in darkness listening to her father sing, both 
pained and encouraged by “his” words.  
Most Indian fans I interviewed have no idea that this ghazal appeared first as a film song. 
Indeed, I found that hardly any of the people I spoke to knew that many of their favorite 
Pakistani songs began as film songs. One possible explanation for this peculiar misperception is 
that the Indian listening public is largely unaware of the Pakistani film industry; the screening of 
Pakistani films in India has not been allowed since the mid-1960s. The Indian film industry, 
moreover, has always saturated the market at home, leaving no space for importing Pakistani 
films, and the same is true of the popular music industry, which itself is almost entirely 
subordinate to the film industry. So while there was no possible market entry for film songs per 
se, there was space in the market for ghazals. Between the decline of Begum Akhtar’s popularity 
in the early 1970s, and the rise of Jagjit Singh in the late 70s, no Indian performer emerged who 
made a name primarily in the ghazal genre. Recording companies—particularly EMI, which had 
branches in both India and Pakistan—jumped into the breach and began releasing LPs of 
Pakistani songs, packaging them as ghazals, not film songs, for the Indian market.  
When Indian listeners heard “Guloṅ meṅ rang bhare” they heard it as a “private” ghazal, 
rather than as a film song. As remarked above, for Indian audiences Pakistani film songs 
essentially did not exist: Pakistan had no hope of competing with Indian film songs in the Indian 
market, and as a result, when Pakistani film songs did find Indian listeners, they were neither 
packaged nor received as film songs. Whatever the packaging, “Guloṅ meṅ rang bhare” became 
one of the most requested songs at the Aligarh Tea House, and in ghazal performances 
worldwide.  




After the success of this ghazal in both its film and concert versions, Faiz Ahmad Faiz 
reportedly stopped reciting this poem in mushairas (poetry conventions) and when asked, said, 
“Ask Mehdi Hassan, it is his ghazal now.”21 By this Faiz meant that Mehdi Hassan’s multiple 
renditions of the ghazal had superseded his own, presumably because Mehdi Hassan’s musical 
nuances and probing of the ghazal’s meanings had gone far beyond what Faiz could do with 
simple vocal recitation. Mehdi Hassan continued to sing this song in most of his concerts, but as 
a concert piece with the tempo slowed down considerably, and the time-scale is expanded such 
that additional couplets can be performed.22  
After the 1971 test-release EP of Mehdi Hassan, EMI and other recording companies 
experimented, largely unsuccessfully, with releases of Mehdi Hassan at both ends of the 
classical-film spectrum. His 1973 EMI-HMV album Light Classical is precisely what its title 
says: a set of classical thumris and dādrās, as well as a few kafis (Sufi songs), folk-derived songs, 
and one ghazal by fourteenth century poet Amir Khusrau. Five years later, in 1978, the 
Gramophone Company of India went to the other end of the genre spectrum by releasing an 
album of Mehdi Hassan’s film hits. The first song on the “A” side was “Ranjish hī sahīh (I’ll 
Take the Grief).” This song was to become another of Mehdi Hassan’s best known ghazals in 
India, but not in its filmi format. Originally from the soundtrack of the 1972 Pakistani film 
Mohabbat (Love), “Ranjish” was in a relatively upbeat triple meter (dādrā), with the film-typical 
instrumental interludes and the binary musical form with essentially two themes: the refrain 
                                                 
21 https://www.idiva.com/news-entertainment/mehdi-hassan-the-master-of-melodies/14792 
22 A typically ghazal may have from five to fifteen or more couplets; singers choose a subset of couplets to perform 
from longer ghazals, normally not more than five or six. The original ghazal for “Gulon mein rang” has seven 
couplets: only three are included in the film version while the YouTube concert by Mehdi Hassan adds two more. 
Mehdi Hassan film version from Firangi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzjoF8oxJk0 
Mehdi Hassan concert version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKwCwDPlOy8 




theme and the verse theme. Like all of the other Pakistani film songs that became famous in 
India, “Ranjish” was transcreated as a semi-classical ghazal for the purpose of live performance. 
Mehdi Hassan’s Film Hits album was present in one of the LP collections I examined, but the 
collection owner had otherwise collected exclusively ghazals: he did not possess any other film 
soundtrack albums, either Indian or Pakistani. Like many listeners I interviewed, he thought of 
Mehdi Hassan as a singer of ghazals. 
EMI and the other record labels eventually came to understand the Indian market. HMV-
EMI released at least five more albums featuring Mehdi Hassan in the 1970s and even more in 
the 1980s, but these were all either studio recordings of traditional ghazals, or “Live in India” 
concert recordings. Mehdi Hassan would re-purpose many of his popular film songs in ghazal 
style and perform them the ghazalized versions in his live concerts. This meant slowing them 
down, paring away most of the instrumental accompaniment, and encouraging longer improvised 
passages and more melodic variation in the antarās (verses). 
Mehdi Hassan was unusual in that playback singing was a major component of his work 
in Pakistan but his vocal persona in India was exclusively that of a ghazal artist. Of the other 
Pakistani singers represented on vinyl in India in the 1970s - Munni Begum, Ghulam Ali, Farida 
Khanum - none had film playback careers.23 But for all of them, the film song habitus left its 
traces on their ghazal renditions. Rather than emulating the semi-classical gāyakī of Begum 
Akhtar, Pakistani ghazal singers tended to utilize a lighter, more popular style. The tunes were 
through composed and singable, there was more instrumental variety in the accompaniments, and 
they favored the Anacreontic themes. On the other hand, the ghazals were generally longer in 
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duration than typical film songs, and included more “play,” by which I mean the use of classical 
improvisatory techniques. In live performances and live concert recordings, these same ghazals 
were often expanded further, taking them further toward the semi-classical end of the genre 
spectrum.  
The influence of Mehdi Hassan on the Indian songscape is best illustrated by the career 
of India’s foremost ghazal artist, Jagjit Singh, who appeared on the scene in 1977 as both 
imitator and challenger to Mehdi Hassan. Jagjit had undergone classical music training in his 
home state of Punjab, and had come to Mumbai in the 1960s to try his luck in films. In 1967 he 
had married artist Chitra Dutta and they began singing and performing together. 24 Their first LP, 
The Unforgettables (Jagjit Singh 1977) gave Indian audiences something new: an album with 
ghazals performed by both a male and a female singer. In fact the album is structured to highlight 
the gender contrast: side A’s tracks are: Jagjit—Chitra—Jagjit—Chitra—Duet, and side B is 
Chitra—Jagjit—Chitra—Jagjit—Duet. Significantly, Chitra employs the “cleansed” vocal style, 
that is she purges her voice of grain, of sonic embodiment. The tracks are all arranged in what I 
will call henceforth Pakistani ghazal style, the characteristics of which are medium fast tempos, 
more or less through-composition, minimal improvisation, and varied instrumentation including 
timbres not (yet) common to ghazal recordings. The only hint of traditional ghazal performance 
practice is Jagjit’s habit of staying a hair behind the beat, indulging subtly in the technique of 
back-phrasing that is endemic in Begum Akhtar’s older style of ghazal interpretation. Recall that 
Begum Akhtar was the gold standard before the Pakistani “invasion” and her recorded ghazals 
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Indian female artist has yet emerged to carry the ghazal baton for Begum Akhtar. Chitra stopped performing after 
their son’s tragic death in 1990.  




generally sounded exactly like her performed ghazals, albeit with a certain degree of temporal 
truncation.  
Jagjit acknowledged his debt to Mehdi Hassan: he openly referred to Mehdi Hassan as his 
mentor, and the two artists met several times. When Mehdi Hassan became ill in the early 2000s, 
Jagjit performed a benefit concert for him, and Jagjit had been scheduled to perform a concert 
with Ghulam Ali on the day Jagjit died of a brain hemorrhage in 2011. Most commentators 
recognize that Jagjit Singh imitated Mehdi Hassan’s vocal tone and timbre.25 I argue that Jagjit—
or his recording producers—also imitated the overall style of Mehdi Hassan’s lighter ghazals, 
particular those that were actually re-purposed film songs. We see, then, a convoluted process by 
which Pakistani filmi ghazals are exported to the Indian market, retaining some of the 
accouterments of film-song style. Once in India, they are heard as “private” ghazals (that is, non-
film ghazals), and are imitated stylistically by Jagjit Singh and other Indian singers. The 
Pakistani impact on ghazal performance practice was long-lasting, and in a final ironic twist, it 
was this filmi shift in ghazal style that led to the craze for ghazals in film, a craze that both Jagjit 
and his protégé Talat Aziz exploited with great success into the 1980s.  
Returning to the garden, I note that the lasting popularity and influence of “Guloṅ meṅ 
rang bhare” is demonstrated by the several high-profile covers and tributes that have appeared in 
recent years. In 2014, Vishal Bhardwaj used it in the soundtrack of the Indian film Haider, a 
transcreation of Hamlet set in Indian-occupied Kashmir. The song works well in the film, with 
its multivalent resonances and revolutionary message referencing the complex political situation 
in Kashmir. The song, as sung non-diegetically by Indian vocalist Arijit Singh, underscores a 
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powerful narrative moment in the film.26 It is interesting, too, that Arijit references much of 
Mehdi Hassan’s gāyakī, or vocal style. One wonders whether Vishal Bhardwaj had seen the 
Firangi version of the song, now readily available on YouTube: both films are set in war-torn 
Kashmir and deal with the fraught question of martyrdom. It should be noted that Haider was in 
production at the time of Mehdi Hassan’s death in 2012, and thus there is also an element of 
tribute in this particular instance of intertextuality.  
More recently, Pakistani singer-novelist Ali Sethi recorded a version of “Guloṅ meṅ” for 
Coke Studio Pakistan in 2019.27 In the BTS (Behind The Scenes) YouTube video, vocalist Ali 
Sethi says, 
“Mehdi [Hassan] Sahab has his own style of singing. I don’t think that 
anyone can live up to his style of singing. … I am trying to sing this song as 
a student. And I’m making this effort because when you try to attempt 
something difficult, then you most definitely will fail, you can never live up 
to that standard, but maybe you will learn and become better in the effort of 
attempting something so amazing.28 
 
Clearly, along with the poem and the melodic setting, the Mehdi Hassan recording itself is an 
indelible part of the songscape and the shared musical memory in both India and Pakistan. 
 
“Smile Just Once” 
Of the various Pakistani artists featured on HMV releases in India, many did not become 
famous, as judged by their absence from LP collections and the songscape. One female artist, 
however, acquired a massive—one could almost say “cult”—following despite being represented 
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by only one album in the entire 1970s and 80s: Munni Begum. Despite her stage name, which 
means “Little Lady,” her live performances reveal a remarkable energy and daring matched by 
few other performers. She found her market niche early on, and leveraged it into a near 
monopoly: her ghazals are predominantly drinking songs and/or songs of flirtation. As a singer, 
Munni Begum never had classical pretentions, despite the requisite training in classical music, 
but adopted a “light” ghazal style that falls somewhere between the heavier semi-classical style 
and the filmi style.  
EMI India released an LP of Munni Begum’s songs in 1975, titled simply “Munni Begum 
Sings Ghazals” (Fig. 3.2). This was actually a re-release of an album released earlier the same 
year in Pakistan with identical tracks and sequence. As evident in the images below, the front 
cover of the Pakistani version of the album (left column) was titled “Muni [sic] Begum Sings 
Light Ghazals,” an intriguing marketing decision that tells us something about the differences in 
the two markets. For the Indian market, ghazals were ghazals: Indian listeners were becoming 
acclimatized to the lighter style as adopted by Mehdi Hassan and Ghulam Ali. But in Pakistan, 
there was still a distinction being made between serious ghazals and “light” ghazals. Oddly, on 
the Indian version, the back cover of the album carries the Pakistani title “Munni Begum sings 
light ghazals.” The use of the Urdu script on Indian albums to mark Pakistani content is still in 
evidence here in 1975, but it is interesting that the Pakistani album cover is entirely Romanized, 
and uses no Urdu at all. 
 




Figure 3.2: Side-by-side comparison of nearly identical Munni Begum albums released in Pakistan 




The third track on side I, “Ik bār muskurā do” (Smile just once), was to become the super 
hit from the album and Munni Begum’s trademark song. Despite the album title, this song is not 
a ghazal at all, but rather a geet. The song on the Pakistani pressing is credited as “traditional” 




but it is not a folk song.29 I will examine the song in detail to demonstrate just how far it 
stretches the definition of ghazalness. Formally, the song consists of the single refrain line “Ik 
bār muskurā do” and three unusually long verses comprised of a sequence of rhyming couplets, 
with each line containing a caesura. The poetry is rife with comical hyperbole and pastiche; it is 
almost a parody of Urdu poetic conceits. The first verse, for example, begins: 
Afsānah-e-chaman kā /  
     Unwān hī badal do 
Phūlon ka sar kuchal do /  
     Kaliyon kā dil masal do 
Ākāsh kī javānī /  
     Bādal main munh chupā’e 
Mahtāb ḍūb jā’e /  
     Tāron ko nīnd ā’e 
… 
Change the very title /  
     Of the story of the garden 
Trample the flower’s heads /  
     Crush the heart of the buds 
Let the youth of the sky /  
     Hide its face in clouds 
Let the moon sink /   
     The stars fall asleep 
…. 
 
And so on for ten more lines before the refrain line returns. The melody used to set each line of 
the verses is hardly varied, with most half-lines sung to the same three-note melody centering on 
“pa” (the fifth scale degree). In traditional asthāyī-antarā binary structure the antarā (verse) 
normally inhabits the upper tetrachord of the chosen scale, but in “Ik bār” this practice is 
prolonged to an absurd degree. At one point in the middle of the antarā, the melody rises to the 
upper “sa,” and then does so again in the last couplet before resolving to the lower “sa” for the 
refrain line. The melodic monotony is relieved somewhat by the hyperbolic comedy of the lyrics 
and Munni Begum’s tonge-in-check rendering of each line.   
The middle verse (of three) contains an interpolation before it returns to the refrain. As 
the verse seems to be nearing its end, the rhythm changes from a moderately fast kahrva (4/4) to 
a fast double dādrā (6/8) and Munni Begum sings a new melody with eight couplets of lyrics 
beginning, “Gin gin tāre, ha’e bechāre” (Counting the stars, poor thing). The transition into 
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double dādrā consists of a brief pause in the rhythm, while the transition out of this section 
consists of a longer rhythmic pause in which Munni Begum sings the line “Tum shamm-e-
farozāṅ ho, Ḳhud bhī jalo jalā do, Lekin ik bār muskurā do” (You are a burning candle, burn 
yourself and burn [others], but, smile just once). The rhythmic enunciation of the word “lekin 
(but)” is used to bring the rhythmists back into the original meter and tempo.  
The scenario of the poem is that of someone (the speaker persona) trying to get someone 
else (the implied beloved) to smile by using increasingly ornate language full of twisted clichés 
and inflated rhetoric. The first verse describes the beauty of the beloved in elaborate detail. The 
second verse tells the story of a broken-hearted traveler, perhaps the protagonist of the song, but 
now described in the third person. The third verse is a direct address to the—as yet—unsmiling 
beloved. The refrain is an imperative in the “tum” form, implying that the character-personas in 
the song are on familiar terms, although, as mentioned, the speaker persona shifts from third 
person description to second person address.30  
The third verse contains the lines: 
Itnā to maiṅ kahūṅgā  
Merī hī is ġhazal kā  
Rangīṅ qāfiā ho 
This much I will say  
Of this very ghazal of mine   
You are the colorful rhyme 
 
Not only does this line break the pattern of the lyric by adding an extra half-line, but it also 
claims ghazal form for what is certainly not a ghazal by the formal definition. The word “qāfiā” 
is a prosody term referring to the rhyming syllable pattern that extends throughout a ghazal 
linking its various couplets together. From another perspective, this song is an example of how 
non-filmi songs that feature Urdu vocabulary (that is, Persian-Arabic borrowings) are by default 
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called ghazals, and heard as ghazals, at least musically, by Indian audiences. In this case, even  
the performer and anonymous lyricist call this geet a ghazal, although perhaps disingenuously. 
“Ik bār muskurā do” is a through-composed, melodically simplistic, humorous, song sung in a 
style that is far removed from the traditional semi-classical ghazal mode.  
What are we to make of this song and its popularity? Munni Begum was not a “one-hit 
wonder”: she has many other hits, and her live performances still draw standing room only 
crowds.31 Other than “Ek bar,” many of her hits are in the drinking song mode. Like Malika 
Pukhraj’s “Abhī to maiṅ javan hoon,” “Ek bar” put down roots in the Indian songscape but 
unlike Malika Pukhraj, Munni Begum never positioned herself in the classical and semi-classical 
performance mode. On the other hand, she never worked in either the Pakistani or Indian film 
industries. Munni Begum’s voice has neither the nuance of Malika Pukhraj’s, nor the versatility 
of Noor Jahan’s. But she, along with her EMI promoters, shrewdly gauged the Indian market and 
its receptiveness for the kind of “third stream” music that was Munni Begum’s forte. She 
maintains a unique niche and a passionate following in India. One of my interlocutors, a female 
fan residing in the Delhi suburb of Noida, ranks Munni Begum highest in the list of Pakistani 
ghazal singers and has learned many of her songs as an amateur singer. In 2014 I helped organize 
a Munni Begum concert in Delhi that was sponsored by the online Urdu portal Rekhta.32 After 
the show, I took Munni Begum for a surprise visit to the aforementioned fan at the fan’s home. 
The fan was so excited finally to meet Munni Begum in person that she immediately sat her 
down and began to sing for her, that is, the fan was singing Munni Begum’s songs to a delighted 
Munni Begum herself. 
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“Songs from the Other Side” 
I come now to the anthology album from which I borrowed the title of the dissertation, 
Us Paar Ke Naghme (Noor, Us Paar Ke Naghme 1983). This album was not a re-release of a 
Pakistani album, but rather a compilation cobbled together for the Indian market. It includes nine 
songs with the voices of seven singers, three men and four women. In addition to the already 
well-known Ghulam Ali and Mehdi Hassan, the album included singers that were less known in 
India. The only other male singer on the album, Asif Ali, was a ghazal singer and had never sung 
for films. Of the women, Kauser Parveen was exclusively a film singer, while Nayyara Noor and 
Mehnaz had substantial playback credentials from the Pakistani film industry but also sang 
ghazals and other genres. Musarrat Nazir, the fourth woman, was a unique case: she had worked 
primarily as an actress in Pakistani films in the 1950s and 60s, and then after retiring from films 
she embarked on a non-film singing career, specializing in folk songs and light ghazals. All four 
women, along with Asaf Ali, were largely unknown to Indian audiences. 
The album is a hodgepodge of styles. The song by Kauser Parveen is a thirty-year old 
Pakistani film song. The tracks by Ghulam Ali and Mehdi Hassan are ghazals performed in a 
traditional “live” style. The remaining tracks are all in what we might call modern or filmi style, 
by which I mean that they are produced in a studio with an enriched palette of instruments 
providing accompaniment, punctuation, and interludes to enhance the vocal exposition. The 
accompanying instruments can be acoustic (santoor or sitar) or electronic, like the early 
Casiotone synthesizer keyboard. The Casiotone with its various timbre settings became a 
trademark of Pakistani ghazals and geet in the early 1980s. 
The album includes one song by each artist with the exception of Nayyara Noor who 
contributes three. All three of her songs are borrowed from her 1980 album Ghazals and Geets 




by Nayyara Noor (Noor, Ghazals and Geets by Nayyara Noor 1980). It seems that EMI wanted 
to foreground her as a kind of “brand ambassador” for Us Paar, perhaps thinking that her voice 
and vocal style were lighter in comparison to the other women on the album, and certainly 
compared to established Pakistani women singers like Malika Pukhraj and Farida Khanum. This 
strategy was not successful: Indian audiences apparently preferred the voices of Malika Pukhraj 
and Farida Khanum and most of my Indian interlocutors had never heard of Nayyara Noor. 
Indeed, all four women on the album all have relatively “filmi” voices, although only one of the 
album tracks is a film song. Here is the tracklist:33 
Track No. Singer Song ‘title’ Style 
A1 Mehnaz Chhap Tilak Sab Chhini Light geet 
A2 Nayyara Noor Jale To Jalao Gori Light geet 
A3 Ghulam Ali Adhi Raat Ko Ye Duniya 
Wale 
Live ghazal  
A4 Asaf Ali Ankhon Men Bas Gai Woh Modern ghazal 
B1 Nayyara Noor Chanda Kahan Guzari Raat Light geet 
B2 Kauser Parveen Mere Baghbaan Main Film song from 1956 
B3 Nayyara Noor Dilbar Se Apne Modern ghazal 
B4 Mussarrat Nazir Pher Ke Jo Who Shokh 
Nazar 
Modern ghazal 
B5 Mehdi Hassan Jo Chahte Ho So Kahte Ho “Live” style ghazal 
 
The first track, “Chhap Tilak” (Even my identity) by Mehnaz, is a geet-like rendition of a 
song attributed to fourteenth century poet-musician Hazrat Amir Khusrau. Khusrau is believed to 
have composed the tune as well as the lyrics, which honor his friend and spiritual guide Hazrat 
Nizamuddin Auliya of the Chishti Sufi order. Although this song is often performed as a 
qawwali or in a much more classical style, Mehnaz’s version is through-composed and in a quick 
kaharvā tāl,. The instrumental introduction and “filler music” between verses is provided by 
unison sitar and acoustic guitar, a combination which lends a modern vibe to the music. It is not 
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as lushly orchestrated as a typical film song, but the timbre of the guitar and the prominence of 
the sitar-guitar melodies distances this rendition sonically from its classical roots. Politically, 
Amir Khusrau is an excellent choice to open the album: he is an icon of South Asian cultural 
hybridity and an ambassador of India’s syncretic culture, as well as being associated with the 
early development both of the classical Hindustani tradition and qawwali.  
The second track “Jale to Jalao Gori” (Burn and be burned, fair maid) is by Nayyara 
Noor. This is a very pop-sounding rendition of a poem by Ibne-Insha, one of Pakistan’s leading 
contemporary poets, known for employing a vernacular lexicon in his lyrics. Although an 
acoustic guitar strumming pattern begins the song, it is the chameleon-like CasioTone keyboard 
synthesizer, which was becoming ubiquitous in Pakistan’s audio production palette, that emerges 
repeatedly from the acoustic texture. The meter is a quick two-step reminiscent of the “horse-
trotting” songs made famous by Indian film composer O.P. Nayyar. 
The third track, a ghazal by Ghulam Ali, is predictable in its style and presentation. It is 
presented as a live recording, and the recording includes applause and appreciative comments 
heard faintly in the background at various points. The instrumentation is only harmonium and 
tabla, typical of a small-scale live performance. This “live” sound is exactly what Indian 
audiences had been hearing and consuming from Ghulam Ali since his debut in the Indian 
market. At over eight minutes, this is also the longest track on the album.  
The fourth track, Asaf Ali’s “Ankhon mein bas gayi hain” (In [my] eyes have settled) is 
also a ghazal, but its sonic palette stands in distinct contrast to Ghulam Ali’s track. It is in the 
style of a geet in a lively double-dādrā (6/8) meter with a relatively rare 6/8 | 3/4 alternating 
pattern of stress in the lyrics. As in the Nayyara Noor piece, the CasioTone is used, but with 
restraint: more prominent are sitar and santoor, which play the opening riff and many of the 




instrumental interludes. This upbeat, “modern” style is somewhat unusual for Asaf Ali whose 
forte was ghazals in a more traditional style.  
Side B begins with another Nayyara Noor geet, “Chanda kahan guzari raat re” (Moon, 
where did the night go), similarly in a very fast two-step meter and replete with the CasioTone 
aesthetic along with a small string orchestra. This song is actually an Urdu translation of a 
Punjabi folk song which had appeared as long ago as 1948 in the Indian Punjabi film Chaman as 
a dholki song (a song performed by the bride’s female friends before the wedding).34 Nayyara 
Noor retains a bit of the folk flavor in her version with the inclusion of the vocable “re” at the 
end of each line of the refrain. In any case, this song is not formally a ghazal: it is far toward the 
folk-pop end of the spectrum.35 
The second track on the B side is an anomaly: it is a film song by Kausar Parveen lifted 
directly from the soundtrack of the 1956 Pakistani film Chhoti Begum. “Mere baaghbaan main 
hoon woh chaman” (My gardner, I am that garden) has the distinctive scoring of 1950s film 
songs from both India and Pakistan: unison string orchestra with accents by muted trumpet and a 
Hawaiian (or steel) guitar. The sonic palette and provenance of this song is so radically different 
from those of the other songs on this album that it is difficult to justify the rationale for including 
it. Kauser Parveen’s voice is competent, but very similar to her closest Indian timbral analog, 
Shamshad Begum, and no match for Lata Mangeshkar, who had dominated Bollywood from the 
late 1940s until the 1980s. If the producers had wanted to include a film song in the anthology, it 
is strange that they didn’t choose a classic by Noor Jahan, or something more recent by Nayyara 
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Noor or Mehnaz. It might be that the producers were trying to demonstrate the range of the 
Pakistani vocal repertory, but this thirty-year old song by a lesser-known singer was an odd 
choice. 
The next track, “Dilbar se hum apne jab milenge” (I will meet my beloved when) is the 
third track by Nayyara Noor, and it contrasts sharply the other two. This is a true ghazal, with the 
asthai lying in the low end of her range. It is in a slowish dādrā, with instrumental 
accompaniment scored for sitar and unison strings. It is not sung, however, in the traditional 
“live” style heard, for example, in the Ghulam Ali track, but rather in the through-composed, 
orchestrated style of the “modern” ghazal. At just over three minutes long, there is little room for 
repetition or improvisation in this track. “Pher ke woh jo shokh nazar kar gaya” (When he turned 
and looked mischievously), Musarrat Nazir’s only track on the album, is also a ghazal, but at the 
pop end of the modern style spectrum. Again we hear high unison strings and the CasioTone, in 
a fast double dādrā.  
The last track on the album is a traditional “live” style ghazal by Mehdi Hassan. 
Although we don’t hear any audience sounds, the accompaniment is only tabla and harmonium, 
and we can even hear the clicking of the harmonium keys. At over seven minutes, this is the 
second longest track, and indeed, it unfolds with the requisite repetition and improvisation. The 
album producers were hedging their bets by including the ghazals by Ghulam Ali and Mehdi 
Hassan, knowing that Indian listeners generally preferred this style to the lighter, modern sound 
of the other tracks. 





Figure 3.3a: Front cover of the album Us Paar Ke Naghme. 
 





Figure 3.3b: Verso of the album Us Paar Ke Naghme. 
 
The most interesting thing about this anthology of Pakistani songs is that the word 
“Pakistan” appears nowhere on the album. The title allusion to “us pār” (literally: “that side”), 
marks it implicitly as a collection of songs from Pakistan without mentioning the country’s 
name. The sleeve front displays the album title in three scripts, Roman (English), Nastaliq 
(Urdu), and Devanagari (Hindi) as well as a list of the singers in Roman script at the top and in 
Devanagari script below (Fig 3.3a). The cover is dominated by a sketch of a woman wearing 
what appears to be a chādar, literally a “sheet” enveloping her form and with part of it covering 
her head. She looks obliquely and modestly downward, out of the frame, not at the viewer. In the 




foreground, somewhat incongruously, is a spray of pink roses, in what appears to be the 
woman’s left hand, perhaps being offered to the viewer. Behind her, and extending at a diagonal 
across the sleeve, is a flowering branch colored blue, upon which sits a white dove. It is tempting 
to interpret the album cover as containing several symbols of peace and reconciliation: the dove 
of peace, the offering of a flowering branch, and most of all, the presumably Muslim woman 
being presented for Indian consumption. The verso of the album sleeve (Figure 3.3b) contains 
only text: the album title at the top in three scripts, and then the lists of artists in Roman and 
Devanagari,36 with the track listing below, again, in only Roman and Devanagari.  
Us Paar Ke Naghme is an excellent illustration of the changes that were occurring in the 
definition of “ghazal” throughout the 1970s and 80s in both India and in Pakistan. In the 1960s, 
even the film singers who were recording non-film ghazals did so in a semi-classical style, by 
which I mean sparse instrumentation and abridged melodic improvisation à la Begum Akhtar. 
The typical ghazal of that era was formally similar to a compressed classical raga: it began with 
an ālāp, then proceeded to a metered bandish (composition/refrain) alternating with 
improvisational antare (verses) that were melodically free and often unmetered. Until the early 
1970s, there was not much difference between a recorded ghazal and a live ghazal, except that a 
live setting allowed for longer piece performance duration, and thus more extended 
improvisational elaboration.  
The film industry had long before co-opted the ghazal form for its own purposes. Filmi 
ghazals were through-composed, accompanied by full studio orchestras, and usually fairly 
limited in duration (three to five minutes). The contrast between filmi ghazals and what I’ll call 
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traditional ghazals is illustrated most vividly, however, by the fact that the two varieties were 
never combined in a single album. Looking at Appendix B, the ghazal albums released by Lata, 
Rafi, Talat Mehmood, Mukesh, and Manna Dey, to name only a few, stuck exclusively to the 
traditional style, emulating the concurrent releases of Begum Akhtar. Some of the same singers 
released anthologies of their filmi ghazals as well, but these were never packaged together. As a 
case in point, in 1962, Talat Mahmood released both an album of traditional ghazals and an 
album of ghazals from films. Another interesting example may be found with the 1968 LP This 
is Mohamad [sic] Rafi, which contained traditional ghazals by Ghalib, Dagh, et al. on side A, 
and bhajans (Hindu hymns) on side B. This not only highlights the dual parallelism of 
Hindu/Bhajan and Muslim/Ghazal, but also indicates that in the eyes of marketing executives at 
least, bhajans and ghazals were of more or less equal status, and of interest to a single class of 
consumer. A similar distinction was apparently made in Pakistan, where light ghazals and 
classical ghazals were relegated to separate releases for separate market niches, even when sung 
by one artist. 
Film songs and traditional ghazals were thus kept separate stylistically through the early 
1970s. I argue that this began to change with the cross-border flow of Pakistani ghazals that were 
increasingly non-traditional, and these ghazals in turn had an impact on Indian ghazal singers 
like Jagjit Singh. What accounts for this convergence between film songs and ghazals in 
Pakistan? On one EP/LP and cassette media favored pieces that were shorter in duration, faster in 
terms of BPM, more variously scored with acoustic and electronic instruments, and less classical 
in style. On the other hand, geo-political forces were having a significant impact on Pakistan’s 
entertainment industry. The 1971 war, in which East Pakistan became independent Bangladesh, 
divided the Pakistani music market and film industry in half. Then in 1979, a military coup 




brought Zia al-Haq to power, and he initiated an aggressive program of Islamization under which 
the film industry was further decimated. These events began a mediated migration from film 
song to ghazal and from cinema hall to television. Pakistan Television in this era featured a 
number of musical programs featuring a wide range of music, including, but not limited to, film 
artists like Mehdi Hassan and Noor Jahan re-performing their older film songs in a new, 
ghazalized idiom. 
One effect of the decline of the Pakistani film industry was the flight of vocal artists to 
seek fame and fortune in the in India and the diaspora. Another effect was the popularization of 
the ghazal, in the sense that ghazal singers—many of whom had been, or were still film 
singers—sought to expand their consumer base by “lightening” their style. The resulting new, 
modern ghazal was pop in style, but still technically a ghazal, and thus shielded to some extent 
from accusations of western decadence. This third stream convergence in the Indian market has 
been charted by Peter Manuel as it carried through the advent of cassette culture, but I argue that 
it was abetted, and perhaps even inspired, by the influx of Pakistani film songs that were being 
converted into ghazals for Indian consumption. This process was accompanied by the reverse 
process in which traditional ghazals began to acquire filmi characteristics on recordings, if not 
entirely in live performances. Eventually, Pakistani ghazals, like many of the tracks on Us Paar, 
began to sound like film songs in some respects, even while Pakistani film songs coming to India 
were heard as “jazzed-up” ghazals rather than as film songs. All of these trends converge in Us 
Paar Ke Naghme. 
Not only did Nayyara Noor fail to gain a foothold in the Indian songscape, but also the 
whole album was something of a commercial flop. With the exception of its companion album, 
Geet Se Ghazal Tak, also released in 1984, no further Pakistani anthology albums were released 




by EMI. Us Paar Ke Naghme was not present in any of the private collections I examined, and I 
only learned of its existence when looking at the PL-480 LPs in U.S. libraries. Even more telling, 
it was only re-released on digital CD in 2012, and I never saw the CD for sale in music stores in 
India, Pakistan, or the U.S. I argue from this that Indian consumers did not respond favorably to 
the shift in female vocality represented on this album, and rather remained loyal to the voices of 
Farida Khanum, Malika Pukhraj, and Munni Begum. Furthermore, the hodgepodge of styles and 
lesser-known voices on the album failed to attract Indian consumers who appear to have had 
very definite ideas about what styles they liked. 
Us Paar thus seems to be an attempt to reposition the Pakistani female voice for Indian 
consumers, drawing upon a lighter vocality closer to—but not at—the filmi-pop end of the 
spectrum. Elsewhere in this dissertation I address the issue of female vocality in the Indian 
songscape. Suffice it to say that the material evidence shows that Indian listeners preferred a 
deeper, huskier, more nasal, more embodied female ghazal voice to a lighter, higher, clearer 
voice, and I argue that this preference was related to the imagined erotic force of the former and 
its consumption in the male listening practice of acousticophilia.  
Almost simultaneously with the release of Us Par Ke Naghme, EMI India released a 
second anthology album, Geet Se Ghazal Tak (From Song to Ghazal). This album contains on its 
sleeve verso a plug for Us Paar. Interestingly, Geet Se contains one track by Talat Aziz, an 
upcoming ghazal singer from India, although all of the other tracks are by Pakistani artists.  
Track No. Singer Song ‘title’ Style 
A1 Mehdi Hassan Main khud marne ka razi tha “Live” style ghazal (6:31) 
A2 Asaf Ali Jo bhi dukh yaad na tha Studio ghazal (5:14) 
A3 Talat Aziz Aye qafley walo Live ghazal (9:32) 
B1 Mohd. Ali 
Shaikhi 
Teri meri ankhon mein Pop 
B2 Kauser Parveen Kise maloom tha Film song (unreleased?) 




B3 Nayyara Noor Kahoon kis se qissa-e dard o 
gham 
Studio ghazal 
B4 Kauser Parveen Har qadam par sitam Film song (Hameeda 1956) 
B5 Musarrat Nazir Gulshan ki baharon mein Geet—pop-ish 
 
Like Us Paar, this album contains a hodgepodge of songs in different styles. There is only 
one song per singer with the surprising exception of Kauser Parveen, who has two songs on this 
album, both film songs from the 1950s. Traditional “live” style ghazals are represented by Mehdi 
Hassan and the sole Indian singer on the album, Talat Aziz. Talat Aziz was a disciple of Mehdi 
Hassan, but it had been Jagjit Singh who introduced him to the Indian market with an official 
inauguration album in 1980. There are also two “studio” ghazals sung by Asaf Ali and Nayyara 
Noor, with the requisite CasioTone as well as sārangī, santoor, and strings deployed variously. 
Side B begins at the extreme pop end of the spectrum with the track by Mohammad Ali Shaikhi, 
and ends with a geet by Masarrat Nazir that is in the middle of the spectrum: neither a pure pop 
song, nor a film song, nor a ghazal, but rather a melancholically beautiful geet that defies genre 
categorization.37  
Gulshan kī bahāroṅ meṅ 
rangīn nazāroṅ meṅ 
jab tum mujhe ḍhūnḍhoge 
āṅkhoṅ meṅ namī hogī 
mahsūs tumheṅ har dam 
phir merī kamī hogī 
 
In the springs of the garden 
in the colorful scenes 
when you will search for me 
your eyes will be moist 
then with your every breath 
you will feel my absence 
 
Conclusions 
Evidence from LP record collections and online LP trading sites shows that throughout 
the 1970s and 1980s, EMI India-HMV and other record labels tried a scatter-shot approach with 
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Pakistani musicians in the Indian market, looking for particular genres that appealed to Indian 
listeners. My interlocutors and the material evidence attest that the physical import of Pakistani 
LPs to India was very rare, and that Indian listeners depended on the EMI India re-releases for 
their exposure to Pakistani artists. At various points, EMI India released albums of film songs, 
ghazals, qawwalis, as well as mixed anthologies, and it appears that they evaluated the success of 
each genre when making decisions about subsequent releases. Further research could be done on 
internal EMI Pakistan and EMI India collaborations and marketing plans by examining the EMI 
archives in England and interviewing past executives in both countries.38 
For Indian listeners, this process resulted in the widespread popularity of Pakistani 
ghazals, para-ghazals, and geet, a modicum of popularity for qawwali and Sufi-influenced songs, 
and an almost total absence of Pakistani film songs, classical music, and folk music from the 
informal archive of personal record collections in India. Looking at individual songs, we find 
that a subset of Pakistan songs did become prominent and permanent fixtures in the Indian 
songscape, and that these songs are still being listened to, performed, and recorded in countless 
cover versions throughout India and its musical diaspora. 
EMI India had broad success in only one Pakistani genre: the ghazal. As we have seen, 
Pakistani film songs, where possible, were shoehorned into the ghazal mold for the Indian 
market and this resulted in a process of sonic and stylistic “lightening” which affected vocality, 
instrumental accompaniment, track length, and lyric lexicon.  Although live concerts and live 
concert recordings remained popular, the traditional style of ghazal rendition, which used semi-
classical vocal techniques and a minimalist sonic palette, was gradually replaced by a more 
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popular style that included faster tempos, less improvisation, and more varied accompaniment 
instrumentation. This change was given greater impetus by a combination of factors: expansion 
of the middle-class market segment, duration restrictions imposed by recording and broadcast 
formats, and the arrival of the CasioTone keyboard synthesizer in Pakistan. The changing sound 
of the ghazal in turn paved the way for the emergence of Jagjit Singh and other Indian singers 
who emulated the Pakistani sound and eventually competed successfully with Pakistani singers 
in the Indian market.  
Indian film playback singers ventured into the ghazal arena but with only limited success. 
The only notable exception is the singer Asha Bhosle, who was able to transform her vocal 
persona away from the filmi realm of cabaret-vamp roles to the ghazal-singing courtesan Umrao 
Jan. From there, Asha teamed up with Ghulam Ali on a ghazal collaboration album, and this 
musical marriage established a milestone in both of their careers. In the 1990s, Asha likewise 
collaborated with Pakistani-British singer-songwriter Adnan Sami Khan: I will return to this 
collaboration in Chapter 6 and in the Epilogue. 
While Pakistani singers were carving out their niche in the Indian songscape, the visual 
presence of Pakistan was slowly erased from the album covers in this period. The genre label 
“Urdu Modern” was used to designate any music from Pakistan, conflating the language with the 
nation, but the word Pakistan appears only rarely on album covers, and then disappears entirely 
in the 1980s. Even the Urdu script, which appeared prominently on album covers and disc labels 
in the early 1970s, showed up less and less, replaced ultimately by Romanization and/or 
Devanagari. Indian listeners loved to hear Urdu, but had few opportunities to see it on the 
sleeves and this disjuncture created a moment of cognitive dissonance that exemplifies the love-
hate relationship many Indian listeners felt with respect to Urdu and Pakistan.  




The ghazal market remained completely distinct from the film song market, and the main 
criterion of distinction was the sound of the voices. As is quite common, vocal sound is 
constructed as a gendered binary: male and female voices have different desired characteristics 
although these characteristics can differ markedly between genres. As typified by Ghulam Ali 
and Mehdi Hassan, male Pakistani voices were ideally suited to private listening. They were 
“soft” and “mellow,” exploited a lower tessitura, and retained some of their classical precision 
and agility. Female voices, as exemplified by Munni Begum, Farida Khanum, and Malika 
Pukhraj, were likewise classically trained, but similarly low in range, and husky and/or nasal to 
varying degrees. Both male and female Pakistani voices expressed—or were heard to express—a 
degree of embodied eroticism that was enhanced by the “romantic” aura of the ghazal genre and 
its “wine, women, and song” associations. Singers like Nayyara Noor and Runa Laila who didn’t 
fit the tonal mold did not find a foothold in the Indian ghazal market but were in some cases able 
to make headway elsewhere.  
With the advent of cassette and compact disc technologies, cross-border music sharing 
continued. In the 2000s, EMI India-Virgin Records introduced a CD series called “Sur ki koi 
Seema nahin/Music that transcends horizons”39 which chiefly included re-releases of ghazal 
artists like Mehdi Hassan and Farida Khanum, but also anthologies showcasing lesser know 
Pakistani singers. In 2007, as Mehdi Hassan lay ill in Karachi, the Indian media conglomerate T-
Series released a double CD tribute to him called Do dil do Rahein (Two Hearts, Two Paths). 
The subtitle of the album is “a love story narrated by Jagjit Singh, Ghulam Ali, Abida Parveen, 
Pankaj Udhas, Hariharan…[sic].” In the liner notes, the producer/lyricist, Pakistani-American 
poet Farhat Shahzad writes, “This is [a] collective effort of the leading ghazal singers who have 
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joined hands without consideration of their national origin or religious beliefs.” (Farhat Shahzad 
2007). The album itself includes spoken and sung tributes by ten ghazal singers, six Indian and 
four Pakistani. The Pakistani musicians include Abida Parveen, Ghulam Ali, Humera Channa, 
and Mehdi Hassan’s son, Kamran. Jagjit Singh sings his own compositions, while all of the 
others sing ghazals originally performed and recorded by Mehdi Hassan. The overarching 
message of this album is unity of the ghazal songscape, and the primacy of Mehdi Hassan’s 
place in that songscape.    
We will encounter some of the other voices mentioned in this Chapter again when we 
look at Pakistani singers in the Indian film industry in Chapters 5 and 6. Before that, I will 












CHAPTER 4: IN THE REALM OF ECSTASY:  
THE JAHAN-E KHUSRAU MUSIC FESTIVAL 
 
Man tu shudam tu man shudi 
Man tan shudam tu jaan shudi 
Ta kas na goyad baad azeen 
Man deegaram tu deegari         - Amir Khusrau 
 
Let me become you and you become me  
I the body you the soul 
That in time to come none may say  
We were separate beings.1 
 
So far, I have shown how until the early 1980s Pakistani voices reached Indian consumers 
largely through the medium of LP records, and to a lesser extent live concerts. I have also 
explored how various listening spaces facilitated hearing Pakistani voices, from the Aligarh Tea 
House to private homes. In this chapter, I will show how Pakistani artists came to perform on 
Indian soil through the establishment of annual Sufi music festivals, the longest running of which 
is “Jahan-e Khusrau (The World of Khusrau),” founded in 2001. I will examine the history, 
philosophy, and goals of this festival, and discuss the Pakistani voices that it foregrounded. I will 
also inquire as to the reasons for its three-year hiatus, and look closely at its new ‘incarnation’ 
when it resumed—without Pakistani artists—in 2017. 
The stated purpose of Muzaffar Ali, filmmaker and creator and director of the festival, was 
to bring Sufi musicians—broadly defined—from around the globle together to collaborate and 
share the stage in the spirit of universal spiritual harmony. His belief, as expressed in his pre-
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concert speeches, on-line promotional films, and liner notes to CDs and DVDs of the festival, is 
that Sufism can heal divisions and overcome tensionson both a local and global scale. The 
beginning of the festival coincided with an escalation of Hindu-Muslim violence in India and the 
intensification of anti-India agitation in Kashmir, but Muzaffar Ali generally avoids making 
public statements criticizing the Indian government for not doing enough to ease tensions. As I 
witnessed during my fieldwork, he likewise avoids referring to specific issues fueling division, 
but refers vaguely to the “hardening” of society, and failure to favor the heart over the mind. 
After conducting my fieldwork and examining a wide variety of evidence, I argue that although 
the Jahan-e Khusrau festival has admirable objectives, not to mention high production values, the 
event itself was an elitist affair attended only by a tiny segment of Delhi’s urban elite. Moreover, 
while Pakistani artists were featured in the first twelve years of the festival, nationalist forces in 
the government succeeded in shutting down the festival for three years, and when it resumed, 
Pakistani voices were conspicuously absent. I conclude that restrictions placed on the festival by 
its high-profile donors and government actors have had a significant impact on who performs at 
the festival, and who is excluded. 
Live performances in India by Pakistani musicians have always been rare, albeit 
momentous occasions. Two factors conspire to limit the scope for Pakistani singers to concertize 
in India. First, Indian visas are notoriously—and increasingly—difficult to get for Pakistani 
citizens, and even when they can be obtained, each individual is restricted to visit no more than 
five cities, and these cities must be designated when the visa application is submitted. Second, 
the Indian customs authorities often levy high taxes on performance earnings, essentially making 




it unprofitable for Pakistanis to perform in India.2 Furthermore, in order to obtain a performance 
visa, Pakistani artists need a letter of invitation from each concert organizer, copies of 
organizers’ passports and utility bills, and they must apply for an Indian tax ID number before 
arrival (India High Commission in Pakistan).3 
In the 1970s and 80s, when Indo-Pak tensions were at a lower ebb and visas were easier to 
come by, artists like Mehdi Hassan, Runa Laila, and Iqbal Bano toured India occasionally. After 
the turn of the millennium, however, the most common way for a Pakistani artist to perform in 
India was to be invited to participate in a major music festival or literary festival. One of the first 
festivals to include Pakistani artists on a regular basis was “Jahan-e Khusrau” (The World of 
Khusrau), founded by film-maker Muzaffar Ali in 2001. The eponymous Khusrau is Ab'ul Hasan 
Yamīn ud-Dīn Khusrau (1253–1325), a major—and somewhat legendary—figure in South Asian 
cultural history, associated with the origins of Urdu-Hindi literature, music, and the 
dissemination of Chishti Sufism in medieval India. Khusrau, as the inspiration for the 
eponymous festivals, will be discussed in detail below.  
Other festivals followed Muzaffar Ali’s lead, including Ruhaniyat (Soulfulness, also started 
in 2001), Jashn-e Khusrau (Celebration of Khusrau, 2012), the International Qawwali Festival 
(2016), and Jashn-e Rekhta (Celebration of Urdu, started in 2015). In 2008, the Indian Council 
for Cultural Relations in collaboration with the South Asian Association for Regional 
Cooperation inaugurated the South Asian Band Festival, which included Pakistani bands; this 
festival ran for at least six years but also seems to have been a casualty of the 2016 ban. Since 
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of Pakistani artists being stopped at the border when entering or exiting India. 
3 https://www.india.org.pk/pages.php?id=132  




2016, invitations to Pakistani artists have largely dried up. In 2020, at a South Asian Cultural 
Festival organized by the Assocation of Indian Universities, Pakistan was conspicuous by its 
absence. When asked the reason, the organizer respoded,  
“It is not in the prerogative of the university and only AIU representatives can clarify this 
stand.”4 
Several initiatives toward India-Pakistan cultural diplomacy have envisioned—and in at 
least one case produced—collaborative concerts: these include the “Co-exist Concerts for Peace” 
and “Aman ki Aasha” (Hope of Peace) projects.5 The most significant success of the latter was 
the 2010 concert on the Wagah Border in conjunction with the Commonwealth Games that year, 
which featured Rahat Fateh Ali Khan from Pakistan and the Wadali Brothers from India.  
This study, based in part on my ethnographic observations at the 2017 Jahan-e Khusrau 
festival, is also indebted to recent scholarship which has analyzed the intersections of place, 
community, and ideology at music festivals—especially Eden Built by Eves: The Culture of 
Women’s Music Festivals (Morris 1999), Music Festivals and the Politics of Participation 
(Robinson 2016), and Playing for Change : Music Festivals as Community Learning and 
Development (MacDonald 2016). In discussing place, this literature is concerned not only with 
geographic location, but also the physical and cultural spaces in which festivals occur. Related 
concerns include the symbolism of the concert site, the mise en scène of the performance, and the 
ecological impact of the festival itself. Many studies focus on the communities generated and 
perpetuated by music festivals, the festivals’ social and economic impact, and their role as loci of 
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5 Aman ki Asha (Hope of Peace) website: http://amankiasha.com/ 




resistance to various forces including racism, cultural appropriation, patriarchy, and the 
“predatory anthropocene” (MacDonald 2016). Taking my cue from this literature, I will analyze 
the Jahan-e Khusrau festival with regard to music, community, place, and ideology but also with 
respect to materiality, specifically the material ephemera and published albums of the festival, 
and what these add to our understanding of the festival’s visual and musical aesthetic. The 
ephemera include posters, printed programs, scenery, props, costumes, and tickets.  
 
Qawwali and Popular Sufism 
For the purposes of this chapter, I am concerned with what we might call “popular Sufism,” 
which embraces the general Sufi principles of love, tolerance, and transcendentalism but is not 
generally informed by adherence to one of the specific schools of Sufi thought and practice. 
Popular Sufism, in recent history, has permeated European and American cultural spaces through 
the vector of high-profile collaborations, for example the albums released on Peter Gabriel’s 
label Real World Records by Pakistan’s most famous qawwal, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan (1948–
1997). If the first “South Asian Invasion” of U.S.  music was spearheaded by Pandit Ravi 
Shankar in the 1960s, the second was led by Nusrat Sahab6 in the 1980s. As I will discuss in 
Chapter 6, Nusrat’s influence was also significant in India, where he composed the songs for a 
number of Bollywood films but never performed live. Nusrat’s nephew, Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, 
however, has performed in India a number of times, and since the late 1990s his voice has been 
de rigueur in Bollywood soundtracks (see Chapter 6).  
Perhaps the oldest Indian festival to celebrate Sufism and qawwali on an annual basis is the 
‘Urs (death anniversary) of Hazrat Khwaja Gharīb Nawāz (Protector of the Poor) Muīnuddīn 
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Chishtī (1142–1236).7 In addition to qawwali, the ‘Urs involves a number of special rituals 
including the “looting of the pots,” in which food is cooked in enormous vessels (degh) and 
distributed to visitors as tabarruk (food blessed by the Saint). Qawwalis are performed at the 
shrine every evening throughout the year, but the ‘Urs attracts qawwals from all over the world. 
Members of the Fateh Ali Khan family, including Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan and Rahat Fateh Ali 
Khan, have made regular appearances at the shrine for decades. They visit the shrine, 
presumably on “pilgrim” visas,8 and if they perform at the shrine it is not considered a “concert” 
by the Indian legal authorities. Pilgrim visas are easier to obtain but much more restricted than 
visitor visas.9 India is even more reluctant to issue tourist visas to Pakistani citizens than 
performance visas. The only kind of visa that has been relatively easy to get for Pakistanis is the 
pilgrim visa, and the Ajmer ‘Urs is one of the most important events in the South Asian Sufi 
calendar. 
Qawwali constitutes an essential part of the Ajmer ‘Urs. Since qawwali must be performed 
facing the central tomb in which the Saint is interred, the Ajmer Dargah has a unique set-up in 
which qawwalis may be performed on all four sides of the shrine simultaneously. Listeners may 
sit to listen to one group of qawwals for a while, and then move to the next quadrant, or they may 
circumambulate the shrine to enjoy the pulsating contrasts of the soundscape. Shrine-based 
festivals are, of course, entirely place-dependent. One cannot celebrate the ‘Urs in any other 
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8 I don’t have any way of verifying this since few people publicly declare their visa status. In 2016–2017 India and 
Pakistan both denied each other’s citizen’s pilgrim visas on several occasions. See “Urs of Moinuddin Chishti: India 
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9 I have occasionally encountered busloads of Pakistani pilgrims in Rajasthan on their way to or from the ‘Urs of 
Gharib Nawaz. One such encounter occurred in the Jaipur Pizza Hut.  




location in the world, although qawwals certainly perform qawwalis to Khwaja Gharib Nawaz all 
over the globe, in concert halls and at other shrines.  
Jahan-e Khusrau, with its Sufi theme and its geographical proximity to the Nizamuddin 
shrine, presents qawwali and its sister genres kāfī and dhamāl in a more or less traditional 
fashion, but with the important distinction that women singers like Abida Parveen are given 
pride of place. We are thus already one large step away from the exclusively masculine world of 
shrine-based qawwali performance and the ‘Urs.  
 
Experiencing the Festival  
The 2017 Jahan-e Khusrau festival spanned three evenings from 24 to 26 March.10 Spring 
is the festival season in Delhi, and during the 2017 festival season I had already attended an 
international book fair, Jashn-e Rekhta (an Urdu literary festival), a drama festival, and a number 
of seminars and conferences. Since the Jahan-e Khusrau festival had been discontinued in 2013, I 
was pleasantly surprised when I heard through word of mouth in February that the festival would 
be revived in 2017. I also wondered whether any of the regular Pakistani artists would be in 
attendance considering the 2016 ban on Pakistani artists performing in India.11 I checked out the 
Jahan-e Khusrau website and little information was forthcoming there other than the tentative 
festival dates, but I signed up for email updates and around mid-March I received the 
announcement that tickets were available. As in past years, tickets were free, but they were only 
available from a handful of outlets in Delhi, and then only in a limited supply. I obtained 
Muzaffar Ali’s cell phone number through one of my connections, and was able to speak to him 
                                                 
10 I was in India from January to July 2017 doing fieldwork on a Fulbright-Nehru Student Fellowship. 
11 “MNS at it again; gives 48-hour ultimatum to Pakistani artists to leave India,” India Today, September 23, 2016. 




briefly. He evaded my request for an interview, presumably after hearing about my research 
topic and finding it somewhat controversial, but he did promise to provide me with tickets 
through one of his assistants. It turned out to be something of an ordeal actually to obtain the 
tickets and get into the festival venue.  
I was struck by the clear hierarchies reified by the ticket distribution process, the seating 
scheme, and the color-coding of the tickets themselves. Rather than being a public festival, the 
dominant impression was that this was an event for an elite group. Without the right connections, 
it was nearly impossible to gain admittance. As I looked around, the other spectators seemed to 
represent a narrow cross-section of Delhi’s upper middle class. Women dressed in designer saris 
and sparkling jewelry hugged each other daintily, while their male companions shook hands 
western-style.  
When my friend and I finally got into the actual courtyard, night had fallen and the venue 
was glowing with hundreds of cheerful lights. The yellowish stone walls glowed with the 
residual rays of the warm March day, the sky’s color deepened from a smoggy orange to a hazy 
blue. We discovered that our two tickets were for different sections, but the ushers allowed us to 
sit together in the same place. Despite the festival’s subtitle “Joy of Oneness” and the Sufi 
rhetoric—as interpreted by organizer Muzaffar Ali—of striving to encompass and unite the 
entire world, the venue of the festival was anything but welcoming. The Arab ki Sarai courtyard 
is surrounded by high walls, and actually getting into the space required passing a number of 
physical and social barriers. The difficulties of approach made the venue feel exclusive, almost 
elitist. Once inside, I felt like I was hobnobbing with the upper crust of Delhi rather than 
mingling with the masses. The feeling at the actual tomb of Khusrau, just a few minutes’ walk 
away, is dramatically different. True, one must literally rub elbows with beggars, but at least the 




chaos of the shrine space is fundamentally democratic and multicultural. The narrow lanes 
around the shrine pull you in, while the barriers surrounding Arab ki Sarai are designed to be off-
putting.  
The tickets were divided between various levels of “VIP status” and one’s ticket color 
determined where one was seated in the performance space (Fig. 4.1). The stage was set up at 
one end of the long quadrangle. Several trees blocked sight lines. We were seated at the front 
edge of a raised platform about two thirds of the way down the quadrangle. Except for a 
bothersome tree blocking part of the view, we could easily look over the heads of the people in 
the sections in front of us. Table-like benches had been set up and various pillows (gau-takiya) 
had been strewn. Between the stage and the raised platform were rows of fixed seating designed 
with varying degrees of comfort and convenience. Mosquitos were a major problem; I found 
myself repeatedly applying insect repellant until someone nearby saw me with the tube and 
“borrowed” it.  





Figure 4.1a: Jahan-e Khusrau 2017 festival 
ticket for second-tier seating. 
 
Figure 4.1b: Jahan-e Khusrau 2017 festival 
ticket verso. 
 
The program itself started in a leisurely fashion, with a speech by Muzaffar Ali. The 
message was a reiteration of his trademark version of Sufism: Sufi music as a force for peace, 
Sufi music as transcending borders and boundaries, Amir Khusrau as the patron saint of Sufism. 
I couldn’t help wondering whether Muzaffar Ali’s message would carry beyond the walls of the 
compound, to those politicians and propagandists who thrive on Hindu-Muslim conflict and 
Indo-Pak tensions, for whom “oneness” was not a joy, but a threat to national security.  
The set used the ruined monument to great advantage, lighting the crumbling arches and 
niches to produce mysterious shadowy recesses. The set included several white, elongated forms 




evoking cypresses but in reverse polarity, as in a photo negative. The cypress is a common 
symbol in Urdu and Persian poetry, where its height and graceful curves stand in for those of the 
beloved. The other central structure on the stage was comprised of a set of panels in the shape of 
Islamicate pointed arches; the main body of the panels being composed of latticework evoking 
the marble screens surrounding a saint’s tomb. As the program progressed, the dynamic staging 
included a Mevlevi whirling dervish to add a silent, if iconic, Sufi element to the mise-en-scene. 
The Mevlevi dervish has become a cliché in Indian popular culture: he (and sometimes she12) 
appears in multiple Bollywood films whenever Sufism is to be visually evoked. And since these 
dervishes are associated with Maulana Rumi, the most famous name in global popular Sufism, it 
is perhaps not too inappropriate to insert them into the otherwise very different Chishtiya Sufi 
context.  
In an explicit assertion of the cosmopolitan aesthetic of Muzaffar Ali’s Sufism, the 
performance began with Ani Choying Drolma a Tibetan-Nepali Buddhist nun chanting mantras, 
accompanied by a small ensemble that included Murad Ali reciting couplets from the Sufi saint-
poets. This is an excellent example of the radical conflations often found in “packaged 
Sufism.”13 Bringing Tibetan Buddhist chants into juxtaposition with Sufi poetry and music both 
elides the historical differences between the two and asserts a shared South Asian mysticism. 
Further, bringing Tibetan Buddhism into harmony with the West Asian Sufism inculcates a re-
centering of the Sufi universe with Delhi at its center and Amir Khusrau as its axis.  
                                                 
12 The image of a female Mevlevi dervish seems to be a Bollywood innovation. A notable example appears in the 
song sequence “Noor-un-ala-noor” in the film Meenaxi: A Tale of Three Cities (M.F. Hussain, 2004). 
13 This aspect of the second installment of this festival was critiqued – albeit lovingly – by an uncredited journalist 
in India Today (March 25, 2002): https://www.indiatoday.in/magazine/society-the-arts/story/20020325-neo-sufism-
jahan-e-khusrau-at-humayun-tomb-becomes-a-big-hit-795667-2002-03-25 




There is a political subtext in the festival discourse: the festival website14 and printed 
materials use three different methods of geographical designation in listing the performers: for 
those from India, the city or state of origin is cited (for example, Delhi, Lucknow, Rajasthan), for 
non-Indian performers only the country of origin is listed, while some performers are being listed 
as being from Kashmir. In this context several performers are noted as being from Kashmir. But 
is this Kashmir as an Indian state, which in reality is split between India and Pakistan, or 
Kashmir as a potentially independent nation? Likewise, Muzaffar Ali’s practice of treating 
Kashmir as an independent entity implicitly rejects both India and Pakistani claims to control and 
sovereignty, thus aligning with Kashmir’s independence struggle.  
Likewise, Ani Choying Drolma is listed as being from Nepal but she is ancestrally Tibetan. 
Tibet and Kashmir share an unfortunate common history: each is claimed as an integral part of a 
powerful neo-empire, and both are home to long-running independence struggles. The 
problematic citations of Kashmir and Tibet, along with the regular appearance of Pakistan and 
Bangladesh in the performance rosters, speaks both to the fault lines that have wracked the sub-
continent and inner Asia, as well as to the urge toward political peace immanent in popular 
Sufism.  
Ani Choying Drolma’s performance raises several additional issues. First, I found myself 
wondering how many people in the audience understood Tibetan or Pali; then I realized that it 
would be only an infinitesimally larger percentage that would understand fourteenth century 
Persian, or medieval Urdu/Hindvi for that matter.15 But Delhi audiences who are likely to attend 
                                                 
14 http://jahan-e-khusrau.com 
15 “Hindvi” was a term used by outsiders, for example, the so-called Turks from Persianate Central Asia, for any of 
the Indian vernaculars including Amir Khusrau’s version of Braj Bhasha. The term “Urdu” did not emerge until 
centuries later.  




such festivals know the songs of Khusrau well, even if the majority may them from a textual 
standpoint. The significance here is that the lyrics of Sufi music are in many ways beside the 
point. This is one of the processes by which Sufi vocal music is Othered: it is in a language we 
only understand partially, like the beloved’s face glimpsed behind a veil. The language itself, 
then, becomes a metaphor for the message: we know the songs are about divine love, ishq-e 
haqiqi, as a transcendent force, but divine messages, like intercepted enemy communications, are 
not fully comprehensible on a linguistic level.  
A second question raised by Drolma’s performance is to what extent this performance was 
intended to conflate Tibetan tantric meditation with Sufi hāl or trancing. Even within Sufism 
there is a wide variety of approaches to hāl; these can include supernatural possession and 
healing (Turner 2020), deep listening (Becker 2004), fanā or annihilation of self (Schimmel 
1975), or spiritual elevation and ecstasy (Shannon 2004). Similar goals are shared by certain 
forms of Buddhist meditation and shamanism (Gray & Overby 2016) and Chishtiya Sufism did 
imbibe a number of practices from Hinduism, including the use of music in worship and 
asceticism (Ernst 2016), so there is some justification for putting Drolma’s performance into 
conversation with other Sufi performances. The chief difference in musical terms, however, was 
the contrast between the deliberate absence of rhythmic energy in Drolma’s performance, and the 
foregrounding of drumming and dance that is central to sama’ practice. 
The other two main performances of the evening by way of contrast were rhythmically 
energetic. Malini Awasthi, a female vocalist from Lucknow, has been a mainstay of the Jahan-e 
Khusrau festival since 2007. She has performed in almost every festival of the past ten years. 
Malini’s folk-influenced style lends itself well to the poetry of Khusrau, whose folk songs are 
almost as famous as his qawwalis. Malini’s voice is mid-range, not as low as Abida Parveen, but 




with some of the same huskiness and rough-edgedness. Malini sang with great energy, 
accompanied by tabla, ḍholak, harmonium, tambourine, sitar, and sārangī. One of her songs, 
“Teri Sarkar Hai Ali (Your master is Ali)” topped fifteen minutes and was performed in the 
traditional qawwali style.  
The last performer of the first evening of the festival was Satinder Sartaaj from Punjab. His 
set included several songs based on the kalām of Baba Farid (1179–1266 C.E.) who was the also 
dedicatee of the 2017 Jahan-e Khusrau festival.16 Satinder’s performance style differs from 
traditional qawwali style, and is more in the spirit of kāfī, a mellower, more relaxed mode of 
singing Sufi texts. Like the other performers, he sang seated and played the harmonium himself, 
as in traditional qawwali and ghazal practice. He was accompanied by dholak, the requisite 
qawwali drum, but also by tabla, octopad, electric keyboard, bansuri (bamboo flute), and chimtā. 
The chimtā, an idiophone constructed of an oversize pair of metal tongs with small cymbals 
attached along its length, is closely associated with the Punjabi folk tradition.  
Satinder Sartaaj is one of many male Punjabi singers who specialize in both bhangra/pop 
Punjabi tracks and Sufi kalām. Indeed, the final acts on the other two nights of the 2017 festival 
were likewise Punjabi pop artists who have increasingly entered the Sufi market sector: Hans Raj 
Hans, and Daler Mehdi. These three performers began as popular bhangra singers,17 but have 
begun to adopt a Sufi persona in recent years. There is a fascinating tension in each of these 
singers’ careers; Punjabi Sikhs or Hindus by birth, each has expressed affinities for Sufism and 
                                                 
16 Baba Farid (1179–1266) is one of the most important Sufis of South Asia and one of the spiritual ancestors of 
Hazrat Nizamuddin in the Chishti silsila (lineage). His verses are included in the Sikh holy book, the Guru Granth 
Sahab and he thus straddles multiple religions and communities. His shrine is located in Pakistan.  
17 Bhangra is a genre of secular folk dance originating in Punjab. The distinctive beat of bhangra and its inherent 
energy has made it a global phenomenon: bhangra songs may be found in Bollywood, in London, and at UNC 
Chapel Hill, home of the competitive student dance team Bhangra Elite.  




embraced Sufi texts in their performances. Although now a BJP politician, Hans Raj Hans uses 
Arabic phrases on stage during performances. Daler Mehdi’s second name is an Islamic name, 
reportedly given to him by Pakistani singer Parvez Mehdi, although Daler has now changed it to 
“Mehndi” which is the Hindi word for henna. And Satinder Sartaaj’s albums highlight his Sufi 
leanings in their titles and song texts. All three singers have been moving away from “pop” 
bhangra and increasingly singing Sufi songs, in part as a political effort to break down the 
boundaries between Hinduism, Sikhism, and Islam, but also certainly to take advantage of the 
burgeoning market for Sufi music in South Asia and worldwide. This adoption of hybrid or 
liminal religious identities reflects the current character of Punjabi culture: the land was 
partitioned in 1947, but the blended Muslim-Sikh-Hindu cultural heritage still thrives, especially 
in music. Indian Punjab, as a border state, “bleeds over” into Pakistani Punjab across the 
culturally porous Wagah border. 
The 2017 Festival was unique in several ways. First, it was dedicated to “Hazrat Baba 
Fariduddin Ganjshakar, the patron Saint of the Punjab and the Pir of Hazrat Nizamuddin 
Aulia.”18 Second, it was the first edition of the festival not to feature a Pakistani artist.19 This was 
all the more striking considering that this was the revival of Jahan-e Khusrau after a three year 
hiatus (2014–2016). While Muzaffar Ali’s philosophy of world peace through Sufi music was 
foregrounded in the publicity materials, as it had been since the first festival in 2001, the 
conspicuous absence of Pakistani artists indicates that the emphasis of the festival had subtly 
shifted away from its roots in cultural diplomacy to a vaguer—and more ambiguous—plea for 
“oneness.” Is this “oneness” at the national level, in which case it could be read as aligning 
                                                 
18 From the program booklet issues to attendees at the 2017 festival. 
19 Appendix C contains a list of the performers at each Festival from its beginnings until 2018. 




strategically with the Indian government’s platform of Unity? Or is “The Joy of Oneness” merely 
an attempt to remind us of our common humanity? In order to find out more about the evolution 
of Jahan-e Khusrau’s ideology, I looked at the publicity materials for the 2017 festival, as well as 
recordings and other ephemera from earlier festivals (Fig. 4.2).  
 
 
Figure 4.2: Photo of Muzaffar Ali from the Jahan-e Khusrau 2003 CD release, with excerpt of 
his bio describing some of his Sufi projects. 
 
The Genesis of Jahan-e Khusrau 
“Jahan-e Khusrau: the realm of the Heart” was founded in 2001 by film-maker and 
impresario Muzaffar Ali. Tracing his ancestry to one of the Lucknow royal families, Muzaffar 
Ali divides his time between Lucknow, Delhi, and Mumbai. In all his endeavors he promotes the 
celebration of Indo-Muslim culture, but through a secularist lens. With five feature films to his 




credit, since 2000 he has been concentrating instead on producing and promoting live shows like 
Jahan-e Khusrau. Normally held in March, this festival promotes Sufi music as a world 
phenomenon, and very intentionally includes Sufi singers—broadly defined—from outside of 
India. Countries represented in the festival’s history include Pakistan, Bangladesh, Iran, Sudan, 
Tunisia, Israel, Turkey, Egypt, Italy, the United States, and Canada.  
The festival title refers to the historical poet Amir Khusrau (d. 1325), who was associated 
with both the Delhi court and the Sufi Saint Hazrat Nizamuddin Auliya (1238–1325). The 
legends surrounding Amir Khusrau are many, but most significant are the stories that link him 
with the origin of qawwali and the invention of the tabla (by chopping a double-headed ḍholak in 
half). Devotion to Nizamuddin is a trope that permeates Khusrau’s songs. There is a large 
number of qawwali lyrics, as well as ghazals, riddles, and other geet (songs), attributed to 
Khusrau, and performers claim that they sing his lyrics to tunes he originally composed in the 
early fourteenth century.20 His language is “pre-Urdu” and reflects an early synthesis between his 
native Braj Bhasha (the dialect of Hindi spoken in much of western Uttar Pradesh) and Persian 
(court and literary language originating in what is now Iran). Khusrau is a liminal figure in other 
ways. His mother was Indian with Hindu ancestors, while his father was from Persian Central 
Asia; in contemporary sources he was called a “Turk” (Losensky & Sharma 2011). Khusrau’s 
tomb is in the Nizamuddin shrine complex, and another legend holds that he was so distraught 
upon hearing of the Saint’s death that he committed suicide by hitting his head on Nizamuddin’s 
gravestone, but not until composing a valedictory couplet to immortalize the moment (Ansari 
1975).  
                                                 
20 Conversations with the qawwals at the Nizamuddin Shrine. 




Because Khusrau is not a religious figure but rather a cultural icon, his name lends the 
festival a good amount of ecumenical cultural capital. But despite the deployment of Khusrau’s 
name, the Nizamuddin Shrine environs are far too congested to permit the production of a major 
music festival. Muzaffar Ali thus chose for the 2001 festival a nearby venue, the sixteenth-
century “Arab ki Sarai” (Arab Guest House), just west of the tomb of the Mughal Emperor 
Humayun (d. 1556). This venue has many advantages, not the least of which is the fact that it is a 
space delimited by a series of high walls and that it is relatively convenient to public 
transportation and a railway station. Moreover, it lies on an important sacred axis running east to 
west through the heart of modern Delhi. During Hazrat Nizamuddin’s lifetime, the actual city of 
Delhi was several miles to the south. The Saint was wont to sit on a hill overlooking the Jumna 
River, where he would lecture to his disciples and sleep in a shallow cave. When the Saint was 
buried just to the west of his “home,” his tomb became the focal point of a steadily expanding 
necropolis. Due to the sacred power of the shrine, the Lodhi dynasty established its main burial 
ground about a mile to the west of Nizamuddin’s tomb, and as mentioned the Mughal Emperor 
Humayun (d. 1556) is buried just to the east. The Nizamuddin shrine courtyard includes the 
tombs of many of his descendants, through his sister, since he was unmarried, as well as later 
historical figures like the princess Jahanara (d. 1681), daughter of Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan 
and sister to Emperor Aurangzeb.  
Two Google maps (Fig. 4.3a and 4.3b below) show the geography of the Humayun’s 
Tomb-Nizamuddin Shrine area. Humayun’s Tomb is clearly indicated as the quadrangle on the 
right (east). The Hazrat Nizamuddin Aulia Dargah in the congested neighborhood at lower left is 
the tomb shrine of the Saint. Arab ki Sarai, the regular location of the Jahan-e Khusrau music 
festival is not marked, but it is the elongated, east-west oriented quadrangle near the bottom 




center of the satellite view, just to the right of the Industrial Training Institute. The posh 
Nizamuddin East Enclave neighborhood, where Muzaffar Ali used to reside, is partly visible in 
the lower right corner. 
 
Figure 4.3a: Google satellite view of the festival venue. 
Figure 4.3b: Google map view of the festival venue. 
 
The Jahan-e Khusrau Festival has been held annually from 2001 until the present except for 
a three-year hiatus between the 2013 and 2017 festivals. Fig. 4.4 shows the dates and venue for 
each festival to the extent known. 




Figure 4.4: Chronology of the Jahan-e Khusrau Festival.21  
Year Dates Venue 
2001 March 10–11 Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb, New Delhi 




Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb, New Delhi 
2004 March 26–27 Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb, New Delhi 
2005 March 4–6 Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb, New Delhi 
2006 [n.a.] Art & Culture Museum, Boston [sic] 
2007 March 30–April 1 
Qulti Khan’s Tomb, Mehrauli Archeological Park, New 
Delhi 
2008 [hiatus]  
2009 [n.a.] 





Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb, New Delhi 
Southbank Centre, London 




Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb, New Delhi 




Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb, New Delhi 
Central Park, Jaipur 
2014–2016 [hiatus]  
2017 March 24–26 Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb, New Delhi  
2018 March 9–11 Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb, New Delhi 
2019 March 8–10 Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb, New Delhi 
 
The official sponsor of the festival is Muzaffar Ali’s Rumi Foundation. In the 2017 
program booklet, there is a page about the Rumi foundation which states: “Rumi Foundation’s 
objective is to project the inclusive philosophy of the 13th century [sic] mystic poet, Jalaluddin 
Rumi—of oneness of the human race and a world without boundaries—which finds resonance 
with India’s vision of a pluralistic society.”22 Muzaffar Ali and his team are very careful to avoid 
naming the particular component groups of this “pluralistic society,” but based on the content of 
the festival one of the most important fault lines that the festival obliquely addresses is that of 
                                                 
21 http://www.jahan-e-khusrau.com/pdf/jek_history.pdf 
22 “Muzaffar Ali’s Jahan-e Khusrau: Joy of Oneness.” 2017. Festival booklet.  




religion, and by extension, the trauma of Partition. By bringing Pakistani singers—at least until 
2013—onto the Indian stage, and by inviting Hindu and Sikh singers to perform songs and 
poetry from South Asia’s Sufi Muslim tradition, Muzaffar Ali is addressing the divisions of 
Partition and striving to foster a more tolerant environment within India between people of 
different faiths. 
In order to get a clear sense of the festival’s objectives, and their genesis since its inception, 
I attempted several phone interviews with Muzaffar Ali but failed to make much headway. At the 
time, he was quite busy with festival arrangements, but I also suspect he did not want to be 
pressed on the question of Pakistani participation in the festival. He has to operate within the 
tangled network of government approvals and private sponsorships and so cannot afford to 
appear provocative or pro-Pakistan. Fortunately he addressed these issues in more detail in a 
short YouTube film (2017), in which he explains the genesis and objectives of the Jahan-e 
Khusrau festival in the context of resurrecting the festival after a three-year hiatus.23 In the film, 
he speaks at length about his conception of the festival, and, by extension, about his conception 
of global Sufism. The film also provides several insights that impinge on this dissertation as a 
whole, particularly with respect to how the Indian government erects barriers to incoming flows 
of Pakistani music.  
Toward the beginning of the film, Muzaffar Ali invokes Amir Khusrau as someone who 
brought together languages, music, and cultures into new synergies: “For me he is indeed a 
master blender... Jahan-e Khusrau is all about blending, blending of cultures, blending of 
rhythms, and you realize over these three days that we’re into a world without boundaries, we’re 
discussing oneness of the human race, and it’s a very, very cathartic experience” (2:30). He then 
                                                 
23 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1A-K8AxuxA 




refers to his immediate inspiration for starting the festival: a visit to Kashmir in 2000, and the 
realization that people in Kashmir were becoming “hardened” along religious and political lines, 
resulting in an elevated threat to peace in the entire region. Muzaffar Ali portrays Sufism as a 
diffuse panacea for the ills that plague South Asian society.  Throughout the film, he speaks 
about Sufism in dialectical terms, as an active force that counters other, largely nameless forces 
working to promote separation and strife. But despite his representations of special access to the 
esoteric Sufi tradition, Muzaffar Ali’s statements about Sufism in the context of the festival are 
largely drawn from the discourse of popular culture. 
Throughout the film, the concept of “realm” permeates Muzaffar Ali’s discourse about the 
festival. He uses terms like “The Realm of the Heart” and “The Realm of Ecstasy” to refer to 
Sufi spiritual realms or territories that are interior, expansive, and utopian, contrasting with “The 
Realm of the Mind,” which is limiting and dystopian. The Sufi realms, which he intimates will 
be summoned into existence by the Jahan-e Khusrau festival, are contrasted implicitly with 
actual political and national territories where boundaries and control are contested. 
Throughout the first segment of the film, the soundtrack is permeated by the voice of 
Abida Parveen, the Pakistani artist who was the featured singer for the festival from its beginning 
until 2013, but who was conspicuous by her absence in 2017 and subsequent festivals. If this 
film was made to publicize the resurrection of the festival in 2017, then employing the Pakistani 
voices of Abida Parveen and Shafqat Ali Khan in the soundtrack is an instance of false 
advertising. Indeed, although the background voices are not individually identified other than by 
being accompanied by fleeting images of the singers, their aural presence undermines the actual 
discourse being produced by Muzaffar Ali and his wife, festival co-director Meera Ali. This 
cognitive dissonance begs the question of what convinced Muzaffar and Meera to resume the 




festival in 2017 without any representation from Pakistan, and this question is answered subtly in 
the film soundtrack. At this moment in the film (9:53), the voice of Abida Parveen disappears 
and is replaced by that of Shubha Mudgal, an Indian vocalist recognized for her ability to cross 
genre boundaries. Mudgal is not known for singing Sufi repertory, however, so her presence in 
the festival is somewhat of a stretch, but her voice is unusually deep, like Abida Parveen’s. I 
interpret this replacement of a Pakistani artist with an Indian artist possessing a similar voice as 
evidence that the festival was suspended when Abida Parveen and other Pakistani artists were 
barred from coming, but resumed when it was possible to present credible substitutes for the 
Pakistani voices the audience wanted to hear. 
There is a salient tension in the film between the express impetus for reconciliation 
between India and Pakistan, and a hesitancy to reify Pakistan as a national entity. Muzaffar Ali 
foregrounds the tolerant, syncretic elements of Sufism, and emphasizes how Sufism “works” to 
break down barriers and remove borders, without ever identifying which borders and barriers he 
means. The film conveys the implicit message that this festival offers an antidote to India’s 
increasing intolerance and the hijacking of religion by politicians. Because the festival depends 
on government approval and corporate funding, however, Muzaffar Ali can’t afford to be too 
open about his message, or mention Pakistan explicitly, but the often repeated notion of bringing 
together people of different races, creeds, and nationalities is clearly intended to be applied on a 
transnational scale. Of course we might interpret this acquiescence to the ban on Pakistani artists 
as a failure, but the film gives it a positive spin, implyng that the festival, in cleansing hearts and 
softening minds in India, can have a beneficial impact on increasing tensions, despite the absence 
of Pakistani artists.  





Figure 4.5: Abida Parveen portrait from the Jahan-e Khusrau 2003 CD release. 
 
Abida Parveen 
Who were these Pakistani artists whose voices echoed throughout the Indian music-scape 
at the behest of Muzaffar Ali? The featured artist of the first thirteen Jahan-e Khusrau festivals 
was Abida Parveen, one of Pakistan’s leading exponents of Sufi music. Her musical 
accomplishments are complemented by her high-energy live performances, captured in one of 
the many portraits in the Jahan-e Khusrau festival literature (Fig. 4.5). Muzaffar Ali had already 
collaborated with Abida Parveen on two Sufi-themed audio CDs released in the late 1990s, 
Paigham-e Mohabbat (The Message of Love) and Raqs e Bismil, the Dance of the [Mortally] 
Wounded. Both albums featured the voice of Abida Parveen and, according to Muzaffar Ali’s 
online biography, the former was specifically designed “to commemorate 50 years of 




Independence and the [1947 India-Pakistan] partition … by having Abida Parveen singing Indian 
poets and Indian singers singing the verses of poets from across the border.”24 Muzaffar Ali was 
one of many who chose to use the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of Partition for an attempt 
at reconciliation through music. By having a Pakistani singer perform lyrics by Indian Sufi poets, 
and Indian singers perform analogous works by Pakistani poets, Muzaffar Ali underscores the 
shared heritage of music and poetry, even while reinforcing the unifying message of Sufism.25  
Abida Parveen’s voice has been called ‘robust.’26 According to Peter Marsh, a BBC 
music critic, “Abida Parveen is the owner of one of the most remarkable voices on the 
planet…Parveen's gloriously honeyed voice is a warm, agile instrument, suffused with sadness 
and joy, strength and fragility in equal measure.”27 Mark Ginsberg, a New York music promoter, 
compares her to Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, “Abida is more melodic, and I suppose more feminine, 
although you’re not always sure from her voice if she’s a man or woman--which of course makes 
it all the more mysterious.”28 Indeed, her voice resists gender norms, as she herself remarked in a 
2013 interview with Nosheen Iqbal for The Guardian, “The concept of being a man or a woman 
doesn't cross my mind. I’m neither on stage, I’m a vehicle on stage for passion.”29 Once when I 
played a piece by Abida Parveen for an Indian woman friend of mine who had not heard her 
voice before, my friend exclaimed, “That’s a dangerous (khatarnāk) voice!” Many of these 
                                                 
24 http://houseofkotwara.com/about_mlzfar.htm 
25 Muzaffar Ali’s cross-border musical experiment glosses over the fact that when most of the Sufi poets lived the 









comments refer to Abida’s low range, which is much deeper than most South Asian women’s 
singing voices. Her vocal power is manifest in a wide dynamic range, virtuosic control, and the 
stamina of a Wagnerian soprano. Her voice is also very embodied, with audible huskiness and 
breathiness that convey passion even at high volume.  
Abida Parveen’s status as a woman Sufi performer is somewhat problematic in more 
conservative circles on Pakistan. I have been told, for example, by male qawwals, that while 
women may sing Sufi kalām (texts), they cannot be classified as qawwals; this says more about 
the self-definition of the qawwal than it does about women as Sufi performers. More problematic 
for them, perhaps, is the fact that “audible women”—performing women whose voices are heard 
in both acoustic and digital30 public spheres—in South Asia have traditionally been considered 
morally compromised (see Chapter 2). Thus, the presence of a strong woman’s voice in a 
dominant position in the South Asian Sufi songscape is somewhat surprising but less so 
considering that Abida Parveen’s career has been largely mediated through radio, television, and 
commercial recordings.31 She does perform live regularly, however, both within Pakistan and 
around the world. In the 2013 interview, Guardian reporter Nosheen Iqbal describes how Abida 
Parveen’s father, Ustad Ghulam Haider,32 a Sufi musician and teacher, decided to train her in 
music, contrary to existing social norms: “Parveen’s talent, decided Haider, outweighed 
                                                 
30 I want to do more with this idea of a “digital public” but the term “digital” seems obsolete now, referring, as it 
does, to an aspect of media recording and transmission. “Social media” also doesn’t suffice, with its dependence on 
platforms like Facebook and Twitter. What we need is a new term that recognizes how the Habermasian “public” is 
now largely mediated by multiple forms and modes of social and digital knowledge. “Mediated” is bulky and 
ambiguous, but perhaps it will have to do. The “mediated public”? As opposed to what?  
31 Zila Khan, daughter of Ustad Vilayat Khan, is called the only Sufi female singer in India. 
https://www.dnaindia.com/entertainment/report-sufism-to-wow-boston-1060495 
32 Not to be confused with the Indian film composer/music director of the same name. 




tradition. He trained her throughout childhood, rather than his two sons, to pursue music—
‘because it was my calling’.”33 
In the same Guardian interview, Iqbal writes, “19 minutes of conversation later, it's 
obvious that the greatest female Sufi singer in history is almost disappointingly blissed out. ‘My 
culture—our culture—is rich in spirituality and love,’ she says, in a densely poetic Urdu. ‘Sufism 
is not a switch, the music isn't a show—it's all of life, it is religion. If I want to be recognised for 
anything, if we should be recognised for anything, it's the journey of the voice. And that voice is 
God's.’ ” 34  
As mentioned above, Muzaffar Ali chose Abida Parveen to headline Jahan-e Khusrau 
after working with her on several musical album projects. At one level this was an astute 
marketing decision in light of Abida’s global fame as the heir apparent to Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. 
At another level, she embodied just the sort of boundary-crossing and barrier-breaking that the 
festival espoused by challenging gender norms with respect to vocality, religion, and nation. 
Indeed, Abida filled a timbral gap in the Indian songscape. The quality of her voice, combined 
with her redoubtable stage presence and her vivid performances of Sufi ecstasy, put her in a 
category of her own in 2001 when Jahan-e Khusrau debuted. It was only a decade later when 
Bollywood began employing deeper women’s voices and bringing them into the Indian 
mainstream. As I have remarked above, when Abida’s participation in the festival ceased, 
Muzaffar Ali found women with similar voices to replace her, thus perpetuating the notion of a 
                                                 
33 “Interview: Abida Parveen: 'I'm not a man or a woman, I'm a vehicle for passion” by Nosheen Iqbal, in The 
Guardian, July 8, 2013. https://www.theguardian.com/music/2013/jul/08/abida-parveen-sufi-singer-passion 
34 Ibid. 




particular Sufi vocal sound for female voice that was passionate, embodied, and yet verging on 
androgynous.   
 
The Inaugural Festival and its Discontents 
After the first Jahan-e Khusrau festival in 2001, independent scholar Yousuf Saeed wrote 
a critical review—not of the performers, but of Muzaffar Ali’s staging of the music festival. 
Entitled “Musical Noise in Arab ki Sarai,” the review begins with an ad hominem attack on the 
festival founder and director, with an aside dig at the audience: 
Muzaffar Ali has this unusual gift of being able to rope in some of the best 
talent at the right time and the right place—without probably fully 
understanding the implications—and then being able to walk away with the 
limelight, as most of his extravagant ‘creations’ turn out to be quite exciting 
for the half-ignorant audience; the classic example being his film Umrao 
Jan. The areas he delves into—Urdu and Persian literature, aristocratic 
muslim culture, Islamic mysticism and so on—are generally considered rare 
and exotic; not many others are trying their hands on these, and therefore 
Ali tends to be taken seriously with whatever he presents. 35 
 
I discovered this review after I had already come to similar conclusions about the conflicting 
values of this festival, which is caught between the irreconcilable goals of bringing Khusrau and 
other Sufi poets to the unenlightened masses, on the one hand, and promoting Muzaffar Ali’s 
self-created persona as the aristocratic custodian of the vanished high culture of Islamicate India, 
on the other.  
Saeed also points out this conflict. He quotes, presumably, from advertisements for the 
festival and then continues his critique:  
[The festival] was supposed to be ‘an attempt to take Khusrau to every child 
and intellectual across the length and breadth of India and to all corners of 
the world.’ But what it actually did was to further obscure the 13th century 
poet-mystic in an almost cacophony of musical noise as the artists of very 
                                                 
35 http://www.angelfire.com/sd/urdumedia/jahan.html 




different styles and cultures were pitted against each other on-stage to show 
that Khusro’s music and poetry transcends geographical boundaries. 36 
 
Saeed’s main criticism is that Muzaffar Ali, in order to promote his notion of “global Sufism,” 
introduced the unsuccessful innovation of having artists from different countries “jam” on stage 
together to the lyrics of Khusrau. His claim is that the audience came to hear the headlined 
Pakistani artist Abida Paveen alone, not jamming with Tunisian and Iranian musicians. Of course 
Saeed is biased in his own way: his career is founded on his scholarship about Amir Khusrau, 
and he was clearly distracted by seeing Tunisian musicians performing with little knowledge of 
Khusrau’s poetry playing backup to Abida Parveen. In Saeed’s opinion, the poetry should have 
been the exclusive priority of the festival, and not the musical experimentation. Indeed we see 
that going forward, the festival fairly quickly evolved away from being exclusively about 
Khusrau, and expanded, under Muzaffar Ali’s direction, into the more nebulous world of 
international Sufi “fusionism.” From this point of view, Muzaffar Ali was ahead of his time in 
attempting to forge a transnational Sufi synthesis in the very first Jahan-e Khusrau festival in 
2001 but, as Saeed asserts, his innovations came at the expense of artistic integrity.  
Saeed, based on his personal experience of attending the festival, further claims that 
having so many artists of differing styles on stage together created cacophony rather than the 
hoped-for glorious synthesis, although he is consciously taking the stance of a purist in his 
review. Do the recordings of these performances as released on audio CD reflect Yousuf Saeed’s 
observations? Saeed claims that during the entire festival Abida Parveen never performed alone 
but always in combination with other musicians of mismatched styles. If this is the case, then 
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most of the tracks of the recording are not in fact live recordings from the festival;37 they seem to 
contain only Abida Parveen’s voice accompanied by a traditional harmonium-tabla 
accompaniment, contrary to Saeed’s sonic experience at the festival. It is certainly possible that 
Muzaffar Ali took Saeed’s criticisms into account when releasing the CD set by replacing most 
of the live recordings with studio recordings. 
In any case, the track listing on the CD set is as follows: 
Disc Track Title Artists38 
1 1 Chaap Tilak  Abida Parveen 
2 Mo Se Bolo Na Abida Parveen 
3 Akbaroo Lotfi Bouchnak (Tunisia) 
4 Man Kunto Maula Abida Parveen 
2 1 Aaj Rang Hai Abida Parveen 
 2 Tori Surat Ke Balihari Abida Parveen 
 3 Chashm E Maste Ajabe Abida Parveen and Lotfi Bouchnak (Tunisia) 
 
Only two of these tracks do not consist of solos by Abida Parveen. The third track on 
Disc 3 is a solo by the Tunisian classical singer Lotfi Bouchnak, who is the only other artist 
listed by name in the liner notes to the CD set. Bouchnak is not a Sufi artist, but rather one of 
Tunisia’s most famous singers in the classical Arabic tradition, often compared to singers like 
Oum Kalthoum.  
The third track on the second disc is the only one actually to feature a duet between 
Abida Parveen and Lotfi Bouchnak, and this track also includes audible non-Indian percussion 
instruments like daf (Arab frame drum) and oud (Arab short-necked lute). It was evidently this 
performance about which Saeed wrote, “Only one song which sounded to be bringing some 
                                                 
37Jahan-e-Khusrau: realm of the heart: excerpts from the live recording of Jahan-e-Khusrau festival held at Delhi 
on Friday, 23rd and Saturday 24th March, 2001. Sound recording: audio compact disc. 2001. Mumbai: Times 
Music. 
38 The artists’ names are not given in the liner notes: this information is based on my own listening. 




synergy between the three groups in terms of music as well as the poetry, was Chashme-maste-
ajabe—a beautiful ghazal of Amir Khusro.” 39   
I will analyze this track in more detail in order to demonstrate how Abida Parveen’s 
voice was deployed at the first Jahan-e Khusrau festival, and to argue that indeed, Saeed is 
accurate in his criticism of Muzaffar Ali’s attempts at creating a fusion between two very 
different musical traditions. The track opens with a finger roll on a daf, which soon acquires a 
rhythmic pulse. The daf player continues to play varied rhythms for almost two minutes. At 
about 1:50, a regular pulse begins on a pitched drum, possibly the dayan (right-hand) tabla, and 
going forward there seems to be a tabla playing hide and seek with the daf-dominated sound. At 
exactly 3:00 minutes the texture changes completely, although remaining exclusively percussion. 
The tabla becomes more prominent, but other drums join in as well including what sounds like a 
darbuka (Arab goblet drum). At 3:20 the harmonium eases into the texture, and immediately 
Abida Parveen’s voice enters with the opening four lines of the song, beginning: “Chashm-i 
mast-i ajab-i,” which Muzaffar Ali translates as “O wondrous eyes full of langour.” Even though 
Abida’s range includes a very strong low register, she seems to be struggling here at the very 
bottom of her range. Perhaps the relatively low modal center was selected to accommodate Lotfi 
Bouchnak’s vocal range, or to give Abida headroom for later improvisations in a higher register. 
Nevertheless it is somewhat uncomfortable to listen to. 
After Abida’s opening verses, there is a brief interlude in which we can faintly hear 
various other accompaniment instruments: Saeed mentions seeing violin, violin cello, 
synthesizer, flute, santoor, dafs, ney, sarod, guitar, harmonium, ḍholak, etc. but in this recording 
only flute/ney and santoor are audibly identifiable. At 4:13 Abida’s voice re-enters, with some 
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improvisation using the word “Maula” (Lord). Abida continues to improvise freely, using lyrics 
in modern Urdu which are not by Khusrau. At several points her voice breaks and becomes 
rough, perhaps indicating the strain of performing with so many accompanists to compete with. 
At about 6:11, she returns to Khusrau’s four lines.  
The voice of Lotfi Bouchnak enters at 6:56 with a high sustained note on “Maula” and 
continues to sing in Arabic. As he sings, multiple neys emerge from the percussion texture to 
provide heterophonic decoration. The Arabic text, although not comprehensible to non-Muslim 
members of the audience, includes words recognizable to most Hindi speakers: “habibi 
(beloved),” “noor (divine light),” “rasool (the Messenger),” and others. Bouchnak is improvising 
around only a few pitches, but he employs pitch glides, two-note trills, and other virtuosic vocal 
techniques from the Arabic classical repertoire.  
At 9:42 Abida returns with “Chashm-i mast-i…” This time too she begins to improvise 
with Urdu lyrics in praise of Hazrat Ali, the son-in-law of the Prophet. Apart from the refrain 
sung to Khusrau’s words, the other sections of this performance have little melodic motion per 
se. It is a hallmark of Muzaffar Ali’s musical productions to feature long episodes of 
improvisation using the basic rāg of the piece that avoid settling into a bandish, or composed 
melody. On the one hand, this helps emphasize the poetry, which is Muzaffar Ali’s priority, but 
on the other hand it makes the piece feel rather static. Audiences, in my experience, expect to 
hear vocal virtuosity by performers like Abida Parveen, but they also prefer songs with 
recognizable tunes. The kind of improvisation that Abida does here, presumably at Muzaffar 
Ali’s urging, is reminiscent of Hindustani “classical” elaboration of a rāg, but without the larger 
structural framework that dictates traditional rāg development and lends it forward momentum. 
This may be the kind of technique that causes Saeed to question Muzaffar Ali’s understanding of 




the true value and talent of his star performers, and to accuse the audience of being ignorant for 
liking this kind of uninformed musical hash.  
For the rest of the twenty-minute track, the two performers take turns singing. The 
improvisation becomes increasingly free-form, and the lyrics seem to be pulled out of a grab-bag 
of Muslim phrases. Bouchnak returns often to “Maula” as his lexical home base, while Abida 
throws in epithets of the Prophet, Hazrat Ali, and others. At one point she brings in quotations 
from the Qur’an:  
Qul hū Allahu ahad,     Say, Allah is one 
Allahu assamad,     He is Eternal 
lam yalid wa lam yūlad   He has not given birth, nor was he born 
wa lam yakun lahu kufuwan ahadu40   And none is equivalent to him 
This is all very well: where Abida might have slipped into sargam (singing note-names), she 
refrains, probably in deference to Bouchnak, and they both continue with what might be called 
stock Sufi verbiage.  
Both Abida’s and Bouchnak’s voices are powerfusl enough, and nuanced enough, to 
carry the music to a frenetic conclusion, but the overall effect is disappointing. I cannot help but 
agree with Yousuf Saeed: “whether it achieved anything musically or intellectually is hard to 
say.” Indeed, Saeed’s comments apply to subsequent festivals as well: by turning the festival into 
an experiment in the fusion of world musics, its express objective of uniting the world through 
love is obscured and even endangered.  
The 2002 festival was more positively received in many ways, but journalist S. Kalidas, 
reviewing the second Jahan-e Khusrau in the Indian News Magazine had a few criticisms of his 
own. In a review entitled “Neo-Sufism: Jahan-e-Khusrau at Humayun Tomb becomes a big hit,” 
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41 Kalidas confirms Saeed’s impression that there is something ersatz about the festival, and that 
it is more exclusive than universal. “In the tantalising party that is Sufism, Amir Khusrau may 
have been dazed by a mystic haze. But all of Delhi (at least all People Like Us) knows where it 
spent three balmy spring nights in simulated rapture last week.” Kalidas goes on to characterize 
the second edition of the festival as more marketing than mysticism, using terms like 
“sanctimonius,” “excessive ornamentation,” and “slicker presentation.” He also cites several 
authentic Sufis from the nearby Nizamuddin Shrine, who opine that delving into Sufism, even if 
it is a watered-down or mixed up variety, can only be a good thing in this fractious world.  
Most importantly, Kalidas quotes the then Chief Minister of Delhi, Sheila Dikshit, who 
also co-sponsored the festival, saying “[the festival] is just the sort of spiritual balm that is 
needed in the country today.” Kalidas goes on to assert that Ms. Dikshit is “referring to the 
cynical orgy of Hindu-Muslim violence in Gujarat.” The 2002 Gujarat Riots, the worst Hindu-
Muslim riots since Indian Independence in terms of death tolls, had transpired just days before 
the festival, at the end of February. Kalidas’s interpretation of Dikshit’s statement would 
certainly have been shared by Muzaffar Ali, who had never attempted to make a clear distinction 
between India-Pakistan friendship and Hindu-Muslim friendship within India, particularly with 
regard to the objectives of the festival.  
 
The Festival Albums 
As part of the festival marketing, each performance was recorded for release in various 
combinations of audio CD and DVD format from 2001 through at least 2012, after which 
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& The Arts section, March 25.  




YouTube seems to have taken over. Each album release includes a program booklet with detailed 
liner notes, poetry in multiple languages in Roman transliteration with translations by Muzaffar 
Ali. The booklets and the entire media package are designed by Muzaffar Ali’s partner Meera 
Ali, who is credited as producer of the festivals as well as the ephemera (tickets, posters, 
programmes) and the CD/DVD releases. They are published by Samā World Sufi Music and 
Kotwara Studios, both of which are companies directed by Muzaffar Ali. “Kotwara” refers to 
Muzaffar Ali’s royal lineage: his ancestors were nawabs in the Princely State of Awadh in north 
central India. The Kotwara logo is a coat of arms (Fig. 4.6), with (reading from top to bottom) a 
crown, a water buffalo head, two crossed swords, two stellated plumes, two flying horses 
rampant, and below all, a banner with the Latin motto “Finis Coronat Opus” (The End Crowns 
the Work). The Princely States including Kotwara were abolished within a decade of 
Independence, but Muzaffar Ali, like many members of India’s dispossessed royalty, retains 
prominence in political and cultural arenas by leveraging his inherited cultural capital and India’s 
nostalgia for its royal past.  
 
Figure 4.6: Muzaffar Ali’s Kotwara Coat of Arms.42 
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Muzaffar Ali’s Kotwara website traces his professional and personal journey from his 
student days at La Martiniere in Lucknow and Aligarh Muslim University through his 
employment with Air India, to his film-making and work in other art forms. The website text 
emphasizes the deep influence of Sufism on his work.  
Starting with the 2003 release, these albums usually consist of four discs, three of which 
are audio CDs, and the fourth of which is a video DVD of excerpts from the festival. The format 
is a hardbound 10”x 6” trifold. The digital discs are snapped into the outer flaps of the trifold, 
while the middle section holds a booklet printed in color. The discs themselves are in four 
different colors, but each has the proliferation of Urdu letters, as well as the Sama and Kotwara 
logos.  
In order to understand how the festivals were memorialized and presented for those who 
could not attend, I will look more closely at the 2004 volume. I will describe in detail the design, 
including motifs evoking Sufism and other Islamicate influences, as well as the textual and 
musical content, in order to find further evidence of the festival’s aesthetic and political 
motivations. The front cover of the 2004 volume is a muted mauve with a band of chartreuse at 
the bottom. The full title is: “Muzaffar Ali’s / Jahan-e-Khusrau / The Realm of the Heart / 4th 
International Sufi Music Festival, 2004 / Dedicated to Amir Khusrau” (slashes indicate line 
breaks). Above and below the title are multi-colored overlapping and interlocking Urdu letters 
written in a very loose calligraphic style. They seem to be the letters that spell “Khusrau” in 
Urdu/Persian: خ، س، ر، و but these are not joined to each other as they would normally be: خسرو . 
Other letters may be present as well; it is hard to decipher.  
Upon opening the first (left-hand) flap, we see the dorsum of the right-hand flap, on 
which there is another purple field with the faint background image of a cusped arch. Down the 




left-hand margin are more Urdu letters, as if they have spilled over from the front cover. In the 
upper center is an instance of Arabic calligraphy reading “Wa huwa ‘ala kullay shay’in qadīr 
(And Allah has power over all things)” whose various strokes form a dome and four minarets, 
continuing the Islamic visual motif.43  
Below this, in very stylized script, is a couplet in English translation: 
“There is no grief if I turn to dust in the path that leads to thee 
But I will grieve if the wind does not take this dust to thee” - Khusrau 
 
Below this is the note: “A translation of Amir Khusrau by Muzaffar Ali.” 
 
Figure 4.7: Embossed cover of booklet from the Jahan-e Khusrau 2004 CD release. 
                                                 
43 Calligraphy in the several languages that use the Arabic alphabet or one of its adaptations (for example, Persian, 
Urdu) is an art form that exchanges beauty for legibility. In normal writing (and typing) the letters connect to one 
another in a logical, predictable way. In calligraphy, however, they may connect in unexpected ways, be displaced in 
any direction, and be drawn interlocking with their mirror images. Often the letters form representations of 
buildings, animals, or other symbols, further interfering with deciphering of the base text. It is misleading to call this 
“Urdu calligraphy” or “Persian calligraphy” because the texts are generally in Arabic, and reflect religious phrases 
or proper names. 





The booklet enclosed carries on the main design themes of the trifold, but in a darker 
puce, with the Urdu letters embossed rather than printed in contrasting colors (Fig. 4.7). The first 
page is a charcoal grey in color making the text barely stand out from the background. The 
background contains a superimposed image of two hands with joined palms superimposed on an 
architectural cross-sectional diagram of a domed structure which might be Humayun’s tomb, or 
any other Mughal style domed tomb. The “praying” hands icon is interesting because it does not 
evoke prayer to Muslims but rather supplication, or even begging for forgiveness or mercy. 
Muslims generally pray with palms upturned toward heaven rather than clasped together. The 
palm-to-palm image also evokes the Hindu-secular “Namaste” gesture (Fig. 4.8).  
 
Figure 4.8: First page of booklet from the Jahan-e Khusrau 2004 CD release. 
 
Below this combination of symbols the following text appears: 
“Jahan-e Khusrau 
Fills up the urn of love 
Recreates memories of moments 
That mystic poets have left 




As legacies for the human race 
In flashes of spiritual ascent… 
The Realm of the Heart 
Is a world without walls… 
It is a reinforcement of global oneness…” 
 
Although this text begins in the style of a kitschy greeting card, it concludes with a succinct 
statement of the festival’s primary goal: breaking down walls and joining the world into a single 
“Realm of the Heart.”  
This message is elaborated on the verso of the first page, under the Arabic statement of 
the Muslim credo: “La Ilaha Il-Allah, Muhammad Ar-Rasool Allah” (There is no god but God, 
and Muhammad is the messenger of God”:  
The same resonance is felt in voices from the four corners of our vast land [India] 
as it is from beyond our frontiers…from Kashmir, Rajasthan, Awadh, Delhi, 
Hyderabad, Bengal, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Punjab... From Sindh in Pakistan…From 
Israel, Iran, Bangla Desh [sic] / From Turkey, Tunisia, Morocco…The Realm of the 
Heart engulfs Zoroastrians, Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Jews … All 
differences fade away, and logic takes a back seat, before the poetry of Surrender to 
prove that Human beings are one race. (ellipses and capitalization as in the original 
text) 
 
Again, this text circles around the idea of uniting diverse faiths, locales, and nationalities. Here, 
as in Meera Ali’s list of countries in the film discussed above, Pakistan is not foregrounded but 
rather slipped in in a long list, and then as the location of the province of Sindh, rather than as a 
nation in its own right. Indeed, the “location” of Sindh is implicated in the flawed ontology of 
the Partition; Sindh, which territorially lies wholly in Pakistan, is the homeland of many Hindus, 
a large percentage of whom migrated to India or elsewhere after Partition. Sindh thus “exists” 
outside of Pakistan in a diffuse diaspora.  




Compare the 2004 album design scheme to the 2017 festival program cover (Fig. 4.9). 
Note that the “Realm of the Heart” subtitle has been replaced with “The Joy of Oneness.”44 The 
Arabic calligraphy is still prominent, now in the shape of a lion, but the “floating letters” theme 
has receded: the letters are still present, but they have now become an indecipherable jumble in 
the background. The theme of Oneness is also carried into the program: Muzaffar Ali has 
selected the following rubai (quatrain) from Amir Khusrau as an epigram for the program 
booklet: 
Man tu shudam tu man shudi 
Man tan shudam tu jaan shudi 
Ta kas na goyad baad azeen 
Man deegaram tu deegari 
 - Amir Khusrau 
Let me become you and you become me 
I the body, you the soul 
That in time to come none may say 
We were separate beings 
 
What is missing from the 2017 program, however, is any explicit mention of “global oneness” or 
the breaking down of borders. The “Joy of Oneness” could be understood to refer to the spiritual 
union/annihilation of the soul with God, the final stage of the Sufi path,45 as mirrored in the 
devotion of Khusrau for his spiritual master Nizamuddin. However the rubai, as quoted by the 
festival organizers, could also be understood to refer to a possible reconciliation between India 
and Pakistan, nations that once were united and could—by some miracle—be united again. In 
any case the theme is left open to interpretation, and the rest of the program contains no 
additional clues. 
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union with the divine, and indeed, South Asian Sufism was heavily influenced by the Bhakti movement and vice 
versa. These were not two separate parallel movements, but one pan-South Asian complex of thought diffusing 
throughout the pre-modern period. 





Figure 4.9: Jahan-e Khusrau program booklet cover from the 2017 festival. 
 
Returning to the 2003 album, let us look more closely at the first track on the first disc: a 
remarkable performance by Abida Parveen. The performance consists of Abida singing a single 
poem for 63 minutes and 39 seconds: “Gar yakin danam ke bar man aashiqui [sic] (If I believe in 
your love for me).” Like the example previously examined from the 2001 festival, this 
performance includes musical fusion at the instrumental level: the booklet tells us that Abida 
Parveen is accompanied by an “Iranian Orchestra” with Masood Habibi on daf.  
In the 2003 album booklet we find the following statement: 




Over the three years, Abida Parveen’s rendering at Jahan e Khusrau has had this 
special flavor…She finds herself, all that she knows and feels, in just one ghazal 
penned centuries ago which has been looking for a voice, a melody, a music. And 
through this one ghazal she connects with the vocabulary of her heart. This ghazal 
becomes a living miracle of creativity, with its own musical ensemble; its own 
mystical grammar…an original tribute to Jahan e Khusrau. 
 
This text “intro” to the ghazal is followed by a partial translation of the ghazal itself by Muzaffar 
Ali; he has loosely translated the Persian portions so I have supplied the translation of the Urdu. 
The text of the ghazal, attributed to Shams Tabriz and/or Rumi, with an additional Urdu verse by 
Syed Zia Rizvi, is as follows: 
[In Farsi and Urdu: Urdu in italics] 
Gar yaqin danam ke bar man ashiqi 
Az jamale khesh hairanat kunam 
Dilbar-e janan-e man kar de karam 
Jaise mumkin ho tu rakh mera bharam 
Bas ghadi bhar ke liye a ja sanam 
Arzu daram ke mehmanat kunam 
Jan o dil e aye dost qurbanat kunam 
Dil pe mere chot kuch aisi lagi 
Har nafas badhne lagi divangi 
Unki ankhon ne kaha mujhse yahi 
Gar yaqin danam ke bar man ashiqi 
Az jamale khesh hairanat kunam 
Tere dar tak aa gaya deewanawar 
Ab fida ho jaanga parwanawar 
Sar bhi hazir kar diya mastanawar 
Garche tarke sar kuni mardanawar 
Hum chun Ismail qurbanat kunam 
 
 
If I believe in your love for me I will become that 
beloved 
Who will bewilder you with her awesome beauty 
 Beloved, soul of my life, have mercy 
 If possible protect my dignity 
 Just come to me for a moment, beloved 
My heart forever will become Your host 
My life and soul will belong to Thee [O friend] 
 I have sustained such a wound in my heart 
 That every nerve exacerbates my passion 
 His eyes said the same thing to me 
If I believe in your love for me I will become that 
beloved 
Who will bewilder you with her awesome beauty 
 The love-crazed one has reached your door 
 Now the moth will be sacrificed 
 The mad one has even offered his head 
And O my Love, for my love for You 
Like Ismail, I will lay the head of whom I love the most 
Ghazal attributed to Shams Tabriz/Rumi 
With Urdu verse by Syed Zia Alvi 
Rendered by Abida Parveen, Pakistan 
With Iranian Orchestra led by Masood Habibi on the Daf 
 
This macaronic poem is in the tradition of, and a conscious nod to, Amir Khusrau, whose 
fourteenth century ghazal “Zehal-e miskeen makun taghaful / duraye naina banayi batiyan” is 




famous as a combination of Persian and medieval Hindvi.46 This combination of texts 
demonstrates linguistically Khusrau’s—and Muzaffar Ali’s—ideology of breaking down barriers 
through cross-border combinations and collaborations. If Muzaffar Ali followed his standard 
operating procedure, this text—or rather collation of texts—was chosen by Muzaffar Ali himself 
and given to Abida Parveen to sing. In the interview film, made many years later, Muzaffar Ali 
had described the way he puts the festival program together by selecting “Sufi poems” and 
giving them to artists to sing at the festival. Although he doesn’t do so explicitly here, on his 
other commercial Sufi albums Muzaffar Ali takes credit for the musical compositions,47 although 
he is not otherwise known as a composer, or what in the South Asian entertainment industry is 
termed a “music director.” It is not clear, however, in a genre that consists largely of 
improvisation, what Muzaffar Ali’s compositional input entails. When Abida Parveen sings this 
ghazal, and other poems in the festival, they are in “light classical” style, by which I mean that 
they have the characteristics of a rāg performance, rather than those of a pre-composed ghazal or 
popular song. They generally begin with extended ālāp (loose improvisation without percussion) 
and then proceed with repetition and variation of a single strand of melody according to the 
chosen rāg (modal-motivic infrastructure). There is not really a recognizable or memorable tune. 
Perhaps Muzaffar Ali suggested a particular rāg to Abida Parveen, or a particular “mukhḍā” 
(motivic fragment). In most cases the lyrics themselves suggest a meter and melodic contour.  
The track begins with a violin introduction accompanied by harmonium, but it is not yet 
an ālāp, rather it sounds like the instrumentalists are warming up. We hear snatches of other 
                                                 
46 “Hindvi” was the Persian term for any local language in India. Khusrau was from the Braj-speaking region of 
India and thus his Hindvi bears closest resemblance to what came to be called Braj Bhasha.  
47 See for example Raqs-e-Bismil (2000).  




instruments in the background, but the harmonium and violin are the most prominent. Abida 
Parveen enters at 0:40 with the actual ālāp, sung to the phrases “O Miyān (O Master)” and “O jī 
Maulā (O Lord).” She then declaims an introductory Urdu couplet not taken from the poem to be 
sung, with minimal melodic improvisation and little repetition:  
Jisne dekhā mar hī gayā terī chashm-e siyā humein hai jādū 
Ghair kā dhokhā mujhko nah de tujh mein main aur mujh mein tū 
 
(Whoever saw it simply died, your eyes of black are magic to me 
Don’t deceive me with separateness, I am in you and you are in me) 
 
This couplet introduces the central Sufi theme of divine union as well as the subsidiary theme of 
the love’s beauty, expressed through the organs of vision, as fatal magic.  
The main composition starts almost immediately after the couplet at 3:18. The tāl is 
rūpak, a seven beat, light classical tāl. Abida gives the tempo by singing the first line of the poem 
and the tabla enters toward the end of line. The daf enters a few cycles later and plays on the sam 
(downbeat) only when Abida is singing, but fills out the tāl between repetitions of the refrain. At 
about 4:45 Abida takes the first Urdu phrase of the poem “Dilbar-e janan-e man” and repeats it 
several times, rising in pitch, volume, and intensity each time. After this climactic moment, she 
subsides back into the previous texture. At 5:20 she riffs on “Maula” briefly and then goes off 
script, in other words veering away from the poem to insert an unrelated couplet as she had done 
at the beginning. This is a common qawwali technique, where the lead singer takes the 
opportunity extemporaneously to insert illustrative couplets into the text at hand. As in qawwali 
style, this couplet is not set to the primary tune, but sung in declamatory style. Indeed, this song, 
as sung by Abida Parveen, has no tune per se beyond the first-line refrain. Abida sings all the 
verses in a free improvisatory style, and the interpolated couplets in declamatory style. At 6:00 
her voice recedes and the drums take over briefly, appearing to re-infuse the music with energy 




as the singer flags. Already by this point Abida’s voice is acquiring rough edges: her high range 
cracks uncomfortably and some of her low notes don’t speak cleanly. This seems to tell us that 
the declamatory style is putting a greater strain on her voice than it is accustomed to bear.    
The music continues to unfold in waves, sometimes rising, sometimes falling, as Abida 
trades the spotlight with the instrumentalists. Additional extraneous couplets are inserted but 
Abida returns to the one-line refrain after each flight. Names like “Ali” and “Muhammad” as 
well as titles like “Rasool (Messenger)” are inserted at peak moments to carry the trajectory of 
the music and to re-inscribe its essentially Islamic context.  
Certain moments sound peculiar, as though Abida is losing control of her own voice, 
which is unusual in light of her remarkable stamina. Perhaps this technique enhances the sense of 
ecstasy: controlled loss of musical precision symbolizing the imminent dissolution of the self. 
One such example happens at 11:24. Although there is no YouTube video of this particular 
performance, multiple videos exist of Abida’s other performances at Jahan-e Khusrau, and one 
can assume that this moment of performed passion is accompanied by her trademark 
gesticulations and head-tosses.  
The 63 minutes of the track are filled by alternating refrains and declamatory passages. It 
is surprising how little Abida actually uses from the text of the poem as given in the booklet. On 
the one hand this demonstrates her enormous repertory of Sufi kalām, but on the other hand this 
practice prevents the piece from ever coalescing into a song. It remains a long, straggling tour de 
force of Abida’s vocal and literary gifts and a testament to her stamina, but it is the infectious 7-
beat rhythm that stays in the ear rather than any particular strand of melody. The so-called 
Iranian Orchestra remains subservient to Abida, and its short interjectory moments sound more 
like filler music than flights of inspiration.  




At about the one-hour mark, the tempo begins to increase and Abida starts to play with 
the rhythm using a series of interlocking tihāī (rhythmic cadential patterns like extended 
hemiolas), but she does not attain or sustain the frenzy one expects from her. In my opinion, this 
performance, too, leaves something to be desired as both an expression of the innate 
Khusrauvian ecstasy and as a musical fusion of cultures. Muzaffar Ali encourages the festival 
artists to improvise performances to new poetry of his choosing, and discourages them from 
singing the repertory that has made them famous unless it is based on works of Khusrau or other 
Chishti poet-saints. One can only infer that the experience of merely hearing Abida Parveen’s 
voice, and knowing she is a musical ambassador for Pakistan, is enough to draw the desired 
audience to the festival. If listeners expect to hear Abida Parveen’s greatest hits, they will be 
disappointed. This begs the larger question of why Muzaffar Ali insists on such a high degree of 
artistic control over the festival performers. I argue that he and his team have designed the 
festival as an integrated, choreographed spectacle, rather than as a showcase for particular 
performers. And these performers are valued more for who they are and where they’re from, than 
for what they actually sing.  
Conclusions 
From 2001 to 2013, the Jahan-e Khusrau festival constituted an important vector for 
Pakistani artists like Abida Parveen to reach Indian listeners. Accompanying CD releases of 
festival performances as well as other thematic CD albums by Muzaffar Ali served to expand the 
limited audience of the festival itself. Every aspect of the festival positions Muzaffar Ali’s brand 
of South Asian Sufism as the best hope for overcoming not only the divisions that plague India 
internally, but also the Indo-Pak conflict and indeed, international tensions more broadly. The 
inclusion of Pakistani artists from the festival’s inception was thus a key element in Muzaffar 




Ali’s strategy of bringing enemy nations together in the spirit of oneness. The project’s overall 
legitimacy as a world Sufi music festival depended, to a significant extent, on collaborations with 
Pakistani artists because Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan had established Pakistan as the South Asian 
leader in producing Sufi musicians. 
Muzaffar Ali’s stated goal for the Jahan-e Khusrau Festival is to heal society through the 
intervention of Sufi saints, invoked by the performance of their poetry by artists from around the 
world. The festival reflects his commitment to bringing this music to “the people” of India. The 
only problem with this scenario is that the festival itself is conceived as an elitist production. The 
limitations of the space, the difficulty of obtaining invitational passes, the way “you have to 
know someone” to get admission at all, delimit the physical and musical space of the festival and 
restrict access to its healing powers. Meanwhile, Muzaffar Ali himself projects an elitist image 
with his over-the-shoulder tied sweater, his leather jacket, his royal crest, and his fireside chat 
appearances.  
The production values of the festival, its overly conscious juxtapositions of diverse 
national styles and genres, its artsy backdrops and lighting, evoke a postmodern milieu that is 
miles away from the Sufi world of Amir Khusrau in conception just as it is centuries away in 
time. And starting with the 2017 festival, the festival’s work of cultural diplomacy has also been 
compromised, with Pakistani artists removed from the festival roster. Muzaffar Ali has shifted 
the focus away from the breaking down of barriers between communities and nations toward a 
more diffuse notion of romantic/spiritual love. Nevertheless, it is to be hoped that Muzaffar Ali’s 
sincere calls for religious coexistence, peace, and tolerance, as embodied in the earlier Jahan-e 
Khusrau festivals, will not be silenced by the encroaching forces of “hardness” that he deplores.  




After the turn of the new millennium, Jahan-e Khusrau was essentially the only vector by 
which live performances by Pakistani Sufi artists could reach Indian consumers, but Bollywood 
music directors were simultaneously rediscovering Pakistani singing voices, driven to some 
extent by the global Sufi music revival. I say “rediscovering” because the Indian cinema had had 
a prior fling with Pakistani voices in the late 1970s and early 1980s. This first wave, which 
consisted almost exclusively of women’s voices, will be examined in Chapter 5. The second 
wave, post-2000, will comprise the subject of Chapter 6.  







CHAPTER 5: “SOMEONE LIKE YOU”: FEMALE PAKISTANI PLAYBACK VOICES 
 
 
The volume on my old Sony player was turned low. Rasoolan Bai 
was singing a Chaiti, ‘Yahin thaiyan motiya hiraee gaeli Rama.’1 
Kesar Bai was undoubtedly our most accomplished female 
Hindustani vocalist, but Rasoolan was surely our most erotic. She 
had a deep, gravelly, masculine voice, quite unlike the high-pitched 
virginal, permanently adolescent voice that has come to dominate 
our collective imagination through Bollywood soundtracks. (My 
father, a scholar of Hindustani classical music, thought Rasoolan 
was profane…). I could picture the string of pearls she sang about 
being broken in the urgency of lovemaking, her voice languorously 
following the beads as the skittered around the bedroom floor. (Ah 
yes, there was a time when a Muslim courtesan could so hauntingly 
invoke a Hindu deity.) (Arundhati Roy, 2017, 171) 
 
In this chapter and the next, I will explore the relatively rare phenomenon of Pakistani 
singers singing playback for Indian films, and changes in timbres and vocality that accompanied 
their incursions into the Indian songscape. This happened in two, fairly circumscribed phases 
that are articulated in terms of chronology and gender. Between 1976 and 1985, four Pakistani 
women singers appeared in the Bollywood songscape: Runa Laila, Nazia Hassan, Salma Agha, 
and Reshma. 2 Likewise, between 2004 and 2017 four men singers rose to prominence: Rahat 
                                                 
1 My translation from Bhojpuri: “It was right here that my pearl was dropped, Rama.” The reference is to the loss of 
virginity, via the courtesan euphemism of “removing the nose-ring” referring to the virgin courtesan’s first night of 
professional sex. The mention of “Rama” complicates the multiple layers of allusion and personae: “Rama” can 
refer non-specifically to “God,” but in the Chaiti genre, the lyrics often refer to Rama as the husband of Sita and the 
divine hero of the Ramayana. Arundhati Roy is alluding to this latter interpretation in her text. 
2 I will use the term Bollywood for sheer convenience, while acknowledging its fraught connotations. The 
alternatives, for example, “Hindi Cinema” and “Indian Cinema,” are misleading for a variety of reasons: “Hindi” 
films, and especially their film songs, are not in the Hindi register, but rather in the Urdu register of Hindi-Urdu. 
And the Hindi-Urdu cinema accounts for only about a third of the films produced in India, other large segments 
being comprised by the Tamil and Telugu film industries. 




Fateh Ali Khan, Atif Aslam, Adnan Sami, and Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan. I argue that these 
Pakistani voices were able to conquer the Indian film songscape in these two periods due to a 
combination of factors including shifts in political climate, restructuring of the playback 
industry, and changes in public tastes with regard to film song.3 More specifically, I argue that 
first, the 1971 war between India and Pakistan, Pakistan’s loss, and the secession of Bangladesh 
disrupted the Pakistani music industry and gave Pakistani singers the impetus to try to enter the 
Indian market. Second, as the Indian playback industry lost some of its old guard to death or 
retirement, space opened up in India for new playback singers and new kinds of voices. Third, 
the late 1970s and 1980s witnessed a swing in tastes among Indian film consumers that came to 
mark a new phase Bollywood that might be termed neo-post-modernism. This included disparate 
elements like the revival of folk and ghazal genres, as well a brief love affair with disco.4  
I will engage with each of these singers and their representative songs in brief case 
studies, examining how their respective vocal styles interacted with playback consumers’ 
expectations with regard to genre, competition, and tradition. Central to my analysis is a focus on 
vocal quality and style, related to the Hindi-Urdu notion of “gāyakī,” with respect both the 
positioning of vocal timbres and textures within the sonic vocal space of Bollywood, and with 
respect to the interpenetration of image and sound, that is, of Pakistani voices “speaking” for 
Indian—and, in one case, Pakistani—actors. In this chapter I reassert the existence of a 
distinctive Pakistani vocal sound-space which is deployed in the Bollywood songscape in 
particular ways to do particular work. The specific work that each woman’s voice does is 
                                                 
3 Many scholars have studied the form and function of Bollywood film song (Arnold 1991; Aziz 2012; Beaster-
Jones 2015; Beaster-Jones and Sarrazin 2017; Booth 2008, 2014; Gopal 2008; Hogan 2008; Morcom 2007; Ranade 
2006; Slobin 2008), and I draw upon their foundational scholarship as relevant to this chapter and the next. 
4 Appendix D contains a rough chronology of Pakistani singers in Bollywood.   




different: 16-year old Nazia Hassan becomes the ambassador of disco, Reshma leverages her 
rough-edged voice to reference a folk music idom, Salma Agha wins renown as an actor who can 
also sing ghazals, and Runa Laila starts by edging into the space not yet vacated by Asha Bhosle, 
but quickly achieves fame with the non-film Sufi hit “Damadam Mast Qalandar” discussed in 
Chapter 2. 
The salient aspect of the intervention of Pakistani voices in the Indian filmi songscape, 
and the aspect that makes this particular vector different from all of the others in this study, is 
that in the majority of cases examined in this chapter, the Pakistani voice is performing playback 
for an Indian actor. In other words, for the duration of the songs in question, we are seeing an 
Indian actor on screen lip-synching the words to a Pakistani singing voice.5 This aural 
masquerade has important repercussions for my overall argument that Indian consumption of 
Pakistani voices was driven to a large extent by the understanding that both nations share a 
common musical language and culture that transcends national boundaries and ideological 
barriers. In film, we no longer have to deal directly with the physical presence of the singer’s 
body—so crucial to the festival events of Chapter 4—or the singer’s image on an album cover as 
discussed in Chapter 3.6  
As described in Chapters 2 and 3, Pakistani vocalists who became known in India in the 
1970s were more or less confined to the genre niche of the ghazal. Even a singer like Mehdi 
                                                 
5 In one sense, Pakistani voices had always been a feature of the Indian filmi songscape. Singers like Mohammad 
Rafi, Noor Jahan, and Suraiya were born in or near Lahore, but before the creation of Pakistan in 1947. Although 
only Noor Jahan ever lived in Pakistan post-1947, all three had voices that evinced “Pakistani-ness” or “Punjabi-
ness”; these are qualities which have been discussed in previous chapters and will be addressed in more detail 
below. 
6 The glaring exception here is Salma Agha, who starred in a series of films in the 1980s and lip-synched to her own 
songs. If anything, her face and body were more recognizable than her voice. To the extent that other Pakistani 
playback singers concertized in India, their faces became known and an associated visual culture began to emerge. 




Hassan, who sang extensively in Pakistani films, was known in India not as a playback singer but 
as a ghazal singer, and his EMI albums released in India were exclusively packaged as ghazals. 
Pakistani playback singers like Mala Begum, Naheed Akhtar, Ahmed Rushdi, and Saleem Raza, 
were entirely unknown in India.7 Noor Jahan was an unusual case: her Indian work from before 
she migrated to Pakistan in 1947 was well-known in India, but not her post-migration work. 
When she returned to India in 1981, during a thaw in Indo-Pak relations, she performed at a 
stage show held to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of Indian film song, where she was received 
enthusiastically and warmly by the Indian audience. This live program was filmed, edited, and 
released as a film called “Mortal Men Immortal Melodies” in 1982. 
Although the press had announced that Noor Jahan would attend the function, there was 
quite a bit of speculation about whether she would sing at this program or not. The “Mortal Men” 
film inserts still frames of unidentified newspaper articles expressing this speculation. One 
article, with the headline ‘Her melodies to be heard again?’ reads: 
Will ‘Mallika-e-tarannum [Queen of Melody]’ Noor Jahan sing in Bombay on 
Thursday? Sources close to her said on Wednesday night that she would not be 
able to resist from regaling the audience at a function being organized by the 
Cinema Vision, Film Journal, and Music Directors’ Association. 
The fact that this question even arose is further evidence supporting my arguement that prior to 
1982 Indian audiences were largely ignorant of the Pakistani songscape beyond the few ghazals 
and qawwalis discussed in earlier chapters.8 After leaving India, Noor Jahan continued to act and 
                                                 
7 None of my Indian informants have ever mentioned these playback artists by name, nor referred to any of their 
songs. When I mention their names I am greeted with blank stares. 
8 I must mention that several of my informants mentioned one lone example of a Pakistani film song that they heard 
in India. This was Noor Jahan’s song “Nigahen milakar badal jane wale (Those who exchange glances and then 




sing in films; when she retired from acting in 1963, she transitioned to singing playback. Later 
she became a regular entertainer on Pakistan television (PTV) performing updated arrangements 
of her film hits, folk songs, and ghazals. Her career was still going strong in 1981–1982, but the 
Indian journalist writes as if he is entirely unaware of this. “Mortal Men” includes an image from 
another news article that was published after the function. The headline is: ‘Yes, she sang.’ 
What did Noor Jahan perform? She sang two songs: “Awaz deke (Call to me),” a hit from 
her last Indian film Anmol Ghadi (1946), and “Mujhse pehli si mohabbat mere mehboob na 
mang (My beloved, ask not for a love like before),” her setting of a famous nazm (poem in free 
verse) by Faiz Ahmad Faiz. Noor Jahan’s setting of this song was picturized in the 1962 
Pakistani film Qaidi, but I conclude from my research interviews that Indian audiences did not 
hear this as a film song, or know of the film version, but rather heard it as a “para-ghazal.”9  
The years leading up to the fiftieth anniversary of Indian film song were characterized by 
one of the rare sea-changes in Bollywood musical styles. This sea-change was precipitated by 
Lata and Asha’s phased retirement from film singing. Lata had recused herself from awards 
nominations like Filmfare in 1969 and Asha followed in the early 1970s. They both continued to 
sing prolifically, but their stepping back opened space in the Bollywood songscape for new 
voices. If we look at the list of Filmfare nominees from the late 1970s, we see several new 
singers beginning to make headway against the Mangeshkar sisters: Hemlata, Preeti Sagar, 
Sulakshana Pandit, Vani Jairam, and eventually Usha Uthup (a complete list may be found in 
Appendix E). Each of these singers distances herself from the Lata sound to some extent; 
                                                 
change their minds)” from the 1962 Pakistani film Mehboob (Beloved). But none of my informants could remember 
whether they heard it on the radio or played on a gramophone.  
9 As discussed in earlier chapters, Indian fans of the ghazal genre do not confine themselves to songs that are 
settings of true ghazals (a strict poetic form), but also include in their individual songscapes settings of nazms (non-
ghazal poems) that I call “para-ghazals.”  




Hemlata and Usha Uthup in particular foster an individual vocal style. For an example of 
extreme contrast with Lata, listen to Usha Uthup’s “One two cha cha cha” from Shalimar (1978) 
where she channels KC and the Sunshine Band. This is not to say that Lata clones did not 
continue to exist: Suman Kalyanpur holds out for a few years past Lata’s “recusement” by 
staying in Lata’s shadow, while Alka Yagnik heralds the new generation of female singers by 
trying to sound exactly like Lata. But it is into this new space of vocal liberalization that the 
Pakistani female singers emerge.  
 
Runa Laila  (b. 1952) 
The ground was broken in 1976 with Runa Laila. Runa Laila was an East Pakistani 
Bengali by birth but had grown up and made her career in West Pakistan. Like many Pakistani 
singers, she appeared first on Pakistan Television in 1966 before moving into playback singing 
for the film industry.10 The Pakistani film industry was still producing an average of 100 films 
per year, primarily in Urdu, Bengali, and Panjabi languages. Runa Laila sang in all three 
languages as well as others. Perhaps her highest profile film was “Umrao Jaan Ada” (1972) 
based on an 1895 Urdu novel, about a semi-fictional courtesan in the mid-nineteenth century. It 
was perhaps the appearance of this film on Indian radar that led filmmaker Muzaffar Ali, 
featured in the previous chapter, to create his own film based on the same novel, “Umrao Jaan” 
(1981). Muzaffar Ali enlisted the voice of Asha Bhosle to play(back) the character of Umrao 
Jaan herself. “Umrao Jaan Ada” was the only Pakistani film soundtrack issued as such by EMI in 
the Indian market, but the LP was released thirteen years after the Pakistani film release in 1985. 
As discussed in the last chapter, the mid-80s marked the peak penetration of Pakistani voices in 
                                                 
10 Note on the role of PTV in “discovering” and promoting young Pakistani singers. 




the Indian LP catalogue, and it is likely that EMI India released the Pakistani “Umrao Jaan Ada” 
soundtrack to capitalize on the wave of ghazal mania that was sweeping India, partly in response 
to Muzaffar Ali’s film, and partly in response to the release of Gulzar’s television bio-serial on 
the poet Mirza Ghalib (1985). My interlocutors, even the staunch Pakistani ghazal fans, gave the 
Pakistani “Umrao Jaan Ada” soundtrack a cool reception, saying it is “too Punjabi,” “too pop,” 
or “not authentic enough.” Indeed the Pakistani film and its songs focus on the dance aspect of 
the courtesan’s trade, the mujrā, rather than the sensitive interpretation of the ghazal’s poetic 
lyrics. In any case, as far as I can tell no other Pakistani film soundtrack has ever been released 
commercially in India. 
The early 1970s was a difficult time for Pakistan. A brief but decimating civil war 
resulted in the secession of East Pakistan. One of the fundamental issues leading to the 
separation was that of language. The East Pakistanis had been resisting the imposition of Urdu in 
education as early as the 1950s, and moreover, the perverse logic and logistics of a nation 
divided into two pieces separated by a hostile intervening nation, India, made the split inevitable, 
at least in many people’s minds. The resulting bifurcation of Pakistan’s entertainment industry 
was a proximal cause for Runa Laila leaving West Pakistan, but another factor was undoubtedly 
the surge in hostility toward East Pakistanis who remained in the West after 1972.11  
In any case, Runa Laila left for Bangladesh in early 1974.12 Later that same year, the 
Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) invited her to India to perform. The ICCR is 
India’s government cultural diplomacy arm, responsible for sending Indian artists abroad and 
                                                 
11 Ironically, this hostility echoed the hostility felt by Muslim actors and singers in Bombay after the creation of 
Pakistan in 1947. The latter was driven partly by ethno-linguistic prejudice, but also by economic and artistic 
competition. “You’ve demanded your own country, so why are you still here?” 
12 India and Pakistan had signed the Simla Agreement in 1972 ending the war, and would restore diplomatic and 
trade relations in 1976. 




inviting foreign artists to India.13 In a BBC interview, Runa Laila mentions that the ICCR 
handlers asked her if she wanted to meet anyone from the Indian cultural scene, and she asked to 
meet Lata Mangeshkar. Runa Laila describes how surprised she was when Lata showed up at her 
concert in Delhi, having flown up from Bombay to honor RL’s request (BBC Interview). 
Apparently, it was during this trip that Runa Laila met the film composer Jaidev and he helped 
her gain access to both the Indian film industry and Doordarshan.  
Runa Laila’s first film song in India was not for Jaidev, however, but for Kalyanji 
Anandji, Ek Se Badhkar Ek (Each Better than the Last) in 1976. She contributed only one song to 
the film, but it is the title song: “Ek se badhkar ek, main layi hoon tohfe anek” (Each better than 
the last, I have brought several gifts). In terms of genre, this is a typical cabaret number, 
picturized on the actress Helen, the cabaret queen. The cabaret genre was already well-
established in the Hindi cinema, having to some extent replaced the courtesan number genre of 
the 1950s. Musically, the cabaret number occupies an important place in the Hindi film 
songscape: it sets up a significant contrast with the other female genres by introducing more 
adventurous composing and scoring, by featuring a “seductive” female voice (projected on 
screen by a seductive dancer), and by highlighting musical playfulness at multiple levels. The 
contrasting heroine songs are more “serious,” whether expressing first love or tragic separation. 
Lata specialized in the latter, while Asha, her younger sister, specialized in the cabaret number. 
Indeed, Asha sings other “shokh” (mischievous) numbers in the film. To compare Asha and 
Runa Laila’s voices is difficult; they share a nearly identical timbre and tessitura, albeit Runa 
Laila’s voice has a slight “edge” produced, it seems, by a touch of nasal resonance not present in 
                                                 
13 The ICCR website only gives records of its activities going back to 2010, but it clearly shows the rupture in 2016 
when Pakistani artists suddenly stop coming to India. 




Asha’s voice. The difference in style is more pronounced, with Runa Laila, in this particular 
song, using portamento prominently. But Asha was certainly capable of using similar glides and 
falls, and had done so in a number of songs. The main point here is that Runa, again, in this 
particular song, sounds like an Asha clone. Interestingly, while there were many Lata clones, 
there are very few—if any—Asha clones in the Bollywood songscape. 
Runa Laila would soon step out of Asha’s shadow, however, with her songs for her next 
Indian film, “Gharaonda” (“Nest” 1977). This film, which is one of the early Bollywood films in 
what we might call a realist style, follows the trials and tribulations of a young couple trying to 
find a flat in Bombay. The trend toward low-budget, middle-class dramas slowly increased in 
significance throughout the 1970s; many of these films featured “off-beat” comic actors like 
Amol Palekar. These films represented a departure from the Bollywood “pot-boilers” and 
“masala” films that dominated Bollywood, and their music likewise opened up new musical 
space. Because they tended to be low budget, the songs in these films were often sung by 
newcomers to the industry, rather than the high-priced veterans like Lata and Asha. In the male 
songscape, Rafi was in occultation, Mukesh passed away in 1976, and Kishore Kumar, who had 
been dominant for most of the decade, was irrevocably typecast as the singing voice of the two 
biggest 70s superstar actors, Rajesh Khanna and Amitabh Bachchan.  
Jaidev, the music director who had “discovered” Runa Laila, wrote the music for 
“Gharaonda.” She is featured in two songs: “Do diwane shehr mein (Two mad lovers in the 
city),” a duet with Bhupinder, and a solo number “Mujhe pyar tumse nahin hai (I don’t love 
you).” The first is a tightly coordinated duet with rapidly alternating unison, female, and male 
lines. Bhupinder’s voice has a nasal “twang”14 which the mainstream singers Kishore, Rafi, and 
                                                 
14 I will use the term “twang” throughout this dissertation to refer to the specific timbral phenomenon described and 
defined in precise detail by Jocelyn Neal in her article “The Twang Factor in Country Music” in The Relentless 




Mukesh had generally avoided. Runa Laila’s voice is both nasal and full of florid melismas and 
trills, as if she is trying to outdo Asha with her vocal shokh (mischievousness). Her vocal 
gymnastics complement the simpler lines of Bhupinder, especial in the unison passages. In the 
film, actors Zarina Wahab and Amol Palekar wander through a high-rise construction site which 
one day they dream of inhabiting. The picturization is thus somewhat incongruous with Runa 
Laila’s vocal style, which, as she channels Asha, we have been trained to associate with cabaret 
numbers. But this song is more in the vein of the flirtatious duet, albeit in a harshly realistic 
setting of a construction site (Fig. 5.1) rather than the usual flower-strewn mountainside.  
 
Figure 5.1: Still from the film song “Do deewane shehr mein” (Gharaonda 1977) featuring 
actors Zarina Wahab and Amol Palekar and singers Runa Laila and Bhupinder.15 
 
                                                 
Pursuit of Tone (2018 43–64). While Neal discusses “twang” in the context of Country Music, her abstract 
acoustical description of the timbral features of twang applies to the South Asian phenomenon as well. In brief, the 
twang phenomenon is constituted by rapid “radical transformation” of the timbre/tone of a single note. Neal further 
makes the point that the onomatopoetic English word “twang” predates its application to Country Music, and that 
while it has become associated with U.S. Country Music, its application is potentially much wider. There seems to 
be no equivalent term in Urdu-Hindi. 
15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLC8YVxqnVU 




Runa Laila’s primary contribution to the Indian songscape was not a film song, but 
“Damadam Mast Qalandar” discussed in Chapter 2, and it is to this song that her Indian 
reputation chiefly attaches. She went on to release a series of non-film albums in India, in 
various collaborations with Indian music directors, sometimes including re-recordings of 
Pakistani film songs. One of these songs, “Mera babu chhail chhabila (My man is hot and 
handsome),” was used subsequently in an Indian film as well.16 Although Runa Laila was the 
first Pakistani singer to be heard in Indian film, her long-term impact was actually attenuated by 
her greatest strength: her versatility. Moreover, by this time, she was technically Bangladeshi, 
and is remembered as such, rather than Pakistani, by most of my interlocutors who know only 
her post 1972 work. Nevertheless, her handful of film songs is evidence that Bollywood was 
seeking new voices in the mid-1970s, and experimenting with vocalities that were distinced from 
Lata Mangeshkar’s timbral tyranny.  
 
Nazia Hassan  (1965–2000) 
The next Pakistani vocalist to appear on the Indian scene is Nazia Hassan. Like Runa 
Laila, her Bollywood career was limited to a few songs, but she was the first Pakistani singer to 
win the Indian Filmfare Award, which she did in 1981 at the age of sixteen. The song that won 
the award, “Aap jaisa koi (Someone like you)” is a concession to—if not a cooptation of—the 
disco fad. Nazia went on to be nominated again for another disco hit, “Boom boom” from the 
1982 film Star, all of the songs of which were sung by Nazia and her brother Zoheb. Nazia’s 
fame in the Indian film industry was complemented by a series of non-film albums produced by 
Indo-British disco impresario Biddu: two of these are listed as the top-selling albums of the 
                                                 
16 “Mera babu” appeared first in the 1972 Pakistani film Mann ki Jeet (Victory of the Heart), and then in the 1985 
Indian film Ghar Dwar (House [and] Door).  




1980s in the annals of the Indian Music Industry.17 By this time Bollywood had jumped on the 
disco bandwagon and disco songs were being sung by veterans like Kishore and Asha. I argue 
that it was primarily Nazia’s strategic deployment of the Europop-disco vocal sound that made 
her famous in India. Although her nominal Pakistani-ness contributed to her novelty in the 
Indian songscape, her voice shows few traces of Pakistani—or, for that matter, Indian—gāyākī.  
Nazia Hassan had been singing in Pakistan and London for several years before Indian 
director Feroze Khan commissioned this song for his film Qurbani. Feroze Khan is an important 
figure in Bollywood because he is one of the few actors who does not gloss over his Muslim 
identity. He hired an Indo-British composer, Biddu, to write a disco song in the style of Boney 
M, and “Aap jaisa koi” was the result. It is picturized on the (Muslim) actress Zeenat Aman, who 
plays a cabaret singer in a disco. This combination of elements—Pakistani voice, disco aesthetic, 
Muslim actress, Muslim director, and seductive picturization—almost guarantees success with 
Indian audiences.  
As I have argued, the trope of the desired and available Muslim female sex object runs 
consistently throughout the history of Pakistani voices in India. From the tawaif-like voices of 
Iqbal Bano and Farida Khanum, to the modern disco queen, the “religion/nationality” in the grain 
of the voice enhances its appeal to the male listening ear. The song “Aap jaisa koi” is picturized 
to exaggerate the sexuality on screen, both of the heroine, and her back-up band. This band is 
composed of all fair-skinned women, wearing what appear to be one-piece bathing suits. There is 
a “black” drummer, whose afro and manic body movements obscure an Indian actor in 
blackface. The women play guitars, bongos, and keyboards on a stage awash with rainbow 
refracted lights. We hear a mid-tempo disco beat with a marimba riff in the beginning of the 
                                                 
17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Music_Industry (accessed November 16, 2019). 




intro, leading up to the ubiquitous disco “pooooo” sound, that unmistakable, periodic, high-
pitched, falling synthesizer motif that pervades global disco in the late 1970s and early 80s.  
The main “mukhḍā” (catchphrase) of the song is played on a synthesizer. When the lyrics 
start, we catch a glimpse of heroine Zeenat Aman in a red dress revealing most of her midriff. 
Nazia Hassan, singing playback, croons the lyrics, but her vocal style is comparatively plain, that 
is, her voice does not possess either the distinctive Pakistani twang, nor the technical agility of 
Runa Laila or Asha, nor the other signals of embodiment. There is an element of audio 
processing that sounds like double-tracking, a technique that is not commonly encountered in 
Bollywood song at this time, and this serves to enhance the disco feel. Meanwhile, the female 
image is intercut with the image of the male voyeur, the hero, Feroze Khan. Cabaret/disco songs 
in Bollywood personify the male gaze extensively: the film audience is being given 
permission—or we might even say being commanded—to ogle the “singer” in emulation of the 
hero. Our gaze—both visual and aural—is being coopted and redirected: ironically, by being 
shown the male gazer, our own gaze is being reinforced and sanctioned.  
 
Figure 5.2: Still from Nazia Hassan television interview. 




In a television interview from the early 1980s, Nazia looks her age: she wears pigtails, 
and minimal makeup, emphasizing her youth and innocence (Fig. 5.2).18 The camera is in tight 
close-up, and Nazia appears to be sitting in a chair. She looks neither at the camera nor at the 
female interviewer, Tabassum, but rather keeps her eyes downcast most of the time, conveying 
shyness. Her physical appearance and manner thus do not reinforce her image as Bollywood’s 
disco queen. Upon urging by Tabassum, she sings the opening lines of “Aap jaisa koi” without 
accompaniment, and her voice is confident, more natural than in the over-processed sound of the 
commercial recording. Tabassum then deploys an interesting discursive strategy: she says, 
“When I was watching you [sing], I noticed that you have a lot of [physical] grace. This 
suppleness, this flexibility, especially while singing, you become so absorbed while singing, 
rhythm bursts from every part of your body. It looks like you’ve also studied dance.” While 
Tabassum is talking, the camera stays tight on Nazia, who looks down and then away, visibly 
embarrassed, sticks her tongue out (a gesture of embarrassment in South Asian culture), and then 
covers her eyes with her hand (2:28). This question comes out of left field: we have just seen 
Nazia sing, and none of the qualities listed by Tabassum are in evidence on screen. Nazia replies 
simply, “No,” and smiles. But Tabassum persists, almost tauntingly: “So it means that all of 
these talents just come naturally.” Nazia seems baffled by the questions. Tabassum pushes 
further, asking if Nazia wants to study dance and music so that she can go further, and then asks 
her about getting offers to act in Indian films. Again, Nazia replies with a simple “No,” and then 
puts Tabassum off by saying that she wants to finish school first, but maybe after college.  
I mention this interview because Tabassum, either of her own accord or under prompting 
by the television producers, keeps bringing the conversation around to Nazia’s body, framing it 
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as a sensuous, dancing body, even though we do not see Nazia’s body——dancing or 
otherwise——on screen. Tabassum’s hint, that we might see Nazia acting on screen in the 
future, is shut down quickly by Nazia herself, making the interview somewhat of a squib. Indeed, 
at the end Tabassum complains, “I’m angry with you—you answered ‘no’ to all of my 
questions.”  
Despite Nazia’s reluctance to appear on screen herself, there is video of her singing “Aap 
jaisa koi” on television, but I can’t discover whether it is Indian or Pakistani or British television. 
In any case, she is dressed a lot more modestly than the actresses in the Qurbani picturization, 
and dances much more demurely. But the foregrounding of her body, her Pakistani identity, and 
the tension between her youthful naïveté and her “budding” sexuality, reinforced by her disco 
persona all contribute to the Nazia phenomenon. Even though she is essentially a one-hit wonder 
in India, her name is mentioned by almost every interlocutor when asked about important 
Pakistani singers in the Indian songscape.  
Bollywood’s arbiters were known for recriminations about the dangers of Westernization, 
but the 80s was a new era when the sea change discussed above was beginning to bring a new 
cosmopolitanism into the film industry and film musc. While it is perhaps surprising that disco 
was embraced so enthusiastically by Indian audiences, its success owes much to the fact that 
Nazia Hassan was its ambassador. I have argued that Pakistan functions as the Other to India’s 
Self, and Nazia for this reason was able to flavor her “girl next door” persona with the imputed 
sexuality of her Pakistani heritage. Pakistan as a nation has a dual personality and is always 
being pulled in two opposing directions: toward Islamic orthodoxy, and towards a cosmopolitan 
modernism through its long-standing alliances with Western Europe and the United States. The 
Indian media tends to portray Pakistan as a nation of terrorists and fundamentalist while—




sporadically at least—importing and consuming its westernized cultural products. In Chapter 6 I 
will show how it was Pakistani male singers who infused Bollywood with the rock sound.  
 
Reshma (1947–2003) 
Reshma is often categorized as a “folk singer” and with respect to Indian film, like Nazia 
Hassan, she is essentially a one-hit wonder. But her one important film song, “Lumbi Judai 
(Long Separation),” used in the 1983 film Hero, is mentioned by almost every sing informant as 
the archetypical film song by a Pakistani female singer. She employs a vocal style in which chest 
and nasal resonance allows a singer to be heard without amplification at long distances19. 
Listeners and fans disagree about whether she has a Punjabi or Rajasthani sound, and indeed, her 
rural Sindhi background links her to the Rajasthani folk cultural complex encountered in the 
southern India-Pakistan border regions. Although she became a professional performer in 
Pakistan at a fairly early age, she retained her so-called folk style of gāyakī, as well as her 
dialect-accent. According to her official biography (Burney 2002) she comes from a Muslim 
Rajasthani semi-nomadic tribe of sheep and cattle herders that migrated into Sindh, Pakistan, and 
she was discovered by Karachi recording executives as a teenager singing devotional songs at the 
tomb of Sufi Saint Lāl Shāhbāz Qalandar. In any case her style is markedly different from that of 
Lata, Asha, and the other Indian playback singers prominent in the 1980s. Of the women 
considered in this chapter, Reshma has the deepest vocal range, the grainiest tone, and the most 
“folk-like” inflections. Moreover, Reshma’s earlier recordings generally authenticate her folk 
                                                 
19 A similar vocal style was deployed in the late 1980s and 1990s by Indian actress-singer Ila Arun for film songs as 
well as on private albums. 




roots by foregrounding folk instruments like the bansuri and ektārā, a one-stringed instrument 
often plucked as a rhythmic drone. 
While Reshma herself was new to Bollywood, one of her songs was not. An earlier song 
that she had recorded in Pakistan, “Akhiyan nu rehen de (Let your eyes remain),” was borrowed 
by film-maker Raj Kapoor, translated into Hindi, given to Lata Mangeshkar to sing, and used in 
the 1973 film Bobby. Like the majority of Reshma’s songs, “Akhiyan” is a complaint song, 
coming in the film at the moment when the lovers have been separated by their parent’s 
opposition. The song is significantly not lip-synched but heard non-diegetically as we see the 
two lovers suffering in silence. The heroine, Bobby, looks out through her window-bars with 
tears streaming down her face, while the hero stands outside with trembling lips. There is a 
category of songs in Indian cinema where a character or couple, caught up in the midst of 
personal tragedy, “hears” a song sung diegetically by a wandering “folk” minstrel, but no such 
singer is shown in this song. The characters, however, seem to be hearing the song in their minds 
as if it is being sung by an off-screen voice. The wandering minstrel trope is subtly referred to in 
this song by the use of a plucked string pulse on a single pitch, mimicking an ektārā. This 
addition to the sonic texture also references the original Reshma recording of the song.20  
“Lumbi Judai” begins with a similar evocation of the generic folk idiom, but instead of 
ektārā, we hear an imitative off-beat ostinato rhythm played on the piano. Drums join in with the 
kaharvā tāl kaharvā tāl, and we hear the distinctive sound of the ghaḍā, or clay pot, in the 
                                                 
20 There are several versions of this song on YouTube, but most of them have been “doctored” with the addition of 
what is called jhankār, or additional percussion, much of it synthesized. The two versions that appear first in a 
search, both of which contain the original video from the film Bobby, include the addition of a daf, or large, round, 
frame drum. This addition, which is not in the original recording, gives the song an even stronger aural association 
with its folk origins, and, since the daf is originally a Middle Eastern instrument, with an Islamicate musical 
imaginary. There are also several versions of the Reshma song on YouTube: the ones taken from older recordings 
use the plucked drone, but later recordings (including the live recordings) are in ghazal style and instrumentation.  




percussion texture.21 The picturization first shows the heroine (Meenakshi Sheshadri) wandering 
a rocky seashore. She apparently hears music and approaches its source. The camera follows her 
motion, panning to a spot on the beach where five musicians are sitting playing. The song thus 
becomes diegetic and falls into the aforementioned category of “commenting wandering 
minstrel,” albeit the minstrels are seating and not wandering. The musicians pictured—though 
not necessarily heard—are, left to right, sārangī, ektārā, vocalist, ghaḍā, and ḍholak. The actress 
playing the vocalist holds a daf which she taps occasionally.  
As Reshma sings the opening lyrics the heroine is seen approaching the camera, and we 
think she is approaching the musicians, but when we see her point of view shot, she is looking at 
a small white temple on a rocky outcropping by the sea. Then, as we hear Reshma’s voice begin 
the song, we are shown a brief flashback of her last meeting with the criminal hero; in the story 
they have fallen in love, but she has convinced him to turn himself in to the police and serve time 
so he can truly reform. As the song progresses the scene cuts back and forth between the soon-to-
be-parted lovers, the white temple, the singers, and the pounding waves.  
The song begins in Reshma’s upper register, with a sustained upper “sa” (tonic), then 
descends to the fourth, and then goes back up to the high “sa.” The same pattern is repeated, 
except she descends all the way to the lower “sa.” As her voice descends, her trademark 
huskiness is more audible. This vocal texture is called “khulī āvāz” or “open voice” in Hindi-
Urdu and it is used to fill open spaces and be heard across distances. For this reason, it is often 
associated with “gypsy” or “nomadic” singers. This association yields a further signification: the 
singer, especially if she is female, is presumed to have lived a hard life of wandering and 
                                                 
21 Wikipedia has “gharha” and claims it is primarily a Punjabi instrument. 




deprivation, and thus this particular sound combines with the instrumentation to evoke loneliness 
and longing.  
The song is unusual in several ways. It opens not with the refrain or mukhḍā, but with a 
musical gesture that is ālāp-like: it is not tied to the underlying meter or rhythm, but free-
flowing, and contains long-held notes in the upper register. Although the four-square theka has 
continued throughout, it pauses briefly on a sam, lining up with the singers “Haye (Alas).” There 
is a tihai (hemiola) heard on the daf, and then the theka and the voice are finally in synch for the 
refrain “Lumbi judai.” This pattern is repeated several times, with one or two lines sung in the ad 
libitum, octave descending pattern, and the refrain sung in the lower register in synch with the 
rhythm. 
Bichhḍe abhī to ham bas kal parsoṅ We were just separated a day or two back 
Jī’ūngī maiṅ kaise is hāl meṅ barsoṅ How will I live for years in this condition? 
Maut na ā’ī terī yād kyuṅ ā’ī Death didn’t come, your memories came  
Hā’e lambī judā’ī Alas, this long separation. 
Chār dinoṅ dā pyār ho rabbā Four days of love, Oh God, 
Baṛī lambī judā’ī, lambī judā’ī [Then] long separation, long separation 
  
Honṭhoṅ peh ā’ī merī jān duhā’ī My life is on the edge of my lips 
Hā’e lambī judā’ī Oh my, this long separation 
Chār dinoṅ dā pyār ho rabbā Four days of love, Oh God,  
Baṛī lambī judā’ī, lambī judā’ī [Then] long separation, long separation 22 
 
The use of the phrase “ho rabbā” also evokes a Pakistani milieu, since the Arabic-derived 
word for God, “Rabbā” is used predominantly in Punjab.  
We never see the musicians on screen again after about 50 seconds into the song. In the 
first instrumental interlude, which is played on a sarod, we see the hero serving his time in jail. 
After the second verse-refrain, the second instrumental interlude is played by a bamboo flute, 
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and here we see the heroine, dressed as a married woman in a sari and bindi, approaching a 
statue of Krishna. There is a strong iconic association between Krishna and the sound of the flute 
which pervades most of Indian cultural space. As the interlude continues, we see the image of the 
white statue of Krishna replaced with the hero—again in flashback—playing the flute. After the 
third verse, and a montage of clips showing the passage of time, we see the hero again playing 
the flute, but this time for his fellow inmates on Independence Day.  
Recordings of Reshma singing the song in concert are very similar to the recording as 
used in Hero. But the rhythm doesn’t begin until the refrain, indicating that the opening lines are 
actually an ālāp setting up the mukhḍā, rather than a first verse. Instead of the piano ostinato, the 
off-beats are played by a jaw-harp. The ghaḍā is present as well as the ḍholak and a flute to play 
the interludes.  
 In 2004 another Reshma song appeared in an Indian feature film: “Ashkan di gali che 
makan de gaya (He gave me a house in the street of tears)” from Woh Tera Naam Tha (2004). 
(1:49:20): Reshma’s aging voice is in evidence, very husky, deep. True to form, the song is 
picturized on a wandering madwoman minstrel, singing in the street, overheard by the heroine on 
her balcony. This too is a “complaint” song, a song about separation and loss. The texture uses 
most of the same musical icons: the “Rajasthani/Nomad” beat, the sound of the daf with a ghaḍā 
on off-beats. The tempo, texture, and picturization are all strongly reminiscent “Lambī judā’ī.” 
One major difference in the accompanying visual images as that we are now in a Muslim 
context, rather than the Hindu context of Hero.  
Reshma and Runa Laila are linked by the song “Damadam Mast Qalandar” described in 
an earlier chapter. It was Runa Laila’s version of “Damadam”, not Reshma’s, which became 
popular in India. Although Reshma’s voice is distinctive and evokes the Punjabi folk idiom most 




strongly in distinction to the other female singers considered in this chapter, “Lambī judā’ī” was 
Reshma’s only major hit in India. I have shown how the song is musically and vocally Othered, 
marked as a border-crossing song just as its singer crossed borders. Interestingly, in my three 
cinematic case studies so far, we have seen Runa Laila’s voice used to represent urban 
modernity, Nazia Hassan’s voice used to carry the disco invasion, and Reshma’s voice 
positioned as that of the wandering folk minstrel. All three were new modes of female vocality in 
the Indian filmi songscape.  
 
Salma Agha (b. 1964) 
Bollywood’s fling with disco peters out by the middle of the decade, and the next 
Pakistani singer, Salma Agha, enters on a very different trajectory. Like Nazia Hassan, she lived 
between Pakistan and London, and it was in London that she received an offer from B.R. Chopra 
to act and sing in an Indian film. Related distantly by marriage to Bollywood’s first family, the 
Prithvi Raj Kapoor dynasty, she had no experience in film until she was cast in Nikaah in 1982.  
Nikaah was a film in the new “realist” movement, about the marital problems of a 
modern Muslim couple. The title refers explicitly to the Muslim marriage contract, and 
audiences would have known immediately from the title that the film is set a Muslim milieu. 
Throughout the film, in case the audience has forgotten that this is a film about Muslims, the 
backdrops feature persistent Muslim icons: a large photo of the Ka’aba, calligraphy spelling out 
“Allah” and “Muhammad,” and other more subtle symbols of Islamic culture. Salma Agha’s 
presence as the heroine of the film further reinforces its rootedness in the Indo-Islamic 
imaginary. Nikaah is the first example of a Pakistani singer also starring in a Bollywood film (or 
a Pakistani actor also singing), and for this reason Salma Agha’s maiden film attracted a lot of 




notice. Strangely, although many leading actresses have been Muslim, from Indian cinema’s 
origins to the present, a Pakistani actress was an exciting novelty.  
 
Figure 5.3: Still from film song “Faza bhi hai” (Nikaah 1982) featuring Salma Agha.23  
 
Salma Agha possessed the kind of beauty that is considered traditionally Pakistani, 
according to my interlocutors: fair complexion, aquiline nose, large hazel eyes, pouting lips (Fig. 
5.3). And her singing voice likewise evinces characteristics considered Pakistani by Indian 
listeners—the nasal twang, the husky texture, the embodied grain. Many articles in the popular 
press mention both Salma Agha’s beauty and her vocal quality. In the introduction to an undated 
interview by Mandir V. Bichu, she is referred to as “the Pakistani cat-eyed beauty with a 
sensuous husky nasal voice” (Bichu [2008]).24 Manish Gaekwad used similar language a 2016 
article revisiting Salma Agha’s career, entitled, ironically, “Salma Agha’s voice could not match 
her beauty.” Gaekwad writes, “The hazel-eyed beauty was hailed for her acting and singing, a 
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24 http://www.cinemasangeet.com/hindi-film-music/interviews/meeting-salma-agha.html, no date… 




rare combination of talents reminiscent of the golden days of Noorjehan and Suraiya. … Acting 
wasn’t her motivation for work and her distinctly nasal voice was uniquely suited only to her, 
which dried up playback offers.” (Gaekwad 2016)25 Gaekwad thus stresses the existential 
connection between Salma Agha’s beauty and her voice, how each is “suited” only to the other, 
and how neither can survive on its own. 
The comparisons with Suraiya and Noor Jahan are based primarily on three criteria: the 
fact that all three are singer-actresses, the fact that all three were Muslim, and the homology 
between the actresses’ looks and their voices as it mutually reinforces their erotic appeal. In the 
Bichu interview, Salma Agha herself mentions the similarities in the grain of the voice explicitly: 
[Bichu:] Your voice sounds a lot like Madam Noor Jehan. 
[Salma Agha:] (Smilingly) When I was a new singer, many people thought that I 
was Madam Noor Jehan’s daughter! Both of us were classically trained and such voices 
are always more detailed and different in texture. Pitch and tonal quality of my voice 
quite naturally match hers and that’s why we sound so similar. It is natural and not 
deliberately done. (Bichu [2008]). 
Salma Agha’s identification of herself primarily as a singer is also referred to in the interview: 
[Bichu:] How did you enter into Hindi films? 
[Salma Agha:] It was through my music. I had come from London to Mumbai to 
record a song for a film called ‘Chanakya Chandragupt’, where Naushad-saab was the 
music director. Unfortunately that film got shelved. Meanwhile, Raj Kapoor-saab who 
was a distant cousin of my mother, introduced me to B.R.Chopra-saab, who then offered 
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me a role in Nikaah. Actually I always wanted to be a singer and I was told that if I act in 
the film, then I would also get to sing my own songs! That way it happened as if a child 
is made to do a certain thing by promising to give her a favourite toy! 
The perception of Salma Agha as having both a unique type of beauty and a unique 
timbre of voice is confirmed consistently by my interviews and informal conversations. For 
example, when I mentioned in front of a group of Indian music lovers that I would like to invite 
Salma Agha to North Carolina for a concert, I received two types of response that were 
differentiated by gender. The men in the group generally expressed enthusiasm for a Salma Agha 
concert and remarked on her physical beauty. Several women, on the other hand commented that 
her voice is a little too nasal for their liking.26 Contrariwise, the men did not comment on Salma 
Agha’s voice, while the women said nothing about her physical appearance. Interestingly, on 
another occasion, an interlocutor confused Salma Agha with Reshma, another Pakistani singers 
who entered the Indian songscape in the 1980s. This person, a Hindu man from Hyderabad, 
raved about Salma Agha for several minutes, and then started singing a song by a different 
singer, Reshma, “Lambī judā’ī,” clearly assuming that the latter had been sung by Salma Agha 
despite major differences in their vocal styles.  
Ironically, the film Nikaah (the Islamic marriage rite) is actually about talāq (Muslim 
divorce), and specifically the controversial practices of so-called triple talāq and halāla. Indeed, 
the original working title of the film was “Talaaq, Talaaq, Talaaq.” Nikāh itself is essentially a 
written and verbal contract between the bride and groom, with at least two witnesses. The 
procedures for talāq are spelled out in detail in shari’a law, which is in turn based largely on the 
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Qur’an. In South Asia the rather involved procedures for obtaining a divorce were often obviated 
by a convenient but technically illegal short-cut dubbed “triple talāq” in which a man (not a 
woman) could divorce his wife merely by saying the word “talāq” three times in succession. 
Triple talāq was banned in India in July of 2019.27 According to shari’a, after a woman has been 
divorced, she cannot remarry her erstwhile husband without certain conditions being met, the 
first of which is that she must marry another man and consummate the marriage (halāla). 
Although this seems somewhat Draconian, the rationale seems to be that this rule both acts as a 
deterrent to hasty divorces like those produced by triple talāq and protects the woman from being 
pressured into remarriage by her ex-husband and in-laws.  
The film Nikaah narrates the story of just such a scenario: the heroine Nilofar is divorced 
by her wealthy husband Wasim in a fit of anger. She reconnects with her college sweetheart 
Haider and marries him, only to find that Wasim tries to convince Haider to divorce her so that 
he (Wasim) can re-marry her. The narrative climax of the film comes when Nilofar chides both 
of the men in her life for treating her like a piece of property. She asserts her agency and stays 
with Haider.  
In India, where the majority of the population is Hindu, Muslim marriage practices like 
polygamy, talāq, and halāla seem from the outside to allow Muslim women—and by association, 
Muslim men—a degree of sexual freedom greater than that enjoyed by their Hindu compatriots. 
Hindu marriage customs are considerably more restrictive: divorce is extremely stigmatized, 
polygamy was outlawed for Hindus in 1955, and marriage is seen by traditionalists as a multi-
lifetime commitment. If Muslim men are allowed to have multiple legal wives, and to divorce 
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and remarry at will, then Muslim women are perceived as potentially sexually available despite 
their marital status. As I have argued earlier, in the Indian popular imaginary, all courtesans are 
understood to be Muslim, and if this is true, the faulty logic of popular perception would 
conclude that all Muslim women are potentially courtesans. I also reiterate here—although it 
hardly seems necessary—that the distinction between Indian Muslims and Pakistanis is subject to 
extensive blurring in Indian frames of thought. Pakistani women, especially publicly performing 
women, become sex objects whose allure is further augmented by the political othering to which 
they are subjected by the Indian nationalist discourse.  
It is into this milieu that Salma Agha plunges with her debut in Nikaah. The open secrets 
of her personal life are also a subtext to the film and her public persona: in the 1980s during the 
shooting of the film she was in a sporadic relationship with a businessman. She would go on to 
have three husbands during the course of her career. Moreover, unlike Runa Laila, Nazia Hassan, 
and Reshma, Salma Agha had a visual presence to complement her cultivatedly sexy voice. In 
Nikaah, the male gaze is treated to a double feast of scopophilia and acousticophilia, with the 
added sauce of the knowledge that the heroine is from the “other side.” It is no accident that 
Salma Agha was first cast in the genre called the “Muslim Social” film, and that she, as a 
Pakistani Muslim, was essentially typecast as a modern Muslim woman.  
I now turn to the Nikaah soundtrack, in which Salma Agha sings two solos and a duet, as 
well as one line of a qawwali. The duet is with Mahendra Kapoor, and the qawwali involves both 
Mahendra Kapoor and Asha Bhosle. Anna Morcom has described the qawwali in detail, 
particular with regard to how Salma Agha’s voice contrasts with that of Asha (Morcom 2007), 
and how the insertion of her voice for one line breaks the internal unity of qawwali genre in this 
song, serving as a digression into the fantasy space of the couple’s emotional universe. The 




soundtrack also includes one of Ghulam Ali’s first Indian cinema hits, “Chupke Chupke Raat 
Din.” 
Although Salma Agha’s voice appears in all but the last song in the film, I will focus on 
her two solos: the romantic song, “Faza bhi hai jawan jawan (The climate is youthful)” and the 
sad song, “Dil ke armaan aansuon mein beh gaye (My hearts desires have been washed away by 
my tears).” “Faza bhi hai” is sung by Nilofar/Salma upon arrival in Bombay for her honeymoon. 
As soon as she and Wasim check into their hotel, he is whisked away by the demands of his 
work, and she is left alone to roam the honeymoon suite and look out the windows at the sun 
setting over the Arabian sea. She pensively eats an apple while the song is heard. The symbolism 
of the apple is perhaps obvious: like Eve she eats the apple and gains the knowledge that this 
new paradise is tainted by her beloved’s absence.  
The lyrics of the refrain (mukhḍā) and first verse (antarā) are given here: 
Fazā bhī hai javāṅ javāṅ 
Havā bhī hai ravāṅ ravāṅ 
Sunā rahā hai yeh samā  
Sunī sunī sī dāstāṅ 
Fazā bhī hai javāṅ javāṅ 
The atmosphere is young and fresh 
The wind is blowing here and there 
The environment is narrating 
A tale we all have heard before 
The atmosphere is young and fresh 
[brief musical interlude]  
Pukārte haiṅ dūr se 
Voh qāfile bahār ke 
Bikhar ga’e haiṅ rang se 
Kisī ke intizār ke 
Leher leher kī honṭh par 
Vafā kī haiṅ kahāniyāṅ 
Sunā rahā hai yeh samā 
Sunī sunī sī dāstāṅ 
Fazā bhī hai javāṅ javāṅ 
The caravans of spring 
Are calling from afar 
The colors of waiting 
For someone have been scattered 
On the lip of every wave 
Are stories of faithfulness 
The environment is narrating 
A tale we all have heard before 
The atmosphere is young and fresh 
 
It is significant, and a trope of the neo-realist cinema that was emerging at this time, that 
Salma Agha the actress doesn’t sing the song diegetically, that is,, she doesn’t lip-synch the 
words. The song is rather an internal monologue with full orchestral accompaniment. Since the 




audience knows that the actress is also the singer, there is a strange dissociation effect: we are 
given the dual pleasures of hearing Salma Agha sing and seeing Salma Agha act, but without the 
illusion of her doing both simultaneously.  
Song picturizations in Indian cinema are often montages, and “Faza bhi hai” is an 
example of the montage technique. We see Nilofar gazing out windows, opening curtains, and 
then we see through her eyes—and hear—the crashing waves on the rocks. Time is compressed 
into a series of edited shots of Wasim returning home, the couple in bed together, hopefully 
about to have sex, the couple having a meal together, and then the song fades away to make 
space for a brief conversation. Wasim asks Nilofar how she likes Bombay, to which she replies, 
“The ocean is nice.” Her veiled complaint goes unheard, for Wasim’s business associates arrive 
to take him away and the song resumes. Through the next verse we see Nilofar wandering the 
streets alone, watching happy couples enviously. Finally, she sits on a rocky outcropping on the 
beach as the waves crash around her; she writes the word “Honeymoon” in English on a rock, 
but the waves wash it away. The song refers the alterations of thirst and satiety, separation and 
union, while the waves provide an apt visual metaphor for Nilofar’s romantic frustrations. The 
overall theme infusing the song is that of unfulfilled emotional needs.  
The song is in a lilting dādrā tāl, with a slow waltz feel (Fig. 5.4). The rāg consists of all 
natural (shudh) notes and avoids the seventh scale degree (ni). The instrumental accompaniment 
to the song consists of string orchestra, with flute, santoor, and accordion on the extensive 
musical interludes between verses. There is a different tune in the musical interludes, one that is 
not motivically related to the mukhḍā of the song. This tune will return again in the film (Fig. 
5.5). 




Salma Agha the singer keeps her classical training in abeyance for most of the song. By 
this I mean that she uses minimal vocal technique. Her voice sounds cultivated but untrained, in 
line with the neo-realist posture of the film as a whole. For example, the melody is constructed to 
provide a caesura after the first four syllables, and in the opening mukhdā, Salma Agha sings the 
fourth syllable “hai” (“is”) with a charming lift that expresses simplicity.  
 
Figure 5.4: Incipit of “Faza bhi hai.” 
She does this on many subsequent fourth syllables. Only on the very last line of each 
refrain, does she indulge in melismatic flourishes, or tān. Thus many elements of the song 
conspire to evoke the simplicity of a new bride on her honeymoon, but as the song progresses, 
her growing knowledge—which is both sexual awakening and sexual frustration—is represented 
by increasingly classical vocal techniques. By the last refrain Wasim and Nilofar’s spoken 
dialogues have begun over the song which is slowly receding into the background. It is during 
this final refrain, and particularly the last line, that we hear the most elaborate tān, climaxing on 
the penultimate “jawan” (“young”). The lift on “hai” is gone, and instead the syllable carries 
over through the caesura to link the entire line of poetry into a single phrase. This comes at the 
moment that Wasim ditches Nilofar in the middle of a mall during a shopping excursion; she 
doesn’t know that he has ducked into a jewelry store to order a surprise gift for her, and thinks 
that he has abandoned her once again. 
Throughout the brief remainder of Nilofar’s marriage to Wasim, the musical interlude 
melody from “Faza bhi hai” serves as a leitmotif for Nilofar’s feelings of emotional neglect:  





Figure 5.5: The musical interlude leitmotif from “Faza bhi hai.” 
The song “Dil ke armaan” comes at another narrative juncture: Nilofar’s family has come 
for a visit, relieving her boredom and loneliness for a few days. When Wasim takes them to the 
airport, she stays home alone, and her realization that her life with Wasim will be a long series of 
empty days is underscored by the “Faza bhi hai” motif. As she stands on the threshold of her 
mansion, dressed all in flowing black, watching all of her loved ones drive away, the music 
changes from the “Faza” motif to a different rāg: the intro to the song “Dil ke armaan.”  
Dil ke armāṅ ānsuoṅ meṅ beh ga’e 
Ham vafā kar ke bhī tanhā reh ga’e 
Dil ke armāṅ ānsu’oṅ meṅ beh ga’e  
 
Zindagī ek pyās ban kar reh ga’ī 
Pyār ke qisse adhūre reh ga’e 
Hum wafā kar ke bhī tanhā reh ga’e 
Dil ke armāṅ ānsu’oṅ mein beh ga’e 
My heart’s desires have washed away in tears 
Despite my faithfulness I am left alone 
My heart’s desires have washed away in tears 
 
Life has become nothing but a thirst 
Despite my faithfulness I am left alone 
My heart’s desires have washed away in tears 
Tales of love are left unfinished 
 
This song is in a lower tessitura, allowing Salma Agha’s nasal resonance its most 
effective scope. The song is a ghazal, likewise evoking ghazal gāyakī from Salma Agha; in 
practice this means fostering a plaintive, tragic tone. Unlike “Faza bhi hai” Nilofar does sing this 
song diegetically, that is, Salma Agha the actress lip-synchs to Salma Agha the singer’s words. 
As before in Bombay, she wanders disconsolately through her mansion. But now the naïve 
musings of her honeymoon have been replaced by mature desperation, her internal monologue 
has been supplanted by a cry from the heart. 
The online experts don’t seem to be able to assign a rāg to this melody. One site has it 
listed under Nat Bhairav, but with “a nice touch of Bhimpalasi with use of komal dha instead of 




shuddh. Since shuddh Dha is only used in the avaroah and komal dha is frequently used to 
enhance this rāg’s beauty, omitting shuddh Dha makes this composition a Mishra [mixed] 
Raag.”28 In any case, “Dil ke arman” features the lowered ga, dha, and ni (3rd, 6th, and 7th scale 
degrees) fairly consistently (Fig. 5.6): 
 
Figure 5.6a: Incipit of “Dil ke arman” (Nikaah 1982).  
In several places, the composer Ravi inserts a little musical exoticism as a nod to his 
Pakistani singer-actress. As I have argued, the use of the flat-6 to 5 (komal dha to pa) in the half-
cadence often evokes a Muslim or Middle Eastern milieu. Ravi uses this motif in the violin 
phrase that punctuates the first line of the antarā (Fig. 5.7) and elsewhere. This phrase does not 
occur in the main song melody. 
 
Figure 5.6b: “Middle-Eastern” motif in “Dil ke arman” instrumental punctuation. I have 
transcribed the song in C#-minor which is they key of the performance in the film (sa = C#, pa = 
G#, komal dha = A natural). 
The fourth song on the soundtrack is a duet between Salma Agha and her first love, 
Haider. After her divorce, Nilofar reconnects with Haider and gets a job at the same company 
where he works. She visits him at home and after displaying his virtuosity on the sitar, Haider 
sings the first couplet in what appears to be a ghazal: “Dil Ki Yeh Aarzoo Thi Koi Dilruba Mile 
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(It was my heart’s desire to meet a heart-stealer)." Nilofar answers him by singing the second 
couplet, which also seems to be a maqta, that is, both lines rhyme.  
Haider:  
Dil kī yeh ārzū thī koī dilrubā mile 
Lo ban gayā nasīb kī tum hamse ā mile 
 
It was my heart’s desire to meet a heart-stealer 
Behold it was my fate that you came to meet me 
 
Nilofar: 
Dekheṅ hameṅ nasīb se ab apne kyā mile 
Ab tak to jo bhī dost mile bevafā mile 
 
 
Let’s see if now I get someone from my own fate 
Until now whatever friends I got were unfaithful 
 
As it transpires, this is not a true ghazal, but a verse-refrain song form: this becomes evident in 
the antra (verse). In this kind of form, each verse begins with a couplet with a new rhyme 
scheme, followed by a line in the mukhḍā rhyme scheme that serves as refrain. This song’s 
rhyme scheme might be diagrammed as follows: Aa aA’ bbaA ccaA’  
The verse is as follows: 
Haider: 
Ānkhoṅ ko ik ishāre kī zehmat to dīji’e 
Qadmoṅ meṅ dil bichhā dūn ijāzat to dīji’e 
 
Ġham ko gale lagā lūṅ jo ġham āpkā mile 
Dil kī ye ārzū thī koī dilrubā mile 
 
Please trouble yourself to give my eyes a signal 
I’ll lay my heart under your feet if you give 
permission 
I’ll embrace the pain that I receive from you 
It was my heart’s desire to meet a heart-stealer 
Nilofar: 
Hamne udāsiyoṅ meṅ guzārī hai zindagī 
Lagtā hai ḍar fareb-e-vafā se kabhī kabhī 
 
Aisā na ho ki zaḳhm koī phir nayā mile 
Ab tak to jo bhī dost mile bevafā mile 
 
I’ve passed my life in sadnesses 
Sometimes I fear the deceptions of faith 
 
Let it not happen that I am wounded anew 
Until now whatever friends I got were unfaithful 
 
Haider sings one more verse and then Nilofar sings her opening refrain at the close of the song. 
This duet is typical of the trade-off format found in most filmi duets: the male and female voices 
are never heard together such that the song appears to be a conversation, a dialogue. The melody 
is very ghazal-like, moving mostly stepwise in a fairly small range with no catchy opening 
gesture (mukhḍā). The mood of the music fits the words well: the preceding song “Dil ke 




armaan” had been a deeply felt complaint, while “Dil ki yeh arzoo thi” expresses both the 
willingness to love again, and a warning against unfaithfulness. 
The last song in the Nikaah soundtrack follows only two minutes after the preceding one. 
Between the two songs Wasim, in his convertible, comes upon Nilofar walking and offers her a 
ride. She refuses but he pressures her into accepting. After a short recrimination he drops her off, 
inviting her to dinner at 8:00 the next evening, to which she replies, “It’s impossible.” The scene 
cuts to Wasim at home, presumably the next night, but he is alone, wallowing in despair and 
guilt: his emotional state is expressed in the song, “Chupke chukpke raat din (Secretly night and 
day).” This song deserves special mention because it is the first appearance by a male Pakistani 
singer in an Indian film soundtrack. The singer, Ghulam Ali, like Mehdi Hassan, was known 
primarily as a ghazal singer, and was not, aside from Nikaah, associated with film songs at all. 
As described in Chapter 3, however, he was already a household name in India from his LP 
recordings and several concerts, and it was a stroke of marketing genius to include one of his 
ghazals in Nikaah.  
The picturization of the song is unusual in that it shows Wasim diegetically listening to 
an LP record on his phonograph. The record has the red EMI label, and we are apparently meant 
to assume that it is an actual recording of Ghulam Ali singing the ghazal. While there are other 
cases in Indian filmi songs where an onscreen phonograph player is shown and we hear the 
record playing, this is the first instance I know of where the mode of private listening I discussed 
in Chapter 2 is presented so explicitly, that is, a lone listener putting on a record that reflects 
his/her mood at the moment and listening to it raptly.  
As the opening music plays, we see a cake, perhaps the would-be anniversary cake of 
Wasim and Nilofar, with two tall candles burning on top of it. The cake is designed to symbolize 




a grave, with its rectangular shape and candles at its “foot” and “head.” Wasim has clearly gone 
all out to torture himself. In addition to the cake and the phonograph, there is a bottle of liquor, 
and he is smoking. As the ālāp begins, the camera zooms in on the phonograph player, and then 
shows Wasim from different angles, but with the phonograph player in every shot. Then we see 
the clock and it is 8:00 p.m., and to our surprise and the accompaniment of a violin “filler” 
melody, Nilofar appears in the doorway and slowly walks toward the grave-cake.  
The lyrics consist of three couplets excerpted from a longer ghazal by the early twentieth 
century poet Hasrat Mohani (1878–1851) and go as follows: 
Chupke chupke rāt din ānsū bahanā yād hai 
Ham ko ab tak āshiqī kā voh zamānā yād hai 
 
 
Khīnch lenā voh merā parde kā konā daffatan 
Aur dupaṭṭe se terā voh muṅh chhupanā yād 
hai 
Ham ko ab tak … 
 
Dopahar kī dhūp meṅ mere bulāne ke liye 
Voh terā koṭhe peh nange pā’o ānā yād hai 
Ham ko ab tak … 
Secretly weeping night and day I remember 
Until today that time of being in love I 
remember 
 
My pulling of the corner section of your veil 
And the way you hid your face in your 
dupatta I remember 
Until today… 
 
In the noonday sun to call to me 




As Ghulam Ali sings the opening mukhḍā (maqta) we see Wasim gazing into the 
distance: it is not clear whether he has seen Nilofar come in, or indeed whether she is just a 
figment of his imagination. Judging by his expressions, it seems that he considers her an 
hallucination. He never looks directly at her. During the filler music after the mukhḍā, we see a 
flashback to their engagement with Wasim putting a ring on Nilofar’s finger.  
During the first verse (the second couplet), we see the seen described in the lyrics acted 
out literally: Wasim pulls aside a black curtain to reveal Nilofar, and she raises her white dupatta 
to hide her face. Other flashback scenes ensure, and then the scene cuts back to Wasim watching 




the wax drip from the cake-candle like a tear as Ghulam Ali sings the first line including the 
word “ānsū” (tear). During the next filler music, we see more flashbacks, but this time we are 
shown the couple’s relationship deteriorating: we see their fights, Wasim’s failures to manage 
anger.  
For the couplet about the noonday sun, the scene cuts to outdoors, and we see Wasim on 
a palace rooftop with Hyderabad’s iconic Charminar in the background, as well as a number of 
other minarets and domes. And in keeping with the literal visualization of the lyrics, we see 
Nilofar crossing an adjacent hot rooftop barefooted and then turning coyly away from Wasim, 
imposing her dupatta between his gaze and her face. This scene lasts through the statement of the 
refrain, which is the second line of the maqta. When the first line of the maqta returns, the scene 
reverts to the original living room, with Nilofar standing behind the cake and Wasim staring 
unseeingly in her direction. As Ghulam Ali finishes by humming the ghazal’s mukhḍā tune 
without words Wasim wipes his tears, gets up, walks slowly over to the phonograph, and lifts the 
needle just a second or two before the implied final notes of the recording.  
As he stands at the phonograph, we can see past him to a large mirror, where Nilofar is 
visible in the reflection. He looks at the mirror, then slowly turns toward Nilofar and “salams” to 
her: this is an iconic Muslim gesture of greeting involving a slow, salute-like motion with the 
upturned right hand, cupping it slightly and slowly bringing it up to—but not quite touching—
one’s forehead. Nliofar returns the “salam” in total silence.  
The picturization and the sound of the song itself conspire to reinforce the notion that we 
are hearing a commercial recording of the song being inserted into the diegetic flow of the film. 
There is no attempt to create the illusion that we are watching an interior monologue or dialogue, 
or that the characters are actually singing. We are watching Wasim engaged in listening and we 




see the sound source of what he is listening to. I argue that the explicit contrast between the way 
Salma Agha’s voice is used in the film, both for diegetic song and song-over, and the way 
Ghulam Ali’s voice is used tells us something important about how Pakistani voices are 
gendered in Bollywood. Salma’s voice cannot be severed from her image: she is not a playback 
singer in any sense, but a singing face and a singing body, offered on screen for both scopophilic 
and acousticophilic consumption. Ghulam Ali’s voice, and male voices in general, are divorced 
from their visual manifestations, and “present” on screen only as an LP record. The mode of 
listening to Ghulam Ali, as shown in Nikaah, thus reflects the intimate listening space and 
emotional empathy I discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 with respect to the ghazal.  
This ghazal is in rupak tāl, a seven-beat tāl, in a slowish laya that is amenable to the 
ghazal genre. The slow tempo gives Ghulam Ali ample space for vocal flourishes. His vocal 
quality, like Salma Agha’s, is noticeably nasal, but more polished than hers, without the small 
breaks and transients that her voice exhibits. Similar to Mehdi Hassan’s ghazal gāyakī, Ghulam 
Ali employs agile and caressing tān to decorate the melody and bring out shades of meaning in 
the lyrics.  
Although Ghulam Ali was included in the Nikaah soundtrack to leverage his established 
fame as an exponent of the ghazal genre, the film was primarily a vehicle for Salma Agha and it 
rocketed her to Bollywood stardom, albeit briefly. She was nominated for a Filmfare award once 
more, in 1985 for the film Kasam Paida Karne Wale Ki. Then she essentially vanishes from the 
Indian filmi songscape, along with all of the other Pakistani singers. The reasons for this 
disappearance are just as complex as the reasons for the advent of Pakistani singers in Indian 
film in the first place, but underlying politics provides an explanation. At the macro, geopolitical 
level, the 1980s marked a lull between the 1971–72 Indo-Pak war, and the onset of the Kashmiri 




revolt in the 1989. But the Indian nation faced a series of crises internally in this period: the Sikh 
separatist movement reached its peak in the early 1980s and culminated with Indira Gandhi’s 
military attack on the Golden Temple, her assassination in 1984, and the ensuing horrific anti-
Sikh riots. The Indian government blamed Pakistan for fomenting the Sikh revolt and for the 
Kashmiri revolt in 1989. The latter was followed by the Kargil War in 1999 and it wasn’t until 
the early-2000s that détente was restored. In the periods of hostility and open conflict, musical 
exchanges between the two nations were non-existent. As far as I can determine there was no 
government discourse prohibiting such exchanges, but they simply didn’t happen. Meanwhile the 
Indian film industry itself was experiencing another sea change. Beginning with 1989 a number 
of fresh young actors, all sharing the last name “Khan” appeared on the scene. “Khan” is 
generally a Muslim last name, with links to the Pathan or Afghan community in northern 
Pakistan. All of the Bollywood Khans—Aamir, Salman, and Shahrukh—were from families that 
had lived in India for long decades before Partition, but their ethnic associations with Pakistan 
lurked below the surface.  
It was not the Khans, however, who were responsible for the return of Pakistani singers 
to Bollywood, but rather the superstar of popular Sufi music, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. Nusrat was 
the harbinger of the second wave in 1997, but it was his nephew Rahat Fateh Ali Khan who 
came to dominate the Bollywood playback scene after 2003. In the next chapter, I explore the 
second wave of Pakistani voices in Bollywood, and investigate why this second wave was 
monopolized by male singers, just as the first wave had been monopolized by female singers.  
 







CHAPTER 6: “THE LIGHT OF GOD”: MALE PAKISTANI PLAYBACK VOICES 
South Asian voices are generally heard as belonging to one of two genders, male and 
female, with a very few voices crossing this gender boundary. Androgynous and gender-fluid 
voices exist, but are extremely rare in this songscape. One notable example is the voice of Abida 
Parveen, as described in Chapter 4. Recent research on vocality, timbre, voice, nationality, and 
identity has tended to focus on women’s voices (Sundar 2017; Weintraub and Barendregt 2017) 
with a few exceptions (Neal, Eidsheim). My study of male voices in this chapter shares its 
theoretical framework with the study of female voices in the preceeding chapter, but with some 
significant differences. These differences emerge from gendered power structures, the aural 
construction of sex and sexuality, and the instrumentalization of the male voice.  
I have discussed how tessitura is an important index of sexuality for female voices. The 
mid-low tessitura of Salma Agha conveys both sexual desire and complaint, while the slightly 
lower range of Reshma emphasizes lament over libido. Timbre is also a major factor: Salma 
Agha’s nasal quality marks her as Pakistani, while enhancing the tragedy in “Dil ke armaan.” 
Reshma’s “khulī āvāz” adds the folk component, but also evokes the trope of the abandoned 
woman, the outdoor woman, the public woman. In the case studies below I will look at how 
tessitura, timbre, and other factors construct particular sonic identities for the male singers as 
well.   
I must also attempt to solve the mystery of why the history of Pakistani voices in 
Bollywood breaks neatly into the female singer era of the 1980s, and the male singer era post 




2000. The best explanation I can produce is based on work by Pavitra Sundar in her 2017 article 
on the evolution of filmi qawwali (Sundar 2017). Without looking specifically at Pakistani 
voices, Sundar similarly divides Indian filmi qawwali into two broad eras: from the 1940s to the 
1980s filmi qawwalis tended to feature romantic lyrics and to portray courtship rituals or mock 
competitions between genders. This changed, however, after the turn of the millennium in 
response to rising Hindutva (Hindu nationalism) and the increasing demonization of Muslims as 
terrorists. Film music responded by reviving what Sundar calls the “dargah (shrine) qawwali,” 
ironically a more traditional manifestation of qawwali that was performed normatively by male 
voices. Sundar argues that while dargah qawwalis presented the peaceful face of South Asian 
Islam, they also limited the discourse to largely male voices and male spirituality. In practice, 
this meant that film music directors began to look to Pakistan for “Sufi voices,” and specifically 
to Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s heir apparent, Rahat Fateh Ali Khan. As I will argue below, Pakistani 
male voices without prior Sufi associations, like that of Adnan Sami, could be packaged as Sufi 
voices, but certain vocal characteristics lent themselves more readily to Sufization.  
The Pakistan musical scene itself had been busy in the 1980s inventing the Sufi rock 
genre, represented most forcefully by the band Junoon. This “sound” too was to find its place in 
Bollywood: while Junoon itself was never gathered into the Bollywood fold, other Pakistani rock 
singers were recruited by Bollywood, most notably Atif Aslam and Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan. 
Both of these singers debuted in Bollywood in the same year, 2006. Both were from more or less 
mainstream rock bands, and both lacked explicit markers of popular Sufism, but they were still 
incorporated into Indian commercial film soundtracks as Sufi rock balladeers. 
The gender division between the 1980s and the post-2000s thus seems to be best 
explained by changing trends in perceptions of Muslim and Pakistani musicality. The 1980s was 




the era of the ghazal and the re-invented courtesan film Umrao Jaan (1981). As I have discussed 
in earlier chapters, the Indian popular imagination conceived of courtesans as Muslims, and by 
syllogism, Muslim women as eminently desirable and sexually available. Thus voices like Salma 
Agha’s, that seemed to embody female sexuality, readily found acceptance and fame in 
Bollywood in the 1980s. By the 1990s, the male ghazal singers like Mehdi Hassan and Ghulam 
Ali had already been eclipsed by Jagjit Singh both on and off screen. By the 2000s, due to the 
sea change described by Sundar, male voices came to dominate Muslim spirituality in 
Bollywood, perhaps because Indian listeners could not disassociate Pakistani women’s voices 
from sexuality, at least on the silver screen. Moreover, as I will demonstrate below, many of 
Bollywood’s Sufi rock ballads performed by Pakistani singers are positioned within narrative 
situations featuring transgressive sexuality. I argue that the operative word linking the Sufi 
context with unbridled sexuality is “ishq”—referring to the overwhelming passion that is both 
human and symbolic of the urge to merge with the divine.  
The Light of God 
The contrast between Indian and Pakistani male vocal timbres can be heard in a song 
from the 2010 film My Name Is Khan (henceforward MNIK) where the voices of the Indian 
singer –composer Shankar Mahadevan and Pakistani singer Adnan Sami are juxtaposed. This 
song occurs at an important juncture in the film when the Indian Muslim immigrant hero Rizwan 
Khan (played by Bollywood superstar Shahrukh Khan) has just been banished to wander The 
United States by his Hindu wife Mandira (played by Kajol) after the tragic death their son in an 
Islamophobic hate crime after 9/11. Rizwan takes his backpack and sets out across the country to 
try and meet the president to tell him that “My name is Khan and I’m not a terrorist.” The song 




“Noor-e Khuda (Light of God)” is non-diegetic and provides the soundtrack to Rizwan’s odyssey 
and Mandira’s anguish.  
Shankar Mahadevan, one of the film’s composer trio Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy, alternates 
with Adnan Sami in the first part of the song. Shankar’s voice has the clarity and control that 
typifies Indian filmi voices, that is, he avoids huskiness, nasality, or other audible evidence of 
embodiment. Adnan Sami, on the other hand, has a slightly, but noticeably more nasal tone, and 
deploys a range of embodied techniques that become hallmarks of his style. These include 
humming and prolongation of the letter “M”, breathiness, and transient vocal prefixes and vowel 
distortions resembling in some ways the U.S.  Country music “twang” (Neal). Not every 
Pakistani singer uses all of these techniques, rather they contribute to Adnan’s personal style, but 
I argue that it is this manifest embodiment, combined with a general tendency among Pakistani 
singers to cultivate nasal and/or khulī timbres, that creates the distinctive Pakistani vocal palette. 
Adnan Sami was the second male Pakistani singer to break into the Indian popular music 
industry after Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s brief fling in Bollywood in 1997. Adnan’s 2000 duet 
album with Asha Bhosle has been discussed in an earlier chapter. He sang for three Indian films 
in 2001, slightly pre-dating Rahat Fateh Ali Khan’s debut in 2003, and went on to make his mark 
as a composer as well as a singer. In 2015, as Hindu nationalist began to militate against 
Pakistani artists’ increased prominence in Indian cinema, Adnan Sami was the only Pakistani 
musician who responded by applying for Indian citizenship, which he now enjoys along with a 
host of awards from the Indian government.   
In the song “Noor-e Khuda,” the film producers and the music directors (composers) 
construct the song with two alternating male voices, one Indian and one Pakistani, each with its 
own vocal symbolism. The last segment of the song is sung by a female Indian artist, Shreya 




Ghoshal, and I will address that point in due course. Non-diegetic film songs often reference the 
characters’ internal states, and in the song both characters are experiencing trauma and loss. 
Shankar Mahadevan’s voice is used to express Rizwan’s mode of mourning, which is visually 
represented by escape, as Rizwan crosses immense barren landscapes. Adnan Sami’s voice is 
heard when Mandira is shown mourning. She cannot escape her pain physically, as Rizwan has 
done, because she remains in close physical contact with her murdered son’s possessions and 
still lives in the house they once shared. I argue that this physicality of grief is underscored 
literally by the embodied-ness of Adnan Sami’s voice. 
The song begins with a soaring ālāp over organ synth drone, sung by Shankar Mahadevan 
using the words “Noor-e Khuda.”  The camera soars high above a barren desert landscape where 
the flat deadness is punctuated only by a maze of high-tension wires strung between angular steel 
towers. The camera slowly pans across the landscape before zooming in to locate a tiny, dark 
figure on a straight, dusty road: Rizwan Khan on his hopeless journey. The ālāp ends with a 
sārangī phrase, and we cut to a close-up of Rizwan walking; at this point the songs rhythm 
begins with guitar strumming and organ chords establishing a I-IV-I-IV harmonic rhythm (Fig. 
6.1). 
 
Figure 6.1: Still from the song “Noor-e Khuda” (My Name is Khan, 2010) showing hero Rizwan 
Khan (Shahrukh Khan) setting off on his trans-U.S. pilgrimage. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJ5r5Z6G2Zo (0:46) 





The organ drone at the beginning imitates a harmonium, and the sārangī also adds a hint 
of sonic qawwali-ness, but the tabla-dhol rhythms that would place this song into the qawwali 
genre are absent—for now. The opening lyrics, however, refer indubitably to Sufism, and the 
words “Noor-e Khuda,” “Light of God,” lay out the metaphysical orientation of the whole song. 
This song is about loss and separation, not only the death of a child, but the self-enforced 
separation between Rizwan and Mandira. Qawwalis often refer to the God-Beloved as someone 
who is hidden, separated, unattainable, but yet someone that the Soul must forever seek. That the 
quest must end in death is the ultimate truth of Sufism: only by death can the Soul find final 
union with the God-Beloved. The song’s refrain also reinforces its function as a disguised 
qawwali with references to a hidden God/angry beloved who averts his gaze (see lyrics below).  
Shankar sings the first verse fairly straight, without much decoration. The lyrics speak of 
fear and alienation. For most of this verse Rizwan is walking through the desert, but at the last 
line of the verse (“Who knows what was lost in a second”) the film cuts to Mandira cleaning out 
Sam’s school locker and inhaling Sam’s scent from a jersey. Overlapping with Shankar’s line, a 
sārangī riff emerges to pull in Adnan Sami’s voice. The contrast between Shankar and Adnan’s 
voices couldn’t be more obvious in terms of timbre and technique. Adnan jumps on the sārangī 
lick, humming “mmm” before enunciating his lines. He uses this same “mmmm” technique 
again just before his fourth line. On his second line, he eases into the open “Aaa” with a grating 
transient that references loss and pain. On the third line he tosses off the word “juda 
(separation)” abruptly, and then sings the end of the line, “ho gaya (happened),” in a breathy 




half-whisper. In the fourth line, he gives each word a little “twang,” a kind of vocal kick, with a 
shake on the last word.1  
Throughout Adnan’s verse, we see only Mandira, mourning Sam with every object she 
removes from his locker. She finds a family photo in a book, and holding it to her breast finally 
collapses against the endless rows of blue lockers. Since the song is non-diegetic, we don’t 
expect the singing voices to “speak” for the actors in a one-to-one correspondence, but the 
director has chosen to associate Rizwan with Shankar’s voice, and Mandira with Adnan’s. All of 
Adnan’s vocal techniques, the embodied vocables and transients, conspire to express physical 
pain. The “mmm” device, the abrupt stops and breathiness convey the physical difficulty of 
articulating grief, underscoring the pain we feel empathetically as we watch Mandira holding and 
caressing Sam’s things. The fact that Adnan’s voice is a deep male voice while Mandira is a 
woman serves to express her pain as a universal shared trauma. 
The pre-chorus is sung only by Shankar as the music mounts toward the refrain we see 
Rizwan, now on a bus gazing dejectedly out the window alternating with Mandira, still at Sam’s 
locker. The refrain begins with a mixed gender chorus singing “Noor-e Khuda” over and over; 
when Adnan enters with “Tell us where you are hidden” his voice is plaintive, almost sobbing. 
Shankar’s voice, in comparison, has been relatively low-affect. The refrain is the first place we 
hear a first-person pronoun: in the opening verses and pre-chorus the lyrics have described loss, 
fear, and alienation, but the subject has been absent. Now Adnan’s voice begs God to tell “us” 
where he is hidden. The addition of the chorus, and the use of “we” suddenly universalizes the 
song, brings us all together in a common longing for God’s mercy. When Shankar repeats the 
                                                 
1 Again, refer to Jocelyn Neal’s 2018 article for a detailed description of the acoustic phenomenon for which 
“twang” is a convenient shorthand.  




chorus, his voice lacks the emotional edge of Adnan’s, although it is certainly powerful and 
controlled.  
Lyrics in Urdu-Hindi Translation Comments 
Nūr-e ḳhudā 
Nūr-e ḳhudā 
Light of God 
Light of God 
ālāp (Shankar): 
desert landscape: Rizwan as 
tiny figure 
Ajnabī moḍ hai 
Ḳhauf har or hai 
Har nazar pe dhuāṅ chhā gayā 
Pal bhar meṅ jane kyā kho gayā 
It’s a strange turn 
Fear on all sides 
Smoke hides every vision 
Who knows what was lost 
in a second 
Verse 1 (Shankar):  
Rizwan walking 
 
Cut to Mandira clearing out 
Sam’s school locker 
Mmm āsmān zard hai 
Āhen bhī sard hai 
Tan se sāyā judā ho gayā 
 
Mm pal bhar meṅ  
jane kyā kho gayā 
Mmm the sky is pale 
Sighs are cold 
[My] shadow has become 
separated from [my] body 
Mm Who knows what was 
lost in a second 
Verse 2 (Adnan):  
Mandira at Sam’s locker, 
finding a family photo 
Sāṅs ruk sī ga’i 
Jism chhil sā gayā 
Ṭuṭe khvāboṅ ke manzar peh 
terā jahāṅ chal diyā 
Breath has almost stopped 
[My] body is flayed 
On a landscape of broken 
dreams your world has 
gone  
Pre-chorus (Shankar):  
cuts between Rizwan on a bus 
and Mandira at the locker 
 
Nūr-e ḳhudā, Nūr-e ḳhudā 
Tū kahāṅ chhupā haī hameṅ yeh 
batā 
Nūr-e ḳhudā, Nūr-e ḳhudā 
Yūṅ na hamse nazreṅ phirā 
 
Nūr-e ḳhudā, Nūr-e K ḳhudā 
huda 
Light of God, Light of God 
Tell us where you are 
hidden 
Light of God, Light of God 
Don’t avert your gaze like 
that 
Light of God, Light of God 
Chorus (chorus, Adnan): 
Cut between Rizwan’s bus on 
a rocky coastal highway and 
Mandira sitting on Sam’s bed 
Nūr-e ḳhudā … Light of God… Repeat Chorus (Shankar) 
Nazar-e karam farmā hī de 
Dīn o dharam ko jagā hī de 
Jaltī huī tanhā’iyāṅ 
Ruthī huī parchhā’iyāṅ 
Kaise uṛī yeh havā 
Chhāyā yeh kaisā samā 
Just decree a kind glance 
Just awaken faith  
Burning lonelinesses 
Angry shadows 
How did this wind blow 
How did this condition take 
over 





Rizwan Khan is Muslim, as is the actor who plays him, and post-9/11 Islamophobia is 
one of the main themes of the film. Since Sufism is often portrayed as the “good Islam,” as I 




discussed in Chapter 4 passim, it is no accident that Rizwan’s journey should be underscored by 
a qawwali-like song. But the song doesn’t reveal its qawwali roots until the bridge, when 
suddenly the texture changes, the organ and guitar disappear, the sārangī returns, and the rhythm 
is taken over by the tabla (2:37).2  We see Rizwan doing penance, earning the money to continue 
his journey by fixing people’s cars. He holds up a sign “Repair Almost Anything,” which of 
course has tragic connotations when applied to Rizwan’s own life. At this point Adnan sings the 
words, “Nazar-e karam farma hi de, Din o dharam ko jaga hi de (Just decree a kind glance, Just 
awaken faith).” In these two lines we have lexical and semantic references to Sufism. The “kind 
glance” refers to the grace of God, vouchsafed to the deserving few, while the Indian syncretism 
of “Din-o-Dharam” comes from the long tradition in Sufi and secular qawwalis of combining 
Muslim and Hindu words denoting religion. And the whole bridge section is sung by Adnan, 
perhaps because Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy thought that the Pakistani sound lent this part of the song 
an air of authenticity.  
The song continues in the same vein, alternating between Shankar and Adnan’s voices, 
with a montage showing the parallel actions of Rizwan and Mandira, but with no aural 
correlation between the two binaries. Mandira is shown talking to the police, trying desperately 
to identify her son’s killers. Rizwan is shown repairing things and traveling—on various buses 
and at one point on a pile of pumpkins in the back of a pickup truck. Then the song’s visuals 
begin to reinforce its Sufi text. Rizwan is on a bus with a young South Asian couple, the woman 
in hijab. They offer him food, which he takes hungrily. During a rest stop, with the music faded 
behind the dialogue, Rizwan tells his travelling companions that it is time for prayer. The couple 
looks nervous and hints that perhaps Rizwan should forego prayer given their location—the U.S.  
                                                 
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJ5r5Z6G2Zo (accessed Feb 6, 2020) 




heartland—and the climate of Islamophobia after 9/11. But Rizwan rejects their advice and prays 
out in the parking lot, amidst barbed wire and sagebrush, in full view of the bus passengers and 
the locals. People watch, some wonderingly, some in fear.  
At this point in the song (5:10 in the YouTube clip), a new voice enters, almost 
imperceptibly under the dialogue: that of Shreya Ghoshal, a woman. She sings an ālāp with 
sargam. Shreya, one of the leading female playback singers, has cultivated a breathy vocal 
persona, which she uses perhaps to distinguish herself from the Lata sound. The breathiness adds 
an element of embodied-ness, it is true, and conveys passion, but otherwise it over-feminizes the 
voice, and weakens its power. As Rizwan prays, Shreya sings new lyrics to the bridge melody, 
with the tabla again prominent in the texture, and hints of sārangī: 
Ujṛe se lamhoṅ ko ās terī 
Zaḳhmī diloṅ ko hai pyās terī 
Har dhaṛkan ko talāsh terī 
Terā miltā nahīn hai patā 
Ḳhālī ānkheṅ ḳhud se savāl kareṅ 
Aman kī chīḳh behāl kare 
Behtā lahū faryād kare 
Terā miṭā chalā hai nishān 
Devastated moments hope for you 
Wounded hearts search for you 
Every heartbeat searches for you 
But your whereabouts are not found 
Empty eyes may ask themselves  
The scream of peace may make [you] suffer 
Flowing blood may complain 
Your mark is being erased 
 
Throughout the film we have seen Rizwan pray before, but these shots have generally 
been subtle and fleeting. This song aurally and visually affirms that Rizwan holds fast to his 
faith, as the one unalterable thing in his life, and again, the absence of pronouns other than 
“Tu/tera (the “you” reserved for God)” universalizes Rizwan’s longing for divine grace. The 
images of Rizwan, with his white skull-cap, kneeling on his prayer rug, hands upraised - so out 
of place in the U.S.  landscape - highlight the qawwali-ness of the song. The lyrics here likewise 
assert the Sufi theme of complaint and longing for the divine.  




This song, and my detailed analysis thereof, illustrates an important function of the 
Pakistani male vocal sound in Indian film songs. I argue that “Noor-e Khuda” serves several very 
important purposes in the film. As Patrick Hogan has argued (Hogan 2008), Bollywood songs 
often occur and important junctures within films, and “Noor-e Khuda” happens essentially 
halfway through the film, just after intermission. The song portrays the two main characters’ 
responses to their shared trauma. It shows—visually and musically—how Rizwan sets out on a 
physical journey of atonement while Mandira embarks on an emotional quest for forgiveness and 
reconciliation. The design and construction of the song is very deliberate: Adnan’s voice 
specifically expresses Mandira’s grief, and reminds the listener that she attributes the cause of 
her grief to the fact that her husband is Muslim.The deployment of Adnan Sami’s voice, in 
juxtaposition to the Indian voices of Shankar Mahadevan and Shreya Ghoshal, highlights the 
song’s Sufi-qawwali subtext and simultaneously humanizes and universalizes the pain of 
separation from the beloved-divine.   
 
The Gang of Four 
The four male Pakistani singers that came to prominence in the Indian film song industry 
in the early 2000s were Adnan Sami, Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan, Atif Aslam, and Rahat Fateh Ali 
Khan. In order to trace the interwoven trajectories of these four “second wave” Pakistani singers 
in Bollywood, I use the FilmFare Awards nomination rosters to identify the songs by Pakistani 
singers that achieved prominence in the Bollywood songscape. For example, both Atif and Rahat 
received multiple Filmfare award nominations and, in 2011, four of the five songs nominated for 
the Filmfare award were sung by Pakistani vocalists. I will look closely at a small set of songs by 
these singers: the first Bollywood song by a Pakistani singer to garner wide acclaim, Rahat Fateh 




Ali’s 2003 hit “Mann ki lagan (Attachment of the heart)” from the film Paap (Sin), and two 
songs from 2006, “Mitwa (Friend),” Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan’s debut for the Karan Johar-
Shahrukh Khan film Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna (Never Say Farewell), and Atif Aslam’s debut 
“Woh lamhe (Those moments)” from the Mahesh Bhatt-Emran Hashmi film Zeher (Poison). I 
argue that these songs demonstrate there was a distinctive constellation of “Pakistani sounds” 
that Indian listeners liked and Bollywood music directors sought. This constellation was 
manifested both in vocal timbres and singing styles, the stylistic aspect being divided into two 
separate, but mutually impinging streams: the Sufi stream, and the rock stream.  
I wondered if the presence of these Pakistani singers could be explained by association 
with certain film directors, or producers, or actors, or film composers. Using the Filmfare award 
nominees as my sample, I did a quick check and found that there is no consistent correlation 
between the Pakistani singers and any particular actor, director, or composer. The theory that 
Pakistani singers most often sing playback for Muslim actors—although on the surface 
plausible—is statistically unfounded, due primarily to the predominance of Muslim actors in the 
Hindi-Urdu Cinema. 
As had happened with female voices in the 1980s, the entry of Pakistani male voices into 
the Indian film industry was facilitated by what might be called a period of timbral turbulence, 
when a handful of Indian voices had dominated the filmi songscape for an extended time period 
and film music directors were in search of new voices. Most of the male singers who had 
dominated Bollywood since the 1950s were gone by the 1980s, and the last, Kishore Kumar, 
passed away in 1987. As charted in Chapter 5, the novelty of the Pakistani women singers who 
specialized in ghazals, folk, and disco had faded before the end of the decade, but new female 
singers like Alka Yagnik who had adopted the Lata sound were re-establishing their dominance. 




Three male singers rose to prominence in the late 1980s. These were Udit Narayan (b.1955), 
Kumar Sanu (b. 1957), and Sonu Nigam (b. 1973). Each of these began his career by leveraging 
the sounds of the previous generation of singers, particularly Mohammad Rafi and Kishore 
Kumar, but were beginning to establish their own distinctive sounds by the early 1990s. By the 
late 1990s, however, Indian music directors were looking for new sounds. As I will demonstrate, 
this search for a new vocal style was driven by film-makers who were moving away from the 
traditional family-centered, teen romance plots toward a hipper, urban style, and this trend, in 
turn, was being fueled by the expansion of the diaspora market for Bollywood. 
The geopolitical context also played a role in other ways. The female Pakistani singers 
had planted their flags in Bollywood during the 1980s, which marked a lull between the 1971–72 
Indo-Pak war and the onset of the Kashmiri revolt in the 1989. This is not to say that the 1980s 
were peaceful. The Indian nation faced a series of internal crises in this period: the Sikh 
separatist movement reached its peak in the early 1980s, Indira Gandhi attacked on the Golden 
Temple with military force in 1984, and was assassinated shortly thereafter, sparking horrific 
anti-Sikh riots. The Indian government blamed Pakistan for fomenting the Sikh revolt and 
likewise, in the late 80s, for instigating the Kashmiri uprising. There was a brief window of 
détente around 1997, when Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan had a brief fling with Bollywood, but this was 
followed by the Kargil War in 1999, and it wasn’t until the mid-2000s that détente was restored. 
In the periods of hostility and open conflict, musical exchanges between the two nations were 
non-existent.  
Meanwhile the Indian film industry itself was experiencing another sea change. 
Beginning in 1989 a number of fresh young actors, all sharing the last name “Khan” appeared on 
the scene. “Khan” is recognized as a Muslim last name with links to the Pathan or Afghan 




community in northern Pakistan. The three most successful Bollywood Khans—Aamir, Salman, 
and Shahrukh—were from families that had lived in India for long decades before Partition, but 
their ethnic associations with Pakistan lurked below the surface. It was not the Khans, however, 
who were responsible for the renaissance of Pakistani singers in Bollywood, but rather the 
Pakistani superstar of popular Sufi music, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. 
 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan (1948–1997) and Rahat Fateh Ali Khan (b. 1974) 
By the last years of his life, Pakistani qawwal Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan had collaborated 
with Peter Gabriel and Eddie Vedder on Hollywood soundtracks, performed at WOMAD, 
recorded for the Real World record label, and been nominated for a Grammy. His commercial 
collaborations with Indian artists include a 1996 album with Javed Akhtar, Sangam 
(Confluence), and the track “Gurus of Peace” on A.R. Rahman’s album of Indian patriotic song, 
Vande Mataram (released after Nusrat’s death in December 1997). Both Sangam and “Gurus of 
Peace” contained messages of India-Pakistan friendship. In the same year, shortly before his 
death, Nusrat composed the soundtrack and sing for three Bollywood films: Aur Pyar Ho Gaya 
(And Love Happened), Kartoos (Cartridge), and Kachche Dhaage (Fragile Ties). The latter two 
films were released posthumously in 1999. His songs for these films retain their qawwali roots, 
especially the ones sung by Nusrat himself; the songs sung by regular Bollywood playback 
singers have a modified qawwali feel. 
The death of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan in August 1997 left an enormous vacuum in the 
South Asian songscape on both sides of the border.  In Pakistan Nusrat’s various nephews 
continued to carry the Sufi music torch but they remained little known in India until 2003, when 




the Indian film Paap (Sin) was released, featuring a song by Nusrat’s nephew and heir apparent 
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan.  
Paap’s director, Pooja Bhatt is the daughter of Mahesh Bhatt, whose father was Hindu 
and mother was an Indian Muslim. In 1998 Mahesh Bhatt had made an autobiographical film, 
Zakhm (Wound) about familial religious conflict, in which Pooja played her own Muslim 
grandmother, the female lead. Zakhm won the Nargis Dutt Award for Best Feature Film on 
National Integration (Wikipedia). Paap was Pooja Bhatt’s directorial debut; the film is based on 
the 1985 Peter Weir film Witness, but in Paap, the Pennsylvania Amish are replaced by Tibetan 
monks in the Spiti Valey. In terms of story-line, setting, and the overt sexuality it portrays, Paap 
was a daring departure in many ways. To complement the visual and narrative novelty of the 
film, Pooja Bhatt enlisted several Pakistani artists for the soundtrack, including rock musician 
Ali Azmat, poet Amjad Islam Amjad, and vocalist Rahat Fateh Ali Khan.  
In many of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s earlier recordings, the high, intense voice of the pre-
puberty Rahat is heard echoing and decorating the vocal fireworks of his uncle and ustad 
(teacher). After his voice changed, he embarked on a solo career, like Nusrat alternating 
recordings of popular song with recordings of more traditional qawwali. After Nusrat’s demise, 
Rahat begins to sing Nusrat’s songs as well, causing a minor controversy in the family over the 
rights to Nusrat’s artistic legacy, which Rahat successfully claims. It was likely because of 
Nusrat’s brief but significant success in Bombay that Bollywood sought out Rahat for playback 
singing as well.  
Pooja Bhatt chose Rahat’s voice for a song in her directorial debut film Paap (2003). 
Rahat himself describes how his song “Mann ki Lagan (Heart’s Attachment)” came to be in the 
film:  




“In the film Paap, the song ‘Mann Ki Lagan’ was my introduction into Bollywood. Pooja 
Bhatt heard the track and included this song in her film. The composition was done by 
Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. The track was initially recorded in Pakistan for an album 
that was stalled due to the sudden death of the producer. I am grateful to the producers, 
music directors, composers, the actors and most importantly the audiences for accepting 
it in Bollywood.” (Gaekwad 2018). 
 
There are different versions of the story, however. Pakistani song-writer Faisal Rafi, with his 
partner Rohail Hyatt, also claim writing credit for the song. In an online interview with Sonia 
Chopra: 
“[Sonia Chopra:] Does your hesitation about films stem from your being left out of the 
credits of Paap? 
 
[Faisal Rafi:] That was certainly a disheartening experience. “Man ki lagan” was a 
beautiful song, and we were surprised to see Anu Malik credited as the music director. … 
In hindsight, I guess it's ok. Paap was in 2003; [when] the relations between India and 
Pakistan were not that good. Maybe Pooja felt the need to use the name of a famous 
Indian music director to sell the music.” (Chopra 2005) 
 
This explanation rings true: Pooja Bhatt presumably used this unreleased Nusrat track in Paap to 
leverage the Nusrat legacy, even while giving nominal credit to the Indian music director Anu 
Malik. The Nusrat sound is evident, however, in Rahat’s voice.  
The song “Mann ki lagan” is heard non-diegetically at the juncture in the film where the 
sexual attraction between the heroine Kaaya (Udita Goswami) and the hero Shiven (John 
Abraham) is made evident for the first time. Kaaya has just tended Shiven’s gunshot wounds and 
he is standing shirtless and muscular before her. The ālāp begins with sargam, a technique used 
frequently in Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s style. But after one phrase the bell of the lamasery 
interrupts the music, symbolizing perhaps the call of the monastery and a reminder of celibacy 
for Kaaya who is on the verge of taking her vows. Indeed, after the voice of Rahat is interrupted, 
Kaaya and Shiven have a conversation about Kaaya joining the order as a Buddhist nun, and 
about how she will have to increase the time devoted to meditation. The song, which is about the 




attachment of the heart, is thus in direct opposition to Kaaya’s intention to detach from the world 
and retire to the lamasery. The ālāp continues sporadically as Kaaya and Shiven stare at each 
other, hyperventilating as a sign of arousal. She turns to walk away and the tabla beat begins 
with harmonium introduction. So far the song is using traditional qawwali elements: the sargam 
ālāp, the tabla-harmonium texture, the relaxed initial tempo. I argue that the introduction of the 
qawwali sound here prepares the listener for the Pakistani voice, a voice that carries connotations 
of both mysticism and sexuality. Rahat’s voice draws upon the Sufi conflation of divine and 
human love and expresses a longing that is simultaneously spiritual and physical.  
Just before vanishing through a hole in a wall, Kaaya turns and looks desirously at 
Shiven; at this point the music takes a sudden textural turn with new, non-qawwali instruments 
joining in, including a bass guitar and an electric guitar. After a few bars of this layered texture 
(harmonium, tabla, and guitars) Rahat’s voice enters with “O-o”, two syllables on the vowel “O” 
followed by the lyrics: “Lagi tumse man ki lagan (My heart has become attached to you).” We 
see on screen Shiven, still shirtless, throwing stones into the lake, wandering through the rocky, 
sterile terrain, clearly thinking about Kaaya, the would-be nun. The opening mukhḍā has two 
main pitches, F#3 (Re) and E3 (Sa), but reaches a climax with a rise through B4 (Pa) and C#4 
(Dha) to the upper octave (E4) emphasized with a brief rhythm stop, another traditional qawwali 
device. This mukhḍā is harmonized in E major, with a II7—IV sequence that then cadences 
through a series of I—IV—I chords.  
The song is not strophic, but rather built in contrasting sections. After the mukhḍā, the 
second section uses the same instrumentation, but now moves through a different series of 
chords over which Rahat sings new lyrics. The use of a harmonic progression to drive the music 




rather than using harmony to support a vocal melody is a device that is relatively rare in Indian 
film music. During this section we see Shiven watching Kaaya as she meditates.  
 
Figure 6.2: Still from film song “Mann Ki Lagan” (Paap 2003) showing hero Shiven (John 
Abraham) carrying the swooning heroine Kaaya (Udita Goswami).3  
 
After the mukhḍā is stated once more in full with Shiven wandering alone through more 
terrain, there is a new contrasting section. Rahat’s voice soars to a higher range, and he holds out 
long pleading notes. In this section we see Kaaya, not meditating, but out on the rocks looking 
into a mirror. Shiven’s hand enters the mirror’s frame to caress her face. As she swoons into his 
arms, giving in to the power of his touch, the music continues to gain in intensity, qawwali style, 
but in this case Rahat breaks away from the rhythmic structure defined by the tabla with his 
exclamatory phrases. This break from the rhythm symbolizes Kaaya and Shiven breaking the 
rules both of the lamasery and of wider South Asian society (Fig. 6.2). Shiven lays Kaaya down 
on a rock covered with a cloth, and before we know it, they are naked in the shower stall 
together. As the song returns to its initial range and the voice rejoins the rhythm, we see Kaaya 
                                                 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2mSzITlHWcE (4:52) 




and Shiven frolicking together amid the glacial boulders, kissing amid the ravines. As Shiven 
mauls Kaaya in a crevasse, Rahat reprises the sargam ālāp, and the song ends, we suddenly see 
Kaaya looking into the mirror as before, and tearing her eyes away in shame. The sex was 
merely her fantasy, apparently, though clearly a fantasy shared by Shiven. 
Rahat’s voice in this song, and in most of the songs he sings for Indian films, draws upon 
his qawwali training, but his vocal quality moves from a close-miked, crooning sound to a more 
“khuli awaz” timbre as he adds intensity and moves into the higher tessitura. His voice has 
audible grain, a slight huskiness reminiscent of Nusrat’s but not quite as raspy. The other 
parameter of his vocality is his virtuosic control over pitch and nuance. The overall effect of the 
song is that of a qawwali, but one that combines popular music guitar orchestration with 
traditional tabla and harmonium. It both is, and is not a qawwali in a traditional sense, but Nusrat 
Fateh Ali Khan had set a number of precedents for the reinterpretation of the qawwali genre in a 
popular, world music context.  
The important point about the qawwali link, however, is that as a Sufi form of music, 
qawwali allows both the subject and object of love to partake of the divine. Pooja Bhatt’s 
decision to use this particular song to underscore the first—albeit fantasy—love scene in the film 
highlights the forbidden nature of the love between Kaaya and Shiven but simultaneously alludes 
to its spiritual side. Although the film was shot in the Spiti Valley is in Himachal Pradesh, the 
landscape resembles visually the high terrain of Ladakh, on the Pakistan border, which is both 
the site of the Kargil War, and a place where Buddhism and Islam coexist relatively peacefully. 
The song, by a Pakistani singer with Pakistani lyrics, then emphasizes the liminal nature of the 
setting, the characters’ love, and Kaaya’s dilemma about entering the lamasery despite her sexual 
desire for Shiven.  




 “Mann ki lagan” was not the only Pakistani song used in Paap. “Garaj baras (Thunder 
rain)” is an electric guitar-heavy rock ballad sung by Ali Azmat, the lead vocalist of Pakistan’s 
most famous bands, Junoon (Obsession). Junoon’s 1997 Sufi-rock album Azadi had been co-
released in India and the song used in Paap was from Junoon’s 2003 album Dewaar, which had 
topped the singles charts in both India and Pakistan. 
The song is used in the film non-diegetically to underscore the flight of the main 
characters from the pursuing thugs; it is heard before “Mann ki lagan.” As Kaaya and Shiven 
race madly through spectacular mountain scenery in an SUV, the driving rhythm, the rough 
vocal textures, and the guitar hook combine to enhance the suspense. This song is a departure in 
almost every way from standard Bollywood film songs. Ali Azmat cultivates a “catch” in his 
voice, a transient bump in the pitch at the beginning of accented syllables. In many passages it 
sounds like he is spitting out the words. The main vocal line is also doubled an octave lower in 
the refrain, adding a sinister note, while in the verses there is vocal harmonization. The lyrics, 
“Garaj baras savan ghir aiyo (Thunder, rain, come pouring down)” have nothing at all to do with 
the narrative of the film, however I should note that they are written in a folk style/dialect, and 
Bollywood has a number of older rain songs with similar lyrics. The traditional feel of the lyrics 
thus stands in stark contrast to the overall sound of the song. This “hard rock” sound would 
become more common—but never dominant—in the Indian film songscape, where it is used 
sparingly to signify what we might expect: youthful rebellion, urban modernity, anger, and 
danger. Despite the popularity of “Garaj baras” beyond the film, Ali Azmat had only a transitory 
impact on Indian film song.  
At this juncture I revisit the notion of vocal spaces. Like the women singers in the 1980s, 
the male singers also inhabit different musical spaces, defined by gāyakī as well as meta-musical 




parameters like lineage and genre. Within the overall space of male Pakistani vocalists, there are 
two articulated provinces: the qawwali and the rock province. Voices in the qawwali region, 
represented primarily by Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, tend to sound rooted in classical training, but 
with a “khulī āvāz (open voiced)” quality and hints of qawwali gāyakī. Voices in the rock region, 
like that of Atif Aslam, sound more rough-edged and untrained, but also more “hip”. The 
Pakistani rock sound, as heard in Indian film song, moves between the soft, crooning end of the 
spectrum to the hard, straining end. Of course there can be blurring of the boundaries, and some 
singers move across these boundaries, but I argue that these two vocal spaces constitute two 
nodes of attraction within the Indian filmi songscape.  
Proceeding through the 2000s and beyond, I will select songs to discuss based on the 
FilmFare Awards, India’s primary cinema industry awards program, comparable to the U.S. 
Academy Awards. As discussed in the last chapter, the FF Awards contain categories for “Best 
Playback Singer, Male and Female.” The first Pakistani singer nominated in this category in the 
2000s was Adnan Sami, for a duet with Sunidhi Chauhan from the 2001 film Ajnabee (Stranger). 
Adnan Sami was already a presence in the Indian songscape through his non-filmi collaborations 
with Asha Bhosle and other Indian artists (discussed in Chapter 3?) that had begun in 1995. 
Rahat’s voice occupies and defines a liminal space in the Indian film songscape. It is a 
space where erotic passion and mystical devotion can co-exist, and where boundaries can be 
crossed. His filmography-discography is extensive: of all the Pakistani singers, it was Rahat 
whose voice became nearly ubiquitous in Bollywood, albeit with Atif Aslam a close second. 
After Paap, Rahat has sung in at least one Indian film every year. The chart4 below shows the 
number of films that included at least one song in his voice each year: 
                                                 
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rahat_Fateh_Ali_Khan_discography#Indian_films (Accessed Jan 31, 2020). 
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In most cases it was Rahat’s songs that stood out in these film’s soundtracks. In 2005, he had a 
major hit with the song “Jiya Dhadak Dhadak ([My] heart pounds)” from the film Kalyug (The 
End of Time), produced by Pooja Bhatt’s uncle Mukesh Bhatt.  After this his super hits came fast 
and furious: "Bol Na Halke Halke" (2007: Jhoom Barabar Jhoom); "Jag Soona Soona Lage" 
(2007: Om Shanti Om); "Main Jahaan Rahoon" (2007: Namaste London); and "Teri Ore" (2008: 
Singh Is Kinng). He has only been nominated for a FilmFare award four times, in 2010, 2011, 
2012, and 2017. Although the lead-up to the ban on Pakistani artists caused a dip in his 
popularity in 2013–2016, he seems to be bouncing back, having sung for nine films in 2018.  
 
Channeling Pakistani Voices 
Rahat’s roots as a qawwal under the tutelage of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan gave him a surplus 
of Sufi cultural capital. His voice, as I have shown, becomes a signifier with qawwali as its 
referent, and the qawwali sound in turn refers to the popular framework of mystical Islam. 
Although my informants don’t state it in such terms, Sufism has become strongly linked in 
Indian listeners’ minds with Pakistan, even though India has its own share of qawwals and other 
Sufi performers. Something about Pakistan being an explicitly Islamic state gives its performers 
a dual sheen—of both authenticity and otherness. I have mentioned how for many years the 
music stores in India had a “Sufi” section in which one could find CDs of Pakistani singers like 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan but also recordings by ghazal singers like Farida Khanum, Runa Laila, 
and Mehdi Hassan. “Sufi” was a convenient metonym for Pakistan, even for voices that were 
decidedly not qawwali-inflected.  




Adnan Sami also gets “filed under Sufi” although he lacks Rahat’s qawwali lineage. 
Adnan’s training is, in fact, in the classical tradition in Pakistan, and some of his first 
commercial recordings in Pakistan are rāgs on piano, many in collaboration with Indian tabla 
maestro Zakir Hussain. By the 1990s he had moved into film composing and film-song singing 
for the Pakistani film industry, and it was in connection with his 1995 film Sargam (Music) that 
he initiated his collaboration with Asha Bhosle. Asha recorded several solos and duets for the 
film which appeared on the CD soundtrack release, but in the end, only one song in the film uses 
her voice. The Asha-Adnan collaboration continues on the 1997 non-film album Badaltey 
Mausam (Changing Weather), which includes three Asha solo tracks, four Adnan solo tracks, 
and five duets. This album was originally released in the U.K., but in 2000 it was repackaged for 
Indian release as Kabhi To Nazar Milao (For Once Just Look into My Eyes).  
Then in 2002 Adnan’s album Tera Chehra (Your Face) spawned several music videos with 
high profile Bollywood actors (see Fig. 6.3). At this point Adnan doesn’t look much like a pop 
star - he weighs over 300 pounds—but his voice is ubiquitous on the Indipop airwaves. 
Meanwhile he has begun singing playback in Bollywood in 2001 and writes his first Bollywood 
soundtrack in 2003.  






Figure 6.3: Still from music video for “Kabhi Nahin” (2002) featuring Adnan Sami (left) and 
Amitabh Bachchan (right).5    
 
Much of Adnan’s oeuvre has nothing to do with qawwali, sonically or otherwise, but he 
never totally escapes typecasting as a Pakistani voice. In the 2015 blockbuster Bajrangi 
Bhaijaan, he does a cameo role as a qawwal. This song comes at a crucial juncture in the film: 
the Indian hero, Bajrangi, a devout Hindu played by Muslim actor Salman Khan, has become 
accidental guardian of a young, mute Pakistani girl, Shahida, who is lost in India. Shahida and 
her mother had come to India to visit the Sufi shrine of Nizamuddin in Delhi in hopes of curing 
the daughter’s inability to speak, but had become separated when Shahida accidentally gets off 
the train mid-route. Bajrangi somehow gets Shahida back across the border to Pakistan, but 
because she cannot tell him where she lives, he roams the country—without a visa—staying one 
step ahead of the authorities, trying to find Shahida’s parents. Bajrangi and Shahida, during their 
odyssey through Pakistan, visit a Sufi shrine in Kashmir where by sheer coincidence Shahida’s 
                                                 
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qC977wZ2w4Q (0:15) 




mother is also present, praying for any sign of her lost daughter. At the shrine we see and hear 
Adnan—in a new svelte incarnation—singing the Sufi classic qawwali “Bhar do jholi meri (Fill 
my sack)” (Fig. 6.4). 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Still from filmi qawwali “Bhar Do Jholi” (Bajrangi Bhaijaan 2015) featuring singer 
Adnan Sami.6  
 
Conversely, Rahat was able to branch away from his Sufi roots and sing songs that were far 
removed from the Sufi ethos. The only Pakistani singer to actually win a FilmFare award, Rahat 
won for a song that is strikingly atypical in sound and style. The song, “Dil to bachcha hai ji 
(The heart is a child, sir)” appeared in the off-beat film Ishqiya (Passionate) in 2010. This was 
the same year that Rahat sang the filmi qawwali “Sajda (Prostration)” for My Name is Khan, but 
“Dil to bachcha hai ji” is a total departure. It is in ¾ walz time, orchestrated thinly for strummed 
acoustic guitar and a synthesized accordion. The sound is vaguely East European, or perhaps 
                                                 
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zk0–f92gg9A (0:53) 




Greek-Mediterranean. His distinctive, husky voice noticeably subdued, Rahat sings syllabically, 
with minimal melodic elaboration, contributing to the non-Indian quality of the sound. Despite 
the Muslim context—the main characters are Muslim—and the occurrence of “Wallah (by God)” 
in the lyrics, there is nothing in the music or voice that evokes the Sufi sound except maybe for 
the subtle use of a daf.  
One of the last songs Rahat sang before the 2016 ban, “Jag ghoomeya (I’ve roamed the 
world)” from the 2016 film Sultan, returns to a his more typical style. Here too, the main 
characters are Muslim: a retired wrestler and his estranged wife, played by Salman Khan and 
Anushka Sharma respectively. The Rahat-Salman pairing had proved particularly successful for 
both, despite the fact that Rahat’s singing voice and Salman’s speaking voice are significantly 
different in range and texture. Nevertheless, this song too was nominated for a FilmFare Award 
in 2017, after the imposition of the ban. The song begins in the Sufi rock idiom with an extended 
ālāp over an arpeggiated guitar riff. The lyrics slip in and out of Punjabi, although Sultan himself 
is—and speaks—Haryanvi. Like “Noor-e Khuda,”  “Jag ghoomeya” picturizes a situation where 
the hero Sultan’s wife has separated from him, devastated after the death of their child. But he 
loves her still, and sings this song diegetically, grabbing the microphone in a club at the urging 
of his friends. The lyrics of the first verse clue the listeners to the Sufi context by using certain 
Sufi buzz-words, for example, “rūhānī (spiritual)” and “nūrānī (filled with divine light).” The 
music, composed by Vishal-Shekhar, is eclectic, as Bollywood demands, with a distorted electric 
guitar, synth bagpipes, and a lick on rubab. Rahat exploits his full range with his trademark tāns 
reaching into the stratosphere.   
 




Atif Aslam (b. 1985) 
Suffice it to say that the Sufi sound, or qawwali gāyakī became one of the main channels 
by which Pakistani voices entered the Indian songscape. The other channel, as mentioned above, 
was the Rock channel. Ali Azmat’s song in Paap was one of the first Pakistani rock songs to 
appear in Bollywood, although his band Junoon’s 1997 album Azadi (Freedom) had sold over a 
million copies in India. The real breakthrough of the Pak-rock sound into the Indian film 
songscape came in 2005 when Mahesh Bhatt (Pooja Bhatt’s father) acquired permission to use 
Atif Aslam’s voice and song “Woh lamhe (Those moments)” in his sex-thriller Zeher (Poison). 
Like Rahat’s “Lage lagan,” “Woh lamhe” was a pre-existing song; Mahesh Bhatt sought to adapt 
it into his film, rather have a new song composed for Atif’s voice.  
Atif got his start with his band, Jal (Water) in Pakistan in the early 2000s but he went solo 
in 2004 resulting, as usual, in various copyright claims and litigation between him and his former 
band-mate/song-writing partner Goher Mumtaz. In terms of musical training, Atif admits that he 
had none, but that he was inspired by Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan.7 Atif’s voice actually sounds 
untrained; his pitches aren’t always precise, and he has no pretentions to mastery of classical 
technique. This is probably why Mahesh Bhatt sought out his voice for Zeher (2005). The film is 
in what would become Mahesh Bhatt’s trademark style: it stars relative newcomer Emran 
Hashmi, who also happens to be distantly related to Mahesh Bhatt, and features a hip, sexy 
cinematic feel that was a departure from mainstream Bollywood. The targeting of the youth 
market by using a young, urban actor who specializes in anti-hero roles demanded a new kind of 
voice, and Atif’s voice fit the bill. Not by coincidence, Mahesh’s brother also incorporated 
another of Atif’s songs, “Aadat (Habit),” later in the same year for his film Kalyug (2005).  
                                                 
7 Citation… 




The song “Woh lamhey” existed in two versions before Zeher: it had been written while 
Atif was still with Jal, but apparently not recorded with the original band configuration. After 
Atif left the band, he re-recorded three songs he had co-written with Goher Mumtaz and included 
them in his 2004 solo debut album Jal Pari (Mermaid). Meanwhile Jal released its first album 
Aadat which also included recordings of the co-written songs. The two recorded versions are 
similar in form and lyrics, but each is stylistically different; the version used in the film is closer 
in tempo to the Jal version. Unlike the Jal and Zeher versions, Atif’s solo version is a hard-
driving rock anthem and his stage performances—as found on YouTube—are all in this faster, 
hyper milieu.  
The accompanying music and sonic context have been significantly altered in the film 
version from Atif’s album recording. The orchestration and instrumentation of “Woh lamhe” is 
credited to Mithoon and Naresh Sharma, who are listed along with Atif Aslam and Jal (band) on 
the soundtrack CD. In the film the music emerges out of the sound of a passing train. We first 
hear arpeggios on what sounds like a synthesized cross between a harp and a plucked guitar. As 
the train sound continues and the vocal ālāp begins, the plucked string sound recedes and the 
texture is supplemented by maracas. Halfway through the ālāp, a rock drum-set joins in along 
with electric bass, to give the song its groove. The texture continues to thicken, with the addition 
of background punctuation on piano and guitar, as well as high violins. The instrumental 
interludes further diversify the sonic palette.  
The film version to some extent parallels the Jal band version with regard to texture. This 
version also begins with plucked strings, but it is an electric guitar rather than synth harp sound. 
Here too, midway through the ālāp, the rhythm kicks in, but here introduced by a drum-set break. 
The drum-bass groove is more or less identical to the film version, but the texture changes at the 




chorus with the addition of a wash of distorted electric guitar sound. In the verse the wash is 
replaced by strummed rhythm guitar, thinning the texture to bring out the lyrics.  
In the Atif solo album version, the ālāp is very faint and short, heard under rain sound. 
Atif’s voice enters a cappella, in the faster tempo, with the verse lyrics, “Na main janoon…” The 
texture changes only at the pre-chorus, when the drum and electric bass enter, along with rhythm 
guitar. But Jal’s flailing distorted guitars are absent and the bass line has been simplified. All in 
all, the music supporting Atif’s voice in the Zeher version has been Bollywoodized, that is, 
orchestrated with more layers and more varied textures, yielding a highly “produced” sound.  
All versions of the song are about loss and melancholy, but the lyrics of the film version 
have likewise been substantially altered to fit the narrative situation in the film. They are given 
below, and for purposes of comparison they are followed by the original pre-chorus and another 
verse, present in both the Jal Pari and Aadat versions, but not in the film version. The song’s 
protagonist remembers a sequence of romantic rainy nights; the rainy season is traditionally 
considered romantic—even erotic—in South Asian culture. But something has happened since, a 
spell of “bad weather.” Since rain is considered good and romantic, bad weather can take the 
form of storms (“khizan”) or even the hot sun (“dhoop”), and both are mentioned in the verse. 
The verse begins, however, with mystification: “Neither I know, nor you know, how this weather 
is, no one knows…”  Then the pre-chorus makes its point more explicitly: “bad weather came 
from somewhere…” resulting in marital turbulence.  






Voh lamhe, voh bāteṅ 
Ko’ī na jāne 




Those moments, those issues 
No one knows 
How those nights were 





Voh bhīgī bhīgī yādeṅ 
Voh bhīgī bhīgī yādeṅ 
 
[Verse 1] 
Na maiṅ jānūṅ 
Na tū jāne 
Kaisā hai yeh mausam 
Ko’ī na jāne 
[Pre-Chorus] 
Kahīṅ se yeh khizāṅ ā’ī 
Ġhamoṅ kī dhūp sang lā’ī 
Ḳhafā ho ga’e ham 
Judā ho ga’e ham 
[Chorus] 
Voh lamhe, voh bāteṅ 
… 
[Extended musical interlude] 
 
[Verse 2] 
Sāgar kī gehrā’ī se 
Gehrā hai apnā pyār 
Sehrā’oṅ kī in havā’on meṅ 
Kaise ā’egī bahār 
[Pre-Chorus] 
Kahāṅ se yeh havā ā’ī 
Ghaṭā’eṅ kālī kyūṅ chhā’ī 
Ḳhafā ho ga’e ham 
Judā ho ga’e ham 
[Chorus] 
Voh Lamhe, voh bāteṅ… 
 
Hooo, rain 
Those wet wet memories 
Those wet wet memories 
 
[Verse 1] 
Neither I know 
Nor you know 
How is this weather? 
No one knows 
[Pre-Chorus] 
This bad weather came from somewhere 
Bringing with it hot pain 
We’ve become upset 
We’ve become apart 
[Chorus] 
Those moments, those issues 
 
[Extended musical interlude] 
 
[Verse 2] 
Deeper than the depth of the ocean 
Is the depth of our love 
In these desert winds 
How can spring come 
[Pre-Chorus] 
Where did this wind come from 
Why did dark clouds overspread 
We’ve become upset 
We’ve become apart 
[Chorus] 
Those moments, those issues… 
 
[Original Pre-Chorus] 
Phir kyūṅ hai yeh tanhā’ī 
Kaisī hai yeh rusvā’ī 
Gum ho ga’e kyūṅ 





So why this loneliness? 
How this disgrace? 
You’ve vanished 





Andhī ho yā tūfāṅ ho 
Mere man meṅ rahe tū sadā 




Whether storm or typhoon 
You will live in my heart forever 
Whether friend or stranger 




Use ḍhūnḍhūṅ meṅ kahāṅ 
[Original Pre-Chorus] 
Phir kyūṅ hai yeh tanhā’ī 
Kaisī hai yeh rusvā’ī 
… 
Where should I seek her8 
[Original Pre-Chorus] 
Then why this loneliness 




Figure 6.5: Still from film song “Woh lamhe” (Zeher 2005) showing hero Siddharth (Emran 
Hashmi) and his wife Sonia (Shamita Shetty) sharing an uncomfortable jeep ride.9  
 
In the Zeher song, the hero Siddharth, whose marriage is breaking up due in part to his 
infidelities with another woman, is driving with his wife Sonia in a jeep; she angry, and he 
disturbed (Fig. 6.5). The song ushers in a flashback to when Siddharth proposed to Sonia at an 
outdoor club, and we see him lip-synching to the song in slow-motion on the dance floor where it 
is raining torrentially. The song, however, is not really a dance(able) song, hence the slow-mo 
visuals and the slow-mo lip-synching, which doesn’t quite work cinematically. Other than this 
short episode of lip-synching, the song is basically non-diegetic throughout.  
                                                 
8 Hindi-Urdu pronouns are not gendered, so “her” is a concession to heteronormativity; but the object of the search 
could also be God, or ….? 
9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUxUCUll8g8 (0:13) 
 




  As the first verse segues into the pre-chorus, the scene changes: we see the couple in the 
same jeep but in a flashback. They get a flat tire, perhaps the first hint of the “bad weather” 
mentioned in the lyrics. Although it is sunny, there is a sudden downpour, and Siddharth picks 
up Sonia and carries her down the street. During a long musical interlude, we see Siddharth, back 
in the present, paying the ferry operator; Sonia notices that his wallet contains a picture of her 
Siddharth had taken in happier days. This begins another flashback with Siddharth taking photos 
of Sonia frolicking in the surf; the sound of the clicking of his camera overlays the music. Verse 
two accompanies a roll in the sand leading to an amorous bubble bath, and the outro plays under 
a montage that mixes the tense jeep ride in the present with flashbacks from the club, the rainy 
street, the beach, and the bubble bath. This film broke ground in Bollywood by showing scenes 
that were overtly sexual, with the bubble bath implying full nudity. Of course they are a married 
couple, so it’s not as scandalous as Paap, but as Patricia Uberoi has remarked, Indian visual 
culture had tended to eschew portrayals even of socially sanctioned conjugal pleasure (Uberoi 
1990). Throughout the twentieth century, Indian films largely avoid kissing, even within the 
bonds of matrimony, although this begins to change in the 2000s. 
In both the Aadat and Jal Pari versions the deleted pre-chorus has a prominent role, making 
the protagonist’s uncomprehending loneliness the main point. The song’s fundamental question 
is, “Then why this loneliness,” contrasting poignantly with “those moments, those wet, wet 
nights” in the past. It is fairly clear why the original pre-chorus had to be changed: it talks of the 
beloved as lost, gone. Likewise the deleted verse asserts that the protagonist will love the 
missing beloved eternally, even when she is long gone. But in the context of the film, they are 
still together, albeit in a strained relationship. The whole tone of the band version of the song has 




been changed, with the film version focusing on a couple growing apart emotionally, rather than 
the loneliness of abandonment.  
The melody is constructed of short phrases that are often echoed with minor variations. The 
opening motif, E-flat D-flat E-flat, sets the three syllables of the lyrics, “Woh lam-he,” and is 
echoed for the words “Woh baat-eṅ” (Fig. 6.6). The melody slowly expands in compass, with the 
third phrase introduces the upper neighbor, F-flat, and descends to B-flat briefly, while the fourth 
phrase returns to the first motif with the addition of the upper F-flat as an anticipation 
appoggiatura. The “Hoooo” carries the melody back down stepwise to B-flat, and the rest of the 
chorus melody ambulates around this B-flat. The two tonal centers in the chorus, E-flat and B-
flat, thus set respectively lost moments, and those remembered rainy nights.  
 
Figure 6.6: Transcription of the mukhḍā of “Woh lamhe.” 
The verse stays in the lower part of the range, each phrase ending on B-flat as its cadential 
note, but on the pre-chorus, the melody jumps up to the high G-flat, the apex of the melodic line 
for the whole song. The pre-chorus melody reiterates the upward leaps, picking up melodic and 
rhythmic energy, and ends on an elaborate descending melisma leading into the chorus proper.   




Overall, the song retains the feel of a rock ballad: the melody is constructed of repeated 
phrases, and generally moves step-wise. The entire song is harmonized with a simple downward 
moving chord progression in G-flat minor: i—flat-VII—flat-VI—flat-VII. The second flat-VII 
sounds like a dominant chord, but never leads to C-flat major, but rather always returns to the 
tonic G-flat minor. Only the musical interlude uses chords other than these. Although Bollywood 
composers had long been experimenting with western harmony—in both pop and classical 
idioms—the qawwali style uses harmonization only sparingly. The harmonies heard in “Woh 
lamhe” thus position this song solidly within the rock idiom. 
Zeher also included a cover of another Pakistani song, “Agar tum mil jao (If I get you).” 
This song, recorded for Zeher by Indian female singer Shreya Ghoshal, had been originally sung 
by Tasavvur Khanam in the 1974 Pakistani film Imandar (Honest).10 This is a completely 
different situation from the willing incorporation of Atif’s voice in “Woh Lamhe”; this is 
cooptation, that is, the repackaging of a Pakistani song as an Indian song, without crediting the 
original singer, composer, or lyricist. The film soundtrack CD lists the composer as Anu Malik, 
although the lyrics and melody are directly plagiarized. One suspects that Anu Malik and the 
film music team thought that their theft would not be easily detected since, unlike Atif’s song, 
the Tasavvur Khanum song dated from more than thirty years before.11  
“Woh lamhe” inaugurated the Pakistani rock sound in Bollywood, and Atif’s voice was 
heard in another hit song later the same year in the film Kalyug (Last Days), produced by 
                                                 
10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6uzZXRds8Gk 
11 The history of mutual plagiarism between India and Pakistan is beyond the scope of this thesis, but there is a 
profusion of websites and YouTube channels elaborating a surprisingly large number of Indian songs “inspired” by 
older songs from across the border and beyond. Indeed, it appears that certain Indian film composers mined the 
older Pakistani repertoire for songs to rework, counting on Indian listeners’ lack of exposure to the Pakistani film 
song corpus. 




Mahesh Bhatt’s brother, Mukesh Bhatt. This film soundtrack is remarkable for including not 
only Atif Aslam, but Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, and Najam Sheraz, another Pakistani pop artist. 
Thus it was largely through the commitment of the Bhatt family that Pakistani voices became so 
entrenched in the Indian songscape. As mentioned above, the Bhatt family is a mixed Hindu-
Muslim family, and this appears to have given them the impetus to look toward Pakistan for 
sounds and voices for their films. 
Here I return to the concept of sonic genealogies. Pakistani bands manifest a diverse range 
of “sounds” drawing inspiration from Led Zeppelin to Pink Floyd, from U-2 to R.E.M. But of the 
band singers, it is only Atif Aslam and Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan who make their mark in Indian 
film music. Atif’s debut with “Woh lamhe” establishes what I call the Pakistani soft-rock lineage 
in Bollywood, and this lineage turns out to be very fruitful going forward. Atif remains in 
demand from 2005 until the present, recording several songs yearly for Bollywood. While he is 
not as prolific as Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, both have been nominated for five Filmfare Awards (so 
far). Bollywood accepted Atif’s sound only under certain stringent conditions. As described 
above, “Woh lamhe” was adapted sonically to Bollywood; Atif’s voice was foregrounded, but 
the accompaniment was radically altered from the original Jal/Jal Pari recordings. Ali Azmat, on 
the other hand, whose song “Garaj baras” had appeared in Paap, failed to establish a lineage. He 
remains a one-hit wonder in Bollywood and none of his songs are subsequently adapted for 
Indian films. It is probably his harder, harsher sound—both in his own voice and in his 
instrumental accompaniments—that proved incompatible with Indian music directors’ tastes.  
Atif specializes in the soft-rock ballad. His combination of youthful passion and untutored 
sound captured the imagination of film producers making films with more contemporary heroes 
and plotlines. The most important bit of evidence for the success of Atif’s sonic strategy is the 




number of imitators he “inspired.” Foremost among these is the Indian singer Arijit Singh, who 
becomes Atif’s most significant rival. With the institution of the ban in 2016, film composers 
turn increasingly to Arijit and other Indian singers to sing songs that might otherwise have been 
sung by Atif. Atif’s Wikipedia discography entry has a whole section devoted to “Replaced 
songs,” that is, songs that were original sung or offered to Atif, that Indian singers ended up 
recording.12 
Looking at the effect of the Pakistani wave on the Indian playback industry, we see that it 
comes at a juncture between the 90s Indian singers, who included Kumar Sanu, Sonu Nigam, 
Udit Narayan, and Abhijeet, and the latest crop of singers, led by Arijit Singh. The Pakistani 
wave began in 2003, crested in 2010–2011, and disappeared in 2017. Based on the evidence of 
the FilmFare nominations, this wave left the industry in turmoil for a few years: that is, no male 
artist tends to dominate the nomination rosters until Arijit’s ascendance. I speculate that the 
almost complete Pakistani sweep of the FF Awards in 2011 was felt as a threat in some quarters, 
and probably contributed to the rising animosity towards Pakistani artists. Thus Atif’s very 
success earned him the enmity of Hindu nationalist forces, and was a factor in the call for the 
2016 ban. According to the Times of India, a high profile concert in Pune was cancelled in the 
spring of 2015 due to agitation by the Hindu fundamentalist party the Shiv Sena.13 The Shiv 
Sena acknowledged that they had been complicit with the police:  
While the police denied any hand in the event being summarily pulled out, 
Shiv Sena Pune city president, Vinayak Nimhan, gleefully accepted that 
his party has been liaising with the men in uniform to eject the much-
publicised event. ‘We had met the deputy commissioner of police and 
                                                 
12 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atif_Aslam_discography (accessed Feb 24, 2020). 
13 https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/entertainment/hindi/music/photo-features/atif-aslam-lesser-known-
facts/photostory/46470247.cms?picid=46470255 (Accessed Feb 11, 2020). 




requested that no such programme involving Pakistani artistes should be 
permitted to happen,’ he was quoted saying.14 
 
This same Times of India article also discovers internal music industry opposition to 
Pakistani artists performing in India: 
Singer Kunal Ganjawala has recently expressed his anger over presence of 
Pakistani musicians in Bollywood music. Expressing his love for Arijit 
Singh’s soulful singing, he said that the singer has shown Pakistani singers 
their way out. He also said that the Pakistani singers have not contributed 
to the Hindi film industry in any way. Talking about veteran Pakistani 
singer, Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, Kunal said that a lot of people in India can 
sing on that high a note. Moreover, about the much loved singer Atif 
Aslam, Kunal said that Atif does not have anything except arrogance.15 
 
The writing was on the wall for Atif and the other Pakistani singers, and after 2016, and the 
2017 FilmFare Awards, they essentially disappear from Bollywood.  
 
Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan (b. 1965) 
The last Pakistani singer I will discuss in this chapter is Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan, who is 
not quite as popular as Rahat and Atif, but has an interesting career trajectory. The son of a 
renowned semi-classical and ghazal singer, Ustad Amanat Ali Khan, he rose to fame as the lead 
singer of the Pakistani band Fuzön.  He was the first Pakistani singer to appear in a Karan Johar 
film soundtrack,16 Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna (KANK) (2006, Never Say Goodbye), and KANK 
was the first soundtrack composed by Shankar Ehsaan Loy to feature a Pakistani singer. 
According to Wikipedia, Shankar, who is an accomplished Bollywood singer himself, heard a 
Fuzön song on the radio and immediately contacted Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan to perform in 
                                                 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Karan Johar is one of the most successful Bollywood film producers and directors working today. 




KANK.17 The song in question is “Mitwa (Friend)” and it became the biggest hit in the KANK 
soundtrack.18  
Although Shafqat’s provenance is his band Fuzön, “Mitwa” is not a Fuzön song, but rather 
it was composed by Shankar Ehsaan Loy specifically for the film. Shafqat’s vocal sound and 
style in “Ankhon ke sagar (Eye’s Oceans),” the Fuzön song Shankar heard on the radio, is 
similar to Atif’s: they both have cultivated the “band vocal” aesthetic, which includes only 
sparse use of classical vocal techniques, and a somewhat lazy approach to pitch. But in “Mitwa” 
the sound is quite different. It seems likely that Shankar, who himself is thoroughly classically 
trained, chose to evoke a more “sophisticated” vocal style from Shafqat. Paralleling my 
observations about the differences between the band version and the film version of “Woh 
lamhe,” “Mitwa” subscribes completely to the Bollywood idiom with thickly layered and varied 
orchestration. 
For Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan it is particularly difficult to pinpoint what it is about his 
voice that brought it into the Indian songscape. Although it was his rock song “Ankhon ke sagar” 
that got him noticed by Shankar Mahadevan, it is his classical technique that is foregrounded in 
“Mitwa.” Indeed, Shafqat’s pitch in “Mitwa” is much more precise than in his band recordings 
and his classical training is more in evidence, such that stylistically he sounds very much like 
Shankar. Upon listening closely to the song, I wondered if Shafqat and Shankar alternated 
singing in “Mitwa,” and attempted to determine which singer sings which segment by looking at 
live performances of this song. Shankar and Shafqat performed live together at an “Aman ki 
                                                 
17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shafqat_Amanat_Ali, accessed March 2, 2020. 
18 Ironically, it was a different song from KANK that was nominated for a FilmFare Award in 2007, although 
“Mitwa” was probably the most played radio hit from the film. 




Asha (Hope for Peace)” concert in Delhi in February 2011 and there are several videos of this 
concert on YouTube. But I was thwarted by the fact that in the live performances, Shankar and 
Shafqat never sing it the same way twice. In one recording, Shankar does the ālāp, and then gets 
the audience singing the refrain, then turns the mike over to Shafqat who sings the whole song. 
In another version they divide up the lines one way, and in the third they divide up the lines 
differently. According to Wikipedia, Shafqat is the only voice heard in the film version. In any 
case, the similarity in their two voices complicates the argument that Pakistani voices cluster in a 
different part of the timbral field than Indian voices, but it may be a reason why Shafqat was not 
as successful as Rahat, Atif, and Adnan at finding a unique niche in Bollywood.  
One thing that “Mitwa” has in common with “Woh lamhe” and “Lagi lagan” is that all 
three songs occur at a narrative juncture in the film where the characters are thinking about 
infidelity or taboo sex. They are being, or have recently been tempted to cheat on either a spouse, 
or a moral expectation, or both. This is not to say that all Pakistani voices are used to picturize 
infidelity, but it is interesting that these three songs in particular share this common thread. In 
KANK, the song is the soundtrack to the developing relationship of the two main characters, 
Maya (Rani Mukherjee) and Dev (Shahrukh Khan) who both happen to be married to other 
people. At one level this is a typical Bollywood “falling in love” song: Maya and Dev are 
realizing that they connect with each other more than they do with their spouses.   
The song, like the entire film, is set in New York City, and the scene of the song shifts 
between a soccer stadium and various cityscapes. Like many Bollywood songs, this one includes 
cuts between the individual characters’ internal fantasies and “reality.” For example we see Dev 
lean over in the stadium bleachers to kiss Maya on the cheek, but then there is a jump cut and we 
realize by Dev’s sheepish expressino that this happened only in his imagination.  




For analysis I have divided the song in to smaller formal sections (see lyrics below). The 
first section of the song [A] begins with a guitar riff, repeated twice before it is combined with an 
over-dubbed “chorus” of women’s voices singing—in English—“Love will find a way.”19 Then 
Shafqat’s voice picks up the line seamlessly, singing “Jaaniye, Heeriye.” These two words both 
refer to a beloved, the first deriving from “jān” (life) and the second deriving from “Heer,” the 
female protagonist of the Punjabi Sufi love legend Heer Ranjha. Both words are in Punjabi 
vocative case. In just these two words, Shafqat indulges in elaborate vocal improvisation, using 
classical murkī to enliven the simple phrase. The female chorus repeats its line, and then Shafqat 
again sings the same words but this time with different ornamental inflection, and a shift to the 
harmonic dominant. In the [B] section, the opening verse, Shafqat sings the first two lines of the 
lyrics: “Tell me, o my heart/ which way have you gone/ what have you not found/ what are you 
seeking?” The accompaniment here consists only of unobtrusive guitar chords, strummed on the 
downbeat of each measure.   
[A] (Intro riff) 
Love will find a way 
Jāniye Hīriye 
Love will find a way 
Jāniye Hīriye 
 
Love will find a way 
Beloved, O Heer 
Love will find a way 
Beloved, O Heer 
[B] Mere man yeh batā de tū 
Kis or chalā hai tū 
Kyā pāyā nahīṅ tū ne 
Kyā ḍhunḍh rahā hai tū 
Tell me, o my heart 
Which way have you gone 
What have you not found 
What are you seeking 
[C] Jo hai ankahī jo hai ansunī 
Voh bāt kyā hai bata 
The thing unsaid, the thing unheard 
What is that thing, do tell 
[D] Mitvā  
Kahe dhaṛkan hai tujh se kyā 
Mitvā  
Yeh ḳhud se to na tū chhupā 
Friend 
What shall [my] heartbeat say to you 
Friend 
Don’t hide it from yourself 
   
                                                 
19 It is actually one woman’s voice, that of Caralisa Monteiro, overdubbed to sound like a chorus. 




The [C] section is a pre-chorus that gains in intensity with the drum set starts up a fast 
kaharvā tāl syncopated pattern. On the third beat of the third bar of the [C] section, the electric 
guitar enters with a loud strummed anacrusis, and then on the refrain “Mitwa” [D] the full 
rhythm section kicks in with tabla, ḍholak, and massive electric guitar chords. The picturization 
parallels the music as follows. In the [A] sections we see Dev and Maya entering the stadium, 
and in the [B] section we see a series of close-ups of them interacting, ending with Dev kissing 
Maya’s cheek. In [C] we see the “reality,” that is, that Dev was only fantasizing. On “Mitwa” 
[D], we see a wide angle shot of Dev, alone in the middle of the now empty stadium field, legs 
apart, arms outstretched, bending backward while the camera spins around him (Fig. 6.7). The 
syllable “-wa” is held out for two full bars. For the first time in the song Dev is lip-synching, so 
we know we are listening to his “cry from the heart” although Maya is not here to hear.  
  
Figure 6.7: Still from film song “Mitwa” (Kabhi Alivida Naa Kehna 2006) showing the world-
stadium revolving around hero Dev (Shahrukh Khan).20  
 
                                                 
20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ru_5PA8cwkE (0:59) 




The sequence is repeated in the second verse, and this time on screen we see Maya 
fantasizing about wiping a gob of ketchup off Dev’s lip with her finger, until the scene cuts to 
her simply handing him a napkin. In the refrain, however, the focus returns to Dev, and the 
camera resumes whirling, this time with Dev on a spinning platform and the camera mounted 
about six inches below his crotch looking up. We see that Dev is in the middle of a Manhattan 
street surrounded by skyscrapers that spin dizzyingly behind him.  
In all repetitions of the refrain the thickened musical texture, the fast drum patterns, and the 
drawn-out syllable “-wa” combine to conjure up a sense of rapid, ecstatic motion through 
musical space. The refrain’s chord progression is vi-IV-flat III-IV-I, with the flat-III major chord 
stretching the harmonic space, further emphasizing the expansiveness of the musical mood.  
Although Dev is stationary, the whirling of the camera makes him into a sort of reverse whirling 
dervish, while the qawwali drums hint at a Sufi subtext. But is this a Sufi song? Karan Johar, the 
director of KANK, indeed intended “Mitwa” to be a Sufi song. In an interview he stated, “The 
essence of this music is different, some tracks on this album are new styles. For instance, there’s 
a song “Mitwa”, for the first time in my career, I’ve experimented with a Sufi song, treating it as 
mainstream.”21 And further, Wikipedia, citing this same interview, declares that: “The song is a 
Sufi rock ballad, which is first of its kind in a Karan Johar film.”22 As further evidence of the 
Sufi side of the song, Wikipedia cites the use of santoor and sarod, the latter especially being 
associated with Sufi music, perhaps because of its aural resemblance to the Central Asian rubab.  
                                                 
21 http://www.planetsrk.com/community/threads/making-of-the-music-exclusive-with-translations.1944/ (accessed 
March 5, 2020). 
22 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitwa (accessed March 5, 2020). 




The whole song thus embodies a sonic tension between the rock aesthetic and the Sufi-
classical aesthetic. The emerging Sufi flavor in the refrain, for example, is disrupted by the rock 
guitars. The, after the second refrain, the band sound is “explained” visually by a diegetic band 
on screen, playing on the New York waterfront. Maya and Dev are in the audience and fantasy 
reasserts itself as Dev grabs the mike. But suddenly the band sound is subverted by Dev 
“singing” sargam, giving Shafqat a chance to show off his classical expertise. The sargam 
provokes the audience to start dancing in synch, and lo and behold, they are doing kathak moves! 
Then there is a bridge, and then another iteration of the refrain, and then we have a sarod solo; 
the sarod sound further expands the sonic eclecticism of the song, and reinforces the Sufi flavor.  
The term that Wikipedia uses for this song, “Sufi rock ballad,” aptly describes the song, but 
is itself a confusing conflation, unless we read the term as being a euphemism for “Pakistani.” 
Shafqat himself does not claim a Sufi lineage, but by virtue of being Pakistani, and Muslim, it 
appears that anything he sings is heard as “Sufi.” The comments by Karan Johar and Shankar 
Mahadevan reinforce this interpretation: they never use the word “Pakistani” to refer to Shafqat, 
but they explicitly say that they wanted to infuse this song with a Sufi element, and the 
instrumentation—in part—colludes. But the other side of the Pakistani sound is the rock sound, 
and “Mitwa” also lives up to the “rock ballad” part of its generic moniker.  
 
Conclusions 
I have shown how despite the persistence of various barriers, Pakistani singers were invited 
to—and able to—find their niches in the Indian film industry. Finding one’s niche, however, 
involved varying degrees of assimilation. On the one hand, Shafqat Amanat Ali’s voice was 
assimilated almost completely into the Bollywood songscape such that his Pakistani identity 




becomes lost in the throng of other new male singers. He continues to sing sporadically in India 
until the 2016 ban, and after this his soundtrack work is confined to Pakistani films. On the other 
hand, the voice of Atif Aslam retained its distinctive “sound” even while being incorporated into 
a variety of Bollywood musical contexts. He is generally typecast as a singer whose voice works 
especially well in songs that have a rock ballad feel, or provide the vocal persona for a young, 
urban, often morally ambiguous character. Likewise, Rahat’s voice retained its unmistakable 
identity, and there is a tendency to use his voice for Sufi and/or Punjabi style songs, but he is 
also often asked to sing songs that may be considered a departure from his main sonic lineage. 
Adnan Sami’s voice is similarly unique and readily identifiable, although this very uniqueness—
once the fad passed—may have led to his eclipse from the Bollywood songscape after 2015, and 
this is made all the more ironic—or inevitable—by the fact that he officially became an Indian 
citizen on January 1, 2016.  
I have argued that listeners and performers agree that there is such a thing as a Pakistani 
vocal sound, with the caveat that this sound is constructed from a convergence of listeners’ 
expectations, historical contexts, and singers’ intentionality. This sound is defined by a 
combination of timbral, geographical, and contextual parameters that intersect to constitute sonic 
Pakistani-ness. As for the female singers, there is really no single adjective, for example, “nasal,” 
“husky,” etc., that can be applied to all four male singers. Indeed, three of the four singers have a 
distinctive timbre and gāyakī that becomes an individual “brand” in the Bollywood milieu. Atif 
has the untrained, “rock band” sound, Adnan has a “twang,” and Rahat has a qawwali-esque 
“khuli avaz.” In terms of geography, all Pakistani singers are influenced to some extent by 
Punjabi and Sindhi gāyakīs, starting their careers either in Lahore or Karachi. But when pressed, 
my interlocutors can’t give me more specific details about what constitutes a Punjabi sound, say, 




verses a non-Punjabi sound. In many cases, hearing a voice as Pakistani is often reinforced by 
sonic and generic clues that make the piece sound like a qawwali; this is the vocal typecasting I 
have discussed. Other contextual signs may be found in the lyrics: the use of Arabic/Islamic 
phrases often indicates Pakistani provenance for the voice, even if the lyricist and composer are 
non-Muslim. But a rock band sound, with the use of distorted electric guitars or a drum set, can 
also reference Pakistani-ness.  
In short, there are a large number of sonic signposts and symbols that can indicate 
Pakistani-ness for a voice in the Bollywood playback context, but perhaps the most important of 
these is brand recognition for individual voices. For each singer it was a particular song, a 
particular film soundtrack hit that propelled them to fame and ensured regular work in 
Bollywood. Music directors tinkered with each singer’s brand, but all in all the voices were left 
to speak for themselves. 
In a sense, Pakistani singers were competing with Indian singers in Bollywood, but as I 
have shown, with only one exception the Filmfare music awards always went to the Indian 
singers, no matter how many Pakistani singers were nominated. Music directors like Shankar 
Ehsaan Loy sought out the Pakistani singers for particular songs, but tended not to use them 
exclusively. Many songs were congenial collaborations between Indian and Pakistani musicians. 
But the notion of competition was simmering, and someone had the brainstorm to bring this 
competition out into the open. As the first decade of the twenty-first century progressed, we see 
the emergence of television music shows in which Pakistani singers were invited to compete 
against Indian singers directly. In the next chapter I look at two of the musical competition 
shows in which Pakistani singers took part, and argue that while these shows dramatically 
increased the exposure of Indian audiences to the variety and quality of musical talent emerging 




from Pakistan, ultimately they transformed a celebration of a common musical culture into the 









CHAPTER 7: MUSIC WARS: SINGING COMPETITION SHOWS ON TELEVISION 
In this last chapter I move from the world of film to the world of television, and from the 
arena of career playback singers to the arena of young singers attempting to break into the big 
leagues. Around the world we have seen the proliferation of musical competition shows where 
passionate amateurs get the chance at their fifteen minutes of fame—and perhaps more. 
Although many of these are essentially intra-national, like Britain’s Pop Idol and American Idol 
in the US, the longest running such television show, Eurovision, explicitly pits singers from 
different countries against each other.  
I will consider two case studies in which Pakistani singers competed directly with Indian 
singers on television: the music contest shows Sa Re Ga Ma Pa and Sur Kshetra. Looking 
carefully at the intersection of music and nationalism as played out in these case studies, I will 
argue that despite the prevalent framing of competition in militaristic and nationalist terms, the 
ultimate message of these shows is the existence of a shared Urdu-Hindi songscape and its 
ability to thrive across borders and between politically separated peoples. These shows go 
beyond the mere acknowledgement of a common musical heritage to construct and promote 
actively this transcendent musical universe. Behind the simplistic rhetoric of music being a 
universal language of peace, these shows demonstrate the power of music to overcome political 
differences and the will toward rapprochement between India and Pakistan.  
Several themes emerge in the discourse generated by music competition shows, which I 





degrees, most songs performed on musical competition shows tend to conform to one of a fairly 
small set of global song genres. However, there is often tension between the globalized, 
technologically mediated sound and national, regional, or ethnic styles and repertoires. A major 
factor in the preservation of stylistic diversity is the immanent relationship of song and language. 
I will discuss below how separate Indian music competition programs exist in most of the 
regional language, but that in the national and intra-South Asian shows, songs tend to be in 
Urdu-Hindi, or more rarely Punjabi. This observation is evidence that Urdu-Hindi continues to 
possess the cultural capital of a lingua franca/linking language both within India and across 
South Asia; this cultural capital can be leveraged into financial capital since it is understood that 
in order to compete at the national level, contestants must be able to sing the Urdu-Hindi 
repertoire despite their regional or linguistic allegiances. The significant presence of Punjabi 
testifies to the prominence of Punjabi in and around Delhi and in Pakistan, but also to Punjabi’s 
historical ties with the trauma of Partition, and, paradoxically, to a deep, shared, trans-national 
heritage of Sufism.  
Second, one of the primary reasons for the continued existence of musical competition 
shows is the notion that musical talent must be “discovered,” that is, that people are “out there” 
in the general public with hidden but potentially prodigious musical gifts. Typically auditions are 
held at multiple locations such that hopeful contestants have the chance to survive through 
various levels of elimination in order to appear in the televised final rounds. Although musical 
talent—however assessed—is the explicit criterion for advancement, other factors are clearly at 






A third theme is the comparison to athletic competitions: the parallels between singing 
contests and sports contests are inescapable, and the discourse often foregrounds the mutual 
emphasis on skill and preparation, the importance of teamwork, and the way both kinds of 
competition channel material hostility into—mostly—benevolent energy. This theme is perhaps 
more prominent outside of the United States: the U.S. has tended to remain aloof from 
international sports competitions involving national teams like the cricket or soccer World Cups, 
but Eurovision and the South Asian program Sur Kshetra both draw heavily on the sports 
analogies in their promotional hype.  
Lastly I will mention an important meta-theme, that is, a theme that is not explicitly present 
in the discourse. This is the notion that various national music industries, as well as “the” global 
music industry tend to incorporate structures of power and hegemony based on cultural and 
economic capital. Who gets to compete? Which genres and songs are “allowed” and which are 
marginalized? What covert values are encouraged, and what critical or resistant messages are 
suppressed? These questions arise as I consider South Asian musical competition shows that 
bring Indian and Pakistani contestants together on the same stage. My dissertation subtitle, 
“Listening to Pakistani Voices in India,” addresses not only form—the sound of Pakistani 
voices—but also the content—what messages do these voices convey and how are these 
messages received in India? For the inimical forces of politics that seek to suppress Pakistani 
voices sounding across the border do so not only to erase the existence of these singing voices, 
but to silence calls for friendship and common cause that they may contain. 
Recent literature on Eurovision has discussed its role in the negotiation of national identity 
in a Europe that now includes Turkey and nations of the Middle East, North Africa, and the 





World War II, Eurovision generates discourse that describes overcoming international hostility 
through the agency of music. Music is spoken about as a uniting force, and a force for peace. 
Indeed, the “V” in Eurovision’s current logo takes the shape of a heart, further iconizing the 
semiotic connection between love and music. But the show is also a competition, with millions 
of Euros riding on the outcome. Thus, another strand in the discourse acknowledges that it is 
human nature to compete, but that friendly competition—specifically on musical terms—brings 
people together across boundaries to share in the pleasure of music making.  
 
Musical Competition Programs in South Asia 
India’s earliest musical competition show was Sa Re Ga Ma [Pa] which was inaugurated in 
1995, predating England’s Pop Idol; the title refers to the solfege names of the notes in the 
Hindustani musical system (the “Pa” was added to “Sa Re Ga Ma” in 2002). Indian Idol, India’s 
franchise of the British show Pop Idol, premiered in 2004, just two years after its U.S. analog. 
Both series have continued more or less annually until the present. Both shows use a similar 
format: a panel of three or four judges hears performances by hopeful singers, and contestants 
are eliminated in each installment until the final showdown. Both shows have developed versions 
for younger performers: Indian Idol Junior had contestants between the ages of eight and fifteen, 
while Sa Re Ga Ma Pa L’il Champs [sic] had contestants as young as four. As Indian cable-dish 
networks have proliferated, other similar shows have come and gone, including Fame Gurukul 
(2005), Rising Star (based on an Israeli program), Star Voice of India (2007), etc.  
Although state-language versions of each of these shows exist (Bengali, Marathi, Tamil, 
Telugu, etc.), the songscape of the national-level competition shows comprised exclusively 





Prevalent among the latter are pop-Sufi based songs and qawwalis. Very occasionally—usually 
to impress a particular judge—singers would select songs from the so-called “private” repertory, 
that is, non-film popular songs originally performed by previously established singers. In 
addition to the largely Urdu-Hindi repertory, contestants occasionally presented songs in Punjabi 
or other “folk” languages.  
Across the genre spectrum, from film song to semi-classical, there is a significant degree of 
linguistic diversity, reflecting to some extent the underlying diversity of India itself, but also the 
multifarious traditions of Indian musical life. “Folk” languages include North Indian regional 
languages like Braj Bhasha and Awadhi, which have their own literary and musical histories. For 
example, Braj is the language of the eponymous region where Krishna was born and raised; thus 
many devotional songs are in Braj. Likewise bhajans (hymns) based on the poems of Tulsidas 
are in Awadhi. Films often incorporate songs in regional languages to provide local color. It 
stands to reason, however, that this local color is restricted to what is called the Hindi Belt—
where the local regional languages are closely related to Hindi and where Urdu-Hindi speakers 
can largely understand them. Punjabi is a special case: interestingly, because of the residual 
effects of the 1947 migrations, Punjabi is well represented in Delhi and has infiltrated the Hindi 
Belt so much that it is commonly understood by Urdu-Hindi speakers. On the Pakistan side, 
Punjabi is the dominant language numerically, even while Urdu is the national language, so Urdu 
and Punjabi are intertwined to a significant extent in music as well as in the bazaar.  
Because of the linguistic affinities mentioned above, viable contestants had to have mastery 
of the range of popular repertory in Urdu-Hindi, no matter which region of India or the diaspora 
they were from. In other words, they had to share a common songscape, regardless of their native 





of Urdu-Hindi songs that they can sing. There are pronunciation issues occasionally, and 
although the industry has become more tolerant of such errors, phonetic correctness still matters 
to some extent in the world of film and music.1  
Religion is a more complex issue, but one relevant to the discussion here. Although census 
data has not traditionally included religious affiliation per se—a residuum of Nehruvian 
Socialism—estimates of the percentage of Muslims in modern India ranges from 13% to over 
30% (citations). Muslims are well integrated into Indian society, in the sense that they live in 
every state and province, in villages as well as cities, in rich as well as poor communities. They 
are generally “unmarked” by outward signifiers, although some Muslim men wear skullcaps and 
some Muslim women wear burqas. The only commonly available clue to religious identity is 
name, and this must be offered by the individual in question.  
Muslims are well represented in most musical competition shows and have come from 
Rajasthan, Mumbai, Lucknow, and beyond. It is tempting to link this to the recent surge in 
popularity of Sufi-influenced music, but Muslim vocalists have been prevalent in the film 
songscape, not to mention in ghazal and qawwali, since the early part of the twentieth century. 
Muslims, as singers, composers, and lyricists, have contributed significantly to Hindu devotional 
music both in films and beyond; Hindu singers often record and perform Islamic devotional 
music as well. Meanwhile, many of the leading classical vocalists of earlier generations were 
Muslim, like Bade Ghulam Ali Khan, the Dagar brothers, and Begum Parveen Sultana. To 
belabor a point, Muslims are—if anything—over-represented in the Indian music industry, even 
without the inroads of Pakistani artists from across the border, and thus it cannot be said that an 
                                                 
1 Contestants from outside of India were always of South Asian heritage. Although there are instances of non-South 
Asians who sing Urdu-Hindi songs (for example,, Janice Miller), my research has discovered no instances of such 





India-Pakistan music competition like Sur Kshetra would necessarily pit Hindu and Muslim 
singers against each other. I will return to this point later. 
Although Pakistan took longer to develop its own televised musical competition shows 
along the lines of Idol and Sa Re Ga Ma Pa, music television was a staple of Pakistan Television 
(PTV) from the 1970s. Shows like Nikhar, Meri Pasand, and Tarannum featured established 
performers like Noor Jahan and Amanat Ali Khan singing their hits in front of studio audiences. 
Pakistan television essentially replaced the film industry in the 1970s and 80s as Pakistan’s 
growing middle class opted to consume its entertainment in the privacy of its own homes rather 
than patronize failing movie theaters. Zia Al-Haq’s Islamicization campaign further quashed the 
film industry, inadvertently making space for actors and musicians on the small screen. Variety 
shows became a staple of Pakistani television, and these often helped “discover” young singers 
and introduce them to the wider public. The most popular currently running variation of music 
television is Coke Studio Pakistan, and this has in turn inspired a number of imitators, such as 
the NESCAFÉ Basement Sessions. 
 
Sa Re Ga Ma Pa  
The Sa Re Ga Ma Pa franchise is India’s oldest singing competition show. The creator and 
producer until 2006, Gajendra Singh, has also ventured into other similar shows, like Sur 
Kshetra (see below), Antakshari, and STAR Voice of India.2 The franchise is owned by Zee TV, 
one of India’s leading television corporations, but each incarnation of the show is sponsored by a 
private corporate sponsor, like Hero Honda. Each show series had a celebrity host: the longest 
running hosts were the singers Sonu Nigam (1995–1999), Shaan (2002–2006), and Aditya 






Narayan (2007–2009 and 20014–2019). Sonu and Shaan are prominent playback singers in 
Bollywood, while Aditya Narayan, son of playback singer Udit Narayan, is famous primarily 
through his hosting of Sa Re Ga Ma Pa. The host’s role was to be emcee and generally to 
facilitate the drama but not to remark on the contestants’ performances other than making non-
specific positive, encouraging comments. 
The format of the show from 1995 until 2005 used a panel of expert judges to critique 
contestants. These could be Bollywood playback singers, music directors, or classical musicians. 
The inclusion of classical musicians as judges in Sa Re Ga Ma Pa indicated a significant 
rapprochement between the hitherto immiscible worlds of Bollywood and classical music, as did 
the recurring discourse surrounding the classical training of the contestants.  
In 2005, the concept of teams or gharanas was introduced: the impartial judges were 
transformed into team mentors/captains who were also typically celebrity musicians.3 The teams 
came equipped with names and slogans: this became problematic for non-Hindu contestants 
when the team names or slogans contained explicit Hindu references like “Jai Mata Di 
(Praise/victory to the Mother [goddess])” and “Har Har Mahadev (Shiva is Lord of Lords).” 
After the institution of teams in 2005, audience voting rather than judges’ feedback became the 
method used to eliminate contestants. People voted by sending text messages to numbers that 
would flash on screen during the show. It is not clear whether the voting system could receive 
votes from non-Indian cell phones, which undoubtedly handicapped the non-Indian contestants.  
For the 2005 Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Challenge, a second level of authority was introduced into 
the structure of the competition: the impartial judges were reinstated, in addition to the team 
mentors/captains. These mentors/captains presumably helped contestants decide which songs to 






sing and were normally asked to give their feedback on contestants’ performances, although only 
the judges’ and/or audiences’ scoring determined whether a contestant survived to the next 
round. There were occasional disputes between the team captains and the judges—and the show 
producers—over procedural matters; sometimes these were shown on screen as part of the 
“reality show” drama, and at other times they were reported from behind the scenes by TV 
journalists. Occasionally the rules were bent or changed in response to these controversies, often 
in favor of an eliminated candidate.  
The internationalization of Sa Re Ga Ma Pa began in 2004, when the Sa Re Ga Ma Pa 
World Series involved several contestants from outside India.4 In 2007, Sa Re Ga Ma Pa L’il 
Champs International included child contestants from Non-Resident Indian (NRI) communities, 
including Gulf states, the United Kingdom, Australia, Fiji, South Africa, and the United States, 
but none of the NRI contestants made it into the final rounds.5 In all cases, as far as I can tell, all 
contestants began on an equal footing regardless of where they were from, and for the 
subsequent shows that grouped contestants into teams, the grouping was likewise not based on 
national origin. 
                                                 
4 As far as I can tell this was the first year where the competition included Non-Resident Indians. The online records 







Figure 7.1: The Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Challenge 2007 logo.6 
The first incarnation of Sa Re Ga Ma Pa to include Pakistani contestants, however, was the 
2007 Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Challenge. For this series the franchise logo was changed: the new logo 
represented a world globe wearing headphones to reflect the international nature of the 
competition (Fig. 7.1). Six contestants of Pakistani origin participated in the Challenge, two of 
whom resided outside Pakistan: Wasi Efandi (Karachi), Amanat Ali (U.A.E./Faisalabad), 
Mussarat Abbas (Lahore), Sikandar Ali (Karachi), Imran Aslam (Johannesburg/Karachi), and 
Junaid Sheikh (Karachi).7 Amanat, Mussarat, and Junaid made it into the final round, and 
Amanat was ultimately the second runner-up. The contestant roster also included NRIs from 
London, Houston, Vancouver, and Toronto. The Pakistani and NRI artists were distributed 
among the four teams. The team mentors were all Bollywood music directors, that is, film song 
composers: Ismail Darbar’s team was “Yalgar (The Horde/Force),” Himesh Reshammiya’s team 
was “Jai Mata Di Let’s Rock” (‘Jai Mata Di’ meaning ‘Victory to the Mother [goddess]’), Bappi 
Lahiri’s team was “Josh (Excitement/Enthusiasm)”, and the young duo Vishal-Shekhar’s team 
was “Hit Squad.” Note the militaristic connotations of most of the team monikers, as well as the 
Hindu reference in “Jai Mata Di.” The series was also given a subtitle: “Sangeet ka Pratham 
                                                 






Vishwa Yuddh (Music’s first world war)” to highlight the multi-national backgrounds of the 
contestants but also to refer discretely to the India-Pakistan enmity.8  
The inclusion of Pakistani singers was bound to create controversy eventually, albeit 
controversy manufactured largely by the show’s producers for its drama value. One particular 
controversy arose around the Independence Day episode, broadcast on August 11, 2007. Each 
episode of the show had a particular theme, for example, songs by particular music directors 
from the past and present, songs in particular genres or styles, or songs for particular occasions. 
Episode 30 was devoted to patriotic songs in honor of India’s Independence Day, which is 
celebrated on August 15. In the audience for this episode were members of India’s armed forces, 
and cricket legend Kapil Dev was a special judge. 
The question arose—or was leaked—of whether the Pakistani contestants would sing 
Indian patriotic songs, especially since Pakistan’s Independence Day is celebrated one day 
earlier than India’s, on August 14. There was a brief brouhaha in the media in which it was 
claimed that the Pakistani contestants were refusing to sing Indian patriotic songs, and that this 
was enraging Indian audiences, endangering the Pakistani contestants’ survival on the show.9 
Further investigation by journalists at the time revealed, however, that the producers had worked 
out a compromise in advance with the Pakistani singers whereby they could sing either Pakistani 
patriotic songs, or Indian film songs that were patriotic but didn’t explicitly mention India by 









name.10 In the event, Mussarat sang Faakhir’s song “Tere bina dil na lage (Without you I don’t 
enjoy life)” which is an ode to Pakistan but barely mentions the word “Pakistan.”11  
Amanat Ali, who happens to be the son of Pakistani classical musician Nazakat Ali Khan,12 
sang an older song by his namesake Amanat Ali Khan, “Ae vatan pyare vatan (O my country, 
my beloved homeland)” containing the phrase “Pak vatan (Pure country)”, which of course may 
or may not refer to Pakistan. Before his performance, Amanat recited a poem that he wrote for 
the occasion:13 
Sarhad ke is pār ham bhī haiṅ tum bhī ho 
Milne ko beqarār ham bhī haiṅ tum bhī ho 
Sīne meṅ donoṅ ke dhaḍaktā haī ek hī dil 
Muhabbat ke talabgār ham bhī haiṅ tum bhī 
ho 
To phir kaun haī jo roktā haī hameṅ milne se? 
Ġhalatfahmī kā shikār ham bhī haiṅ tum bhī 
ho 
We are on this side of the border, and so are 
you 
We are impatient to meet, and so are you 
A single heart beats in both of our breasts 
We are thirsty for love, and so are you 
Then who is it who prevents us from meeting? 
We are the victims of misunderstanding, and 
so are you 
 
After reciting the lines above, Amanat launches into the song. These lines lay the groundwork 
for India-Pakistan “reconciliation” for lack of a better term, so I will unpack them. First, 
although 2007 was a year of relative peace between the two nations, government rhetoric waxed 
and waned in its deployment of demonizing discourses of hostility. It may be noted that very 
much like Cold War verbal exchanges between the United States and the Soviet Union, the prime 
ministers of India and Pakistan frequently used inflammatory discourse just as much to assert 
                                                 
10 https://www.indiaforums.com/forum/topic/700857;  
https://www.tellychakkar.com/tv/tv-news/rumour-rescues-pak-trio-sa-re-ga 
11 I cannot locate a video of Mussarat’s performance online, and it would be interesting to find out whether he 







their strong leadership and muster support at home, as to threaten or intimidate each other. 
Jingoistic speeches in this case evoked a parallel discourse of “people-to-people” friendship that 
it was hoped could circumvent official discourses of hatred. This is the context in which 
Amanat’s poem emerges. The basic semiotic impetus here is toward a romantic meeting, an 
impatience or thirst for love, driving by a shared heartbeat, or a common culture. There is, 
however, like in every Bollywood film, a negative force that prevents the meeting. But here the 
discourse breaks down to some extent: what is the negative force? “Who is it who prevents us 
from meeting?” Amanat asks. But the only answer we get is that both sides are victims of 
“misunderstanding.” The implied accusation is that both governments are spreading 
misinformation about the “Other Side” that is designed to sustain the enmity between the two 
nations. Not only does this poem call for the removal of these misunderstandings, it also makes 
common cause between the peoples of both countries to unite against the jingoists and hate-
mongers who prevent them from joining in the interests of peace.  
Interestingly, while Amanat is reciting his poem, the camera cuts to a close-up of Kapil 
Dev, the cricketer. Kapil Dev, with the Indian national cricket team, faced off against Pakistan 
many times, and the cricket rivalry is essentially a synecdoche for military rivalry. After 
Amanat’s recitation, the host, Aditya Narayan, who is about the same age and height as Amanat, 
says (in Hindi-Urdu), “There’s only one way to remove this misunderstanding.” And then he 
opens his arms to Amanat and they embrace, to enthusiastic cheering in the audience. 
The song Amanat then sings has the following lyrics: 
A’e vatan pyāre vatan 
A’e vatan pāk vatan 
A’e mere pyāre vatan 
Tujh se hai meri tamannā’oṅ kī duniyā purnūr 
‘Azm merā kabhī mere irāde haiṅ ġhayūr 
 
O homeland, beloved homeland 
O homeland, pure homeland 
O my beloved homeland 
By you the world of my hopes is illuminated 






Meri hastī mein anā hai, merī mastī mein 
sha’ūr 
Jān fizā merā taḳhaiyul hai to shirīṅ hai 
suḳhan 
A’e mere pyāre vatan  
A’e vatan pyāre vatan… 
There is pride in my being, understanding in 
my ecstasy 
My imagination is inspired, and my speech 
sweetened 
O my beloved homeland 
O homeland, beloved homeland 
 
Although the word “vatan” comes directly from Arabic, it is often used in so-called 
“Hindi” film songs and patriotic songs as the word for homeland, as distinct from words that 
mean simply “country” or nation (for example, “desh,” “mulk”). The use of the word “pāk” of 
course evokes Pakistan, and the provenance of both the singer and the song being Pakistani 
reinforces the “Pakistani-ness” of the song, but the word “Pakistan” never appears. 
The antarā (verse) begins with the words “tujh se” meaning “by/from you.” The form of 
“you” used, “tū” is the most intimate form, used for God and, in this context, the homeland. This 
conflation of God and homeland, along with the descriptor “pāk” (“pure”) which often has ritual 
connotations, derives from the notion of Pakistan as an Islamic nation, blessed and sanctioned by 
God as a Muslim homeland. The history of the Partition is thus invoked by the song obliquely. 
Returning to the lyrics of the antarā, all of the lines of the verse related to the “tujh se” focal 
point: “By you… my resolve…, [from you] there is pride… understanding, [by you] my 
imagination…” etc.  
Musically the song invokes the hamd (حمد)/na’at (نعت) style: these are hymns of praise for 
God and his messenger Muhammad respectively. This allusion would perhaps be less perceptible 
to non-Muslim Indian television audiences, but it is a factor in giving this song spiritual 





and the use of the vocative “ae” contribute to the na’at feeling of the song.14 The melody centers 
on the fifth scale degree (pa) and a frequent melodic phrase jumps from 5 up to the upper octave 
(high sa) and then descends to 2 (re) using flat 7 (komal ni) flat 6 (komal dha) and flat 3 (komal 
ga). Each phrase of the antarā begins on natural 7 (shuddh ni) and lands on high sa. The rāg thus 
corresponds somewhat to the melodic minor scale in Western music.  
During the song the camera cuts to young girls in the audience waiving Pakistani flags (in 
the form of musical notes), and then to the mentors, Bappi Lahiri, Kapil Dev, Ismail Darbar, 
Vishal Dadlani and Shekhar Ravjiani. The camera and editing make it appear that none of the 
mentors is happy about Amanat’s choice of song. Bappi Lahiri listens impassively, although the 
camera cuts quickly away when he seems to begin to shake his head in appreciation; Kapil Dev 
looks downright upset, and the rest appear similarly unimpressed. Of course, the viewers do not 
know if these “reaction shots” are synchronous and/or staged. In this, and other such shows, 
drama is created by showing the judges’ indifferent or negative reactions during the performance 
such that a positive score is all the more surprising.  
After Amanat’s performance, Aditya Narayan (the host) asks the mentors for their 
comments and scores. Kapil Dev, the special guest mentor, now smiling, says (in Hindi-Urdu), “I 
had heard this song several times when I went to play cricket in Pakistan. Your lyrics were very 
beautiful, and when you were singing, your face was glowing...” For “glowing,” Kapil Dev uses 
the Arabic-derived word “noor” which has the connotations of “divine light,” and which had 
occurred in the song lyrics in the word “purnoor,” “illuminated.” Then Aditya asks for the 
reactions of the opposition. Himesh Reshammiya says succinctly (in English), “You are 
                                                 
14 The conflation of God and country is prevalent in Hindu contexts as well: the “cheer” or “slogan” of Himesh 
Reshammiya’s team, “Jai Mata Di” (“Praise/Victory to the Mother Goddess”) refers to how India as a nation has 





fantastic. Ten marks. Outstanding. Mindblowing.” Shekhar (of Vishal-Shekhar) says (in Hindi-
Urdu), “In the song verse (antarā) your notes could have been a little better, and I was going to 
give you nine marks, but you sang with such feeling that I’ll give you the point for ten marks.” 
Bappi Lahiri says (in English), “You sang very well. I’m giving you nine marks.” Ismail 
Darbar’s comment (in Hindi-Urdu) was, “Your throat is very scratchy, but in spite of that you 
sang very well. All the best.” The online video cuts off here, but it is apparent that Amanat’s 
choice of this song—and implicit refusal to sing Indian patriotic songs—has not harmed his 
scoring with the mentors at any rate.  
Since a recording of the full episode is not available, I don’t know how the mobile-voting 
audiences reacted to Amanat or the other Pakistani singers. According to Wikipedia, due to the 
(manufactured) controversy the Pakistani contestants suffered in points and thus it was decided 
that no contestant would be ousted in the following week’s episode.15 
This dissertation has focused on listening to Pakistani voices in India, considered across a 
number of dimensions including voice as timbre and vocality, as expressions of national and 
regional style, and as vectors of musical and meta-musical meaning. Amanat Ali’s voice in this 
instance does carry meaning at multiple levels: his words themselves are significant statements 
of both the impetus toward peace and an accusation of hatemongering. Along with the spiritual 
thread already mentioned, the words also express national pride, but in a fungible way: they 
express the way anyone might feel towards ones homeland, be it Pakistan, India, or somewhere 
else. The lyrics are actually remarkable for the way they balance nationalist concepts like 
“resolve” and “pride” with humanist concepts like “imagination,” “understanding,” and 
“sweetness (of language).” In this particular episode, and in the show as a whole, the onus was 






on the Pakistani contestants to “humanize” Pakistan for Indian audiences. Any whiff of jingoism 
or religious fundamentalism would have been deemed offensive—if not by the show’s 
producers, then certainly by the Indian media covering the show.  
The 2007 Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Challenge teaches us several things. First, that Pakistani 
contestants could compete on a more or less equal footing on a musical competition show that 
was controlled to a large extent by Indian producers and network executives. Like most music 
competition shows that present the illusion of transparency with democratic judging, quantified 
scoring, and phone-in voting, the process by which contestants are eliminated and winners are 
chosen is partially opaque, but even so, Amanat Ali Khan was the second runner-up, after the 
first runner-up Raja Hassan (a Muslim from the Indian state of Rajasthan) and the winner Aneek 
Dhar (a Hindu from Kolkata). Second, that the India-Pakistan rivalry was kept—for the most 
part—out of the explicit discourse of the show, even when the host, Aditya Narayan, did 
consistently introduce the Pakistani contestants’ performances with references to their Pakistani 
citizenship. While the show itself avoided anti-Pakistan political rhetoric, the Indian media was 
not so discreet, and in the case of the Independence Day episode, the Indian media pounced on a 
non-issue and attempted to blow it up into a major controversy; the show’s producers and 
contestants, however, turned the raised tensions into an opportunity for expressing a call for 
India-Pakistan peace and friendship. The third thing we learn is that while the songscape 
manifested in the program is not divided along national lines, the program introduced Indian 
audiences to Pakistani voices with their different timbres as well as songs by Pakistani artists. By 
this, I mean that all contestants drew mostly on a shared repertory of songs from Bollywood but 





categories that the the Pakistani contestants could introduce songs originally composed and 
premiered by Pakistani singers.  
Like many Muslim nations, Pakistan has witnessed extensive public debate about the 
compatibility of music and Islam (for example Salman Ahmad 2010). While the Pakistani 
mediascape includes several popular “Islamic” genres like the nashīd and the aforementioned 
hamd and na’at, these are performed a cappella in accordance with religious dictates. But the 
Pakistani songscape also includes fully accompanied singing with Muslim devotional content, 
comprised primarily of the pop-Sufi qawwali and kafi genres. Sa Re Ga Ma Pa, being a musical 
competition show, has never been a space where the appropriateness—or legality—of “Islamic 
Music” has been explicitly discussed. It has been a space where the pop-Sufi genres have had a 
disproportionate presence, in the sense that all contestants are expected to show their ability to 
sing qawwali regardless of their personal religious affiliations. It is perhaps worthy of note that 
there was no day in the 2007 show dedicated specifically to Hindu devotional music.16  
The Pakistani media did debate one issue about Sa Re Ga Ma Pa and Islam, and not 
surprisingly this issue was gender. Until 2008, all of the Pakistani contestants in Sa Re Ga Ma Pa 
had been men. This changed when Sara Raza Khan, a young newcomer to the Pakistani music 
scene, was selected for the 2008–2009 Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Challenge. This round of the show 
included three other male Pakistani contestants as well as “NRI” contestants from Oman (a 
Muslim woman), the U.K. and the U.S.A.  
Sara Raza Khan, like many of the Indian and Pakistani contestants, is not from a well-
known musical family nor from an elite family, but rather from a solidly middle-class family. 
                                                 
16 Subsequent rhetoric by the Hindu Right parallels U.S.  debates about the “War on Christmas” and it would be 






She was quite young when she appeared as a contestant on Sa Re Ga Ma Pa, in her late teens or 
early twenties. Her onstage persona evokes words like “bubbly,” “sweet,” “naïve,” and “polite,” 
reflecting both a general—and stereotypical—cultural standard applied to young, unmarried 
women in South Asia, and a carefully constructed image designed not to provoke criticism by 
Pakistani audiences. It was Sara’s persona and personal values that came into conflict with the 
show’s “look.”  
At her audition, Sara made it clear to the show’s producers that she would observe a 
conservative dress code on the show. She is quoted as saying, “Ammi-jaan [Mom] was a nervous 
wreck and was not very keen to send me to Mumbai, particularly because of the kind of clothes 
the women need to wear in front of the camera … I am not going to wear any sleeveless outfits 
or short dresses. And I will never drop the dupatta (shoulder-scarf) while doing the show. I must 
add that the scene is different in Pakistan; there people don't appreciate someone singing in 
reality shows. Though gradually they are coming around” (IndiaForums, 2008).17 According to 
the same industry source, the Zee TV executives wanted her to compete, and thus a compromise 
was reached, “It's true that girls are made to wear sexy outfits on shows. The glamour quotient is 
important. Today's girls have no problems, but there was an issue when we finished with the 
audition of Sara. She is a fine singer and we selected her, but she said that she will not indulge in 
body exposure” (IndiaForums 2008).  
The brouhaha over Sara’s wardrobe was interpreted in the Indian online media has being 
rooted in her “Pakistani-ness”: although she never wore a headscarf on stage, Sara ran the risk of 
being labeled a conservative Muslim. Indeed, the show’s producers dubbed her “Pakistan ki beti 
(Pakistan’s daughter)” and that was how she was consistently introduced for her performances, 
                                                 





although similar epithets were given to other contestants to locate them geographically. In this 
instance women’s dress was deployed to represent differences in national moral codes: by 
implication, the Indian female contestants who wore the “sexy outfits” operated in a different 
moral universe. These were “today’s girls” who were OK with “body exposure.” The Indian 
female performers were thus normative embodiments of modernism, while Sara alone 
represented a reactionary position that became identified with Pakistan, and reinforced Indian 
perceptions that Pakistani women are oppressed and forced to cover. This is all of course within 
the broader context of India’s and Pakistan’s internal respective debates about modernity, and 
notwithstanding the presence of a parallel conservative Hindu movement in India that militates 
against western dress for women and strives to keep them out of the public sphere.  
Another minor controversy occurred over Sara’s team’s slogan “Har Har Mahadev” which 
is a traditional Hindu Shaivite “battle cry.” Apparently, Sara was mollified when the ‘project 
head” explained to her, somewhat disingenuously, that “…I guess she didn't know the meaning 
of the words. And yes, we did explain to her that it simply means ‘God is one’.” (IndiaForums 
2008). I have been unable to find a discussion of this issue in Pakistani social media.  
The third point of controversy arose over the Independence Day show on August 9, 2008. 
One begins to suspect that the show’s producers deliberately staged an August 15th show again to 
provoke the same issues of whether Pakistani contestants would perform Indian patriotic songs. 
A show infused with patriotic fervor could only increase ratings in India, and the emotional issue 
of Pakistani participation would function as the spices in the curry (rather than the icing on the 





fact all but one sang Indian film songs. Sara herself sang a song from the 2004 hit film Veer Zara 
which tells the story of an impossible love between an Indian soldier and a Pakistani girl.18  
The theme of the show, however, was carefully framed to be a celebration of “Akhand 
Bharat (Undivided India).” As reported in the press: “On the eve of Independence Day this year, 
Zee Sa Re Ga Ma Pa makes an effort to relive the era of Undivided India. And era where the 
whole nation, forgetting all the discrepancies stood together for a common cause: set India free 
against the British Rule. In an effort to curb the disparities between the two nations, both the 
Indian as well as Pakistani contestants paid tribute to this concept of Undivided India” (Indian 
Television).19 The choice of this term, “Akhand Bharat” is problematic. Although on one level it 
reflects a certain nostalgia for pre-Partition unity and common cause against British colonial 
oppression, at another level it references Hindutva’s call for a military re-conquest of Pakistan. 
In other words, there are two conflicting interpretations of this phrase: the inclusive 
interpretation, that India should never have been divided along religious lines because all Indians 
comprise one nation, and the exclusive interpretation, that Pakistan should never have been 
created because all Muslims are invaders and interlopers who should be driven forever from the 
greater Hindu homeland.  
Sara’s song, “Aisa des hai mera (My country is like this),” appeals to the inclusive notion 
of “Undivided India.” Sung in the film when the Pakistani girl is being shown around India by 
the Indian boy, it explicitly delineates the ways in which Pakistan and India are similar.20 First, 
the hero (Shahrukh Khan with playback by Udit Narayan) enumerates the glories of his country, 
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mostly revolving around the pleasures of village life in Punjab and family values. Then, in the 
last verse, the heroine (Preity Zinta with playback by Lata Mangeshkar) sings: 
Tere des ko maine dekhā,  
tere des ko maine jānā (2x) 
 
Jāne kyūṅ yeh lagtā hai mujhko jānā pehchānā 
Yahāṅ bhī vahī shām hai vahī saverā, oh 
 
Aisā hi des hai merā jaisā des hai terā 
Waisā des hai terā, hān, jaisā des hai terā21 
I have seen your country,  
I have known your country (2x) 
 
I don’t know why it looks so familiar to me 
Here there is the very same evening, the 
very same morning, oh 
My country is the same as your country 
Yes, your country is the same as [my] 
country 
 
The two singers (and actors) repeat this last line several times, and finally they divide it in half, 
with Veer (the hero) singing “aisa des hai mera (just as my country is)” and Zara completes the 
line “jaisa des hai mera (my country is the same).” Sara, who is introduced as always as 
“Pakistan ki beti (Pakistan’s daughter)” sings an abbreviated version of the song, but with the all-
important repetitions of the last few lines as quoted above.  
The trouble arises, however, after the song, when, during the applause, Sara declares on 
mic, “Pakistan, I really love you.” Aditya approaches from the wings, wearing a tricolor stole (in 
India’s flag colors of saffron, white, and green), and says somewhat verbosely, “Very well done 
Sara. But there is a question for you, and for our Gurus and Mahagurus: because today we are 
celebrating the Independence of Undivided India, because of the dream your and our elders had, 
and because they fought united, not for India and not for Pakistan, we weren’t Hindus nor were 
we Muslims, and we certainly won our freedom, but after that when we celebrate our 
Independence, we celebrate it separately, not together, not united. So today, on this stage, united, 
as we celebrate one Independence Day together, how do you feel?” Throughout his rambling 
                                                 






question, Aditya seems nervous, and looks somewhat suspiciously at Sara, who nods and smiles 
as if to placate his apprehensions.  
Then she replies, never dropping her “sweetness and light” persona: “First, I’d like to wish 
Pakistan, and everybody in Pakistan a Happy Birthday, and a Happy Independence Day, and to 
all of India also a Happy Independence Day. Regarding your question, about how we became 
apart later, I’d like to give the example of one house with two daughters-in-law who can’t 
coexist in one house without fighting but if they live apart, the meet regularly, and everybody’s 
happy. So I think this is fine. Just like Zee TV has given us the opportunity to meet with love, 
and moreover for music, I think it’s great, it’s a very good feeling.” Thus Sara successfully 
dodges the accusation that she has somehow undermined the “Undivided India” rhetoric by 
expressing her love for Pakistan and is rewarded with applause from the assembled Indian armed 
forces in the audience.  
The judges indeed compliment her on her feelings as expressed, although Shankar 
Mahadevan asks her how she likes “this country”—India—and she replies that she has already 
expressed her admiration for India in the song (which we hear playing in the background). She 
goes on to say, “I’m glad to be known here as ‘Pakistan’s Daughter’ and I’m happy to represent 
my country. I hope that I can help make the relations between the countries better.” The next 
judge to speak, Aadesh Shrivastava, renews the attack. The music changes to a melancholy tune, 
and during his speech the camera cuts to shots of the armed forces looking serious, and Sara 
nodding knowingly. He says, “I hate the word ‘Partition.’ I’m a really honest person. Whether 
we’re talking about dividing a house or a nation, I just don’t like the word. [pregnant pause] But 
you have described it well.” The third judge-guru gives another plug for “Akhand Bharat” but 





Sara to task for saying “I love you Pakistan.” He says that for an artist such statements are 
unbecoming—this despite an entire show dedicated to Indian patriotism in deed if not in word. 
The contradiction is not lost on anyone, although Sara looks somewhat abashed, and says 
“Right.” The judge then goes on to say that “Artists aren’t made where there are borders.” Then 
the only female guru, Kavitha Krishnamurthy Subramaniam gets to speak. She says, “You sang 
the song so well that I don’t see you as Indian or Pakistani. I see you only as my daughter.” After 
Sara thanks her, KKS continues, “It’s only we musicians who can stand against all forms of 
casteism, discrimination, nationalism. You’re here as an ambassador of Pakistan, and if I go to 
sing in Pakistan, I’ll be an ambassador of India. But when we shake hands, it will be a handshake 
of love.”  
Then the judge-gurus are asked to comment on Sara’s performance: they are unanimous 
that it was flawless and “mind-blowing.” This episode ends with the four surviving women 
contestants being lined up on stage for the awarding of a special golden key which allows the 
winning contestant to escape potential elimination. The key is awarded to Sara. 
Despite the lip service to the idea that music transcends borders, the judge-gurus seem to 
bridle at any favorable mention of Pakistan. All in all, the cumulative message to Sara Raza 
Khan is a negation of her Pakistani identity. Apparently for the judge-gurus and for the show’s 
producers, “Akhand Bharat” has no room for Pakistan. This single episode highlights a paradox 
emergent in Sa Re Ga Ma Pa’s pretentions of being an international competition. How can 
Pakistanis compete on an equal footing with Indians if the very existence of their nation is 
anathema to the powers running the show? The other “international” contestants—in every 
season from 2007 onward—are all technically “NRIs” or non-resident Indians. They are 





citizenship, be it South Africa, Canada, the United Arab Emirates, or the United States. But the 
creation of Pakistan and the attendant history of mutual trauma preclude any such musical 
lovefest between neighboring nations even fifty years later.  
The producers of the Sa Re Ga Ma Pa franchise were not unaware of how national, 
regional, and state loyalties played into the popularity of the series. After Debojit Saha 
controversially won the Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Challenge in 2005 by virtue of the mobilization of text-
in voters in his home state of Assam, the producers developed the concept an inter-state 
competition; this was eventually launched as the second Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Mega Challenge of 
2009, with teams from Assam, Gujarat, Bengal, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Punjab, 
Rajasthan, and Uttar Pradesh. A few years later, Gajendra Singh, who had left Zee TV in 2006, 
decided to create a show which would pit an Indian team against a Pakistani team, and Sur 
Kshetra was born. 
 
Where Music Wins: Sur Kshetra, the Battlefield of Notes  
The premise of Sur Kshetra was simple: it would adopt the Sa Re Ga Ma Pa format except 
that there would be only two teams: an Indian team and a Pakistani team. The national rivalries 
that had been lurking just below the surface of the “international” versions of the Sa Re Ga Ma 
Pa franchise would be brought out into the open, and the flames of animosity would be fanned 
with war-like rhetoric on both sides. The show would take place in Dubai to avoid hassles with 
visas and political interference. But the show’s packaging included some elements of cognitive 
dissonance from the outset. In this section I analyze the discourses adopted by the show in both 
the promotional materials and in the opening episode and explore some of the key junctures in 





participants were able—to some extent—to redirect the discourse toward terms of friendly 
competition and India-Pakistan rapprochement.  
Show creator Gajendra Singh chose the title Sur Kshetra to refer explicitly to the epic 
battlefield of the Mahabharata, Kurkshetra, thus building a Hindu nationalist subtext into the 
show from the start. “Sur” means “note” or “voice” in Hindi-Urdu, while “kshetra” means 
“field” in Sanskrit (“khet” in modern Hindi-Urdu). The battle of Kurkshetra as described in the 
Mahabharata was apocalyptic: although the five heroes, the Pandavs, survived, by the end they 
had slaughtered hundreds of their enemies including most of their first cousins. The 
interpretation of this war in the epic itself is highly ambivalent: everyone—good guys and bad 
guys alike—resort to deception and betrayal, and Krishna himself has to reveal his horrific 
divine form to convince the “hero” Arjun to begin the bloodbath. So, to belabor a point, the title 
Sur Kshetra evokes not only large-scale war, but also the tragedy of internecine conflict.  
I begin by looking at the show’s title song, which references war at multiple discursive 
levels.22 Words like “jang/yuddh (war),” “yalghār (invade),” “vār (attack)” and “ranbhūmī 
(battlefield)” are rife. But the cognitive dissonance is also introduced early on with the phrase 
“sangīt jīt is jang kā (music is the winner of this war),” and this is mirrored by the show’s subtitle 
in English: “Where Music Wins.” In counterpoint to the warlike language, then, there is a gesture 





Yeh sur kī jang hai This is a war (Persian/Urdu) of note/sound 
                                                 







Yeh sur kā yuddh hai 
Hum jīt chuke haiṅ yeh ranbhumī 
Yeh Sur Kshetra hai 
(music) 
Yalġhār karo 
Tum vār karo 
Sangīt jīt is jang kā 
Tum baṛh chaṛhke āghāz karo 
Yeh Sur Kshetra hai 
Yeh Sur Kshetra hai 
Sangīt jīt yeh ranbhūmī 
Yeh Sur Kshetra hai 
This is a war (Sanskrit/Hindi) of note/sound 
We’ve conquered this battlefield 




Music is the winner of this war 
Advance and commence 
This is the (battle)field of notes 
This is the (battle)field of notes 
Music is the victor of this battle 
This is the (battle)field of notes 
 
 
Figure 7.2a: Still from the premiere episode of Sur Kshetra. 
 
 






I now turn to the opening episode of the show, which was aired on Friday, September 8, 
2012. In the videos available online, the episode starts with the two captains facing off on 
opposite sides of the screen, both wearing dark glasses (Fig. 7.2a). They are linked—not 
divided—by a strand of barbed wire crossing the screen at shoulder height. Between them is the 
crossed-flaming-microphone logo and superimposed on this, beneath the title “Sur Kshetra” is 
the double slogan: “Fateh Suron ki / Jeet Sangeet Ki (Victory of Notes / Victory of Music).” This 
phrase also appears later on screen under the logo as “Where Music Wins” (Fig. 7.2b). The self-
conscious use of the synonyms “Fateh” and “Jeet,” one from Arabic and one from Sanskrit, but 
both being used in modern Hindi-Urdu, sets the precedent for a similar linguistic duality that 
propagates throughout the shows textual packaging. The “hidden” message here is that India and 
Pakistan almost share a common language, but it is a language that is rife with schizophrenic 
parallelisms, where sometimes both the Sansrkit-derived Hindi word and the Persian/Arabic-
derived word must be employed to prove the “fairness” of the show’s writers, and also to 
inscribe the differences between the two registers or “flavors” of the shared language.  
 After this title still, we hear the loud sound of the shank (conch shell note) which is a 
fundamentally Hindu sound: the shank is used in Hindu worship as well as to sound the attack in 
battle, analogous to a bugle call. On screen we see the credit line “Conceived, edited, and 
directed by Gajendra Singh.” As the shank fades into a chaotic sonic montage of explosions, 
musical fragments, and crowd sounds, we are shown a dramatic visual montage of images 
illustrating the voice-over narration beginning a series of sunrises—enlarged and time-lapsed. 
The visuals are rapidly edited and include both still images and film clips, often superimposed. 





and Himesh Reshammiya from India mustering their “warriors.” A voice over declaims the 
following text dramatically, with brief interjections from the two captains. I quote it in full: 
Opening narration (Episode 1) 
 
 
Ek hī miṭṭī se janme 
Do sher-dil vatan 
Ka’ī bar jinkā huā āmnā sāmnā 
Kabhī gend aur balle kī bāzī lagī 
To kabhī hockey stick ko qalam banākar 
itihās likhā gayā 
Kabhī sarhad ke is pār jīt ke chehkāre gūnje 
To kabhī us pār fateh kā jashn manāyā gaya 
Muqāble ka’ī hu’e 
Par suroṅ kī ṭakkar kabhī nahīṅ 
Pehlī bār duniyā ke do sabse surīle mulkoṅ ke 
bīch 
Gūnjengī suroṅ kī lalkār 
Jang kā ailān huā 
[Himesh:] “Jaī Mātā Dī” 
[Atif:] “Bachche (?) Jang nahīṅ hai. (?) 
Sarhad par dostoṅ ke sath ek khel hai 
Ā’o milke khel kheleṅ, aur batādeṅ is duniyā 
ko ` 
Ki ham kitne mīṭhe aur surīle haiṅ” 
[Indian team:] “… kī jai” 
Pakistān meṅ lākhoṅ kā sailāb umḍā… 
 
[Pakistani contestant:] “Ham haiṅ, Pakistanī 
dam hai, I’m coming to India”  
[Fans:] “Pakistān zindābād!” 
To Hindustān ne karoṛoṅ kā 
[montage of crowds waiting in lines—for 
tickets? To compete?] 
Karā muqāblā 
Gale kī ek ek harkat kī barikh paṛā  
Āvāz 
Andāz 
Aur jazbe kī gehrī chhān bīn 
Aur phir chune ga’e donoṅ deshoṅ se suroṅ 
ke sipahī 
Das Pakistān se 
Das Hindustān se 
[Theme song in background] 
Us ‘azīm o shān jang kā maidān banegā 
Born from one soil 
Two lion-hearted nations 
Who have confronted each other several times 
Sometimes they played ball and bat (cricket) 
And sometimes the hockey stick was made 
into a pen and history was written 
Sometimes cheers of victory echoed from this 
side 
And sometimes victory was celebrate on that 
side 
There have been many competitions 
But never a clash of notes 
For the first time between the world’s two 
most melodious nations 
Will echo the battle-cry of notes 
War has been announced 
[Himesh:] “Praise/victory to the Mother 
(goddess) 
[Atif:] [yells something] “This is not war. 
This is a game with our cross-border friends. 
Come, let’s play together and tell the world 
How sweet and melodious we are.” 
[Indian fans:] “Praise/victory to…(?)” 
If in Pakistan there has been a deluge of 
hundreds of thousands … [what? Rupees? 
Fans?] 
[Pakistani contestant:] “Here I am, Pakistan’s 
power, I’m coming to India.”  
[Fans:] “Long live Pakistan”  
Then in India of millions 
[montage of crowds waiting in lines—for 
tickets? To compete?] 
The competition is fierce 
Every single subtlety of the throat 
The intense scrutiny of Voice 
Style 
And emotion 
And then the note soldiers from both countries 
were chosen 





Ek neutral ground 
Dubai 
Registān kī sarzamīn ban ga’ī 
Sur Kshetra 
Ten from India 
[Theme song in background] 
The great and glorious battlefield will be 
made 
On neutral ground 
Dubai 
The desert territory has become 
Sur Kshetra… 
 
Several important elements emerge from this introductory discourse. First, it is significant 
that the two nations are “born from one soil,” and both are “lion-hearted.” Not only is the show 
trying to set a neutral tone, avoiding any kind of nationalist bias in its packaging, but also it from 
the outset highlights the commonalities, the common parentage, as it were, of India and Pakistan. 
Second, the militaristic cant is tempered by explicit comparisons to sports, specifically field 
hockey and cricket. Although there have been incidents of Hindu-Muslim violence in India 
resulting from cricket matches, in general sports are seen in both countries as a way to divert 
bellicose animosity into benign athletic competition. Here the additional point is made that 
neither nation has emerged consistently as the victor: the nations are, for the purposes of this 
show at least, evenly matched. Then the narrator makes a significant assertion: that India and 
Pakistan are the world’s two most melodious nations. Clearly this statement serves to hype the 
show and its premise, but it also underscores another important commonality—that of a shared 
musical culture. 
In the next section of the opening sequence, we see and hear the two team captains. Indian 
captain Himesh toes the line with his trademark battle cry “Jai Mata Di (Victory to the Mother 
Goddess),” an overtly Hindu slogan which conflates Hinduism with national pride. But his 
Pakistani counterpart Atif takes a very different tack. He effectively resists the show’s dominant 
discourse by asserting, “This is not war. This is a game with our cross-border friends. Come, 





approach might be interpreted as merely diplomatic: he wants to avoid appearing to be a militant, 
something that the Indian captain and contestants appear to have no qualms about. But on the 
other hand his statements provide an alternative discourse, one that counters the show’s 
packaging and fundamental “battlefield” premise. This exchange illustrates the India-Pakistan 
power dynamic: India as the more populous country, with the bigger army and stronger economy 
dominates South Asia, but Pakistan, like Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, etc. resists India’s 
economic and political dominance more through “soft power” than military show of force. 
As the narration continues, we are given a brief description of the rules of engagement: 
“Every single subtlety of the throat, the intense scrutiny of Voice, Style, and Emotion, and then 
the note soldiers from both countries were chosen.” This is a concise list of what we might call 
South Asian musical values. The contestants were auditioned for—and will be judged on—their 
vocal technique, their vocality, style, and emotional expression. Each of these could be 
elaborated upon but suffice it to say that unlike its western counterparts, the highest priority in 
Sur Kshetra and other Indian competitions is accuracy, in the form of intonation, control, and the 
“correct” use of vocal techniques like note-approach, note-release, and note-decoration. A 
comment also might be made about the criterion of style: as the show unfolds, the contestants 
will be asked to sing in different styles, and they will be judged for their ability to be stylistically 
versatile. In Sur Kshetra, having a personal style, or being stylistically innovative is a detriment 
rather than an advantage. 
Returning to the first episode’s opening sequence (unpausing the video) the discourse 
pivots seamlessly toward introducing the show’s host, Indian actress Ayesha Takia. Ayesha is an 
interesting choice: her father is Hindu and her mother Muslim, and thus she can be seen perhaps 






Aur unke sāth Sur Kshetra meṅ 
Suroṅ kī aitihāsik lalkār meṅ 
Pyār kī bauchār karne 
Dubai ā pahunchī 
Suroṅ sī khūbsūrat  
Aur sangīt kī mithās jaisā mizāj wālī 
Har dil azīz 
Ayesha Takia… 
[Ayesha’s limo pulls up, she disembarks, 
walks the red carpet, and walks on stage] 
“Swāgat hai Hindustān, Khush-āmdīd 
Pakistān 
And a very warm welcome! 
This is Sur Kshetra!” 
And with them in Sur Kshetra 
In this historic challenge of notes 
To shower down love 
In Dubai has arrived 
As lovely as notes 
and with a nature as sweet as music 
Beloved by all 
Ayesha Takia  
[Ayesha’s limo pulls up, she disembarks, 
walks the red carpet, and walks on stage, 
saying:] 
“Welcome [Sanskrit] India, Welcome 
[Persian] Pakistan, 
[in English] and a very warm welcome! 
This is Sur Kshetra!” 
 
As Ayesha takes the stage, she explains in Hindi-Urdu the format of the first episode. The 
ten Indian singers selected in the pre-show auditions will compete for only six spots on the 
Indian team. The following day, in Episode 2 on Saturday September 9, 2012, the Pakistani team 
will likewise be selected. She introduces the captain of Team India. As Himesh emerges out of a 
wall of flame, wearing all black, he is heard to say (in voice-over): “Pakistan ki awam ko 
Himesh ka salaam (Himesh’s salute to the people of Pakistan).” Nice gesture, but then amidst a 
cacophony of shouts and explosions and over a background of the theme song and flaming words 
and microphones, Himesh says that “With your prayers, victory will be ours.” We also catch 
glimpses of members of the Indian team (all male) with Indian flag warpaint on their cheeks. 
Although the entire show is obviously pre-recorded and edited, this introductory segment is over-
produced, and clearly not meant to give the illusion of “live-ness”: when we see scenes that are 






After Himesh’s dramatic intro, a “live” segment begins. On the dark stage we see 
(presumably) Himesh’s silhouette backlit with lasers and over gentle piano notes we hear 
Himesh’s voice: 
Maiṅ ne āp sab se vāda kiyā thā 
Tum mujhe avāz do 
Maiṅ tumheṅ Sur Kshetra kā tāj dūngā 
Jis dhartī peh janm liyā 
Uskā qarz chukā’enge 
Ākhrī sāns tak 
Ākhrī dam tak 
Apne desh ke liye gā’enge 
I have made a vow to all of you: 
If you call me  
I will give you the crown of Sur Kshetra 
I will repay the debt of 
The earth on which I was born 
Until my last breath 
Until my last breath/moment 
I will sing for my country 
 
Then, surprisingly, Himesh launches into a song that indeed he composed, but that was 
originally sung in the voice of Rahat Fateh Ali Khan: “Main jahan rahoon (Wherever I live).” 
After the ālāp there is a driving rhythmic transition, during which we see the long lines of 
hopeful contestants, to another Himesh-Rahat collaboration, “Teri meri prem kahani (Your and 
my love story).” As seen in the preceding chapter, 2012 was the apogee of Rahat’s Bollywood 
presence, but in this instance Himesh is singing the songs in his own voice. Nevertheless, I 
interpret Himesh’s choice of these particular songs to open his inaugural set as an extended 
hand—as it were—of friendship or at the very least an acknowledgment of the deep rootedness 
of India-Pakistan musical collaboration.  
After his introductory medley, Himesh introduces the panel of special judges who will 
weed out four of the ten finalists in order to constitute the final Indian team of six. These 
Bollywood veterans, Suresh Wadkar, Alka Yagnik, and Ismail Darbar, were engaged only for 
this episode: the permanent judges will be discussed below. Then there is another interesting 





And now, the competition that’s about to begin today, before that, remembering the One 
Above, remembering my country, remembering the people, remembering my public, I just 
want to say one thing: [shouting] ‘Jai Mata Di, Jai Hindustan!’ Insha’Allah, victory is ours! 
 
This speech, seemingly extemporaneous, is an artful blend of semiotic signals designed to 
convey a deliberate inter-faith cosmopolitanism. There is the deployment of the common non-
denominational Hindi-Urdu term for God, “ūpar vāle (the one above)”, the parallelism of the 
overlapping Persian and Sanskritic words “avām” and “jantā” which I’ve translated “people” and 
“public,” the close juxtaposition of the Hindu nationalist slogan ‘Jai Mata Di’ and the Muslim 
phrase “Insha’Allah (God Willing),” and lastly, the use of “Hindustan” as the inclusive, pre-
Independence word for India, rather than the more politically correct official term “Bharat.”  
The contestants then take the stage one by one. Appendix F lists the song performed by 
each contestant. Notably, the first song chosen is Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s most famous popular 
Islamic qawwali, “Allah Hoo.” All the remaining contestants sing covers of Bollywood film 
songs, three of which were originally sung by Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, and one by Bangladeshi 
singer James. Interestingly, two of the film songs date from the 1970s; the rest are post-2000. 
The most unusual choice is “Beshak mandir masjid dha de (Certainly destroy the temple and 
mosque)” from the 1973 film Bobby. This song is based on a lyric by eighteenth century Sufi 
poet Baba Bulleh Shah, and speaks of how God resides in the heart, not in buildings which may 
be destroyed. This song is significant in light of the religious tensions in India, and between India 
and Pakistan—and the 1992 destruction of the Babri Masjid (mosque) in India. Also, it is 
important to note that off the ten Indian contestants, two are Muslim, and two are women. One of 





The following day, in Episode 2, the Pakistani team goes through the parallel selection 
process.24 Atif is wearing all white, contrasting with Himesh’s black from the day before. His 
opening speech is not as “linguistically diverse” as Himesh’s: “Hindūstān kī sar-zamīn ko Ātif kā 
salām (Atif’s greetings to the land of Hindustan).” It is perhaps not lost on the audience that the 
word used for generic “greetings/salute” in modern Hindi-Urdu, is the Arabic word for “peace,” 
“Salām.” Atif’s opening medley, again in contrast to Himesh, is performed with him seated alone 
at a white grand piano. He starts with one of his own songs from the Bollywood film Race 
(2008), with music by Pritam, but then transitions to one of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s trademarks 
songs, “Sanu ek pal chaiṅ (A moment’s peace).” Clearly, almost fifteen years after his death, 
Nusrat’s musical presence still dominates both the Indian and Pakistani songscapes. During the 
latter, dancers dressed as Mevlevi dervishes enter and dance in a circle around Atif and his piano.  
The Pakistani preliminary round judges are Ghulam Ali, who we have met in prior 
chapters, Hadiqa Kiani, who was the other female voice on Adnan Sami’s film-soundtrack 
collaboration with Asha Bhosle, and Sajjad Ali, who had acquired renown in Pakistan as a singer 
who could perform covers of Indian film hits, with his high male voice being especially suited to 
the songs of Lata Mangeshkar. Atif makes the provocative statement that “Our nation has only 
two obsessions: cricket and music.”  
The first Pakistani hopeful, Amir Ali, sings an A.R. Rahman Bollywood song, “Dil se re,” 
perhaps as a statement that he and his team can challenge India on its own turf. The second is a 
familiar face, Sara Raza Khan, who would be selected as the only woman on the Pakistani team, 
but who would drop out of the competition later. She sings a Bollywood song as well, but it’s a 
qawwali from Nusrat’s soundtrack to Kachche Dhaage. Significantly, she is wearing a head-






covering, perhaps as an answer to the controversies surrounding her wardrobe in the 2009 Sa Re 
Ga Ma Pa Challenge. Speaking of wardrobe, it is interesting to note that in Episode 2, almost all 
of the Pakistani contestants of both genders appear on stage in traditional shalvār-kamīz, while 
the Indian contestants in Episode 1 generally wore western clothes. 
As listed in Appendix F, of the ten Pakistani contestants, five sing Bollywood songs, one of 
which is “Mitwa,” discussed in Chapter 6, originally sung by Pakistani singer Shafqat Amanat 
Ali Khan. Another of the Pakistani contestants sings one of Shafqat’s band Fuzon’s hits, 
“Khamaaj.” Surprisingly, only two Nusrat covers are in evidence, and nothing by Rahat makes 
an appearance. Also completely absent are an Pakistani film songs: as noted in earlier chapters 
Pakistani film songs have never been able to make inroads into the Indian songscape. 
Two songs are notable for their extra-musical messages. The Rajasthani folk song 
“Kesariya balam” includes the line “padharo mharo des (come to my country)” after which Atif 
extends the invitation to the television audience to come to Pakistan. Although Rajasthan is in 
India, it is on the Pakistan border, and many of the folk musicians in Rajasthan hail from the 
extreme western border regions where culture is exchanged freely across the 1947 line. The 
judges seem impressed with this choice of song. The second interesting song is “Bulla ki jana” 
which is a cover of a song made famous by Indian signer Rabbi. The song catalogs all of the 
things the speaker is not, and ends with the refrain, “Bulla, who knows who I am?” Like “Beshak 
mandir masjid dha de” from the Episode 1 roster, this song underscores the irrelevance of 
religious labels and institutions and seems to be a gesture toward peace and reconciliation 
between the two countries.  
In exact parallel to the Indian team, only two contestants were women, of which only one, 





are shown praying for divine help in a church, while only one is shown praying at a mosque. 
Neither of the putative Christian contestants was selected.  
Looking more broadly at the first songs by the Indian and Pakistani contestants, it seems 
clear that the choices were informed by what I’m calling the “resistant” discourse: most of them 
are somehow connected with “the other side” and/or contain implicit messages about peace and 
inter-faith coexistence. None of the singers chose patriotic songs, or songs about winning, 
fighting, or competition, with the possible exception of “Sadda Haq”: although this song is 
sonically quite violent and aggressive, it is, after all, by A.R. Rahman, and in the film from 
which it was taken, Rockstar (2011), the eponymous (Hindu) protagonist receives his musical 
apprenticeship at the Delhi Sufi shrine of Nizamuddin Auliya. In any case, I argue that Sur 
Kshetra’s basic premise depends more on the interpenetration of the Indian and Pakistani 
songscapes than on the imagined rivalry between the two nations, a rivalry that is constructed to 
mirror political and military enmity.  
Meanwhile, the comments of the selector-judges in Episode 2 provide additional evidence 
for the existence of the distinct Pakistani sound I have discussed in previous chapters. For 
example, in response to Ameer Ali’s performance, Hadiqa Kiana says that he has a nice “husk” 
in his voice, and a strong “bass.” Sajjad Ali makes this notion explicit in his comment on Daim 
Gill’s singing: “This is Pakistani artists’ specialty: no matter whose song they are singing, they 
sing in their own tone, they don’t sing in anybody else’s tone” (my italics) (25:35). Sajjad, who 
in his youth specialized in covering the songs of female artists like Lata Mangeshkar and Noor 
Jahan, albeit in his unique boyish tenor, is commenting obliquely on the tendency of Indian 
singers to try to copy (or clone) the vocal tone of earlier playback singers, especially Lata, Rafi, 





Comparing the spoken discourses of the two episodes, I detect a distinct competition of 
utterances. Although Himesh deploys linguistic cues to construct a shared—if parallelistic—
cultural sphere, his team-members speak mostly in bellicose terms of challenging, fighting, 
winning. Atif, his team members, and his selector-judges on the other hand speak explicitly of 
peace and love. When asked by Ayesha about how strict he is with his players, Atif replies, “We 
are not strict, we are peace-loving (aman-pasand).” A few minutes later, he says, “Our goal is not 
to fight. Our habit/custom is love-play (pyār ki bāzī)” (24:54). In response to Nadeem Abbas’s 
performance, he says, “You can hear our country’s sweetness (mithās) and love in his style 
(gāyakī)” (28:25). The male voice-over narrator, however, who is the same throughout the series, 
continually resorts to war-like language. As each team member is introduced, whether Indian or 
Pakistani, the narrator deploys his full military lexicon: “attack,” “challenge,” “risk your life,” 
etc.  
Gender and power intersect on this battlefield of notes. The team captains are both men, 
while the host is a woman. Significantly, the three permanent judges are all women. Getting 
these particular judges together on the same panel and investing them with real power to 
determine the fate of contestants was a major coup for the show’s producers. We have 
encountered all three women before in the pages of this dissertation: Asha Bhosle (India), Abida 
Parveen (Pakistan), and Runa Laila (Bangladesh). The appropriateness of this triumvirate is 
impossible to ignore. Asha, although historically playing second to her older sister Lata 
Mangeshkar, had been the most proactive Indian film singer with regard to working with 
Pakistani artists. Her early album collaborations with Ghulam Ali and Adnan Sami have been 
mentioned above, but more generally, if Lata is the voice of the Indian nation, Asha is the voice 





hybridity. Abida Parveen, as Pakistan’s reigning Sufi diva, had worked extensively with India’s 
Muzaffar Ali not only on the Jahan-e Khusrau festival, but on a number of albums featuring 
songs of the Sufi saint-poets. Runa Laila, the supposedly neutral judge, had worked in both the 
Pakistani and Indian film industries even while constructing her Bangladeshi musical identity. 
But the point is that all three of these artists are veteran border-crossers, whose careers have 
resisted being put in national or religious boxes (Jhingan 2013). 
After the final team selection, Sur Kshetra proceeded episode by thematic episode. At the 
end of every fourth episode (two weeks), the team with the highest running score got to choose a 
contestant for one of the five “finalist chairs” and the other team had to eliminate one of its 
members. After each performance, the opposing team captain was asked first for comment, and 
then the judges made brief comments and voted. A peculiar twist arose from the scoring system: 
the judges were only allowed to give full points (10) or no points (zero).  
I focus now on an incident in Episode 9 (broadcast on October 7, 2012), which was 
devoted to the qawwali genre. Most of the Indian and Pakistani singers perform Indian filmi 
qawwalis by A.R. Rahman, although a few singers opted for covers of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s 
non-film qawwalis. Interestingly, in this episode all contestants are wearing traditional qawwali 
attire, and each performer is accompanied by the rest of his/her team members sitting in a 
semicircle around him/her, singing the traditional qawwali chorus. The important moment comes 
about 40 minutes into the episode when Indrani, the only woman on the Indian team, is called to 
perform as the sixth contestant of the episode. She sings a Nusrat cover, “Jhoole Jhoole Laal,” 
one of the many variations on “Damadam Mast Qalandar,” using a rock arrangement, featuring 





performance turns out to be disastrous for Indrani and for the Indian team. After the song, Atif 
and Runa Laila weigh in with sharp criticism: 
Atif: “To assay the song of such a major singer… you have to think about it first. I’ll be 
surprised if you get even 10 points.”  
Runa: “Actually there’s another version of this song, and whoever hears that version, goes 
into a Sufi trance, because it’s sung at the Urs (Death Anniversary Commemoration) of Hazrat 
Laal Shāhbāz Qalandar…. I didn’t really like [your performance].”  
Ayesha: “Runa Ji, would you like to sing a few lines for us?” 
This may be a setup, but with the illusion of spontaneity, Runa, still seated at the judges’ 
table, begins the song she made famous throughout South Asia, “Damadam Mast Qalandaar,” 
with its distinctive ālāp. The ḍholak enters and then the keyboards locate the key. Indrani and 
Ayesha remain standing on stage. Abida is her usually impassive self, but Asha claps along. On 
the first refrain Runa waves her hand in the air and the rhythm speeds up. Her eyes close as she 
repeats the refrain again and again with its ga-re-sa (3-2-1) note pattern. Suddenly Abida’s voice 
enters on pa (the fifth), sliding down to hold the tivra ma (the sharp fourth) which is the note that 
gives the rag (Yaman) its piquancy. Then Asha enters on the high sa (upper octave) and plays 
around it with the adjacent ni and re (the seventh and upper second). The music continues with 
each singer riffing on her particular notes in her particular part of the scale. Himesh is showing 
shaking his head in approval. 25 
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Figure 7.3: Still from qawwali episode of Sur Kshetra showing (left to right) Runa Laila, Abida 
Parveen, and Asha Bhosle singing “Damadam Mast Qalandar.”26  
 
 As the qawwali gathers momentum, Runa stands up, then Abida, then Asha (Fig. 7.3). 
Finally, Atif stands up as well, and leaves his captains perch. He riffs on the lower Sa and 
approaches the judges’ bench singing into his hand-held microphone. Himesh never stands up or 
joins in, but continues showing his approval, and saying (off-mike) “Wah wah!”  
After a rollicking conclusion, Ayesha shouts, “Ladies and Gentlemen, this is Sur Kshetra!” 
She introduces the three judge-singers as “legends,” mentioning their countries of citizenship in 
order, and says, “This was a very epic moment.” It is impossible to know whether Ayesha’s 
comments were scripted or not, but it appears to be a spontaneous reaction. What she seems to 
imply with her comments is that this extemporaneous outburst of collaborative song, including 






all three judges—and one captain—from their different countries, is a manifestation of the true 
spirit of Sur Kshetra.  
When the standing ovation finally finishes, Runa makes one final comment, “The 
excitement in this song, it drives people crazy.” Then the judges post their scores, giving poor 
Indrani three fat zeroes.  
After this musical demonstration of unity, nationalist feelings occasionally resurfaced, 
fanned (or instigated) by the show’s producers. According to Wikipedia,  
 “The battle for the fifth [finalist] chair proved to be the most exciting as Nabeel 
Shaukat Ali from Pakistan and Diljaan from team India went head-to-head in the face off. 
There was a lot of drama after the face off as both the contestants sang really well, and it 
became very tough for the jury members to decide who should be the fifth finalist. Asha 
Bhosle wanted Diljaan to be the finalist while Abida Parveen wanted Nabeel Shaukat Ali 
to be the fifth finalist. The neutral judge Runa Laila refused to take the decision and 
threatened to walk out of the show. After much drama it was finally decided that there 
would be six finalists instead of five and hence both Diljaan and Nabeel Shaukat Ali 
made it to the finals.”27  
 
The tussle for the fifth finalist chair turned out to be crucial to the course of the contest. 
Ultimately the winner of Sur Kshetra was Pakistan’s Nabeel Shaukat Ali, and the runner-up is 
India’s Diljaan.  
The Sur Kshetra competition had begun with only one woman on each team of six, and 
Indrani was eliminated soon after her qawwali performance. Sara Raza Khan dropped out after 
the December 15–16 shows due to “personal issues” during the finals. She later posted the 
following explanation on Facebook: 
“The reason I quit [the] show is that Mahesh Bhatt and Runa Laila started talking 
about my personality, my dressing and taunted the Dupatta (scarf), she said that Runa jee 
asked me to join politics instead of commenting on my singing skills. The jury has a 
definite right to speak and guide us about our singing and tells us our faults but to 






degrade some one’s personality is not what [my] Religion or any other religion tells 
us.”28 
 
In the incident in question, from the December 15 episode, Runa Laila does indeed say that 
Sara should go into politics, but the context of this comment is that Ayesha has asked Sara about 
a previous disappointing score, and Sara starts to answer when her team-mate and fellow finalist 
Mulazim Hussain interrupts her and says that rather than speaking, she should listen to what the 
judges have to say.29 She starts to explain that she was just trying to answer Ayesha’s question, 
when Runa, perhaps irked by Sara’s feistiness, makes the comment about going into politics. 
This tension seems to have arisen naturally, but it operates on many levels. First, it is possible 
that Sara herself is frustrated by a performance that was not up to her own personal standards. 
Second, Runa seems to feel that Sara is not showing the requisite humility in front of her musical 
betters, and she is encouraged in this by Mulazim’s comment. Third, male and female authority 
figures alike conspire to silence Sara, with Runa explicitly making the point that an 
argumentative woman should go into politics rather than singing. This scene recalls the similar 
scene from Sa Re Ga Ma Pa 2009 when Sara had said “I love you Pakistan” and was 
reprimanded by several of the judges for speaking out. 
Mahesh Bhatt’s comments are likewise problematic. Recall that he is the film director 
encountered in the last chapter who introduced Atif to Bollywood playback singing. He is a guest 
judge for this episode, seated between the two captains: his position there reinforces the gender 
segregation on the stage. The gist of his criticism is that Sara seemed to be “performing” rather 
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29 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrWaPNjVYvQ 





than “singing”; in other words, she was overly conscious of her personal appearance and not 
fully focused on the music. This comment hardly seems justified: in the performance Sara was 
seated the whole time, with very little motion of her upper body. She seems to be totally 
engrossed in the music, which unfolds as a long ālāp without percussion accompaniment. In any 
case, Mahesh specifically mentions that a singer can’t be conscious of where her “pallu” (head 
covering) is. Sara interprets this as a comment on her wearing a dupatta during the song. She 
interrupts him to justify herself, saying that she was singing a poem by Waris Shah from the Sufi 
Heer Ranjha corpus, and that the song is considered “na’atiya kalām” (that is,, religious poetry). 
In South Asia, Muslim women traditionally cover their heads with their dupattas when they hear 
the āzān or Quranic recitation, and likewise when praying or singing religious songs. Mahesh 
also tries to silence Sara’s explanation and tells her to listen first before speaking, and he also 
denies that he was referring to her dupatta: “It’s not about the dupatta, child, it’s about the whole 
style [of performance.]”  
All three judges give Sara zeroes. To briefly summarize their comments, Abida says that it 
was a strategic mistake to sing without rhythm, Runa accuses Sara of having become complacent 
and losing her accuracy, and Asha agrees with Runa. Sara is visibly hurt by these comments, and 
drops out of the competition before the next week’s show.  
The ousting of Indrani and Sara highlights the great disadvantage faced by women singers 
in this type of competition. Having three women judges appears to set the bar very high for the 
women contestants, but also any attempt at self-expression beyond singing is interpreted by the 
judges as a lack of humility. Sara also expressed disappointment on Facebook that Atif had not 





and was probably reluctant to raise the issue of dress and personality (to paraphrase Sara) on 
stage. Ironically, the only positive comments came from Himesh.  
In the qawwali episode and on a few other occasions during the show, the resistant 
discourse triumphs temporarily over the master war narrative. However, as the show continues, 
the press in both countries refers to increasing tensions between the teams, captains, and judges, 
with one Pakistani journalist saying that instead of “Aman ki Asha (Hope for Peace)” Sur 
Kshetra is more about “Atif versus Asha” (The Tribune 2012).30  
I chose to focus on the qawwali incident, however, for several reasons. First, it serves as a 
kind of curtain call for several of the major figures in this dissertation. Further, it brings in a 
reprise of the song “Damadam Mast Qalandar” which has been an important musical link 
between the Indian and Pakistani songscapes I have explored. Most importantly, however, the 
qawwali incident illustrates vividly how Pakistani voices can be heard in India not as competing 
voices, nor as threatening voices, but rather as voices that are different enough to be intriguing, 
but similar enough to join in with Indian voices in celebration of a shared musical culture.  
Music competition shows like Sa Re Ga Ma Pa and Sur Kshetra brought Pakistani voices 
to Indian television audiences both as new aural phenomena, but also as the vehicles for 
messages of peace and friendship. Unfortunately, in the years following Sur Kshetra, antagonism 
toward what was seen as a Pakistani musical invasion began to rise rapidly in India. By 2013 
Jahan-e-Khusrau had been suspended, and by 2016 Pakistani artists had been banned from Indian 
film, television, and radio. Today, the Internet remains the only surviving venue for Indian 
audiences to hear Pakistani voices. Television programs like Coke Studio Pakistan have made 
                                                 





Pakistani music readily available to global audiences through YouTube, but opportunities for 













EPILOGUE: “FOR ONCE JUST LOOK INTO MY EYES” 
I have spoken passim about the “will” toward meeting that gives impetus to my various 
musical vectors linking India and Pakistan. Some of this “will” is of course economic: record 
companies, festival directors, and filmmakers saw opportunities for Pakistani singers and songs 
in the Indian market, and moved to exploit them. Political reconciliation with Pakistan was, 
perhaps, not paramount in their movitions. But in many cases, this “will” has been manifest in 
actions and comments by the performers themselves, or in their pursuit of cross-border 
collaborations. I return to two last songs here to illustrate my point.  
As mentioned above, Adnan Sami and Asha Bhosle engaged in several collaborative 
albums starting in 1995. Asha had collaborated with Ghulam Ali on the traditional ghazal album 
Meraj-e Ghazal in 1983, but her work with Adnan Sami was in a popular vein: Asha’s hallmark 
has always been versatility. Her duet with Adnan on the 1997 U.K. album Badaltey Mausam, 
“Kabhi To Nazar Milao (For once just look into my eyes),” had become such a super hit that 
when the album was released in India in 2000, it was re-christened Kabi To Nazar Milao. I argue 
that the lyrics of this song are an explicit plea for India-Pakistan friendship and reconciliation. 
Adnan Sami, a citizen of India since 2016, has alluded to this interpretation explicitly as recently 
as January, 2020. He had just been awarded the Padma Shri award for music, India’s fourth-
highest civilian honor. Controversy arose on one hand when a Congress party member insinuated 





2020).1 On the other hand, BJP critics called attention to the fact that Adnan’s father had fought 
against India in the 1965 war as an airforce pilot. On the news show India Today, he expressed 
his allegiance to India, and when asked which song he would use to reply to his detractors, he 
smiled, and sang (Fig. 8.1): 
Hamne tum ko dekhte hī dil diyā 
Tum bhī socho tumne hamse kyā kiyā 
Merā dil na toḍo,  
Kabhī dil se dil milā’o 
Ham bhī to haiṅ tumhāre  
Dīwāne ho dīwāne 
As soon as I saw you I gave you my heart 
Think about what you have done to me 
Don’t break my heart, 
For once join your heart with mine 




Figure 8.1: Still from India Today (2020) showing Adnan Sami answering his critics. 
 







Interestingly, in the original recording, this verse is sung by Asha. In any case, the ulterior 
meaning of this song is not lost on Indian listeners. In 1997, Adnan and Asha joined their voices 
in calling for reconciliation between the two countries, and the message is still urgent today. 
The second song was almost never made. According to the press, Lata Mangeshkar, 
Asha’s elder sister, had long wanted to collaborate musically with Mehdi Hassan, despite their 
being from two different hostile nations and two different sonic universes. Journalist Mayur 
Lookhar writes: 
India and Pakistan have always had strong cultural ties. The current political climate 
[2016] may not be condusive for cross border cultural exchanges, but there were times 
when Pakistani artistes had the privilege of performing in India without fear… In 1997, 
Lata Mangeshkar graced a concert by [Mehdi] Hassan in New Delhi. She was so moved 
by the Pakistani great that she'd famously remarked: "Apke gale meṅ Bhagwein bolte 
haiṅ (God speaks through your voice)." Despite the political tensions, the two artistes 
always maintained mutual admiration.2 (Cinestaan 2016) 
 
 
Figure 8.2: Promotional image for Sarhadein (2011). 






The opportunity for collaboration finally came in 2010, when the Aman Ki Asha (Hope 
of Peace) initiative conceived a series of CD albums called Sarhadein (Borders): Music beyond 
Boundaries (Fig. 8.2). The promotional poster featured the phrase: “The best of India & Pakistan 
in the hope of a bright future.” The album consists of nine tracks, seven of which are by Indian 
artists. The only Pakistani artists featured are our old friends Ghulam Ali and Mehdi Hassan, the 
latter in a ghazal duet with Lata called “Tera Milna.” The Cinestaan article how this ghazal came 
to be: 
The long wait for fans ended in 2010, when Mehdi agreed to do a duet with Mangeshkar 
in the private album Sarhadein that was released by HMV. The song was called 'Tera 
Milna', writtenby Farhat Shahzad. Mehndi himself composed the music. The 26/11 
[11/26/2008] Mumbai terror attacks and Hassan's health made it impossible for the two 
stars to bepresent togther for the duet. Indian singers seldom travelled to Pakistan. So, 
Hassan recorded his part in Pakistan, while Mangeshkar did hers in Mumbai in 2010. 
(Cinestaan 2016) 
 
Unlike “Kabhi to nazar milao,” “Tera Milna” was not a hit: both Mehdi Hassan’s and Lata’s 
voices show the strain of age and in my opinion the composition is uninspired. The meaning of 
the song lies not in its quality or popularity—or lack thereof—but rather in the fact that it was the 
musical fruit of a long-awaited union, the first and last time these two renowned voices shared 
the same sonic stage. Musically, it is in the “new” ghazal style, with a slow tempo and sitar, 
piano, and synthesized string accompaniment. Mehdi Hassan and Lata take turns singing the 
couplets, repeating lines so that they can improvise freely on the basic tune. The first couplet 
expresses a sentiment that drives the meaning of the song at several levels: 
 Terā milnā bahut achhā lage hai  It feels so good to meet you once again 
 Mujhe tū mere dukh jaisā lage hai  To me you seem to be like my own pain 
The lyrics underscore the irony of the song’s provenance: the meeting to which they refer has not 
happened physically, but in the songscape. The meeting between the two artists allegorizes the 





impossible dream. The sentiment addressed in the couplet is that the nations feel each other’s 
pain, and it is the same pain. The union in music is a union not of enemies, nor of equals, but of 
identities. 
“Tera Milna” is the penultimate track on the album. The last track, sung only by Indian 
artists, makes the message of the preceding song even more explicit. It begins with the following 
lyrics by Javed Akhtar: 
Gīt kab sarhadeṅ mānte haiṅ   Songs do not recognize borders 
Gīt duniyā ko ek jānte haiṅ   Songs know the world is one 
This study has explored the intersections between politics and music in South Asia, and 
in particular, the way Pakistani singers and songs have entered the Indian music market despite 
considerable barriers to cultural exchange between the two countries. These barriers take many 
forms: Indian film industry bans on Pakistani artists, restrictions on trade in cultural products, 
moratorium on visas for Pakistani citizens wishing to visit India, cultural biases, and the Indian 
government’s propaganda campaign to demonize Pakistan. There has never been a successful 
program of cultural diplomacy between India and Pakistan at the government level, although 
several organizations have attempted to promote cultural exchange. Indeed, a long-smoldering 
cold war, a series of hot wars in 1948, 1965, and 1999, ongoing border skirmishes and “surgical 
strikes” have ensured lasting enmity between the two countries.  
I have identified three primary “vectors” by which Pakistani voices and songs cross this 
formidable yet illusory border, and these vectors are categorized in terms of their listening spaces 
and listening communities. The first was the release of record albums of Pakistani songs in India 
in the late 1970s and 1980s. These were listened to both in private homes and in public chai-
coffee houses by small listening communities, comprising middle class, well-educated listeners, 





by religious affiliation, but rather by what Peter Manuel has termed a bourgeois appreciation for 
ghazals and other “semi-classical” genres, in contrast to the more widespread, popular taste for 
film songs. These albums filled the ghazal gap in India’s songscape; after the death of Begum 
Akhtar, it took almost a decade for new Indian exponents of ghazal genre to emerge. This brief 
interval allowed Pakistani ghazal artists like Mehdi Hassan, Farida Khanum, Ghulam Ali, and 
Munni Begum to make a lasting impression in India, and their songs to enter the Indian 
songscape. Beginning in the 1980s, high-profile Indo-Pak collaboration albums appeared, 
bringing Pakistani artists into the same listening spaces with their Indian counterparts for the first 
time.  
The second vector operated through music festivals in India. Pakistani artists occasionally 
performed in India in circumscribed settings epitomized by Muzaffar Ali’s “Jahan-e Khusro” 
held annually in Delhi from 2000 to 2013. These festivals featured Sufi singers, most 
prominently Abida Parveen, whose uniquely deep vocal register contrasted sharply with 
prevailing Indian vocal norms. These festivals emphasized Sufi music, riding the wave of 
popular Sufism, but also advanced the claim that this music could heal the divisions and 
extremism emerging in Indian society at the time. The spaces in which these festivals occurred 
were to some extent public, but limited to upper class attendees who could wrangle passes. The 
listening community for such festivals was thus comprised of a small group of elite aficionados 
and their impact was thus restricted.  
The third vector involves digital and visual media, particularly film, television, and the 
internet. It is harder to delineate the listening communities for mediated songs and voices, but 
these communities are certainly numerically larger and more diverse than the listening 





example, became staples of the Indian songscape. As we have seen, the entrance of Pakistani 
voices into Bollywood was enabled by two main factors: the vocal decline of Indian film singers 
like Lata Mangeshkar and Mohammed Rafi, and the Pakistani civil war, which resulted in the 
creation of Bangladesh, an event which fragmented the Pakistani music industry. The first wave 
of Pakistani voices entering Bollywood, beginning in 1974, was dominated by women: Runa 
Laila, Salma Agha, and Reshma. The second wave began with Rahat Fateh Ali Khan in 2004, 
and went on to include Atif Aslam, Adnan Sami, and Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan. On television, 
Pakistani singers were placed in direct competition with Indian singers on the enormously 
popular SaReGaMaPa and Sur Kshetra musical “reality” shows. Now the Internet makes 
Pakistani songs and singers easily accessible to Indian—and world—audiences through 
programs like Coke Studio (Pakistan). Films and television—further mediated through 
YouTube—have expanded the listening community for Pakistani music to new generations and 
new continents. 
At first glance it seems that these vectors, these musical exchanges, should arise 
“naturally” from the terrain of shared languages and culture. After all, the United States, 
Canadian, and British songscapes have overlapped and intermingled for decades. But just the 
opposite is true between India and Pakistan. Political animosity has historically prevented 
Pakistani singers and voices from reaching Indian listeners, notwithstanding the common 
musical and linguistic culture. Looking at the entire period between 1947 and 2020, we see that 
Bollywood has been highly protectionist, with only the few exceptions described in Chapters 5 
and 6. The ghazal/semi-classical market has likewise been dominated almost exclusively by 





presented in this study, the songs that made it through the barriers, are the exceptions rather than 
the rule.  
Indeed, it seems to have been the differences rather than the similarities which opened 
space for Pakistani songs and voices in the Indian songscape. My interlocutors described how 
Pakistani singers have a different vocal tone, and often compared Pakistani voices to particular 
Indian voices, especially Lata Mangeshkar and Mohammad Rafi whose voices are still channeled 
by many of today’s playback singers. I have argued that beyond perceived national differences, 
these differences in vocality are gendered and flavored. Further, I have explored the complex 
interplay between gender, vocality, sexuality, and objectification of the “other” by Indian 
listeners, and posited the existence of a “male ear” and its gendered acousticophilia. To use Nina 
Sun Eidshim’s term, female Pakistani voices channel sexual power: they generally have a low 
tessitura, and sound embodied, husky, breathy, and nasal. The flavors I have described for 
women’s voice include the sonic space of the ghazal, with its courtesan aura, but also the folk 
and disco styles. Male Pakistani voices channel spiritual passion: they are mellow, nasal, 
resonant, and move in higher ranges. For male voices I have delineated three main sonic spaces, 
the ghazal, the qawwali and the rock ballad. These are generalizations, however, and although 
my interlocutors’ perceptions are mostly matched by my own, I fully appreciate the nuance, the 
detail, and the agency with which each singer wields their unique voice.  
Sadly, the technology-driven increase in the potential of songs to cross borders has not 
had an alleviating impact on worsening Indo-Pak relations. With another round of surgical 
strikes in early 2019, and with India’s abrogation of Article 370 and severe crackdowns on basic 
freedoms in Kashmir in August 2019, India and Pakistan are engaging in another round of 





industry ban on Pakistani artists and the Indian moratorium on visas for Pakistani artists and 
scholars that followed. With regard to South Asian politics, pessimists have begun predicting a 
new era of widespread genocide culminating in nuclear holocaust while optimists hope that the 
pendulum of political will will soon begin swinging back away from the brink of fascism and 
bellicosity.  
My study is not a presentist study: rather, if anything, it is the study of an alternate 
history, an alternate universe in which music can succeed in breaking down political borders and 
overcome religio-communal hatred (Figueroa 2020). My point is that in many cases, Pakistani 
singers strove to bring messages of peace and friendship to their Indian listeners, and Indian 
listeners strove to hear those messages. I can only hope that the fraught present still contains the 
seeds of this possible future. Even at this latest moment of crisis, the legacy of musical exchange 
between India and Pakistan survives. In the past year, Indians protesting against militarism and 
fascism in India have adopted a Pakistani song, “Hum Dekhenge (We Shall See)” as their 
anthem. Songs from the other side are still a source of resistance and hope in a world where 
walls, however high, cannot stop the flow of music. 
 
For once just look into my eyes, for once come closer, pray  
For once just try to understand what I could never say 




APPENDIX A:  
DISCOGRAPHY OF “DAMĀDAM MAST QALANDAR” 
 
The list below includes only those recordings from 1956 to 1984 that use the “original” tune as 
composed by Aashiq Hussain (1956).  
Year Singer(s) Film or Album Country 
1956 Fazal Hussain*  Jabroo (film) Pakistan 
1969 Sain Akhtar, Munir 
Hussain, Masud Rana* # 
Varyam (film) Pakistan 
1968 Ghulam Nabi* # Samandar (film) Pakistan 
1969 Noor Jahan* # Dillan De Souday (film) Pakistan 
1969 The Fore Thoughts* 
(instrumental “rock” 
version) 
Four Folk Tunes of Pakistan 
(EP) 
Pakistan (?) 
1971 Reshma# (A side) and  
Sain Akhtar Hussain (B 
side) 
Shāhbāz Qalander (EP) 
Music: Nathoo Khan 
India and Pakistan 
(separate releases) 
1975 The Five Caps 
(instrumental) 
Sohni Dharti—Songs of 
Pakistan (LP) 
Pakistan 
1976 Ahmed Rushdi (in English 
as “The Sound of Wonder”) 
Dekha Jaye ga (film)  Pakistan 
1978 Sabri Brothers Qawwali—Sufi Music from 
Pakistan (Nonesuch) 
USA 
1979 Runa Laila#  Damadam Mast Qalandar 
(album) 
India 
1980 Tridib & Reeba (Bhaduri) Sing Ghazals and Traditional 
Songs  
UK 
1983 Runa Laila Non Stop Dhamal India 
1984 Runa Laila The Loves of Runa Laila India 
 
*Songs that appear on the 1971 Pakistani anthology album Shāhbāz Qalandar. 
#Songs that appear on the 1979 Indian anthology album Damadam Mast Qalandar. 
Note: this list does not include versions by singers like Zeenat Rehana and Mohd. Shafi that 
appeared on the Pakistani anthology album because I cannot confirm that they used the Master 






APPENDIX B:  
DISCOGRAPHY OF GHAZAL AND QAWWALI 
 
The list below contains a partial chronological catalog of LP records (vinyl) released by Indian 
record labels featuring ghazals and qawwalis. This catalog was compiled using WorldCat (thanks 
to PL-480), online LP trading sites like Discogs, and private collections in India and the United 
States.1  
 
LPs featuring Pakistani artists are highlighted in green. 
LPs featuring collaborations are highlighted in orange. 
 
The following record labels are represented: 
1. HMV (His Master’s Voice)/DumDum: manufactured and distributed by the Gramophone 
Company of India and its parent company EMI (U.K. based Electric and Musical 
Industries, est. 1931). Recordings listed below were released by HMV/EMI unless 
otherwise noted. 
2. INRECO (The Indian Recording Company, est. 1970): An Indian-owned record label 
established during India’s protectionist period, owned by Hindustan Musical Products 
(est. 1932).  
3. Odeon (Berlin-based but with significant Indian presence) 
4. Polydor (U.K. based) 
5. Music India (Mumbai-based Indian label) 
6. Other smaller local and/or short-lived labels 
 
YEAR ARTIST TITLE 
1962 Mohammed Rafi This is M. Rafi (DD/HMV) 
1960s Nazakat Ali Khan, Salamat Ali 
Khan 
Classical music from Pakistan 
1962 Talat Mahmood Ghazals to Remember (HMV) 
1961 Roshan Ara Begum RAB sings 
1961 Roshan Ara Begum Tribute to Ustad Abdul Karim Khan 
1962 Talat Mahmood Ghazals from the films: the love songs 
of TM (DD/Odeon) 
1963 Mohammed Rafi Ghazals from Films (DD/Odeon) 
1967 Manna Dey Ghazals and Geet 
1968 Begum Akhtar, Khayyam, etc. Ghalib—portrait of a genius 
1968 ? Begum Akhtar BA sings Ghalib 
1969 Begum Akhtar Ghazals 
1969 Lata Mangeshkar Lata sings Ghalib 
1969 Mohammad Rafi Geets and Ghazals 
1969 Begum Akhtar The Ghazal Queen 
1970 Begum Akhtar Ghazals and dādrās 
1970/71 Malika Pukhraj Ghazals and Dādrās—Perennial 
favorites of great artists (HMV) 





1971 Begum Akhtar Ghazals (Khayyam) 
1971 Ghulam Ali Ghazals (Odeon) 
1970 (71?) Mehdi Hassan Ghazals (HMV) 7EPE 1141 
1971 Asha Bhosle (Jaidev) An unforgettable treat (Odeon) 
1971 Various Indian: Yousuf Azad, 
Rashida Khatoon et al. 
Muqabila-e-Husn-o-Ishq (Qawwalis) 
(HMV) 
1972 Mahendra Kapoor Ghazals of Ghalib (HMV) 
1972 Mukesh, Khayyam Ghazals 
1973 Mehdi Hassan Light classical (Odeon) 
1973 Talat Mahmood Bazm-e Talat Ghazals 
1975 Begum Akhtar Kalam-e-asatiza 
1975 Rani Rooplata et al. Roze rakho (Ramzan) 
1975 Begum Akhtar BA talks about and sings the Ghazal 
(Polydor) 
1975 Munni Begum MB sings ghazals (HMV) 
1976 Yusuf Azad et al. Muqabila-e-qawwali 
1976  Mohammed Rafi Ghazals and geets (EMI) 
1976 Jamal Akbar JA sings geets & ghazals (EMI [India? 
Pakistan?]) 
1976 Runa Laila Sincerely Yours (EMI) 
1976  Farida Khanam Ghazals (HMV) 
1976 Mehdi Hassan Ghazals Vol. II (Patta Boota) (HMV) 
ECLP 14602 
1976 Sabri Brothers Tajdar-e Haram (EP: Angel) 
1976 ??? The young voices of India: modern 
ghazals (EMI) 
1976 Kanwal Sidhu A Bouquet of Blooming Ghazals (EMI) 
1977 Various (Indian and Pakistani) 
(Anthology, not collab.) 
Rang-e-Ghazal, Sham-e-Ghazal (EMI) 
EMGE 12507 
1977 Suraiya Multanikar Performances by Leading Artists of 
Pakistan (vol. 1) 
1977 Jagjit & Chitra The Unforgettables 
1977 Begum Akhtar Ghazals  
1977 Begum Akhtar Lost Horizons 
1977 Begum Akhtar, Murli Manohar 
Swarup 
Ghazals (DD/HMV) 
1977 Mehdi Hassan MH in Concert (HMV) ECLP 14606 
[This is labeled Vol. II—so where is 
Vol. I?) 
1977 Sabri Brothers  Ya Sahib ul Jamal (Odeon) 
1977 Sabri Brothers Sultan-e Hindi (film) (Angel EP) 
1977 Various Indian Ghazals from Films (HMV) 
1977 Noor Jahan etc. Faiz Ahmad Faiz (2 vols) (HMV) 







1978 Mehdi Hassan MH in Concert (double album) (HMV) 
ECSD 14612/14613 
1978 Munni Begum  Afsana-e-dil: MB sings ghazals & geets 
(Oscar Records: Asghar International—
USA) 
1978 Sabri Brothers Ghulam Farid Sabri Maqbool…(Angel) 
1978 Prabha Devi Prasad Bhajans & Ghazals (Polydor) 
1978 Anwar, Khalid et al. Ghazals! Ghazals! (HMV)2 
 
1978 Salahuddin Ahmed Ghazlein (INRECO) 
1979 Jagjit & Chitra Come Alive 
1979 Mehdi Hassan Jal bhi chukay parwane (Polydor) (The 
Best from Pakistan vol. II) 
1979 Jamal Akbar Introducing JA (The Best from Pakistan 
Vol. IV) (Polydor) 
1979 Ustad Hussain Bux Ghazals and Tumris (Polydor) (The 
Best from Pakistan Vol. V) 
1979 Talat Aziz Jagjit Singh presents TA (Polydor) 
1979 Ghulam Ali Chand ghazlen chand geet (Polydor) 
(Best from Pakistan Vol. III) 
1979 Noor Jahan, Ghulam Nabi, 
Runa Laila, Reshma, Saeen 
Akhtar 
Damadam Mast Qalandar (HMV)  
1979 Mehdi Hassan New Musical Heights (Polydor) (The 
Best from Pakistan Vol. I) 
198? Ghulam Ali Live Concert vol. 1 (HMV) 
198? Talat Mahmood Bazm-e-talat (HMV) 
198? Vajahat Husain Aashna (Intimate) (Music India) 
1980 Jagjit Milestone 
1980 Mehdi Hassan Live in India (Bombay: Polydor) 
1980 Mehdi Hassan Too Good To Be Forgotten (HMV) 
ECLP 25002 
1980 Rafi, Saigal, Mallika Pukhraj 
et al. 
Ghazals to Remember (HMV) 
1980 Ghulam Ali Live in India (Polydor) 2 disc set 
1980 Ghulam Ali  Live in India Punjabi Geets and Ghazals 
(Polydor) 
1980 Nayyara Noor Nayyara sings Faiz (HMV) 






1980 Habib Wali Mohamed (music 
by Sohail Rana and Saraswati 
Devi (???) 
Unforgettable songs by HWM (HMV) 
1980 Ghulam Ali & Mehdi Hassan Lal-o-Gouhar—the best of (Polydor) 
1980 Sabri Brothers The Sabri Brothers (HMV) 
1980 Shankar Shambhu Naubahar Qawwali [only Urdu on 
sleeve) (EMI) 
1981 Jagjit & Chitra Singh Live in concert at Wembley 
1981 Ghulam Ali The latest, the best (HMV) 
1981 Amjad Ali Khan Shan-e-Mughal: A Kathak Ballet 
(DD/HMV) 
1981 Sabri Brothers In Concert (Angel) 
1981 Mehdi Hassan  Classics to Remember (HMV) 14628 
1981 Penaaz Masani Aapki bazm meṅ (Polydor) 
1981 Runa Laila Great Ghazals (HMV) 
1981 Aslam Khan Teri yaad meṅ (MI) 
1981 Various Indian Khazana: a treasure of ghazals (MI) 
1981 Pankaj Udhas Mukarrar (MI) 
1982 Ghulam Ali Jashn-e-bahar 
1982 Maqbool Ahmed Sabri Urdu Ghazals (HMV) 
1982  Ramkumar Shankar/Shankar 
Shambhu Qawwal 
Dard-i Dil: ashiqanah qawwaliyan 
1982 Husain Bakhsh Baharon ka safar (MI) 
1982 Husain Bakhsh Khayal aur thumri (MI) 
1982 Runa Laila, Bappi Lahiri Superuna (HMV) 
1982 Jagjit Chitra The latest (CBS) 
1982 Shankar Dasgupta Kuch yadein: ghazals 
1982 Various Indian Khazana concert (MI) 
1982 Madhurani Madhurani sings Ghalib and others 
(CBS) 
1982 Talat Aziz, Fayyaz Ahmed 
Khan 
Images (MI) 
1982 Jagjit Chitra Jagjit/Chitra ki filmi ghazlen (MI) 
1982 Iqbal Siddiqi & Vandana 
Bajpai 
Jaam o Meena (HMV) 
1982 Jagjit et al. (Indian) Rangeen Ghazlen (EMI) 
1982 Various Indian  A Gift of Songs: Ghazals (MI) 
1982 Rais Khan Dil se milo (MI) 
1982 Various Indian Saugaat (MI) 
1982 Parvez Mehdi An evening with PM in concert (HMV) 
1982 Suresh Wadkar (music 
Ravindra Jain) 
The Morning Sun: Ghazals by SW 
(EMI) 
1982 Afsar Husain Khan In Concert…The famous qawwal of 




1983 Mehdi Hassan Darbar-e Ghazal (double album) 
(HMV)  
ECSD 14641/14642 
1983 Mehdi Hassan Great ghazals from Pakistan 
1983 Gulam Ali & Asha Bhosle Meraj-e-Ghazal 
1983 Afsar Husain Khan In concert—the famous qawwal of 
Lucknow 
1983 Maqbool Ahmed Sabri Behtareen Ghazlen (HMV) 
1983 Sabri Brothers Jhoot ke paon nahin (HMV) 
1983 Jagjit Live at Royal Albert Hall 
1983 Salma Agha Jalwa-e-ghazal (MI) 
1983 Madhurani, Penaaz etc. Dilruba (MI) 
1983 Various Indian Ghazals from Films (Dum Dum/HMV) 
1983 Begum Akhtar thumris, sawan, ghazals (MI) 
1983 Madhurani, Penaaz Masani, 
Raghunath Seth 
Dilruba (MI) 
1983 Begum Akhtar Malika-e-ghazal, BA in mehfil (MI) 
1983 Aslam Khan Kashish (Multi-Sound) 
1983 Ghulam Ali Sheesh Mahal (HMV) 
1983 Abbu Malik Aahaiṅ (MI) 
1983 Mahima Aabshaar: a collection of ghazals 
1984 Mehnaz, et al. Us par ke naghme 
1984 Shankar Shambhu Qawwal Aqeedat ke phool 
1984 Mehdi Hassan The best of MH (Bombay: Music India) 
1984 Mehdi Hassan, Asaf Ali, Talat 
Aziz, Mohd. Ali Shaikhi, 
Kauser Parveen, Nayyara 
Noor, Mussarrat Nazir 
Geet se Ghazal Tak (HMV) 
1984 Penaaz Masani The best of (Bombay: Music India) 
1984 Chandan Dass The best of (MI) 
1984 Hariharan Sukoon: ghazals (CBS) 
1984 Mahesh Chande, Sulakshana 
Pandit 
Jazbaat: ghazals 
1984 Mehdi Hassan Kehna usey: ghazals (Farhat Shahzad) 
(CBS) 
1984 Anup Jalota (Pradyumna 
Sharma?) 
AJ presents Mulaqat (Bombay: Multi-
Bound?) 
1984 Aruna Kundanani, Sabir Khan, 
et al. 
Ghazal mahak (DD/HMV) 
1984 Raj Kumar Rizvi A Ghazal Concert (DD/HMV) 
1984 Ghulam Ali GA—a live concert (MI) 
1984 Talat Aziz Ehsaas (HMV) 
1984 Bhupinder Yaaden—Evergreen Love songs (Music 
India) 




1984 Runa Laila O.P. Nayyar presents the Loves of RL 
(Concord) 
1984 Ghulam Ali Ghazals (HMV) 
1984 Rajkumar Rizvi Indrani Rizvi A ghazal concert (EMI) 
1984 Runa Laila Runa sings Shāhbāz Qalandar—Non 
Stop Dhamal (EMI) 
1985 Jagjit & Chitra A Sound Affair 
1985 Salma Agha Muzaffar Ali presents (MI) 
1985 Sonali Jalota Aghaaz—the beginning 
1985 Talat Aziz  Suroor (HMV) 
1985 Sonali Jalota Aghaaz (MI) 
1985 Anup Jalota Takhaiyul (MI) 
1985 Kuldeep Singh Maikhana (MI) 
1985 Renu Chaudhary A memorable live ghazal concert 
“Muskurahat” (MI) 
1985 Pankaj Udhas Nayab (MI) 
1985 Anup Jalota Aadaab (MI) 
1985 Parvez Mehdi Ghazalnawaz (HMV) 
1985 Maqbool Sabri Awargi (CBS) 
1985 Shabbir Kumar Ab pesh hai ghazal (HMV) 
1985 Aslam Khan Charagh: Ghazals by AK 
1985 Runa Laila, Noor Jahan, etc. RL sings for Umrao Jaan Ada (HMV) 
*** 
1986 Jialal Vasant, Suresh Wadkar Lamha-lamha 
1986 Anup Jalota Shohrat 
1986 Jialal Vasant, Suresh Wadkar Lamha-lamha (DD/HMV) 
1986 Vandana Pajpai Tanhaiyan (1986) 
1986 Ghulam Ali With Love (Concord) 
1987 Ghulam Ali Husn-e Ghazal (Concord) 
1987 Surekha Kothari, Satyanarayan 
Mishra 
Tanha: ghazals and geet (CBS) 
1989 Jagjit Chitra Gulzar’s Mirza Ghalib (HMV) 
1991 Jagjit, Lata M. Sajda (HMV) 
2000 Adnan Sami & Asha Bhosle Kabhi to Nazar Milao (Magnasound) 
previously released in Pakistan as 
Badaltey Mausam in 1997). 
2003 Pankaj Udhas In Search of Meer (Mumbai: Universal 
Music) 
2004 Abida Parveen  Hazrat Sultanul Arafin Haq Bahu 
Rehmatullah 
???? Talat Aziz Jagjit Singh presents TA (Polydor) 
1977 Amanat Ali and Fateh Ali 
Khan 
Rag Se Ghazal Tak (HMV) 





APPENDIX C:  
CHRONOLOGY OF PERFORMERS AT THE JAHAN-E KHUSRAU FESTIVAL 
 
This chronology has been adapted from the Jahan-e Khusrau website: http://www.jahan-e-
khusrau.com/ 
Pakistani artists are identified by boldface. 
 
2001  
Dates - 10th, 11th March  
Venue - Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb Monuments, New Delhi  
Artists— 
Rumi Group, IRAN  
Lotfi Bouchnak, TUNISIA  
Abida Parveen, PAKISTAN 
 
2002 
Dates - 8th, 9th & 10th March 
Venue - Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb Monuments, New Delhi 
Artists— 
Kabir Helminski, USA 
Drummers from, SUDAN 
Mahasa Vahdat and the Rumi Group, IRAN 
Sultana Chaudhuri, BANGLADESH 
Whirling Dervishes, TURKEY 
Abida Parveen, PAKISTAN 
Shubha Mudgal, DELHI 
Ghulam Nabi Namtahali, KASHMIR 
Manjari, LUCKNOW 
Samandar Khan, RAJASTHAN 
Noorul Hasan, LUCKNOW 
 
2003  
Dates - 28th February, 1st & 2nd March  
Venue - Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb Monuments, New Delhi  
Artists— 
Masood Habibi & group, IRAN  
Whirling Dervishes, TURKEY  
Hassan Hakmoun, MOROCCO  
Farida Parveen BANGLADESH  
Abida Parveen, PAKISTAN  
Zila Khan, DELHI  
Sidi Sufis, GUJARAT  
Ghulam Nabi Namtahali, KASHMIR  




Nazeer Khan Warsi, HYDERABAD  
Ghulam Fareed Nizami, DELHI  
Asrar Husain, AJMER  
Muhammad Ahmad Khan Warsi, RAMPUR  
Noorul Hasan, LUCKNOW 
 
2004  
Dates - 26th & 27th March  
Venue - Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb Monuments, New Delhi  
Artists— 
Masood Habibi, IRAN  
Shye BenTzur, ISRAEL  
Abida Parveen, PAKISTAN  
Ila Arun, MUMBAI  
Astad Deboo, MUMBAI  
Shubha Mudgal, DELHI 
 
2005  
Dates - 4th, 5th, 6th March  
Venue - Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb Monuments, New Delhi  
Artists— 
Mehmet Kemiksiz, TURKEY  
Abida Parveen, PAKISTAN  
Shafqat Ali Khan, PAKISTAN  
Shye BenTzur, ISRAEL  
Azam Ali, USA  
Masood Habibi, IRAN  
Zila Khan, DELHI  
Vidya Rao, DELHI  
Shujaat Husain Khan, DELHI  
Dadi Pudumji, DELHI 
 
2006 Venue—Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA 
Zila Khan, Delhi 
Cambridge Musiki Cemiyeti under the direction of Feridun Özgoren, and dance by Wendy 
Jehlen inspired by the poetry of the Sufi mystic Rumi. Artist Niyazi Sayin will also be present. 
This concert is presented in conjunction with the exhibition "Domains of Wonder: Masterworks 





Dates - 30th, 31st March & 1st April  
Venue - Quli Khan's Tomb, Mehrauli Archeological Park, New Delhi  
Artists— 




Sussan Deyhim, USA  
Abida Parveen, PAKISTAN  
Malini Awasthi, LUCKNOW  
Shauqat Ali & Group, LUDHIANA  
Jaaved Jaaferi, MUMBAI  
Rekha Bhardwaj, MUMBAI  
Meeta Pandit, DELHI  




2009 Venue - SKICC, Shrinagar, Kashmir - ??? 
 
2010  
Dates - 25–28 February  
Venue - Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb Monuments, New Delhi  
Artists— 
Tamboura Troupe, EGYPT  
Omar Faruk Ttekbelik, USA  
Masaka Ono, JAPAN  
Sanam Marvi, PAKISTAN  
Abida Parveen, PAKISTAN  
Malini Awasthi, LUCKNOW  
Samandar Khan, RAJASTHAN  
Rabbi Shergill, PUNJAB  
Astad Deboo, MUMBAI  
Radhika Chopra, DELHI 
 
2010 Dates - June Venue - Southbank Centre, London 
 
2011  
Dates - 11th, 12th, 13th March  
Venue - Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb Monuments, New Delhi  
Artists— 
Azelea Ray, CANADA  
Dalahoo Ensemble, IRAN  
Shafqat Ali Khan, PAKISTAN  
Sami Brothers, PAKISTAN  
Manjari, LUCKNOW  
Wajahat Husain Badayuni, UTTAR PRADESH  
Ustaad Shujaat Husain Khan, DELHI  
Hansraj Hans, PUNJAB  
Malini Awasthi, LUCKNOW  






Dates - 2nd, 3rd, 4th March  
Venue - Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb Monuments, New Delhi  
Artists— 
Andrea Grmmelli, ITALY  
Ali Zafar, PAKISTAN  
Shafqat Ali Khan, PAKISTAN  
Abida Parveen, PAKISTAN  
Zia Nath, MUMBAI  
Indira Naik, MUMBAI  
Murad Ali, LUCKNOW  
Vidhi Sharma, DELHI  
Rajesh Pandey, DELHI  
Shivani Varma, DELHI  
Hansraj Hans, PUNJAB 
 
2012  
Dates - 21st,22nd October  
Venue - Central Park, Jaipur 
Artists - Zia Nath, an Indian Kathak dancer, Abida Parveen and Shafaqat Ali Khan from 
Pakistan, and Whirling Dervishes from Turkey. 
 
2013  
Dates - 1st, 2nd, 3rd March  
Venue - Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb Monuments, New Delhi  
Artists— 
Mercan Dede, CANADA  
Shafqat Ali Khan, PAKISTAN  
Abida Parveen, PAKISTAN  
Sonam Kalra, DELHI  
Malini Awasthi, LUCKNOW  
Astha Dikshit, DELHI  
Deveshi Sehgal, DELHI 
 
2013: “Insaniyat ka Paigham” (The Message of Humanity) 















Venue - Arab ki Sarai, Humayun Tomb Monuments, New Delhi 
Ani Choying Drolma, Nepal with Murad Ali, Delhi and Nirupama, Karnal 
Viuna Music Ensemble, Iran 
Malini Awasthi, Lucknow 
Satinder Sartaj, Punjab 
Smita Bellur, Bengaluru 
Ustad Iqbal Ahmad Khan, Delhi 
Hans Raj Hans, Punjab 
Deveshi Sahgal, Delhi 
Sonam Kalra, Delhi 




FRIDAY: 9TH MARCH, 2018 
YAMUNA - DARIYA PREM KA: PART 1 
A dance ballet directed by Muzaffar Ali, Vocals by Barnali Chatopadhyya 
and Archana Shah with Kathak by Astha Dixit & Group.  
AALAMATO GROUP, IRAN 
MALINI AWASTHI, Lucknow 
KANWAR GREWAL, Punjab 
SATURDAY: 10TH MARCH, 2018 
World Ethnic Music Ensemble with poetry recitation by MURAD ALI 
POOJA GHAITONDE, Mumbai 
BARNALI CHATOPADHYYA, Kolkata 
KAILASH KHER'S KAILASA, Mumbai 
SUNDAY: 11TH MARCH, 2018 
YAMUNA - DARIYA PREM KA: PART 2 
A dance ballet directed by Muzaffar Ali, Vocals by Barnali Chatopadhyya 
and Archana Shah with Kathak by Sanjukta Sinha & Group.  
SHUBHA MUDGAL, Delhi 
HANS RAJ HANS, Punjab 







CHRONOLOGY OF PAKISTANI PLAYBACK SINGERS IN INDIA: 
1966: Runa Laila becomes a playback singer and PTV singer in Pakistan.  
1971–1972: Civil war in Pakistan; India intervenes militarily; East Pakistan secedes; Bangladesh 
becomes independent. 
1974 February (BBC interview): Runa Laila emigrates from (West) Pakistan to Bangladesh. 
1974 November (BBC): Runa Laila is invited to India by the Indian Council for Cultural 
Relations (a government-sponsored cultural diplomacy organization) and performs in 
Delhi. She asks to meet Lata so Lata is flown up to meet her. She begins her friendship 
with Lata and Asha. 
1976: RL sings one song for the Bollywood film “Ek se badhkar ek.” It is an “item number” 
picturized on Helen. [Some sources say that this song was “Damadam Mast Qalandar” but 
this is incorrect. As far as I can tell, RL’s version of “Damādam” was never used in an 
Indian film, but she may have performed this song on DD; see below. In any case 
“Damādam” become one of her biggest hits.] 
1977: RL sings two songs for the Indian film “Gharaonda” including a duet with Bhupinder. 
Unlike “Ek se badhkar ek,” “Gharaonda” is an “off-beat” film, and the soundtrack is in the 
“new style” [which I will have to define.] She continues to sing for Bollywood 
sporadically: Jaan-e-Bahaar (1979), Yaadgaar (1984), Ghar Dwaar (1985) ,Agneepath 
(1990), Sapnon Ka Mandir (1991). 
1979: Angel-EMI releases an album in India called “Damadam Mast Qalandar” featuring 
different versions of “Damādam” by different artists, including RL. [This part should go 
into Chapter 3.] 
1981: British Pakistani vocalist Nazia Hassan breaks into Bollywood, riding the disco wave, and 
wins Best Playback Artist in the 1981 Filmfare Awards for her song “Aap jaisa koi” from 
the film “Qurbani” (1980). She is nominated again in 1983 but the award goes to Salma 
Agha (see below). After her brief stint in Bollywood, NH turns to pop/disco albums. She 
dies of cancer in 2000.  
1982 February: “Mortal Men, Immortal Melodies” (stage program, later a film) features a 
surprise appearance by Madame Noor Jahan. She sings “Awaz De” and “Mujhse Pehli Si 
Mohabbat.” 
1982 (?) RL performs at the “inauguration” of Doordarshan. [There are two YouTube videos 
showing RL performing on Doordarshan but no dates are given. What inauguration is being 
referred to? DD went national in 1982…?] 
1983: The female Pakistani Invasion [my term]: Salma Agha arrives in Bollywood as a singer-
actress, stars in the film “Nikaah” and has three of her songs nominated for the Filmfare 




three are by Salma Agha, one by Nazia Hassan, and only one by an Indian artist. [Find out 
how SA landed the role in Nikaah…?] Salma Agha is nominated once again (in 1985) and 




1997: Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, a qawwal, composes the soundtrack and sings two songs for the 
Bollywood film “Aur Pyaar Ho Gaya.” He dies in August of 1997. 
 
1999: NFAK is featured posthumously in two Bollywood films: “Kartoos” (one song) and 
“Kachche Dhaage” (soundtrack and one song).  
 
2003: The Indian film “Paap” features several Pakistani male vocalists including NFAK’s 
nephew Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, rock singer Ali Azmat, and NFAK’s younger brother 
Farrukh Fateh Ali Khan. This film marks the beginning of the male Pakistani Invasion. 
“Paap” is directed by Pooja Bhat, and also features lyrics by several Pakistani poets. [Pooja 
Bhatt and her father Mahesh Bhatt  
 
2006–2007: Atif Aslam has a string of hits in Bollywood by re-purposing songs of his band in 
Pakistan. 
 
2010: Atif and Rahat both nominated for FilmFare awards (neither wins). 
 
2011: Rahat wins the FilmFare for “Dil to bachcha hai ji” (Ishqiya). Another Rahat songs is 
nominated along with songs by Adnan Sami and Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan. Only one song 
by an Indian singer is nominated. 
 
2012–2016: Rahat, Atif, Shafqat et al. continue to dominate Bollywood soundtracks. 
 
2016 November: The Indian Motion Picture Producers’ Association institutes a voluntary ban on 
Pakistani singers and actors at the behest of the Maharashtra Navnirman Sena. 
 
2016–present: Pakistani male singers continue to sing sporadically in Bollywood but are not 







CHRONOLOGY OF FILMFARE AWARD NOMINEES FOR BEST SINGER3 
Note that the only other major Indian award for playback singing is the National Award: by 
definition one must be an Indian citizen to be nominated for a National Award. 
 
1980 
Vani Jairam Mere To Giridhar Gopal Meera 
Vani Jairam Aeri Main To Prem Diwani Meera 
Chhaya Ganguly Aap Ki Yaad Aati Rahi Gaman 
Hemlata Megha O Megha Sunayana 
Usha Mangeshkar Humse Nazar To Milao Ikraar 
 
1981 
Nazia Hassan Aap Jaisa Koi Qurbani 
Chandrani Mukherjee Pehchan To Thi Griha Pravesh 
Hemlata Tu Is Tarah Se Aap To Aise Na The 
Kumari Kanchan Dinkerao Mail Laila O Laila Qurbani 
Usha Uthup Hari Om Hari Pyaara Dushman 
 
1982 
Parveen Sultana Humeṅ Tum Se Pyaar Kitna Kudrat 
Alka Yagnik Mere Angne Meṅ Laawaris 
Chandrani Mukherjee Mohabbat Rang Layegi Poonam 
Sharon Prabhakar Mere Jaisi Haseena Armaan 
Usha Uthup Rambha Ho Armaan 
 
1983 
Salma Agha Dil Ke Armaan Nikaah 
Anuradha Paudwal Maine Ek Geet Likha Hai Yeh Nazdeekiyan 
Nazia Hassan Boom Boom Star 
Salma Agha Dil Ki Yeh Arzoo Nikaah 
Salma Agha Pyaar Bhi Hai Jawaan Nikaah 
 
1984 
Aarti Mukherji Do Naina Ek Kahani Masoom 
Anuradha Paudwal Tu Mera Hero Haiṅ Hero 
Chandrani Mukherjee Aaja Ke Teri Raahon Meṅ Lal Chunariya 
 
                                                 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filmfare_Award_for_Best_Male_Playback_Singer (Accessed 8/29/2019);  






Anupama Deshpande Sohni Chinab Di Sohni Mahiwal 
Salma Agha Jhoom Jhoom Baba Kasam Paida Karne Wale Ki 
 
1986 
Anuradha Paudwal Mere Man Bajo Mridang Utsav 
Kavita Krishnamurthy Tum Se Milkar Pyaar Jhukta Nahin 
S. Janaki Yaar Bina Chaiṅ Kahan Re Saaheb 
 




Udit Narayan Award winner "Mitwa" Lagaan 
Adnan Sami "Mehbooba Mehbooba" Ajnabee 
Shaan "Koi Kahe Kehta Rahe" Dil Chahta Hai 
Sonu Nigam "Suraj Hua Maddham" Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham... 
Udit Narayan "Ud jaa Kale Kawan" Gadar: Ek Prem Katha 
 
(No Pakistani singers nominated in 2003, 2004, or 2005) 
 
2006  
Himesh Reshammiya—"Aashiq Banaya Aapne" from Aashiq Banaya Aapne 
Atif Aslam—"Woh Lamhe" from Zeher 
Sonu Nigam—"Dheere Jalna" from Paheli 
Sonu Nigam—"Piyu Bole" from Parineeta 
KK and Shaan—"Dus Bahane" from Dus 
 
2007  
Shaan and Kailash Kher—"Chand Sifarish" from Fanaa 
Atif Aslam—"Tere Bin" from Bas Ek Pal 
Himesh Reshammiya—"Jhalak Dikhlaja" from Aksar 
Sonu Nigam—" Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna" from Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna 
Zubeen Garg—"Ya Ali" from Gangster 
KK - "Tu Hi Meri Shab Hai" from Gangster 
 
2008  
Shaan—"Jab Se Tere Naina" from Saawariya 
A. R. Rahman—"Tere Bina" from Guru 
KK—"Aankhon Meṅ Teri" from Om Shanti Om 
Sonu Nigam—"Main Agar Kahoon" from Om Shanti Om 









Sukhwinder Singh—"Haule Haule" from Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi 
Farhan Akhtar—"Socha Hai" from Rock On!! 
KK—"Khuda Jaane" from Bachna Ae Haseeno 
KK—"Zara Si Dil Meṅ" from Jannat 
Rashid Ali—"Kabhi Kabhi Aditi" from Jaane Tu... Ya Jaane Na 
Sonu Nigam—"Inn Lamhon Ke Daaman Me" from Jodhaa Akbar 
 
2010  
Mohit Chauhan—"Masakali" from Delhi-6 
Atif Aslam—"Tu Jaane Na" from Ajab Prem Ki Ghazab Kahani 
Javed Ali and Kailash Kher—"Arziyan" from Delhi-6 
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan—"Aaj Din Chadheya" from Love Aaj Kal 
Sonu Nigam and Salim Merchant—"Shukran Allah" from Kurbaan 
Sukhwinder Singh and Vishal Dadlani—"Dhan Te Nan" from Kaminey 
 
2011  
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan—"Dil Toh Bachcha Hai Ji" from Ishqiya 
Adnan Sami and Shankar Mahadevan—"Noor-e-Khuda" from My Name Is Khan 
Mohit Chauhan—"Pee Loon" from Once Upon a Time in Mumbaai 
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan—"Sajda" from My Name Is Khan 
Shafqat Amanat Ali—"Bin Tere" from I Hate Luv Storys 
 
2012  
Mohit Chauhan—"Jo Bhi Main" from Rockstar 
Akon and Vishal Dadlani—"Chammak Challo" from Ra.One 
Mohit Chauhan—"Saadda Haq" from Rockstar 
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan—"Teri Meri" from Bodyguard 
Shafqat Amanat Ali—"Dildaara" from Ra.One 
 
2013  
Ayushmann Khurrana - "Pani Da Rang" from Vicky Donor 
Mohit Chauhan—"Barfi" from Barfi! 
Nikhil Paul George—"Main Kya Karoon" from Barfi! 
Rabbi Shergill—"Challa" from Jab Tak Hai Jaan 
Sonu Nigam—"Abhi Mujh Meṅ Kahin" from Agneepath 
 
2014  
Arijit Singh—"Tum Hi Ho" from Aashiqui 2 
Amit Trivedi—"Manja" from Kai Po Che! 
Ankit Tiwari—"Sunn Raha Hai" from Aashiqui 2 
Benny Dayal—"Badtameez Dil" from Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani 








Ankit Tiwari - "Galliyan" from Ek Villain 
Shekhar Ravjiani - "Zehnaseeb" from Hasee Toh Phasee 
Benny Dayal - "Locha-e-Ulfat" from 2 States 
Arijit Singh - "Mast Magan" from 2 States 
Arijit Singh - "Suno Na Sangemarmar" from Youngistaan 
 
2016  
Arijit Singh - "Sooraj Dooba Haiṅ" from Roy 
Ankit Tiwari - "Tu Hai Ke Nahi" from Roy 
Arijit Singh - "Gerua" from Dilwale 
Atif Aslam - "Jeena Jeena" from Badlapur 
Vishal Dadlani—"Gulaabo" from Shaandaar 
Papon from "Moh Moh Ke Dhaage" from Dum Laga Ke Haisha 
 
2017  
Arijit Singh - "Ae Dil Hai Mushkil" from Ae Dil Hai Mushkil 
Amit Mishra - "Bulleya" from Ae Dil Hai Mushkil 
Arijit Singh - "Channa Mereya" from Ae Dil Hai Mushkil 
Atif Aslam - "Tere Sang Yaara" from Rustom 
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan - "Jag Ghoomeya" from Sultan 
 
2018  
Arijit Singh - "Roke Na Ruke Naina" from Badrinath Ki Dulhania 
Akhil Sachdeva - "Humsafar" from Badrinath Ki Dulhania 
Arijit Singh - "Zaalima" from Raees 
Arko Pravo Mukherjee - "Nazm Nazm" from Bareilly Ki Barfi 
Ash King - "Baarish" from Half Girlfriend (film) 






APPENDIX F: AUDITION ROSTERS FOR SUR KSHETRA 
The chart below contains the audition rosters and songs performed for the Indian and Pakistani 
teams (first two episodes). Singers selected for the team are marked with an asterisk. Gender is 
indicated in parentheses. The lists are in order of performance in the episode.  
Indian Team 
Singer Song Notes 
Soumyadeep (M) “Allahu” Qawwali by Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan 
Yashraj Kapil* (M) “Saawariya” From Indian film Saawariya: music by 
Monty Sharma: originally sung by Shail 
Hada 
Mudassir Ali (M) “Main jahan rahoon” From Indian film Namaste London: music by 
Himesh Reshammiya: originally sung by 
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan 
Indrani Bhattacharjee* 
(F) 
“Bheegi bheegi” From Indian film Gangster: music by Pritam: 
originally sung by “James” (Faruq Mahfuz 
Anam of Bangladesh) 
Diljaan* (M) “Jiya dhadak” From Indian film Kalyug: music composed 
by Pakistani artists Rohail Hyatt and Faisal 
Rafi: originally sung by Rahat  
Tamara K. Menon (F) “Satyam Shivam 
Sundaram” 
From Indian film Satyam Shivam Sundaram: 
music by Laxmikant Pyarelal: originally sung 
by Lata Mangeshkar 
Shahzad Ali* (M) “Naina thag lenge”  From Indian film Omkara: music by Vishal-
Bhardwaj: originally sung by Rahat  
Budhaditya 
Mukherjee* (M) 
“Dil ne tumko chun 
liya hai” 
From Indian film Jhankar Beats: music by 
Vishal-Shekhar: originally sung by Shaan 
Anurag Srivastav (M) “Beshak mandir 
masjid dha de” 
From Indian film Bobby: music by 
Laxmikant-Pyarelel: originally sung by 
Narender Chanchal, based on poem by Baba 
Bulleh Shah (18th century) 
Amanjeet Trikha* (M) “Sadda Haq” From Indian film Rockstar: music by A.R. 










Singer Song Notes 
Ameer Ali* (M) “Dil se re” From Indian film Dil Se; music by A.R. 
Rahman: originally sung by A.R. Raham. 
Sara Raza Khan* (F) “Is shaan-e karam” From Indian film Kachche Dhaage; music by 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan: originally sung by 
Nusrat 
Daim Gill (M) “Dholna” Private song by Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan 
Nadeem Abbas* (M) “Khamaj” Private song by Pakistani band Fuzon 
Imran Ali Akhtar* 
(M) 
“In dinon” From Indian film Life in a Metro; music by 




“Kesariya balam” Rajasthani folk song  
Faraz Nayyar (M) “Mitwa” From the Indian film Kabhi Alvida Naa 
Kehna: music by Shankar Ehsan Loy: 
originally sung by Shafqat Amanat Ali  
Nabeel Shaukat Ali* 
(M) 
“Bulla ki jana” Private song by Indian singer Rabbi, based on 
a song by Sufi Baba Bulleh Shah (18th 
century) 
Misha Razzaq (F) “Bhaage re mann” From Indian film Chameli; music by Sandesh 
Shandilya: originally sung by Sunidhi 
Chauhan 
Ashfaq Hussain (M) “Deewana main hoon 
tera” 
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